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SUMMARY 

This is a phonological study of some aspects of Tekela Nguni dialects, 
found in Southern Africa. Six of such dialects have been identified, 
namely: Swati, which is found in Swaziland, KaNgwane and South-Eastern 
Transvaal; Bhaca, found in Mount Frere and Umzimkulu in the Transkei, 
and between Ixopo and Bulwer in Natal; the Lala cwho accupy a large 
part of Southern Natal from Umzinto to Ezingolweni, as well as around 
Durban and Kranskop; the Nhlangwini, found north of Port Shepstone; 
Phuthi which is spoken at Quthing in Lesotho, Herschel in Transkei, and 
all the way from Mt Fletcher to Matatiele in South Africa; and finally 
Sumayela Ndebele found in the Northern Transvaal between Potgietersrus 
and Pietersburg. 

Aspects which are compared are phonemes which are dealt with in Chap
ters 3 and 4, from a synchronic and diachronic angle, respectively. In 
the synchronic approach the focus is on Tekela phonemes currently in 
use as opposed to the diachronic approach where Tekela cognates are 
compared and the derivation of Tekela reflexes from Proto-Bantu traced. 

Chapter five deals with phonological processes, and two types are dis
tinguishable. Firstly there are processes which are common to Nguni in 
general. Secondly, there are those which are peculiar to Tekela Nguni. 
These include nasalisation of vowels; vowel replacement and labialisa
tion. Chapter 6 is an elementary comparison of tone in these dialects. 
Tonal patterns of the noun and verb are identified and explained by 
means of tonal rules. 

The linguistic evidence is corroborated by common origins and history 
of the Tekela peoples as postulated in chapter 2. The conclusions 
drawn are that the Tekela dialects are but members of one and the same 
Nguni sub-group, and that besides foreign influences, they still share 
a number, not only of phonological, but also lexical and morphological 
features, which are commented upon in chapter 2. 

The study ends with a humble submission that it would be a most viable 
and pragmatic proposition if Nguni had only two written languages: one 
Tekela and the other Zunda Nguni. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PRELIMINARIES 

1. INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

1.1 AIM OF STUDY 

As implied in the title, this is a comparative study of some phonological 

aspects of Nguni Tekela dialects, namely: Swati, Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini, 

Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele. Several studies on the individual dialects 

have been undertaken but - to date - no single in-depth study from a 

comparative angle has yet been tackled. 

Accordingly, three very important factors make a study. of this kind 

desirable. Firstly, in the present era of rapid change, language change and 

reconstruction, to encapsulate some of the linguistic features of these dialects 

before they are thrown into oblivion is of special value to scholarship and 

posterity. Secondly, similarities between these dialects are an interesting 

feature in view of their geographical distribution across the length and 

breadth of Southern Africa. Finally, some conclusions drawn might prove or 

disprove a common history and some genetic relationships between these 

groups. 

1.2 SCOPE OF STUDY 

The study will cover seven chapters, titled as follows: Chapter 1: 

Preliminaries. This chapter deals with two main aspects of this work. Firstly, 

definitions of various speech varieties are given and an attempt is made at 

distinguishing between such varieties as language, dialect, sociolect, register, 

et cetera. Secondly, an overview of studies on these dialects is given and a 

brief evaluation of such studies is also attempted. 

Chapter 2: Historical perspective and geographical distribution of the Tekel:1, 

groups. Here the focus falls on Bantu origi,ns with special reference to the 

Nguni group. This will set the scene for a cursory comparison of these 

dialects pointing out similarities and differences of a morphologica.1, syntactic 
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and semantic nature. Influence on Tekela from other contiguous language 

groups will also be traced. 

Chapter 3: Tekela phonemes: A syn chronic studv. In this chapter the 

Tekela phonemes are identified and described from a· synchronic angle. 

Certain LP .A. symbols are used to represent each phoneme. 

Chapter 4: Tekela phonemes: A diachronic studv. This is a continuation of 

chapter 3. However, in this chapter only those phonemes which can be traced 

from Ur-Bantu or Proto-Bantu are described. The main aim is to show that 

the Tekela dialects form a subgroup within the Bantu language family. 

Chapter -5: Phonological processes. This chapter deals with all types of 

sound changes which may broadly be divided into assimilation and 

dissimilation processes. 

Chapter 6: Suprasegmental phonologv. As a matter of fact, the focus in this 

study is more on segmental rather than supra-segmental phonology. Here 

the focus falls on tone, and other suprasegmental features. 

Chapter 7: Conclusion. This is the last chapter which is a recapitulation of 

the salient features of all the significant findings and observations in this 

investigation. 

1.3 APPROACH 

1.3.1 Order of Preference 

In this study, Swati will be used as the point of departure. This does not 

imply that Swati is in any way superior to the other dialects, but is chosen 

solely for practical reasons since it is the best documented of all the Tekela 

Nguni dialects. The others will then be compared against Swati or be 

analysed individually in alphabetical order, commencing with Bhaca and 

ending with Sumayela Ndebele. 

It must be noted here that the various dialects are referred to as: Lala, 

Bhaca, Nhlangwini, et cetera, to the exclusion of the relevant prefixes (i.e. 

IsiLala, SiSwati, IsiBhaca, et cetera). I am well aware of the latest fashion of 
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using the prefix with African/Bantu language terms. However, I feel that 

this is grammatically incorrect. To me a prefix is a mere grammatical 

formative which fixes a Bantu word concordially into the Bantu syntax. 

Since the medium used in this study is a non-Bantu syntax, my view is that 

Bantu grammatical trimmings are irrelevant in this context. 

1.3.2 Mono-theoretical versus Multifaced Approach 

It is often too difficult, if not impossible, to choose the most adequate 

approach to analyse linguistic data in all its aspects. In any case I am 

skeptical about the superiority of the mono-theoretical approach. I concur 

fully with Poulos' views in rejecting the mono-theoretical approach despite 

its philosophical justificationalism. He argues: 

... Even though justificationalism may currently be the most 
respected logic of philosophy of science, it is not necessarily the 
only acceptable approach in theory evaluation; in other words 
a mono-theoretical approach is dependent on the strength of 
its justification despite the fact that it may not necessarily be 
the best account of relevant problematic phenomena. On the 
other hand, given a perspective of a discipline where the object 
of study is seen to be so complex as to warrant a multi-faceted 
approach, scientific research in this regard could well generate 
insight to the problematic phenomena concerned... Thus 
despite its weaknesses on philosophical grounds, a 
multi-theoretical approach may provide more insight than a 
mono-theoretical approach since the former approximates 
'reality'. 

(Poulos, 1982:xii-xiii) 

In other words, in this study, use will be made of all relevant theories 

provided they generate insight into a problematic phenomenon at hand. 

1.3.3 Diachronic versus Synchronic Analysis 

This is chiefly a synchronic investigation since the aim is to analyse these 

dialects as they are currently spoken. However, owing to the desirability to 

put them in their historical perspective, a diachronic approach will also be 

adopted where necessary. 

1.3.4 Mixing versus Non-mixing of Linguistic Levels 

Again I shall depart from the view that linguistic disciplines should not be 

mixed. Here we must take cognisance of the fact that in Bantu languages 
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most changes which are phonologically conditioned operate within the 

context of the word. To this end, it is perhaps better to speak of 

morphonology than simply phonology in this context. In other words, 

although this .study is based ma.inly on phonology, morphological and where 

necessary even syntactic features of these dialects will be commented on, 

with the view to shedding more light on the problematic phonological 

phenomena. 

1.4 DEFINITION OF SOME TERMS 

~~e this is .. ~ .. s.t11~y of dialects, the first term. to. be defined is. quite 
obviously, dialect. However, once a definition of this term is attempted, a 

whole host of other terms inevitably comes in for definition. Firstly, a 

definition of the word dialect is not worthwhile unless it relates it to, and 

distinguishes it from language on the one hand and register on the other. 

Again such a definition is not good enough unless it also relates to the 

relevant speech community. Besides these, languages must also be related to 

language groups and families; and dialects in their turn, must also be related 

to dialect clusters, et cetera. 

1.4.1 Language and Dialect Defined 

Since any definition of dialect will make mention of language, it might be 

wise to start with a definition of both these varieties. Prima facie, this seems 

an easy task but on closer scrutiny, both these concepts are much more 

complex and problematic. In our case this is aggravated also by the fact that 

one of the 'dialects' to be studied is Swati, which is recognised as a 

'language', while the rest are still labelled 'dialects'. The. question is what 

features does Swati have which the other dialects lack? Secondly, if it has 

graduated as a language, is it still proper then to include it in a study of 

dialects? Before answering these two questions let us try to establish the 

difference between dialect and language. 

\I 
To begin with, a language is a speech form or rather one of the varieties of 

speech forms. What characterises this particular variety? According to 

Potter (1957:36) a language is a 

system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of which human 
beings communicate with one another. 
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Two main features may be noted in this definition, viz. ( a) vocal symbols; 

(b) used for communication. To someone who wants to distinguish languages 

from dialect, this definition is not of much help; a dialect is also a system of 

vocal symbols" used for communication. In fact, linguists have failed to give a 

clear-cut definition of language based on linguistic grounds which 

distinguishes it from di~ect. Hudson (1980:31) considers this problem and 

cites Einar Haugen who argues that we are bound to have this problem 

because in many cultures there is no such distinction. He avers that even in 

England the distinction did not exist until the term dialect was borrowed, as 

a learned word from Greek in the Renaissance. This distinction developed in 

Greek because of the existence of a number of written varieties in use in 

classical Greece, each associated with a different area. He goes on to add that 

the Greek terms which were translated as 'language' and 'dialect' had 

different meanings from what these words have in English. He· cites a similar 

instance in French, where the term dialecte refers to regional varieties which 

are written and have a literature, in contrast to regional varietie$ called 

patois, which are written down. 

From the foregoing argument two deductions may be made. Firstly, in Zulu 

or Nguni, we also lack a term which is the equivalent of the English 'dialect'. 

Thus, in Nguni, the distinction between language and dialect is non-existent. 

Secondly, the feature 'reduced to writing' is held by lay-men as a 

distinguishing criterion between language and dialect. Thus it can be argued 

that Swati is no longer a dialect because it has been written down. However, 

linguistically speaking, a language does not become such simply because it 

has been reduced to writing. A written form is a mere record of a language 

which already existed as such in its spoken form. 

How then do we distinguish between the two? Hudson (1980:31-33) posits 

two more criteria. The first one is size and the second one is prestige. He 

argues that a language is larger than a dialect, because it contains more 

lexical items. A language is a cluster of dialects and it contains a sum total of 

all the terms in all its dialects. He argues further that language has prestige 

which dialect lacks. However, this prestige attaches to a language once it has 

been elevated to the status of a standard language. Once that happens, it 

gains prestige by being used in formal discourse and in writing. 
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Consequently, it has become common practice to refer to unwritten 

languages as dialects and to written dialects as languages. 

v However, it must be emphasised that standardisation is a result of direct and 

deliberate intervention by society. This intervention pr"oduces a standard 

language where before there were just dialects. This process of 

standardisation involves four aspects, namely: selection; codification' 

elaboration of function and acceptance. 

SELECTION: A speech community will select one of its dialects and 

develop it into a standard language. This. is usually the dialect used in 

political, economic and religious intercourse. 

CODIFICATION: The linguistic features of such a dialect must be fixed in 

dictionaries and grammar books by an academy or similar language bureau. 

Once it has thus been codified, it will become necessary for the members of 

its community to learn and use it correctly. 

ELABORATION OF FUNCTION: This dialect must now be used in all 

types of communication especially in government, courts of law, education, 

and also in various forms of literature. 

ACCEPTANCE: This means that the community must recognise the dialect 

as its national language. It must recognise it as its symbol of independence, 

autonomy and sovereignty. (Hudson, 1980:33-37.) 

On these extra-linguistic grounds, the Swati of Swaziland qualifies as a 

language. But then what about Swati spoken in the Eastern Transvaal? Is it 

a language or a dialect? Surely, that area known as KaNgwane is not a 

sovereign state. Where do we draw the line? Perhaps we are forced to concur 

with Hudson (1980:37) where he concludes that "there is no real distinctio~ 

between 'language' and 'dialect"'. 

How then do we classify the speech varieties that form the subject of this 

study? Are they languages or dialects? Before we attempt an answer to this 

question, let us consider one little point. vVhen we speak of dialects, we 
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normally have in mind dialects of a particular language. Can we then speak 

of Tekela dialects where there is no Tekela language? This seems to add 

another dimension to the concept language. It means that a language 

comprises a cluster of dialects. 

When we speak of Xhosa as a language, we have in mind all the lexical items 

from the following dialects: Ndlambe, Ngqika, and Gcaleka. This is with 

regard to written Xhosa. Otherwise, Xhosa in general also includes lexemes 

from Thembu, Bomvana, Xesibe, and Mpondomise. 

In the same vein, Swati consists of the foll9wing dialects: The Dlamini or 

Central dialect spoken around Mbabane and Ezulwini valley: the Northern 

dialect which is common in the Republic of South Africa, especially around 

Barberton and Nelspruit; the Eastern dialect which is encountered at Siteki 

and Lomahasha; and possibly the Southern dialect common around 

Hlathikhulu and Nhlangano, which evinces a strong Zulu influence. 

It must be noted at this juncture that the same argument of dialect cluster 

can be raised with regard to Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini, Phuthi and Sumayela 

Ndebele. For instance, Van Dyk (1960) who undertook an in-depth study of 

Lala, isolated at least three dialects of this speech variety. These are the 

Bhengu dialect spoken around Kranskop; the Jali dialect encountered in the 

Harding district, and a third one around Inanda and Mngeni reserve. To this 

we may add also the Cele dialect of Ezingolweni and other districts; and the 

Ndzelu dialect encountered at Umzinto and High Flats. 

Likewise, Sumayela Ndebele has its own cluster. In fact, Ziervogel 

(1959:4-5), who refers to it as a language, isolated the following dialects: 

the Muledlana who are sub-divided into t_hree groups: bakaSibidiela; 

bakaGegana; and bakai\lfgombhane, the Langa who are sub-divided into the 

Mapela and the Bakensberg sections and finally, the Ledwaba who are 

sub-divided into the Mashashane and the MaUne. 

The purpose of this observation has been to show that there are no 

linguistically justifiable grounds on which to draw a distinction between 

language and dialect and that Swati, Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini, Phuthi and 
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Sumayela Ndebele qualify as either languages or dialects depending on the 

approach each researcher wants to adopt. In my approach in this study, they 

are all dialects. 

The fact that Swati has_ been reduced to writing does not ·distinguish it from 

the rest linguistically. Languages and dialects became such long before the 

art of writing was even invented. Also the requirements of size and region are 

not very useful because they are relative concepts. The English of the U.S.A. 

and the Swati of Swaziland are both 'languages' despite the fact that the 

U.S.A. is more than a hundred times the size of Swaziland. Also the number 

of speakers in each country does not affect the status of their language. 

However, I must still consider the anomaly of referring to Swati, Bhaca, 

Lala, Nhlangwini, Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele as Tekela · dialects when 

there is no Tekela language. Perhaps the best way of looking at this 

'anomaly' is to first note that it is by no means unique. In th~ Bantu 

context, for instance, we often speak of a Bantu language family, a Nguni 

group and even a Zunda sub-group although we do not currently have 

Bantu, Nguni or Zunda as specific languages. What we are actually 

postulating is a Proto-Bantu, Proto-Nguni and a Proto-Zunda language; 

and in the same vein a Proto-Tekela language. Accordingly, we can speak of 

· the Tekela dialects as being dialects of the Proto-Tekela language. 

The fact that dialects must be of a particular language adds yet another 

dimension to the quality of dialects - that they must be mutually 

intelligible. Subsequently, it will also be the aim of this investigation to 

establish whether or not the Tekela dialects are mutually intelligible. Hudson 

(1980:35) maintains that: 

... if the speakers of two varieties can understand each other, 
then the varieties concerned are instances of the same 
language; otherwise they are not. 

'vVhlle he admits that this is a widely used criterion, he however cautions 

that its application has serious problems. Let us focus on two of the problems 

he has isolated. The one is that mutual intelligibility is a matter of degree 
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ranging from total intelligibility down to total unintelligibility. He wonders 

how high up the scale two varieties need to be in order to count as members 

of the same language. The second problem is that: 

Mutual intelligibility is not really a relation between varieties 
but between people, since it is they, and not the varieties, that 
understand one another. This being so, the degree of mutual 
intelligibility depends not just on the amount of overlap 
between the items of the two varieties but on the qualities of 
the people concerned. 

(Hudson, 1980:36) 

To the requirement of quality, one may add also attitude and motivation. To 

a Swati, for instance, Zulu would be intelligible, depending on how the Swati 

is well motivated, disposed and exposed to acquire Zulu. 

Fortunately, it transpired during research that the two problems underlined 

by Hudson might not apply to the Tekela dialects. Firstly, many people in 

four out of the six Tekela groups are family members. This asserti9n is in 

view of the fact that the most prominent tribe among the Swati is the 

Dlamini; and this happens to be the case also with the Bhaca, Nhlangwini, 

and Phuthi as it will be more fully demonstrated when the history of these 

groups is traced. 

Secondly, practical experiences during research confirmed in my mind that 

certain Tekela speakers from various Tekela groups regard themselves as 

members of the same family. For instance, at Mzimkhulu where I had gone 

to consult some Bhaca informants, I was given a cold shoulder by a Bhaca 

young man who refused to be interviewed, In dismissing me he stated that if 

I need to know Bhaca so desperately why do I not go to Swaziland and 

interview the people there. I could sense that this man did not trust my 

credentials, suspecting me to be some police officer or detective - yet his 

response confirmed in my mind, once and for all, that as far as he was 

concerned Swati and Bhaca are one and the same speech variety. 

Then again among the Phuthi, I met a certain Mr Mokhoantle who informed 

me that in his endeavour to reduce Phuthi to writing, he had visited 

Swaziland, with the purpose of studying Swati orthography. He continued to 
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add that when he got to Swaziland, he was beside himself with excitement on 

seeing. a Tekela language in print. He simply could not refrain from buying a 

few copies to show to his fellow-men in Lesotho and Transkei. I have no 

doubt in my )TI.ind that he would not have bought the Swati books if this 

variety was not intelligible to him. Notwithstanding -these experiences, 

however, we must still investigate the··common vocabulary shared by all 

these dialects. 

1.4.2 Register 

Having concluded that language and dialect are speech varieties which 

overlap to a large degree, we should consider also whether they are not mere 

registers. The close relationship between register and dialect is highlighted by 

Hudson (1980:48-50) where he maintains that: 

The term REGISTER is widely used in sociolinguistics to refer 
to 'varieties according to use' in contrast with dialects, defined 
as 'varieties according to user' ... 
We can interpret register differences in terms of the model of 
acts of identity in much the same way as for dialect differences 

We have so far presented the concept of 'register' in the way in 
which it is normally used, as the name of one kind of variety 
that is parallel to dialect. 

Let us now analyse these statements. Firstly, Hudson maintains that a 

register is a variety according to use. What this amounts to is that a speaker, 

in conceiving an act of communication, also conceives the type of social 

group he wishes to communicate with, and adjusts his behaviour accordingly. 

For instance, if a young man is communicating with his mates, he will use 

slang, but with his seniors or those in authority, he will use formal speech. 

The two ·may then be termed an informal versus formal register. In the first 

instance, he wants to identify with the addressee, in the second instance, he 

wants to distance himself from the addressee. Accordingly we may define 

register as a speech variety that one uses in a particular monolingual context 

in order to identify his relationship vis-a-vis the person or group he is 

communicating with. 

How then does this relate to dialect? Perhaps this question should be 

answered after diglossia has been dealt with. In the meantime one may state 
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that, prima facie a language is comparable to a formal register while a dialect 

is comparable to an informal register. 

1.4.3 Diglossia 
Diglossia is not a speech variety but a situation where there are two or more 

distinct varieties, and one of them is used in formal or public occasions while 

the other is used in everyday circumstances. Ferguson ( cited by Hudson, 

1980:54) defines diglossia as follows: 

Diglossia is a relatively stable language situation in which, in 
addition to the primary dialects of the language ... there is a 
very divergent highly codified ( often grammatically more 
complex) superposed variety, the ,vehicle of a large and 
respected body of written literature, either of an earlier period 
or in another speech community, which is learned largely by 
formal education and is used for most written and formal 
spoken purposes, but is not used by any sector · of the 
community for ordinary conversation. 

Let us now try to relate the ideas on registers and diglossia to the, Tekela 

dialects in question. Starting with registers, we note that five out of the six 

dialects have not been reduced to writing. The result is that in the areas 

where they are spoken there has to be another variety (Zulu or Xhosa in the 

case of Bhaca; Zulu only in the case of Lala and Sotho in the case of 

Sumayela Ndebele), which is used in formal and public circles. There seems 

to be no doubt therefore that a diglossic situation has arisen in these areas. 

Until very recently, the same applied also to Swati. At home the Swati spoke 

their mother tongue but in formal circles they used Zulu. 

However, is it quite correct to maintain that a Tekela dialect is an informal 

register? Not when we subscribe to the fact that registers occur in a 

monolingual speech situation. In fact, one of my experiences during research 

is that when I interviewed a Bhaca chieftainess, Nomtsheketshe, I noticed 

that in her presence, her subjects used a formal variety of Bhaca, quite 

distinct from the informal one they used between themselves. This brought 

me to the conclusion that even a dialect ha~ a scheme of multi-dimensional 

matrix from which individual speakers choose their register according to the 

demands of the act of communication. Hence, Hudson (supra) is correct in 

maintaining that dialect and register run parallel. Dialects may have a lot in 
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common with registers - as I have tried to show - but they are a distinct 

variety. 

1.4.4 Sociolect 

This is yet another speech variety which is related - to dialect. It is 

consequently essential to define and distinguish it from dialect. Hudson 

(1980:43) regards dialect as a regional variety and sociolect as a social 

variety. This makes a sociolect to be some kind of register. A community is 

divided into social groups, distinguished by social class, sex, or age; and 

which are identified by their various speech forms. Such speech forms are 

called sociolects. Thus they differ from diale~ts which cover a whole region. 

1.4.5 Isogloss 

One can hardly speak of dialects without mentioning isoglosses. The term 

isogloss is a compound of two Greek words: 'iso' meaning 'same' and 'gloss' 

which means 'tongue'; and it refers to an imaginary line which forms a 

boundary of a region in which a particular dialect is spoken. It w'ould be 

desirable to draw isoglosses to show the geographic distribution of the Tekela 

dialects but unfortunately such idea is not feasible, owing to the diglossic 

situation prevailing in the areas where these dialects are spoken. As will be 

shown in the next chapter, the Tekela peoples were uprooted from their 

original homelands during and after the Mfecane, and thrown together in 

southern Natal, in the area called no-man's-land. Here the Tekela found 

themselves rubbing shoulders with non-Tekela groups such as the Thembu, 

Mpondo, Mpondornise and Chunu. Although the Swati were spared this 

ordeal, the purity of their speech form was also affected by the Mfecane since 

many hordes of fleeing Nguni such as Zwangendaba, Zwide and their 

followers cut across Swaziland, staying there for a while before proceeding 

northwards, and some of the fugitives even made Swaziland their permanent 

home. For instance, Zwide's people were allocated an area in the Pigg's Peak 

district. The only people who were not affected were the Bhengu ( or 

Ngcolosi) of Kranskop, which perhaps explains why that dialect has not 

undergone all the sound changes undergon·e by other Tekela dialects. For 

instance, in the Ngcolosi Lala palatalisation of labial sounds does not occur. 

The second reason for the diglossic situation is that schools have been 
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established throughout the Tekela world and here pupils are taught 

non-Tekela vernaculars. Men who also go outside their area to find 

employment are also exposed to non-Tekela vernaculars. Only a few women 

who have never been to school or outside their territory are monolingual 

Tekela speakers. The result is a great difficulty in drawing isoglosses. A 

situation such as this is simplified by Hudson into mathematical terms thus: 

The family tree model enables a very important prediction to 
be made regarding isoglosses, namely that they should not 
intersect. This prediction follows from the strict hierarchy 
among varieties in the model: either one is an ancestor of the 
other, or the two are 'sisters'. Now imagine a hypothetical 
state of affairs where a large variety L contains two items x 
and y neither of which is used by all· the people who speak L. 
We can distinguish within L between varieties with and 
without x( +x and -x), and those with and without y( +y, -y), 
but all four possible combinations of these varieties actually 
exist: there are people who have both ( +x, +y), others who 
have neither (-x, -y ), and others who have just one or the 
other ( +x, -y, or -x, +y).vVhat then are the relations between 
the varieties defined by x( + x, -y)? 

(Hudson, 1980:39) 

In actual fact, the early Bantu philologists and comparative linguists such as 

Johnstone and Doke (see Guthrie, 1948:20-27), attempted the plotting of 

isoglosses in their classification of Bantu languages. In plotting their 

isoglosses they used a number of 'differentia' including lexical, grammatical, 

tonal, and phonological differentia. After carefully reviewing the results of 

their indeavours, Guthrie is somewhat sceptical of the effectiveness of 

plotting isoglosses. He argues: 

From the list of differentia just given it might be thought that 
if these were used for plotting isoglosses, the classification of 
the Bantu languages would be a simple matter. Unfortunately, 
this is far from what is found when the attempt is made ... 
The extreme case of its failure occurs when an isogloss 
provided by a given feature coincides with others in indicating 
a useful division between languages in or part of the field and 
then cuts right through the middle of a single language 
elsewhere. 

(Guthrie, 1948:26) 

1.4.6 Tekela 
There are many scholars who have expressed themselves on the nature of 

Tekela. Some of them have simplified matters and described it as a 
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substitution of the Zunda /z/ by /t/ in a Nguni language. Others have given 

very complex definitions of this term, with the unfortunate result that there 

is no consensus of opinion regarding its nature. Thus it becomes necessary to 

give an overview of some of the most pertinent descriptions of Tekela. 

The Rev. J.L. Dohne (1857:340) was probably the first scholar to define 

Tekela in his: Zulu-Kafir Dictionarv as: 

Uku-Tekeza ... to speak a peculiar dialect, different from the 
Zulu, and consisting mainly in the change of sounds to which 
several consonants are subject, viz.: to change the sharper 
sounds for flatter, as k for i: le for 1, as izinkomo zami wnke 
(Zulu), and Tekeza tribes say: itomo or itiyomo tami tonke, -
umnyaka (Zulu) umunaga (Tekeza) -, umuntu (Zulu) - umunu 
(Tekeza), &c.: of compound consonants in Zulu, the Tekeza 
retains only the labial m, and the nasal n ... 

Bleek (1862) also gave his attention to Tekela. He gives a lengthy description 

of this variety: 

'.Dlli:~J_a ( also_called tekela OLteket0) dialects are known to use 
only tmough short vocabularies ... The Kafir (Xhosa) nk is 
entirely dropped in the tekeza, and also in the Inhambane, the 
spirit us lenis taking its place ( cf. inkomo - iyomo, inkosi -
ihhosi/iyosi/iwosi). In the Northern tekeza g is only found 
before i as a semi-palatalised sound ... whilst the tekeza 1 
stands in the place of Kafir (sic) le and the Setshwana ts (cf. 
Kafir zona, Setshwana tsona, Swazi tona. Kafir nd is not 
altered in the tekeza, but the Kafir nt only the nasal remains 
in tekeza ( cf. intombi - inombi; intambo - inambo). Kafir l is 
perhaps in a greater number of kindred South African 
languages changed in to r; in a few it is commuted in to n ( as in 
Makua and Mpongwe) or into y as in the thefula dialect of the 
Zulu language ... 

Bryant (1929:232-233) defines Tekela in similar terms. He starts by 

outlining the clans which inhabited the present day Natal, before the advent 

of Shaka. He maintains that they were the Tekela-speaking branch of the 

Nguni-Bantu family. He then describes Tekela in these words: 

All the above-mentioned Nguni groups, eMbo and Thonga 
alike, belonged, as said, to the Tekela speaking branch of 
Nguni family (7), that is to say, their speech, though still 
'radically' (word-root) identical with that of the pure 
Ntungwa-Ngunis (8) from whom they had sprung, had, owing 
to their contact with the descending stream of Suthu Bantu, 
assumed so many phonetic and structural changes ( of which 
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the changing of ,;. into a closed 1 was the most striking, and 
consequently gave rise to the term, tekela) as to have become 
virtually a new language. 

Writing on Swati, Ziervogel and Mabuza (1976:1) comment briefly on 

Tekela: 

The Dlamini, it is said, spoke a Tsonga-like language of which 
the main characteristic was tekela ( using the 1 sound for the ll., 
i.e. the Zunda sound). 

From Mzamane's definition it would appear that the Cape Nguni approach 

this subject differently. Writing on Phuthi, Mzamane (1948:2) states: 

Phuthi is a language whose nature lies somewhat midway 
between Nguni and Sotho although it tends much more 
towards Nguni than Sotho ... With regard to its relationship 
with Nguni, Phuthi follows the 'tshefula' and the 'teketa' 
dialects of Nguni ... in changing the ,l.'s into i's. The 'tshefula' 
found in Phuthi is almost identical with that found in Baca 
and Swazi. Similarly the 'teketa' is the same as that of 
isiQwabe and other coastal dialects. 
It must be pointed out, however, that the two terms 'tshefula' 
and 'teketa' are used here, in the Cape Nguni sense where 
(i) the former involves a change of the explosive aspirated 
alveolar tsh, as in the change from uthi (he says) into utshi; 
and (ii) the latter, i.e. 'teketa' involves the change of the 
voiced lateral alveolar 1 into a prepalatal semi-vowel y, as in 
the change from ubonile into uboniye. 

Kubeka (1979:41) cites a definition of Tekela by yet another Cape Nguni, 

J.H. Soga, who unfortunately does not support Mzamane's view: 

Ukutekeza means to lisp like a child. Tekedza merely defines a 
peculiarity of enunciation, and this is not confined to one tribe 
of the Bantu race. Tekela differs according to clans and there 
are reasons: 

1. Lalas substitute 1 for ,;. - this is the distinguishing 
dialectic feature. 

2. The AmaBaca and the AmaWushe on the other hand 
introduce the sibilant after the letter 1 e.g. ukutsi for 
ukuthi. Besides this there is a transmutation of u and 
owe to wi e.g. kwitsi for kuthi or kowethu. This form of 
tekedza is called tshefula. 

Kubeka (1979:42) then cites Louw who regards Lala as separate from Tekela. 

Kubeka says: 

Under Tekela he (Louw) has Swazi, Bhaca, Phuthi, Northern 
Transvaal Ndebele, and Nhlangwini. Lala constitutes a 
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sub-group of its own probably because of agreeing with the 
theory that Lala are not Thonga-Nguni in origin ... 

Finally let us consider also Doke's definition of Tekela. According to Kubeka 

(1979:4) 

Doke recognises two dialect forms of Zulu. The first he calls 
ukuthefula, a term which he describes as signifying 'to be oily 
or slippery'. The second dialect he calls ukutekeza, a term 
signifying 'to quiver, to speak in a quivering voice'. Under the 
term ukutekeza he has listed isiBaca and isiLala dialects. Swazi 
which he regards as a separate language also falls under 
ukutekeza. 

·what then do we conclude from the aforegoip.g definitions of Tekela? Firstly, 

according to Diihne or his informants Tekela is defined with reference to 

Lala. It is mainly in Lala that a prenasalised consonant is dropped as found 

in Zunda: urnuntu but Lala urnnnu. Other features cited by Diihne, however, 

are common to all other Tekela dialects. Turning now to Bleek, we note that 

according to him, Tekela is not restricted to Nguni only. Together with 

Thefula, these phenomena are common to other Bantu peoples, including 

Tswana, Makua and Mpongwe. He also defines it broadly to cover also the 

replacement of l with r and the elimination of 1 in nasal compounds. The 

last-mentioned phenomenon occurs in Lala which is regarded as a Tekela 

dialect in this study. I shall comment further on this broad definition in 

chapter 7. 

Secondly, Mzamane's definition is not acceptable for the purposes of this 

study. He might be right regarding how these terms are used by the Cape 

Nguni, but unfortunately his definition does not tally with the other cited 

definitions which I adopt. These other scholars are unanimous in maintaining 

that Tekela basically involves the change of the Zunda z; to 1 notwith

standing certain differences in their definitions. In conclusion, therefore, I 

concur fully in Kubeka's view where he states: 

If tekela/tekeza means, among other things, to pronounce a /t/ 
sound in the place of the /z/, then the above are generally 
classifiable together despite their differences. It should be 
pointed out also that in spite of this collective classification the 
above named dialects do not agree in all their characteristics 
but chiefly agree in the /t/ quality. For example at the 
phonological level, the change of /1/ to /y / is a phenomenon 
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peculiar to the Mthethwa-like dialects and the transmutation 
of nasal compounds is peculiar to Lala dialects. 

(Kubeka, 1979:42) 

1.4. 7 Bantu . 

The term Bantu was first used by Bleek in the first part of his, Comparative 

Grammar, in 1862. Guthrie (1948:9) avers that: 

From the time this name became accepted for this remarkable 
family of languages spoken over much of central and southern 
Africa. 

Although Guthrie maintains (ibid) that: 

Fortunately, from the time this name was first introduced it 
has chiefly been applied to linguistic rather than to 
ethnological facts ... 

in South Africa the term has been politicised by being used in an ethnological 

sense to refer to South African blacks. Hence, such blacks take offense at the 

mere mentioning of this name. However, in linguistics, it has hitherto proved 

impossible to replace it. Khumalo proposed and uses the term 'Sintu' to 

replace Bantu (see inter alia Khumalo in Nkabinde, 1987:71 et seq). This 

term is to be preferred, not only because it avoids the offensive term Bantu, 

but also because it is linguistically correct. The si- in it is a class 7 prefix 

and refers to a language or culture, whereas the Ba- prefix falls under class 2 

which is a persons class. Despite this however, it will not be ideal to replace 

Bantu with Sintu in this study for a number of reasons. Firstly, it might not 

be desirable to use it with such compounds as Proto-Bantu or Ur-Bantu. 

Secondly, Sintu will not do where the people and not their language are 

intended. Thirdly, and most importantly, owing to the many quotations 

cited in this study, in which Bantu is used, it might be both clumsy and 

confusing to use also Sintu next to such quotations. 

1.4.8 Nguni 

Presently, this term is used linguistically to refer to Bantu languages in 

Guthries' group S.40, namely: Zulu, Xhosa, Swati and related dialects. 

\,Vhen and how did this term come to be used in this sense is not easy to 

establish. Perhaps the first scholar to use the term was Bryant (1929). In the 

first chapter of this publication he writes: 
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The natives of South-Eastern Africa we distinguish as of three 
seperate families, which we call respectively Nguni ... ; Suthu 

· ... ; and Thonga ... 
We have designated the first of the above types 'Nguni' 
because abaNguni was the name by which, in times gone by, 
these people generally distinguished themselves from the other 
two types around them 

(Bryant, 1929:3-4) 

Louw, however, convinces us that the matter is much more involved than 

would Bryant want us to believe. He states: 

Much has been written about the origin of the word Nguni, but 
no one has been able to explain it. I also tried my best, but the 
only satisfactory elicitation I could get was that there was 
probably some vague legendary figure of that name, around 
whom centred the origin of the present Nguni. This may be the 
most satisfactory explanation. Otherwise Nguni refers to 
people who share certain common features in language and 
customs, i.e. who speak related dialects and follow a common 
code of social traditions. 

(Louw, 1987:14) 

Who could this legendary figure be that Louw is referring to? Probably 

Mnguni, father of Luzumane, father of Malandela, father of Qwabe and Zulu. 

Indeed the Qwabe, Gumede, Gcabashe, Khuzwayo and other related clans 

use Mnguni as their clan-praise. But they are not the only group that uses 

this clan-praise as we shall see below. 

At this point, let us remind you that what Bryant refers to as Nguni covers 

not only Guthrie's group S.40 languages, but also those classified as Sotho, 

for he states: 

Of all the Bantu race probably no single tribal family has 
produced so many great and famous political stars -
conquerors, statesmen, social organizers and wise, progressive 
high-minded rulers - as has this of the N gunis. Dingiswayo 
and Shaka, founders of the Zulu nation; Khama and Moshesh 
(Mshweshwe), both of the baKoni origin, and founders, the 
first of Ngwatho, the second, of the Suthu nation ... 

(Bryant, 1929:4) 

Is this actually the sense in which the N guni themselves use this term as 

Bryant avers? Probably not. Soga, for instance, defines this term in a 

narrower sense. Yet his classification is very confusing especially as far as the 

Lala are concerned. He argues thus: 
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Ngunis are Xhosas, not Arna-Lala or Aba-Mbo. There are 
some sections of Abe-Nguni, of the same stock as the 
Ama-Xosa, still in Natal, where they remained when the 
Xhosas moved to the South. These are Ama-Mbayi and 
Ama-Nzimela ... These sections retain the salutation, Mnguni, 
the name of their common ancestor. 

(Soga, 1930:78) 

Soga acknowledges the Ngoni of Malawi and Zambia also as Nguni (1930:81). 

The Lala he identifies with the Kalanga of Zimbabwe and includes in that 

group also the Hlubi, Zulu, Nhlangwini, Ntungwa, Qwabe, and many other 

groups which to him are non-Nguni. The abaMbo are also a distinct group. 

What is common knowledge in Zululand however, is that before Shaka's time 

this territory was occupied by three peoples: The Ntungwa, Nguni, and 

Tekela. The Ntungwa were in northern Natal between the modern Vryheid 

and Babanango, and included such clans as Mabaso, Khumalo, Mbatha, 

Buthelezi, Chunu, and Zulu. The Nguni included mainly those tribes which 

had descended from Lebombo along the Natal east coast to settle between 

Mtubatuba and Mthunzini. These included the Mkhwanazi, Mthethwa, 

Mthiyane, Mbonambi, Dube and Mzimela. They used a Thefula dialect and 

especially the Mzimela used Mnguni as their clan-praise. Although Qwabe, 

brother of Zulu, was actually a Ntungwa, by trekking to the north coast of 

Natal, and picking up the Thefula dialect, his descendants have also come to 

be praised as Mnguni. Is it because their "ancestor" was Mnguni - the above 

mentioned legendary figure or is it because they adopted the Mzimela 

clan-praise? It must be borne in mind that adopting other people's 

clan-praises was quite common at the time - as. we shall see in chapter 2 

when the history of the Zizi or Phuthi is discussed. What is interesting about 

Qwabe however, is that although he was a Ntungwa, and therefore Zunda 

when he broke away from the up-country, his tribe around Ngoye mountains 

eventually became a Thefula group. It is quite possible therefore that the 

Qwabe might have adopted the Mzimela clan-praise as well as their speech 

variety. \Nhat is even more interesting is that nowadays it is very common to 

refer to this Thefula dialect as IsiQwabe. This must have been during the 

reign of Phakathwayo, the greatest of the Qwabe chiefs. He might have 

conquered the Thefula tribes with the result that they surrendered and owed 

allegiance to him. This has a parallel among the Tsonga, who once 
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they were conquered by Soshangane, adopted his name as the name of the 

group and their language became known as IsiShangane. So far about the 

speculation on the 'Nguni' in a narrow sense. The moral of the story of 

course is that since the Qwabe could become Nguni by adoption, there is 

nothing stopping the Zulu, Xhosa, Swazi, Ndebele, et cetera to become Nguni 

by the same token. However, in Shaka's time the three groups: Zunda, 

Thefula and Tekela were united into one, and spoke one language, Zulu, i.e. 

the Ntungwa dialect which was elevated to the status of the official language, 

In a way then, all these peoples became Zulus or Ngunis. That the Xhosa 

ancestors were also among these, is not denied. What is important is that 

linguistically speaking, Nguni embraces Swati, Xhosa, and Zulu with all their 

related dialects and this is the sense in which the term is used in this study. 

1.5 AN OVERV1EW OF SOURCES 

At this juncture, we find it necessary to give a brief survey of sources on 

Nguni in general and Tekela N guni in particular. It is strongly felt t];lat such 

a survey is necessary in order to ascertain what linguistic aspects of these 

dialects have been adequately dealt with, as well as what aspects still need to 

be researched. Comments will also be made, in passing, on the merits and 

demerits of each source. Let us start with some common features which 

characterise most of these studies. 

The most prominent feature is that there seems to be more emphasis on the 

grammatical rather than phonological analysis of the Nguni languages. This 

may be ascribed to two reasons. Firstly, traditional linguistics concentrated 

more on grammar than phonology. This means that the approach adopted by 

Nguni grammarians was a common one. Secondly, it is only recently that 

structural and generative phonology have come to their own, and many 

linguists are still wary of applying them. 

Another common characteristic is that most of these works do not use 

phonetic symbols in presenting the given sp~ech sounds. This is ascribable to 

the fact that very few typewriters had the necessary I.P .A symbols at the 

time. 
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In the third place, we find that in most of these sources tone is not marked. 

In fact very few of them discuss tonology at all. However, let us now be more 

specific, and discuss each source in turn, starting with the general works 

before proceeding to studies on individual dialects. Needless to say, the focus 

will fall on tlie linguistic studies rather than historical a_nd anthropological 

works. 

1.5.1 General and Comparative Studies on Nguni 

Hitherto, only three in-depth studies on Nguni in general have seen the light 

of day. The pioneering work is Lanham's: The Comparative Phonology of 

Nguni, a doctoral thesis which was completed in 1960. In this voluminous 

study of 12 chapters Lanham compares · the phonology of four Nguni 

languages, namely: Xhosa, Zulu, Ndebele (of Zimbabwe) and Swati. He 

focuses mainly on supra-segmental phonology since only the first four 

chapters are devoted to segmental phonology. Although this work is a major 

contribution as far as Zunda Nguni is concerned, it leaves quite a void 

regarding Tekela Nguni since only Swati has been included to represent this 

large sub-group. It may also be pointed out that the usefulness of this work 

is somewhat adversely affected by inadequate examples to illustrate 

Lanham's views, and this makes it difficult to follow all his arguments. 

Hardly two years went by than Mzamane followed up with his: A Compa

rative Phonetic and Morphological Studv of the Dialects of Southern Nguni 

Including the Lexical Influences on non-Bantu Languages, in 1962. Again 

this was a doctoral thesis. This voluminous study of 269 pages comprises 

three sections: a short chapter on the history of t_hese groups; a section on 

phonetics and phonology; and a section on morphology including vocabulary. 

The Southern-Nguni dialects which form the subject of this study are Xhosa, 

Thembu, Mpondo, Mpondomise, Hlubi, Bhaca and Nhlangwini. The last two 

are Tekela Nguni. 

The historical exposition given in this study is quite useful although also 

quite fragmentary and conflicting. Mzamane himself concedes this when he 

states: 
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. This information, of course, seems to be in conflict with that 
given us by Theal. 

(Mzamane, 1962:7) 

One also gets .the impression that the whole work was put together in haste. 

The section on phonology has not received the attention it deserves. For 

instance, phonological processes per se are dealt with in only four pages (i.e. 

from 51 to 55). 

Another Tekela dialect in that area, namely Phuthi, is conspicuous by its 

absence. The reason for this is probably that Mzamane does not regard 

Phuthi as a Nguni dialect. To him it is a variety which stands between Sotho 

and Nguni (Mzamane, 1948:2). 

The third study is a Masters dissertation by Edgar Posselt, titled: 'n 
Vergelvkende Studie van die Klanke van Oer-Bantu met die van Nguni, 

1975. This study concentrates on only one aspect of Nguni phonology, 

namely: the identification of Nguni phonemes which are reflexes of 

Ur-Bantu phonemes as identified by Meinhof (1932). The work is very well 

illustrated with Ur-Bantu etymons and their Nguni cognates. The Nguni 

languages/ dialects which are treated in this study are the Zunda: Zulu, 

Xhosa, Zimbabwe Ndebele, Southern Transvaal Ndebele, and Mpondo; as 

well as the Tekela: Swati, Bhaca, Lala, Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele. The 

balance between Zunda and Tekela in this study is to be appreciated. 

Although only one phonological aspect has been treated, the work is a 

worthwhile contribution as Posselt himself avers: 

Hierdie werk voldoen egter in bepaalde opsigte in 'n lank 
gevoelde behoefte veral op die gebied van dialeknavorsing waar 
die beskikbaarheid van materiaal van hierdie aard 'n 
noodsaaklikheid. Vervolgens behoort dit ook van nut te wees in 
toekomstige fonologiese ondersoeke wat ten opsigte van N guni 
onderneem word. 

(Posselt, 1975:ix) 

Other sources worth mentioning are: Ziervogel tl...fil: Handbook of the Speech 

Sounds and Sound Changes of the Bantu Languages of South Africa, 1967; 

Rycroft: Nguni Tonal Tvpology and Common Bantu (1980a); Rycroft: 
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Tone and Depression in Nguni (1972); Louw: Some Remarks on Nguni Tone 

(1979); and Tucker: Sotho-Nguni Orthographv and Tone Markings (1949). 

It must be noted however that all these sources use Zunda Nguni as a point 

of departure. If they discuss Tekela Nguni at all, then· it is bound to be 

Swati. For instance Ziervogel et al (1967) devotes two chapters to Swati 

phonetics and segmental phonology. The book is not without discrepancies 

however. Some of them will be pointed out at relevant places. However we 

may not judge this book too harshly because the authors, by withdrawing it 

from circulation, did acknowledge that it has some defects. 

1.5.2 Sources on Swati 

It is worth noting that although Swati is the only Tekela dialect which has 

been reduced to writing, it did not attract the attention of Bantuists until 

quite recently. Furthermore only a handful of scholars have paid more than 

passing attention to it. Thus Ziervogel remains its greatest schoJar and 

advocate for presenting it as a written medium. Starting way back in 1941 

with his: Die Klank en Vormleer van die Sentrale Vorm van Swati, Ziervogel 

spent the best part of his life researching this speech variety. His magnum 

opus in Swati: A Grammar of the Swati Language. which was written in 

co-authorship with E.J. Mabuza, was published in 1976, a few months before 

his death early in 1977. 

Ziervogel's first grammar work on Swati: Die Klank en Vormleer van die 

Sentrale Vorm van Swati is a Masters dissertation. In the first part of this 

work Ziervogel gives a useful sketch of the early Swati history. He then cites 

a few studies which predate his. Of these only P.J. Coertze's Masters 

dissertation on Swati phonology is worth mentioning. Even so it would 

appear that Ziervogel does not assess this work very highly for he states 

(1941:14) that: 

"Sv werk is niters beknop en onvolledig." 

The second part of Ziervogel's dissertation deals with Swati phonology, from 

paragraph 28 to 64. A much larger portion of this work (i.e. from paragraph 

65 to 112) deals with Swati grammar. The last part is an addendum in which 
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we find a map; dialectical classification as well as some Swati texts. A large 

part on the phonology section traces the derivation of Swati reflexes from 

Ur-Bantu; and phonological processes receive attention only from 

paragraphs 60. to 64. There is very little on suprasegmental phonology. 

Nonetheless this work must have made such impact on scholarship that Doke 

was motivated to persuade Ziervogel to publish a Swati Grammar textbook. 

Indeed this was published in 1952 as: A Grammar of Swazi. To a large 

extent this work is an English version of Ziervogel's dissertation. Phonology 

receives even a smaller coverage in this work, it being treated in only the 

first 19 pages of this voluminous work of 224 pages. The chapter on Swati 

history has not been included and Swati ethnographical texts have been 

reduced to two extracts only. All in all then the work is strictly a 

grammatical text and grammarians1l assess it very highly in as far as its 

grammatical content and analysis are concerned. It is consequently not clear 

to me why Ziervogel deemed it necessary to revise this work and issue A 

Grammar of the Swati Language in 1976. This work deals with grammar 

only; phonology, Swati history and ethnographical texts have been left out. 

Critics1) are not too happy with the scientific way in which this work has 

been put together. Tone is marked only in the first part of the work. Reasons 

for abandoning it later are explained by Davey (1981:1-2): 

... who was responsible for the tone marking: 

... tone marking was carried out up to page 136, but it was not 
completely accurate as it was done from badly recorded 
cassettes and with a background of Xhosa tone so that many 
patterns were heard in Xhosa terms. 

Another major work on Swati is Davey's thesis of 1981 titled: Aspects of the 

Tonologv of SiSwati. However, this was not the first work on Swati tonology. 

A few treatises had already appeared from the pen of David Rycroft on Swati 

tone patterns, such as: Sav it in SiSwati (1976); and his: Concise SiSwati 

Dictionarv. Rycroft is, in fact, another scholar who has devoted much of his 

time to do research on Swati. His publications on Swati grammar include 

.:::{l) Personal discussion with Prof. J.A. Louw and Mr P.C. Taljaard. 
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also his SiSwati Language Manual (1973). This work is not strictly relevant 

to his study since it does not deal with phonology. 

1.5.3 Sources on Bha.ca 

To date only two major linguistic studies have been undertaken on Bhaca. 

Incidentally both of them were completed in 1942. These are: D.P. Hallowes: 

A Grammar of Baca and its Relation to Swazi. Zulu and Xhosa, (1942); and 

A.C. Jordan: Some Features of the Phonetic and Grammatical Structure of 

Baca, (1942). As is evidenced by the title, Hallowes adopted a comparative 

approach to the study of Bhaca. He correctly concluded that Bhaca is closer 

to Swazi than to the Zunda Zulu and Xhosa. However, this work too is 

biased towards grammar in that phonetics and phonology are dealt with in 

only one out of twenty chapters. Besides the description of speech sounds, 

only the following processes are discussed: prenasalisation; palatalisation 

( only six lines); elision of vowels; coalescence; and then length, stress and 

tone. 

With regard to Bhaca history it would appear that Jordan did not do his 

research properly, for he denies a common history between Swati and Bhaca. 

He argues: 

As to any previous relationship between the Swazis and the 
Bacas I have no authority. I have consulted historical records 
in vain. But in the traditional history of the Bacas 'uDlamini' 
and 'kwaDlamini' figure a great deal, but this is no proof that 
the contact was in Dlamini's days. 

(Jordan, 1942:vi) 

In chapter 2 an attempt will be made at showing that the Swati and the 

Bhaca have a common origin. 

Jordan's work is quite significant however from another point of view. This 

scholar actually lived among the Bhaca and was in that enviable position 

which enabled him to identify and describe Bhaca idiosyncrasies with some 

degree of accuracy. Yet this work too has a, bias for grammar. Phonology is 

dealt with in only 15 pages. The highlights of this section are that in his 

description of Bhaca phones he comments also on nasalised vowels. He 

discusses such processes as prenasalisation, palatalisation, vowel harmony, 

vowel substitution and others. In the section on suprasegmental phonology he 
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comments on semantic tone; grammatical as well as emotional tone. 

Unfortunately the concepts are not defined. Comparison with Ur-Bantu, 

Zunda Nguni and with Sotho is haphazard and inconclusive. 

1.5.4 Sources on Lala 

To date, Vari Dyk's thesis: 'n Studie van Lala (1960), is the only in-depth 

study on this dialect. Yet the dialect had attracted the attention of scholars 

as far back as 1857 when Diihne defined it as a Tekela speech form in his 

Zulu-Kafir Dictionarv (see par. 1.4.6 supra). In 1929 Bryant gave a short 

inventory of Lala vocabulary in his monumental: Olden Times in Zululand 

and Natal; as well as in an earlier work: Ffrst Steps in Zulu, (1882) by J.vV. 

Colenso. A similar approach was adopted by Kubeka (1979). Kubeka also 

analyses the morphology of this speech variety. 

Now lets turn to Van Dyk's work which is the most significant contribution 

on Lala. Its highlights with regard to phonology are that: he distinguishes 

phones from phonemes, but unfortunately these concepts are not defined. He 

analyses the Lala syllable as well as a number of phonological processes. 

There is a short section on supra-segmental phonology where he discusses 

tone, accent and length. He adopts a synchronic as well as a diachronic 

approach, i.e. he also traces Lala phonemes to their Ur-Bantu starred forms. 

It must be pointed out however that Van Dyk only dealt with one dialect of 

Lala, the Bhengu-Jali dialect spoken in Kranskop and Inanda which is also 

known as the Northern dialect. In this dialect the velar fricatives have not 

yet been replaced by lateral ones. We thus commend Wilkes (1981) for his 

short treatise which purports to compare the Northern with the Southern 

dialects of Lala especially the Cele dialect of Ezingolweni. 

1.5.5 Sources on Nhlangwini 

As far as scholarship is concerned this dialect was taken for dead until 

Mzamane (1962) and Zotwana (1981) came up studies on this variety. As a 

source on a Tekela dialect Zotwana's treatise leaves a lot to be desired since 

none of the Tekela idiosyncrasies are mentioned even though Zotwarta admits 

that the Nhlangwini are an offshoot of the Swati. Presently Mrs P.J. Zungu 
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is analysing the Nhlan~wiriif~;'{}.1asters degree at the University of Natal 

and there is hope that Hcholarship will benefit from her study since she is also 

a mother-tongue spealier of this variety, and she analyses it from the inside. 

1.5.6 Sources on Phut,hi 

Mzamane's dissertation, titled: A Concise Treatise on Phuthi, (1948) is 

heretofore the only so11rce on Phuthi. However, it compares favourably with 

similar studies of that, time. Although it concentrates more on grammar it 

deals in a reasonably adequate manner with the Phuthi phonology. Mzamane 

adopts a diachronic approach where he traces Phuthi reflexes of Ur-Bantu. 

, His description of Ph11thi sounds is quite accurate although he does not use 

phonetic symbols. His work is very well illustrated with examples. Regarding 

phonological processes he discusses assimilation, elision and coalescence of 

vowels; vowel harmony; and palatalization. Of supra-segmental phonology 

only tone is discussed. He adopts a comparative approach and traces parallels 

between Sotho, Zunda Nguni and Phuthi. 

1.5. 7 Sources on Sumayela Ndebele 

There is hitherto only one source on this dialect, namely, D. Ziervogel: A 

Grammar of Northern Transvaal Ndebele, (1959). The work is divided into 

five parts as follows: PART I: A Historical Survey. This part is somewhat 

fragmentary and not very well supported by other historical and traditional 

sources on the subject. PART II: Phonetics and phonology. This is a small 

section of 22 pages but most of the phonological aspects have been 

adequately described. There are a few points at , issue where I differ with 

Ziervogel but they will be discussed in the relevant chapters. PARTS III and 

IV deal with morphology and syntax respectively; and PART V is a 

compilation of Ndebele ethnographical texts. 

What is quite interesting about unwritten dialects is that every researcher 

(from Bryant in 1929) tells us that they are dying but they do not really die. 

Of the Lala, Van Dyk (1960) repeated Brya_nt's warning that the dialect was 

on the verge of extinction. I was also bound to say the same thing when I 
started with the present research in 1984. 
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However this is no reason why we should not preserve what we can of these 

dialects because even if they do not completely die they will undergo radical 

changes due to the levelling effects of education, radio and television, i.e. the 

process of standardisation. 

1.6 RECAPITULATION 

From the foregoing discussion, the following deductions may be made. 

Firstly, this is a phonological study of the Tekela Nguni dialects. Swati is 

regarded linguistically as a dialect even though on extra-linguistic grounds it 

is a language. It will also be argued that Lala is equally a Tekela dialect. To 

show that these Tekela varieties are indeed ·dialects of the same language, it 

will be necessary to prove that they are descendants of a common ancestor; 

have a common history; and are mutually intelligible. To accomplish this 

goal, firstly, a historical survey of the Tekela should be attempted and 

secondly, a multifaceted approach should be adopted in analysing the data 

from a diachronic as well as a synchronic point of view. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IIISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND GEOGRAPHICAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEKELA 

2.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

The significance of a historical perspective in tracing the genetic relationship 

of the Tekela dialects has already been emphasised. Accordingly, in this 

chapter the following approach is adopted. Firstly, a brief overview of Bantu 

origins is given. Secondly, an attempt is made at outlining the early 

migrations of the Nguni, concentrating on the Tekela. sub-group before 

focusing on its present day geographical distribution. Finally, similarities and 

differences between the various dialects are illustrated and comments made 

on the influence of other contiguous language groups on Tekela. 

In his introductory remarks to his study on diachronic phonology of Tsonga, 

Baumbach regrets the prevailing status quo which compels him to compare 

the present day Tsonga with Proto-Bantu owing to the lack of information 

on intervening stages (Baumbach, 1987:72). Baumbach's remarks are very 

valid, and apply with full force also to the Tekela dialects which form the 

subject of this study. It would be ideal - in tracing the common ancestor for 

these dialects - to be able to compare them against Pre-Nguni or 

Proto-Nguni. Because of the void in this respect, however, the best one can 

do under the circumstances, is to compare them with Zulu and Xhosa against 

the Proto-Bantu background. In a way, this links the history of these Tekela 

groups with that of the other Nguni groups in particular, and of the Bantu 

origins in general. Hence an overview of Bantu origins becomes desirable. 

Fortunately, there is enough material on this subject in the treatises of 

various Africanists such as Meinhof, Westermann, Guthrie, Greenberg, et 

cetera, that it will not be necessary to deal with it here. 

However, a brief outline oti the common homeland of the Bantu as well as 

their migratory route down south may help set the scene. 
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2.2 THE PROTO-BANTU HOMELAND 

2.2.1 Guthrie's Postulation 

Guthri<' (19G2) po:st.nlatrd that the Proto-Bantu homeland was 111 the 

Katanga woodlands in central Africa, south of the Equatorial forest. He 

arrived a.t this conclusion by first. dividing a.JI of the li~11Ju::::sp_caking Africa 

into 15 zones. He numbered them alphabetically from A, B, C ... in 

north-western Africa to Sin south-eastern Africa (omitting the letters: I, J, 

0 and Q). The Nguni inhabit zone S in Southern Africa (see Guthrie, 

19G7:Vol. 1). In these zones, Guthrie isolated no Jess than 350 languages. He 

then decided to compile a corpus of 2300 common word roots from 200 of 

these languages (see Dalby, 1975:484 et. seq). Although a large majority of 

Bantu languages are represented by individual vocabulary items within this 

corpus, for pragmatic and statistical considerations, Guthrie chose to work 

with only 28 Test Languages. 

Guthrie (1962:13-18) then explains in minute detail how he collected, 

codified and interpreted his data. Firstly, he sought cognates from the test 

languages to attest his 2300 starred forms. The. groups of cognates obtained 

led to a further division of the Bantu field into two parts comprising a 

western region (Zones: A, G, C, H, K, L, R) and an eastern region (Zones: 

D, E, F, G, M, N, P, S). The starred forms attested within the western 

region came to 20% while those within the eastern one came to 41 %. Those 

that cover the whole (or greater part) of the Bantu area came to 23%. In 

considering the implications of the existence of these three distinct sets of 

roots, he postulated a common ancestor language which he named 

Proto-Bantu X, as the single progenitor of the Bantu family. Further that 

this progenitor language diffused, and spread to the west and east, and in the 

process, differentiated into two main dialects: Proto-Bantu A and 

Proto-Bantu B, respectively. 

To determine where the progenitor language originated, he first took the 

number of general roots ha.:in,g a reflex in any given language and expressed 

it as a percentage of the sum total of the general roots. Each percentage was 

then referred to as the Gene_r-al Bantu Index for the language concerned. 

Next, he used the geographical distribution of these indices to gain some 
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information about the probable location of the progenitor. The most 

interesting factor which emerged was the orderliness of the pattern of the 

geographical distribution of the indices. He found that there was a central 

group or nucleus containing 43% or over, but away from this the percentages 

diminished steadily in every direction excepting the direction to the 

north-west where he noticed a very sharp drop. He then inferred that the 

location of the progenitor language was somewhere in the nucleus, namely, 

Katanga woodlands. From here, the Proto-Bantu B., of which the Nguni 

group is a member, spread to the east and the south. 

2.2.2 Greenberg's Postulation 

According to Greenberg (1972:189-216) the Bantu ancestral homeland is 

located in the approximate area of the Cameroons and Eastern Nigeria, 

which is 

close to the north-western limits of the present Bantu range. 
Not only is this area where the greatest diversity exists among 
modern Bantu dialects, but also it is where a strong degree of 
similarity is found both in vocabulary and in grammatical 
form, between the Bantu dialects and the local non-Bantu 
languages. 

(Phillipson, 1977a:110) 

Thus Greenberg refutes Guthrie's premise that the linguistically most 

conservative area reveals the nucleus of the Bantu. On the other. hand he 

posits that: 

... it is rather the area of the greatest internal divergence, in 
this case the north-western area, which points to the earliest 
differentiation and hence the point of origin. 

(Greenberg, 1972:216) 

2.2.3 Apparent Conflict in the Theories of Guthrie and Greenberg 

Prima facie, these two theories seem to be in conflict. However, 

as has been noted by many, there are a number of points on 
which they are in agreement. 

(Finlayson, 1987:51) 

This finds further support in, among others, Oliver's view, who maintains 

that, 
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one does not have to think of Greenberg's conclusions and 
Guthrie's conclusions as contradictory. It is a perfectly sound 
interpretation to think of them as referring to successive stages 
in time. 

(Oliver, 1966:367) 

Better still, many scholars agree with Greenberg's more persuasive theory. 

This is borne out by Phillipson's assertion that: 

Most students of the problem now support, at least in its basic 
outlines, the view of Joseph H Greenberg. 

(Phillipson, 1977:110) 

Moreover, Finlayson makes a very important observation that: 

Guthrie does postulate a spread to the west of his nucleus and 
also, and even more importantly, an earlier pre-Bantu stage 
before the Bantu threshold which he felt could have been to 
the north-west of the Equatorial Forest, i.e. to link up with 
Greenberg's hypothesis of the nucleus of the Bantu speaking 
people ... through the linking of both linguistic and by bringing 
in archaeological evidence ... the nucleus of the Bantu speaking 
people was to the north of the Equatorial Forest. 

(Finlayson, 1987:51) 

In support of this conclusion, she cites De Maret (1982:1) who mentions that 

some small scale excavations carried out in the Cameroon, south of the 

Adamawa range, have revealed information on a microlithic Stone Age 

industry. I concur in Finlayson's conclusion and now turn to the next 

question, which is how did the Bantu spread from their ancestral homeland 

to the rest of the sub-continent. 

2.2.4 Migration of the Proto-Bantu B Group 

Reference has already been made (supra) to the two groups (or Proto-Bantu 

dialects), namely: Proto-Bantu A and Proto-Bantu B (which Heine (1973) 

prefers to call the Western Highland and the Eastern Highland group 

respectively.) Since it has also been mentioned (supra) that the Nguni belong 

to the Proto-Bantu B (PB-B for short), from now on the focus will only be 

on the Eastern Highland group. 

The story of how the PB-B group migrated from the common homeland to 

the east and then south, is not as benighted by controversial theories as the 
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postulation of their origin. If there is any controversy at all, it concerns only 

the dates. In fact the story is so generally accepted that it may seem 

redundant to repeat it here. However, it is reproduced because of the 

conviction that it lies in the core of this study and may, if recounted, put the 

study in its proper perspective. 

According to the linguistic postulations corroborated by archaeological 

evidence, the PB-B group spread steadily from their nucleus in an easterly 

direction. They moved along the eastern savannah belt, north of the equator, 

eventually settling in the vicinity of the north-west of Lake Victoria, at 

about 500 BC. By this time they were still a Stone Age people and did not 

practise any farming or metallurgy. It was only about 300 BC to AD 600, 

that a major change took place in the greater part of Africa between the 

equator and the Vaal river (Phillipson, 1977:104 ). This change was marked 

by the appearance of the characteristic type of pottery known as Urewe. 

Since this pottery was found in association with evidence for metallurgy, this 

period has been named the Early Iron Age. The Urewe ware cites are found 

all the way down from Lake Albert in the north to Lake Thanganyika in the 

south. 

It is worth noting, however, that the PB-B group did not penetrate to the 

adjacent highlands of northern Tanzania and southern Kenya probably 

because that area had already been occupied by the more culturally advanced 

Kushitic people who had settled there as early as 1000 BC. 

On the other hand, the area that the Bantu occupied had been inhabited by 

the indigenous population which lived on hunting and food gathering. Thus 

the Early Iron Age culture was alien to them as Phillipson observes that: 

Evidently, the culture was introduced by means of a rapid and 
coherent movement of people who had brought with them a 
full-fledged culture that had undergone its formative processes 
elsewhere. 

(Phillipson, 1977:106) 

These people brought with them domestic animals which were hitherto 

unknown in the south, especially, cattle, sheep and goats. They also 

introduced agriculture, in particular, the planting of millet and sorghum. The 
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PB-B group kept on moving round the equatorial forest. It is postulated 

that in their eastward migration this group came into contact with speakers 

of Central Sudanic languages from whom they acquired cattle and sheep, for 

they already possessed goats. From the Sudanese they also learned the 

cultivation of cereals and the smelting of iron. Evidence in support of this is 

drawn from the Bantu terms of cattle (*gombe), millet and sheep, which are 

of Sudanic origin ( cf. Finlayson, 1987:52,56). 

All the while the PB-B group kept on moving round the equatorial forest 

south and then westward to join up again with Guthrie's nucleus. However, 

there were many splinter groups which went in other directions, as Oliver 

maintains that: 

We should think of the southward expansion of the Bantu as a 
cumulative process, in which the surplus population generated 
in the favourable conditions at the heart of the Bantu world 
was constantly pushed out towards the perimeter in an 
unending sequence of migration, conquest and absorption. 

l Oliver, 1966:373) 

For our purposes, there are two most important offshoots from this second 

nucleus. The first is the group that moved farther to the east. These are the 

Kwale ware potters who settled in south-eastern Kenya and along the coast 

of the Indian ocean, northwards into Somalia and southward to the 

neighbourhood of Dar Es Salaam (Phillipson, 1985:67), in about AD 200. 

From there they proceeded down the east coast to the present Mozambique, 

Swaziland, Natal and the Eastern Cape. 

The second offshoot is a large group of people who left the second nucleus by 

AD 300-400, descending in almost a bee-line to the west of Lake Nyasa 

through the present day Zambia and Zimbabwe on their way to the 

Transvaal. Both these branches constitute Guthrie's Southern Bantu, 

comprising five language groups, namely: the Shona, Venda, Tswa-Ronga, 

Sotho and Nguni. 

Members of the first offshoot, who descended along the east coast, are among 

others, the Proto-Nguni we are interested in, in this research. Accordingly, 

let us cross over from pre-history to history. 
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lnforrnalfon concerning the history of tlic N,e:uni rn111<'S from t.wo 111a1n 

sources: E;uropean records_ and oral traditions of the Ngnni themselves. The 

Enropran source is further divided into two phases, nam0ly: the acconnts of 

explorers, navigators and shipwrecked searnen who traversed the eastern 

coast of southern Africa especially in the 16th and 17th centuries; and the 

records of historians, particularly of Rev A T Bryant. Unfortunately, both 

sources leave a lot to be desired. The oral traditions are too fni,grn~ntary and 

sometimes .. contra.<ltc_t()ry. Even besides, they "generally extend only a short 

distance into the past" (Phillipson, 1977-106). The records of explorers and 

seamen are mere word-lists which only confirm that the south eastern coast 

was inhabited at the time of the arrival of such Europeans. Regarding the 

value of Bryant's historical account, Ownby's commentary is worth noting: 

The historiography of Nguni speaking peoples is dominated by 
the work of A.T. Bryant, particularly for the period before the 
mid-nineteenth century. His work is invaluable for the data it 
provides, much of which can be found nowhere else. Yet at the 
same time, it is a kind of obstacle because of its lack of clarity 
and conciseness. 

(Ownby, 1981 :61) 

To these defects, one may add a third and perhaps more significant one, that 

of the often unsubstantiated speculations and conjecture (see also Marks, 

1967:127-128). 

How then should one handle such a situation? Perhaps one's only resort is to 

use these sources but in as critical and objective a manner as possible. 

One should also take cognizance of Ownby's suggestion that: 

... to successfully deal with these contradistinctions, the 
historian needs a new base-line, that is, additional evidence 
which will critique existing interpretations and suggest new 
ones ... To some extentthis will be provided by archaeology. In 
addition, however, linguists will undoubtedly help solve the 
problems of early Nguni history, perhaps even play a major 
role. 

(Ownby, 1981:61) 

It must be admitted that this assertion is very valid, and that scholarship is 
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indebted to her for her contribution (Ownby, J 981 :61-81) towards realising 

this goal. It is also hop('d that this research will shed somp more light on the 

suhjPct, or a1 least reinforce• the foundal ion slie has laid for further TTS('arch 

into this problem. 

2.3.2 Bryant's Account 

According to Bryant (1929:5-7), the Nguni together with the Sotho and 

Thonga form a unit within the Bantu language family. However, in their 

march from north to south, they parted company, which is why their 

languages developed along widely different lines. Regarding the route 

followed by the Nguni he maintains: 

We do not think, however, that in their coming they crossed 
the, to them, impassable Zambezi ... by any eastern or even 
central crossing. We prefer to believe that, moving with their 
cattle, large and small, totally unacquainted with canoes or 
water-life ... they elected then ... to 'get round' the obstacle 
rather than to get over it ... They crossed the river then, or 
rounded it about its sources - perhaps a 1000 years ago ... 
Thence they swung round into the central pasturelands 
between Lake Ngami and the Upper Zambezi, at that time 
swarming with herds of game, and found themselves in 
Bushman's Paradise. 
Proceeding south-eastwards on their way, out of the reach of 
Bushmen cattle-thieves, away from the barren and waterless 
Kalahari that blocked progress on their right, the great Nguni 
trek came to an end at last somewhere about the head-waters 
of the Limpopo. Into this southern continent these were the 
very first of the Bantu. (1929:5) 

Bryant informs us further that after settling for a while in the north-western 

region of the Transvaal, the Nguni then dispersed, continuing their roamings 

along divers paths. He distinguishes three groups. The first elected to remain 

where they were. These were the BaHurutse, BaI<wena, BamaNgwatho, and 

the BaNgwaketsi clans which constitute the, BaT{one group known as 

Western-Nguni. 

The second group known .. as .. Pure-Ngunis (so-called because their speech 

form was not tainted by Sotho or Thonga influence) proceeded to the 

south-eastern region of the _modern Transvaal. By about AD 1500 they 

resumed their migration, others settling in the modern Natal, others 
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proceeding to the modern Transkei. These were thean,r:~ston,of!l1~ Ntung\v<l; 

(fr()111_whorn sprnng1hc Zulus): and of the Them bu and the Xhosa.· 

The third group known as Tekela-Nguni migrated seawards. They then 

branched into 1.wo sub-groups. One sub-group wheeled south from about the 

Nkomati river and settled in the area bordered by the Lubombo range and 

the sea southward of the modern Delagoa Bay. This was the abaMbo branch 

(alternatively, Dlamini or Swazi Nguni). Some of the abaMbo penetrated the 

modern Swaziland and northern Natal crossing the Buffalo river in the west 

to settle below the Drakensberg range. The second branch pushed further 

seawards and more slightly to the north where: 

... they struck the vanguard of the foreign Thonga-Bantu ... 
then streaming southwards along the east coast. After closely 
associating with these, and meanwhile picking up something of 
their blood, their manners and their speech, they struck camp 
once more and, wheeling about ... became the head of the 
Bantu procession, marching south-wards along the coast, first 
through the modern Zululand, later into the lower half of 
Natal. 

(Brya.nt, 1929:7) 

These Tekela-Nguni consequently became known as Thonga Nguni. Bryant 

further divides them into Mthethwa, Lala and Debe sub-groups (1929:7). 

This third group, i.e. the Tekela Nguni, of course forms the subject of the 

present study and the focus will accordingly be concentrated more and more 

on its history. But before delving into the history, it is fitting that a few 

comments be made on Bryant's assumptions. 

2.3.3 Comments on Bryant's Account 

Bryant's theory regarding the movement of the Nguni round rather than 

across the Zambezi is not satisfactorily substantiated. Even African 

historians find it unconvincing. l\-farks (1969:129) refutes it easily with these 

words: 

It is not necessary to follow Bryant's Nguni farther afield than 
the head-waters of the Limpopo, through their meanderings 
along the Zambezi and from the Great Lakes of East Africa: 
this aspect of his work -is so obviously the result of building on 
straws (or, as the case may be yarns), that it is best ignored for 
the moment. 
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As linguists, however, we cannot agree with Shula Marks that this 

apparently fallacious assumption should go unchallenged. Bryant himself 

supported his a"11mpt.ions witli linguistic evide11ce. Y<'i 110 li11g11ist ic 

evidence has been adduced in support of this movement. On the contrary, 

the linguistic evidence there is goes to disprove Tlryant.'s theor~· 011 this 

aspect. For instance, his assertion that the Nguni were tot.ally unacquaint.ed 

with canoes and waterlife cannot hold water when one considers such 

pertinent Nguni terms as isihlcnga (raft) which is a reflex of *-CENGA in 

PB (see Guthrie, 1971:121), and -loba/-doba (fish, angle) in Zulu and Xhosa 

respectively, which are reflexes of PB *-DOil-(see Guthrie, 1971 :125). 

Moreover, it is contradictory to argue that the Nguni originated at the Great 

Lakes but are unacquainted with water life. In actual fact, Soga (1930:5S) 

sees no difficulty in the crossing of the Zambezi river by the Nguni. He cites 

Walker's Historical Atlas in support of his argument. Unfortunately, very 

little use of Soga will be made in this study for the following two reasons. 

Firstly, his classification of the South Eastern Bantu is not acceptable to me. 

According to him, the Nguni a.re only the Xhosa, and certain of their Natal 

remnants ( the Mbayi and the Mzimela clan), as well as the Zambia/l\falawi 

Ngoni. He groups the Lala and the Aba.Mbo as two distinct. groups, 

unassociated with Nguni and with one another. Secondly, his theory is based 

more on traditional and ethnographical material rather than on linguistics. 

There is even a more serious contradiction in Bryant's theory. He argues 

from the premise that the Nguni, Thonga and Sotho form a single unit, but 

parted company in their march southwards, The Thonga then proceeded 

along the eastern coast and settled in the present-day Mozambique. 

Accordingly, this stream must have crossed the Zambezi near its mouth. 

How could one stream succeed to cross where another stream of the same 

unit had failed? 

Louw (1977:127-149) expounds a theory which purports to link the Nguni 

with the Bantu of East Africa, particularly of Kenya. H_ethen traces their 

movement along the East Afri~an Coast down to the modern Northern Nata.I. 

He adduces linguistic evidence in support of his assumptions which is in the 

form of prevailing terminology. This terminology is divisible into two 
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categories. In the first category one gets terms which link the Nguni with 

East African languages, particularly Swahili. These arc such Ngunhvords as 

isikha1.hi (timr). Louw (1977:147) is of th<' view that this word is a rngnalc• of 

the Yao makati and the Swahili wakati and is probably borrowed from the 

Arabic /waqt/. Another one is the Xhosa ibhoma (ini1.iat.ion lodge), which 

has cognates in Swahili and Accwa, and is a loan from the Arabic /bhm/. lt 

must be noted here that the Semitic people inhabited East Africa long before 

the advent of the Bantu. 

In the second category, Louw presents tree names. The fact that such trees 

grow along the eastern coast line is proof that this must be the route followed 

by the Nguni southward. Consider the Nguni isundu ( wild date palm) and 

umsinsi (Ervthrina caffra/Kaffirboom) both of which are tropical trees found 

in damp coastal areas and the lowveld. Louw (1977:134) cites Palmer and 

Pitman who maintain that the isundu is found from the tropics to as far 

south as Bathurst in the Cape, along the east coast of Swaziland, Natal, and 

the Cape. 

This linguistic evidence is corroborated by archaeological findings. Louw 

specifically refers to the Gokomere ceramic ware from AD 180-{300, a time 

during which the Arabs were already trading with the East Coast. He refers 

to Huffman whose Southern Tradition of ceramic ware extrudes as far as 

Swaziland (Louw, 1977:147). 

All this brings Louw to the conclusion that, 

... since the erythrinas are found in the eastern parts of South 
Africa along the east coast belt, this tree, which is so closely 
associated with the Zulu and the Xhosa, gives us a good clue of 
the migration route of the Nguni who must have hugged the 
coastline reasonably closely or at least must have follm1·cd a 
route below the escarpment of the eastern mountain ranges. 
(1977:136). 

A decade later, Louw (1987:142-143) adds: 

Geographically, the Sotho are the people of the highlands of 
South Africa and the Nguni of the eastern coastal lowlands. A 
few Nguni tribes penetrated into the Transvaa.l Highveld but 
according to their traditions they very definitely claim to come 
from Natal or adjoining areas. The Ndzundza and Manala 
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probably the dialect of t,he Kgolokwe in the East,ern Free State 
and Northern Lesot,ho. 

To a large cxtPnt, l agree with Ownby (1981:G2) t.hal the classifica1ion into 

Tekela and Pure-Nguni (rather Zunda Nguni) is more plausible. J am a little 

p('rlurbcd, however, by Bryant's Debc sub-group of his Thonga Nguni (sec 

Bryant, 1929:7). 'Debc' is actually derived from the Nguni word: ukudcbc½a 

(to cut face with traditional incisions); and no group is named after this 

practice. Rather this is a custom carried out by all Lala and Bhaca people. 

These include the following clans or tribes: Cele, Jali, Bhengu,. Madlala, 
•,; J 

Shange, Dlomo, Ndelu, Zelemu, Wushe, Zondi, Zuma, Njilo, Dunge, et 

cetera. Accordingly, the Debe are not a distinct Thonga Nguni group. 

Notwithstanding these flaws in Bryant's postulations, one must concede that 

his account is definitely invaluable and without it, it would be almost 

impossible to put together Nguni history from the fragments of oral 

tradition. Accordingly, posterity is for ever grateful to him for his 

painstaking efforts. 

2.4 HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE 

TEKELA GROUPS 

2.4.1 General 

In this section, Bryant's view that the ancestral homeland of all the Tekela 

Nguni was north of the modern Natal, between Lebombo range and the sea, 

is accepted. It is also accepted that from there, they split into two groups: 

the Embo and the Thonga Nguni (Bryant, 1929:7). 

J now want to trace their history and dispersion from this common homeland 

to their present domain in Southern Africa. This will be illustrated by maps 

and some statistics to indicate the numerical strength of these peoples. 

Unfortunately, the official statist.ics cannot tell the full story about the 

population figures of these groups since some of them are classified under 

dominant groups among .. which they live. (For instance, the Lala and 

Nhlangwini are classified as Zulus; the Phuthi either as Xhosa or Sotho 

depending on whether they a_re in Transkei or Lesotho.) It would also be 

desirable to use isoglosses in this regard, but owing to the comments about 
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their unsatisfactory nature (see Chapter 1 ), these will not be drawn. 

However, let us deal with each Tckcla group in turn. 

2.4.2 The Swati 

2.4.2.1 Swati History 

Matscbula (1972:5) quotes Bryant who posits that the most ancestral name 

among the Embo-Nguni tribes and common still to most of them is that of 

Dlamini who led them through the wilderness of eastern Lubombo. 

Matsebula then adds (ibid) that in due course people increased in number 

and the family split once again into several sections, each of which eventually 

migrated southwards. He is of the opinion that the Hlubi and the Natal 

Dlamini were the first to move away from the Lubombo nucleus. The 

Emalangeni (alternatively, Swati remained behind for a few centuries. They 

seemed to be quite established around the Tembe river near the present-day 

Maputo. It is not surprising therefore that until today, they are often 

referred to as the Tembe people (bakaTembe). Bryant (1929:335) maintains 

that their stay was of such long duration that they intermarried with the 

Thonga and even picked up their language. It must have been due to this 

cohabitation that Matsebula (1988:8-9) maintains that Mswati I and 

Mthonga were actually blood brothers (see Table I - The Swati royal 

dynasty). Matsebula states as follows: 

... Mswati I and Mthonga were ... sons of the same father 
Dlamini I. Both became leaders of identifiable groups as a 
result of individual characteristics or peculiarities ... 
Mswati has come to be considered as the 'father' of the present 
Swazi nation whereas Mthonga has come to be considered as 
the 'father' of the Thonga nation. The Thongas (also known as 
the Mabhuda-Tembe group) later expanded southwards. By 
the end of the seventeenth century they had occupied the 
coastal area stretching right down to St Lucia Bay ... 
(However), their close link was never severed. As pointed out 
above, one aspect of this link was the passing on to Mthonga of 
cattle raided from neighbouring groups by Mswati. 

(Ivfatsebula, 1988:9) 

This tallies with Bryant's account which is also cited by Matsebula. Bryant 

states as follows: 

... there are those who--believe - and Mbandzeni, the Ngwane 
king was among them - that the Ngwane's were an offshoot of 
the Tembe Thongas. No less authority then Mbandzeni, the 
Swazi king and their own royal house is said to have declared 
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that they were of pure Thonga. extraction; were pa.rt and 
parcel of the disrupted Thonga tribes; and were indeed. a 
branch of that tribe's royal family. 

(Bryant, 1929::nc,) 

Their Moses, who led the Swati across the Lubombo range was Ngwane III. 

He settled them on the 11orthcrn bank of the Phongolo river, not far frorn thC' 

present-<lay Nhlangano, in Southern Swaziland, in about 1750 (Booth, 

1983:7-15). At that locality, Ngwane built his first capital, Lobamba, which 

is still celebrated as the birth-place of the nation, and the well-spring of the 

'true Swazi'. Indeed it had to be so since Ngwane was a direct descendant of 

Dlamini I, founder of the Swati. As a matter of fact, it is from Ngwane that 

the land and the people got their names: KaNgwane and Baka.Ngewane 

respectively. In fa.ct, Ngwa.ne was such an illustrious ruler tha.t not only the 

kingdom of Swaziland is named after him, but also the Swati homeland 

within the Republic of South Africa. Bryant even argues that the name 

Swazi is of a comparatively recent invention - probably after Sha.ka's time 

(Bryant, 1929:310). 

Ngwane died in 1780 and was succeeded by his son, Zikode (later ca.lled 

Ndvungunye). He was apparently the only son of the king since, 

Ngwane is said to have killed all his ma.le children ... However, 
at his Hhohho centre, his wife LaMndzebele ... gave birth to a 
baby boy. On strong advice from the headman of the 
Nkambule clan, Ngwa.ne spa.red the life of the boy whom he 
named Zikode. 

(Matsebula. 1988:11-12) 

Unfortunately Ndvungunye was not destined to rule. He was struck by 

lightning and died very young in about 1815. He was succeeded by his son, 

Sobhuza I, who died in 1839. Thus Sobhuza. reigned during the time when the 

whole of Nguniland was passing through violent and dangerous era of the 

Imfecane (i.e. wars of extermination). The predominant force south of the 

Phongolo was the Ndwandwe tribe ruled by the ruthless Zwide. The 

Ndwandwe were another Embo Nguni offshoot but had lost the Tekela 

elements in their speech form. A quarrel arose between these two tribes over 

the fertile land in the Phongolo valley. Sobhuza was enough of a realist to 

decide to retreat farther north than face sure annihilation from a Ndwandwc 
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attack with numerically much stronger army. In his push northwards, he was 

joined not only by members of his own Dlamini tribe, hut all thrnw who had 

given allegiance to the monarchy at Sobhuza's capital, Eshisclwcni. Among 

those Embo-Nguni clans are included the: Mhlanga, 1-ilophc, Fakudze, 

Simclanc, Mat.schula, and others. These became known as Tiemdzahuko 'true 

Swazi' (Booth, 1983:8). 

Sobhuza and all his followers then migrated to the north. Zwide followed in 

pursuit and attacked Sobhuza at Kaphungalegazi. Sobhuza pressed on 

northwards eventually settling at the foot of the Mdzimba mountains where 

he met a certain Lanqabane Mnisi who showed him the famous and almost 

impenetrable caves in the Mdzimba mountains. The place then became 

known as KaLanqabane, after this man. Here he built his second Lobamba in 

about 1820 (Matsebula, 1988:21). 

Throughout his journey he was joined by many tribes who had settled there 

earlier. 

Most of them were of Nguni and Sotho stock, particularly the Mbayi and the 

Pedi. The most prominent among them were the Maseko, Mnisi, Gama, 

Msimango, Motha, Gwebu, Mncina, Magagula, Makhubu, Mshweshwe, and 

Bhembe. These were incorporated into his group either by conquest or 

surrender, and they became known as Emakhandzambili 'those found ahead'. 

Commenting on Sobhuza's statesmanship, Booth writes: 

Like all the great figures who prevailed during those troubled 
times, he did so by a successful mixing of force, political skill, 
diplomacy, guile and bluster. 

(Booth, 1983:9) 

One should probably comment on the view that the above clans were -of 

Sotho extraction. The clans mentioned are still extant and none of them -

according to my informants identify themselves as Sotho. The Msimang 

claim most definitely that t'hey are Hlubi. The Magagula are among the most 

important Zunda Ndebele tribes, although some of them are Swati speaking, 

and the Mnisi, Maseko, Motha.-, Gwebu and Mncina claim to be either Swati 

or Zulu. Later in this chapter it will be pointed out that Bryant refers also to 
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the Zondi, Ndlovu and other Lala _tribes as Sotho. In my discussion with 

Prince M.G. Buthelezi, the KwaZulu premier, I asked him why ·even the 

Buthelczi arc referred to as Sotho. Ile most vchcn1C'ntly refuted that claim, 

but added that it had become common practice among the Nguni of old to 

refer to anyone from the north as a Sotho. Ziervogel who also cites these 

clans as of Sot.ho stock becomes rather sceptical of this fact when he traces 

the Sotho influence in vain. He concludes by saying: "Die bedra.e van die 

Sotho bly nog 'n probleem" (Ziervogel, 1941:12). 

Perhaps Sobhuza's greatest diplomatic feat was his marriage to Thandile, 

daughter of his sworn enemy, Zwide, the Ndwandwe chief. Matsebula 

(1988:24) reports that Zwide reluctantly gave his permission but added that 

this would not stop him from attacking Sobhuza if he wished to do so at any 

time in the future in order to get cattle. However, Thandile, who later 

became known as LaZidze, became a very influential figure in Swazi history 

(as will be shown later in this study). Also when Zwide was attacked by 

Shaka, his son Madangala, brother to LaZidze, sought refuge with Sobhuza. 

Sobhuza accepted him and gave him a place of refuge at Hhohho district. 

The settlement became known as Ebulandzeni 'at the place of the in-laws'. 

To this day, that place is still occupied by the Nxumalos and they speak a 

Thefuya dialect of Nguni, and are referred to by the Swati as the Nguni (see 

the narrow definition of Nguni in chapter l; and also Ziervogel [1941:1] who 

states: "Let we! dat die regte Swazi's hulle-self nie Nguni noem nie." 

2.4.2.2 Swati Territory and Numerical Strength 

Swati territory may be divided into three regions. In the first place there is 

the Swaziland Kingdom, presently ruled by Makhosetive or King Mswati III. 

This is a small kingdom of about 6704 square miles in extent. Almost two 

thirds of all the Swati live within the kingdom. It is bordered by the 

Drakensberg range and the Eastern Transvaal in the west: Zululand in the 

south and south-east; and Mozambique in the north and north-east. 

Secondly, there is KaNgw.an~, the Swati homeland which stretches from 

Nelspruit to White River and Nkomati in the Eastern Transvaal. Thirdly, 

other Swati are found scatt(!_red in certain Transvaal districts including 

Ermelo, Barberton, Lydenburg, Pilgrimsrest, Rayton, Betha!, Schoonoord 

and Piet Retief. Regarding the Swati population figures we note what Booth 
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stated (supra) that about two-thirds of them live in the Republic of South 

Africa. According to 1980 census, these amount to 854 100. 

2.4.3.1 Bhaca History 

As mentioned above (see par. 2.4.2.1) offohoots of the Dlamini house left the 

Nguni nucleus on the eastern Lubombo in various phases. The Bila.ca are 

probably the first stream to migrate southwards. Bryant (1929) has left us a 

good account of their migration and Hammond-Tooke (1962:1-13) has 

written a well-researched account of their history. Vvhat follows is a mere 

summary gleaned from these sources. It must be noted, of course, that the 

term Bhaca is of fairly new application. It was given to these Dia.mini or 

Embo Nguni in about 1830 (this will be explained later). 

After cutting across the Lubombo range, the Bhaca first settled in the upper 

reaches of the Phongolo river in about 1720. From there the two biggest 

Bhaca tribes, the Zelemu and Wushe, trekked farther south, cutting across 

the heart of the modern Zululand. They eventually took shelter in the 

Nkandla forest, north of the mid-Thukela. 

The Wushe tribe subsequently split into three off-shoots. The first, under 

Mnqinambi inhabited the valley of the Kharkloof river; the second under 

Hlephu occupied the upper reaches of the Mngeni river; and the third 

stream, under Nondzaba, .settled in the Lower Mngeni. 

Unfortunately, their peaceful stay in these localities was soon to be disturbed 

by the advent of Shaka and his internecine wars. Apparently the Bhaca were 

on friendly terms with the Zulu but their problem was that they lay in the 

path of the fleeing hordes. The Bhaca made the mistake of opposing the 

advance of these tribes. A confederacy formed by the fleeing Nhlangwini, 

Bhele, Dunge and others overcame the Bhaca obstacle, destroyed the \Vushe 

and terribly dismembered the Zelemu. 

It was left to the able statesman, Madzikane, son of the great Zelemu chief, 

Kalimeshe, to gather the B):iaca remnants. At the time, nothing stood 

between the Bhaca and the warlike Zulus, but an uneasy peace still prevailed 

between them. Soon Shaka became suspicious of Madzikane's growing 
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influence. He feared that he might. be aspiring for the Zulu throne. These 

suspicions were confirmed, when on the advice of his counsello"rs and a 

herbalist Shaka incited his dog to bite Madzikane, and the dog refused, 

thereby showing that the latter was fit to reign. The Zulu army was 

dispatched to attack the Bhaca soon after this. Madzikane and his subjects 

fled southwards across the Mkhomazi river and entered into an alliance with 

the Chunu refugees under Macingwane at Cekwane, in about 1821. This 

proved a fruitful combination from a military point of view, for they soon 

commenced a reign of terror in the area. Nondzaba and Madzikane crossed 

the Mzimkhulu river and conquered the Mpondomise at the modern Mount 

Ayliff but Nondzaba subsequently got killed near Tsolo, on the hill, near the 

village that still bears his name. Madzikane moved to Rode and Mgano 

mountains, in what is presently known as Mount Frere district. 

In 1830, the Zulu, now under Dingane, made a final at tack against the 

Bhaca. However, Madzikane, who was also a herbalist of repute, vowed to 

counter the Zulu armies single-handed, by means of his spell. Thereupon, his 

subjects withdrew to Mgano and Luyengweni for safety. Madzikane made a 

huge ritual fire. Its heavy smoke turned into clouds which brought sleet and 

snow. The advancing Zulu army searched for the Bhaca in vain. At night 

they were overtaken by the severe snowstorm and many perished. On the 

next morning, the decimated, retreating Zulu army saw the Bhaca and one 

warrior exclaimed: 'Kanti nibhace lapha!' (So this is where you are hiding!). 

The Nhlangwini who heard the exclamation then labelled these people 

amaBhaca (those who hide themselves), and the name stuck. 

2.4.3.2 The Bhaca Territory 

According to Hammond-Tooke (1962:12), the Bhaca numbered about 55,000 

persons in 1962. They occupied some 684 square miles of the district of 

Mount Frere. He adds: 

Today the Bhaca of Mount Frere are divided into two 
autonomous tribes, ahd there are other independent sections at 
Umzimkulu and in the Exopo and Bulwer districts in the 
province of Natal. 

(Hammond-Tooke, 1967:xv) 

Besides these, a few more thousands occupy the present-day Mount Ayliff. 
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All in all, the Bhaca occupy the. mountainous plateau country of East 

Griqualand, which stretches from the borders of .Mpondoland some 4fi miles 

from the sea to the Drake11,1Jcrg n1ou11t a ins, som<.' (i 000 fert al>on' sea il'wl. 

(Sec map in Appendix B.) 

2.4 A The Lala / , t <.>C 

2.4.4.1 Lala History 

Of all the Tekela speaking community, the Lala speech form has been most 

adversely affected by history, or perhaps they have suffered just as much as 

the Nhlangwini (to be discussed infra). This, surprisingly enough, is not so 

much due to phenomenal migration as was the case with other groups. 

During the Mfecane, the Lala did not join the fleeing hordes to the south. 

They chose not fo confront Shaka and perish, but to surrender to his rule and 

live peacefully as his vassals and subjects (see Bryant, 1929:310). 

How then could that have adverse effects on their speech form? Very simply: 

Shaka decreed that in all communication with him, indeed in his presence, 

only Ntungwa should be used (Ntungwa is a -~_unda dialect of Nguni which 

was spoken by northern Nguni, especially Khumalo, Mabaso, Zulu, l\Ibatha, 

et cetera, and has since been elevated to Standard Zulu). Thus, Lala men in 

his courts, assembly, and regiments lost their Tekela idiosyncrasies. These 

only survived in the tongues of Lala womenfolk albeit in ever diminishing 

volume (Bryant, 1929:311 ). 

In fact, many Lala tribes became so absorbed and integrated into the Zulu 

nation that during research some of them completely denied - often 

vehemently - that they were Lala. Fortunately, I was not dismayed by their 

denial or their unwelcoming conduct for I was still mindful of what Bryant 

observed many years before my time: 

The ignorance and confusion now universally existent in the 
minds of young Natives of Natal in regard to the true 
nationality of their own persons and to the great distinction in 
race and origin among the multitudinous of local clans, is much 
to be deplored. Practically all the youth of Natal is growing up 
in the delusion that they are Zulus and that, not solely by 
conquest, but by blood:· As a matter of fact perhaps two 'thirds 
of them are of Lala or Sutoid extraction ... 

(Bryant, 1964:64) 
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Who then, are these Lala and whence did they come? Bryant maintains that 

the La.la arc those Nguni who on reaching their nucleus East of the Lubomho 

lin,d morr with thr Thonga fartl1rr north. They ewnt11ally wlwC'IC'd around 

and descended southwards a.long the coast, occupying all the present-day 

Nat.a.I north of the Mngeni river, and along the Thukela from below its 

confluence with the llhinyathi, and down to the Jndian ocean (Bryant, 

1929:313). 

It must be mentioned here that the Lala did not make a complete break with 

the Thonga, but simply expanded more and more southwards. Because of the 

intermarrying that had taken place, some Thongas also advanced with them. 

This is evidenced by such place-names as Matigulu in northern Natal. Some 

of my informants at Ezimbokodweni (Umbongintwini) claim that there has 

always been a Tembe (i.e. Thonga) chiefdom in that area until they were 

forced to move when the fertilizer factory, Kirnoch, was erected. Perhaps this 

is one of the reasons why the Lala, especially the Cele, claim to be of Thonga 

stock. In fact that Thonga chiefdom bordered on Celeland as will be shown 

later. 

Unfortunately there a.re too many Lala tribes and it is not within the ambit - . '" 

of this work to give even a bare outline of the history of every La.la tribe. In 

a.ny case there is not much worth mentioning in their simple annals, for as 

Bryant has aptly observed: 

Among the Kaffirs (sic) it is only the few large tribes tha.t have 
any history to relate, and even they can seldom regale us with 
anything more inviting than the sordid or brutish fight and 
predatory raid. Of the smaller clans, too weak to wa.ge war or 
embark on marauding expeditions, it was never the privilege to 
make history. 

(Bryant, 1964:139) 

Among the La.la, those few clans that might be said to have made some 

history, are the Mkhize, Cele and Ngcobo. Let us deal with the history of 

each tribe in turn. 

(a) The Mkbize 
Bryant (1964:51) refers to the Mkhize as the Embo-Nguni and aligns them 
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with the Swazi. Perhaps this relationship is evidenced by the presence of the 

Embo villagC' in the Ezulwini district of Swaziland. Of special interest is thP 

fact that the !1-lkhize are the only Ng11ni trib(• th:it. still refer, to it.self as 

AbaseMbo (i.e. the Embo people). On the other hand informants claimed 

that they arc of Lala and not. Swal.i cxlraction. ThC' two claims, however. 

should not be viewed as contradictory but rather as complementary. They 

merely go to show the close relationship between the Dia.mini, Thonga and 

Lala groups. The existence of the Embo village in Swaziland might be a 

pointer to the route followed by the Mkhize after departing from the 

Lubombo nucleus. They may not have descended along the coast like the 

Cele and other Lala groups but followed on the foot-steps of the Bhaca and 

the Nhlangwini. What we know for a fact is that after traversing the 

northern parts of the modern Zululand, they finally settled on the banks of 

the Manyane stream, north of the great Thukela river, between the 

Mzinyathi and Nsuze rivers. This was during the rule of chief Khabazela, son 

of Mavovo, son of Gubhela. In Shakan times the Mkhize, then under chief 

Zihlandlo, son of Gcwabe, son of Khabazcle, entered into an alliance with the 

neighbouring Chu be ( or Shezi clan in the Nkandla district). 

The Mkhize were not adversely affected by the Mfcca.nc. \Vhen, on his first 

campaign into Natal, Shaka loomed down on the Chube and Mkhize, their 

chiefs prudently offered him their submission and allegiance. Whereupon 

Shaka enlisted Zihlandlo to subjugate the Khabela (i.e. Dlomo) and .Makhaye 

just across the Thukela. 

This agreeable task, Zihlandlo found huge delight in executing 
... Zihlandlo henceforth proved himself to be one of Shaka's 
most active and capable satellites, and won his favour in a way 
that few others did. 

(Bryant, 1964:52) 

Shaka never tampered with Zihlandlo's autonomy and friendly referred to 

him as his brother. 

Unfortunately, Dingane, Shaka's assassinator and successor never trusted 

anyone who was favourably di§posed to Shaka, in fear of a possible rebellion. 

From the hour when Shaka fell by Dingane's hand, the fate of 
Zihlandlo too was sealed ... Ere long he (Dingane) dispatched a 
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friendly note to the Embo chief requesting that the manhood 
of his tribe be permitted to come up and build for him a nice 
new kraal. They were a.ccordingly marshalled and scnt off 
forthwith. But that was the la.st rnard1 of the Emho warriors -
they were actually walking to their funerals. In one dark hour 
they and their chief a.t his Ekhwanini home were wiped off the 
fare of the planet ... What was left of the tribe fled hastil~- over 
the Tugcla river and stayed not their feet till Liley had got well 
out of sight, fully a hundred miles a.way, into the green and 
fertile wilderness between the Lovu and Mkhomazi river. There 
about their numerous offspring ... may still be found scattered 
in diverse sections. 

(Bryant, 1964:53-54) 

(b) The Cele 

The Cele undoubtedly constituted the largest group of the Tekela-Nguni 

who descended along the coast. Their downward march (incorporating the 

Shange, Mdima and Ndlazi) ended in the vicinity of the Nonoti stream in the 

present Natal. Their territory bordered on the Qwabe in the south and the 

Mthethwa in the north (Bryant, 1964:84). It. then extended a.long the coast 

to the Thongathi river. In Shakan times, two sons of the Cele chief, 

Dibandlela, Maga.ye and Mande, vied for the succession while he himself was 

still alive (Bryant, ibid). Shaka appeared on the scene just at that moment 

and undertook to adjust their dispute. He did this by asking first Mande and 

then Maga.ye for prompt submission to him, and to present him with cattle 

so that his army might eat. Mande was stupid enough to refuse while Maga.ye 

entertained the royalty with sumptuous hospitality and readily responded to 

Shaka's demands. Then Shaka. sent his impi to punish Mande who fled into 

the jungle between the Thongathi and Mdloti rivers. However, he was 

eventually slain and Maga.ye became the sole ruler of the Cele (Bryant, 

1964:86). 

Thus Maga.ye found favour in Shaka's sight and continued to 
do so till the despot's death. Indeed in course of time the latter 
came himself to make his home in Magaye's very kingdom, at 
Dukuza (now Stanger) in Celeland. The penalty of such 
marked favour was that the removal of Shaka ... to Magaye 
brought destruction. The policy of anti-Shakaites, with 
Dingane at their head; was too thorough, that while ridding 
the world of Shaka, it should permit his sur.porters to remain. 

(Bryant, 1964:86) 

Thus Maga.ye met with the same fate as that which befell Zihlandlo by the 
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treacherous hand of Dingane. The remnants of the Cele tribe drifted into the 

Zuln army, including Magaye's heir, Magidigidi, while others !led to Durhan, 

and others farther sonth across the Mzimkhulu river to lwcomc• Fynn's 

subjects (Bryant, 1964:87). 

(c) The Ngcobo 

This is by far the biggest of the Lala tribes. Its historical significance lies in 

the fact that it peopled the whole of Natal from Durban to Harding with Lala 

people, owing to their family feuds, vicissitudes and splinter groups even 

before the days of the Mfecane. This brief outline of the Ngcobo history is 

gleaned from Bryant (1929:477--498), and from Vilakazi (1965:4-14). 

The founder of the Ngcobo was one Vumezitha and it derived its clan-name 

from his heir, Ngcobo. Their original homeland was north of the Thukela, 

between Mamba and Nsuze rivers. 

Vumezitha had two sons, Ngcobo and Mkheshane, nicknamed Shangase, due 

to his many wanderings (-sbanga is a Lala verb for 'travel') (Bryant, 

1929:480). He was trying to escape from Ngcobo who was plotting to kill 

him. He eventually became the founder of the big Shangase clan whose 

territory stretched from I<ranskop, through Greytown to the Mvoti river. 

Ngcobo, in turn, had two sons as well, Dingila, his heir, and Gasela, his 

isizinda (i.e. the house that stays behind when other members of a 

polygamous family leave to establish new homes). With Gasela exactly the 

opposite happened for he is the one who broke away from the main family 

and established his Ngongoma residence, thus creating his Ngongoma clan. 

The founding of new clans continued also with Dingila's sons: Nyuswa of the 

principal house, Xonxo of the isizinda house. and Ngothoma of the Qadi 

house (i.e. the third house which is the understudy of the principal house and 

bears an heir for the principal house should the principal wife not be blessed 
with an heir). 

Nyuswa founded the great t>/yuswa tribe, and Ngothoma a_nd his Qadi 
followers founded the AmaQadi or AbaseMaqadini (they of the Qadi clan). 

Incidentally, the Qadi turned out to be the most advanced and prosperous of 
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the Ngcobo clans. They were the fi.rst to be converted to Christianity and 

produced such enlightened leaders as Dr .J.L. Dube. 

A feud arose between Xonxo and Nyuswa who wanted to move the family to 

new sites. Xonxo, supported by Shangasc rdusrd. Although the womenfolk 

had removed the thatch from the huts (i.e. -fuza), in preparation for the 

'great trek', they were ordered to re-thatch them (i.e. -fulcla). Thus was 

founded the Fuze clan of Xonxo with the clan-praise: Mafuz'afulclc 

njengenyarnazane (They who remove the thatch and put it back again, as do 

the antelopes) (Bryant, 1929:489). 

According to Bryant, other splinter-groups from the great Ngcobo tribe are 

the Emalangeni clan (also known as Vilakazi or Hlabisa). Note that some 

people claim that the Vilakazi are Swati - another link bet ween Lala and 

Swati. Bryant g0€s on to list Ngidi; Wosiyana; Blose (or Shinga); Thusi (or 

Mamfene); Mzobe; Goba; and Mgabi to be sub-clans of the great Ngcobo. 

The Mgabi clan is named after its founder, Mgabi, son of Mapholoba. After 

the death of Mapholoba, and of his infant heir, Miswayo, left the Nyuswa 

without an heir in the principal house. Soon Mapholoba's other sons, Mgabi 

and Sihayo contested the throne. Many related sub-clans favoured Sihayo of 

the Enkumbeni residence. But Mgabi was undeterred and he rigorously 

pushed his pretensions. This gave rise to a series of disputes which eventually 

reached Shaka's ears. He came to settle the dispute by making the rival 

parties stand in rows. He then led his dog along the rows so that it could sniff 

at the people. On arriving at Sihayo, however, the dog lay down and wagged 

its tail. Shaka subsequently concluded that Sihayo was the rightful heir. 

Mgabi did not give up. He started currying favour with Shaka, falsely 

accusing Sihayo of mixing dangerous charms in the tobacco which he used to 

present to Shaka. Shaka retorted by sending his army to snuff out, not only 

Sihayo, but Mgabi as well as all their subjects who were swept into the 

swelling torrent of the Thukela. The remnants were received by Zihlandlo of 

the Mkhize as fugitives. Whep Zihlandlo was later overthrown by Dingane, 

the Nyuswa fled to Natal and settled on the banks of the upper Mhlathuzana. 

The Mgabi remnants fled to ~lazi river near Durban. Later on, they moved 

to the Valley of a Thousand Hills, in the Carnperdown district, where they 

settled under chief Ncume, son of Mgabi. This area later became the Nyuswa 
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reserve. Ncume was succeeded by his son, Mshiwa. The latter was later sent 

by Sir Theophilus Shrpstonc to rule over the tribes in the Harding area. He 

left with many followers and eslahlishcd yet another Nyuswa. tribe in 

southern Natal, at Ezingolweni. 

All the while the Qa.di had rcrnaincd at their homeland at the place called 

Eziqalabeni, in the Nkandla district, by the lower Nsuze river. They lived 

peacefully with Shaka, which was apparently their sin against Dingane. He 

decided to snuff them out in exactly the same way as he had done with the 

Mkhize of Zihlandlo. Since they lived in a wooded country, he ordered them 

to bring building poles to his royal residence. 

The Qadi, anxious to be on the right side of their king, went 
out in full force. On the appointed day, they came into 
Dingane's kraal, and when they were all in the cattle kraal 
where the poles were to be . heaped, Dingane cried: 
'Babambeni!' ("Lay hold on them!"). The troops then poured 
out of their hiding places and attacked the unarmed Qadi, 
clubbing and spearing them to death ... 

(Vilakazi, 1965:8) 

The army then proceeded to Qadiland where they pursued the civilians into 

the Nongoxi forest and killed them including their chief, Dube, father of 

Mqhawe, father of Dr J.L. Dube. The survivors immediately escaped into 

Natal where they were settled at Inanda, under the regent, Madlukane. 

Later, when Mqhawe was big enough to assume chieftainship, the regent 

moved with his followers to the Nyuswa reserve where he was kindly 

received, and consequently two Qadi tribes came into being. 

2.4.4.2 Lala Territory 

Again we start with the Mkhize. Their original homeland at Manyane is now 
--"-----=-~-"""""" 

under Ntuli chiefs. However, many of Zihlandlo's people stayed behind when 

he fled from Dingane. They occupy the whole of Manyane to Jokweni, 

Sikhwane, Pholela and Hlwane iE: .. Jhe Nkandla dist.rict. There is also a 

Mkhize chieftainship at Mbumbulu in Natal. Some of the Embo people are 

scattered in the Ezimbokodweni district south of Durban. 

The Cele are presently as wide-5pread as the Ngcobo. They occupy six 

different districts in southern Natal. The first group is just outside Mlazi 
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township in Durban (incident.ally this township is said to be in the Cele 

territory) towards Ezimbokodwcni and Nwabc. It. is this gronp which 

bordered on tl1c area occupird by the 'l'<'mhc (supra). The srcond chiefdom is 

found at Mphambanyoni, north of l\1zint.o. Two other chicft.ainships arc 

found in the Port Shepstone district, t.hc one at. J{waDwcshula, and another 

at Nhlalwane, under the chief Phumowakhe. His territory st.retches from 

Mzimkhulu in the south to the border of the Nhlangwini in the north. The 

fifth chiefdom is at Lusikisiki and the last one at Ezingolwcni. This is 

regarded a.s the senior Cele clan, since its leader, Chief Khandalesizwe, is the 

direct descendant of Magaye. 

We now turn to the Ngcobo territory, considering ea.ch sub-clan in turn. As 

was shown above, these became so wide-spread that it eventually reached 

the point where connubium between Ngcobo's descendants became possible 

(see Vilakazi, 1965:232). The Hlabisa occupy the territory just outside 

Nongoma in Zululand. As already mentioned, the Qadi inhabit Jnanda and 

Nyuswa reserve. The Nyuswa reserve is also the home of the Nyuswa 

sub-clan. This reserve lies in the picturesque Valley of a Thousand Hills, 

some 35 miles from Durban and 20 miles from Pinet.own. It is bounded in the 

north by the Mngeni river and in the south by Drummond-Botha's Hill -

Hillcrest ridge, in the west by Esikhelekehleni river and in the east by 

Umshazi river. Another Nyuswa offshoot is to be found a.t Ezingolweni as 

already mentioned. They share this district with another Lala tribe, the Cele 

under Khandalesizwe. The Ngongoma occupy the Ndwedwe area stretching 

all the way to Thongathi. Some of the Ngongoma are the neighbours of the 

Shangase of Greytown, whose territory stretches from Kranskop to Mvoti 

river. It is said - by informants - that even the K waMashu township in 

Durban wa.s occupied by the Ngcobo. 

Besides these three major Lala groups we also find smaller groups such a.s the 

Madia.la, in Hibberdene and Pietermaritzburg, the Luthuli and Ndelu in 

Mzinto, the Jali in Inanda,.the Zondi in Greyt.own (whom Bryant refers to as 

Sotho), the Bhengu (or Ngcolosi), Makhaye, and Khabela (or Dlomo) in 

Kranskop. This should be enough to show one that almost the whole of 

Southern Natal is Lalaland (see maps in Appendix B). 
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Nhlangwini hi:;tory is not. as well recorded a:; the other Tckcla groups. 

Perhaps Bryant's (1929 and 1964) publications are the most authoritative 

sources on the subject. These are supplemented by dissertations by 

Nhlangwini scholars such as Zotwana (1981), Msorni (1988) and Zungu 

(1989). However, the latter sources hold different views from Bryant as far as 

the origin of the term Nhlangwini is concerned. Both Zotwana and Msorni 

claim that according to their informants the origin of the term Nhlangwini 

ha.s two different sources. In one version it is claimed that it ca.me about due 

to Fodo's habit of hunting down the inhlangu buck and presenting it to 

Dinga.ne. Consequently, Fodo, the great Nhlangwini chief, and his followers 

were referred to as the people of the inhlangu (i.e. AbaseNhlangwini). 

Another version claims that these Dlamini people are called Nhla.ngwini 

because they broke away (-h!anguka) from the Zulus (Msomi, 1988:5-6). 

Both versions point to a rather recent origin of this term and appear to be 

less convincing in the face of Bryant's version which I am inclined to accept. 

Bryant (1929:316) maintains that the Nhlangwini are the descendants of the 

Dlamini-Lusibalukhulu offshoot. It must be borne in mind that Bryant 

(ibid) divides the house of Dlamini into four sub-groups. The first section 

has the clan-praise Mlangeni. This is the royal cla.n in Swaziland. These are 

related to Nkosi-Dlaminis. The third sub-group is that of Malandela and the 

fourth one of Lusibalukhulu, the progenitors of the Nhlangwini. 

He then states that the Dlamini-Lusibalukhulu sub-group left the Tekela. 

nucleus very early in the history of the Tekela Nguni migration. He places 

their years of migration between 1680 and 1730 (Bryant, 1929:316). He is of 

the opinion that they did not follow the route taken by their cousins, the 

Hlubi, the Zizi and the Bhele; along northern Natal and across the 

Mzinyathi river towards the. Drakensberg foothills. He maintains that: 

The route they took led, roughly up the Mkhuze river, past the 
Ngome hills, and gradually round to the south throngh the 
unoccupied tracks of upper Zululand. 

(Bryant, 1929:316) 
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They finally settled in the area of the modern Greytown, their territory 

adjoining that of their cousins below the Drakensberg range. Herc they 

enjoyed relative peace, freedom and stability. JndPPd this had t.o be bccaus(• 

this was almost a century before the advent of Shaka. Bryant (ibid) observes 
that: 

All the pastoral highlands from beyond the Mooi river to the 
Drakensberg, and constituting what are now the upper districts 
of Natal, were in Senzangakhona's days, but sparsely 
populated. Each of the tribes then in possession - the 
emaBheleni, the emaZizini and the Dlaminis - had 
appropriated to itself a territory of unusually extensive range 
... The Dlamini tribe in four different sections, had already ... 
distributed its kraal over all the territory intervening between 
the emaBheleni on the Biggarsberg and Mzinyathi river on the 
one hand and the emaZizini, halfway up the Bushman's river, 
and the Wushe about the upper Mooi river, on the other. 

It is true that the house of Lusibalukhulu broke up into four sections in Natal 

and each was named according to its royal residence. One of these was 

Nhlangwini which together with the Khuze, proved to be most important 

historically. This was the case particularly during the Mfccane. The 

Nhlangwini were worst hit by the Mfccane pandemonium and their history 

consequently became most sanguinary. 

The first signals of the approaching doom came from the north in 1818 when 

the land of the Bhele and Zizi was suddenly invaded by the fugitive Ngwane, 

under chief Matiwane. In 1820 the Thembu, led by chief Ngoza, hacked 

through Natal bringing panic and chaos in their wake. Again in 1821, the 

mighty Chunu, Jed by Macingwane decimated and scattered minor Lala clans 

in their southward flight from Shaka. Thus although the devastation in Natal 

was not wrought by Shaka, it was nonetheless a continuing wave of 

destruction set in motion by his cataclysmic political uphea\'al in Zululand 

(Bryant, 1964:37). 

The Khuze and Ekunene l)Jamini were the first to realise that they were in 

the line of fire, and they joined Ngoza's fugitives. The Nhlangwini remained, 

hoping that the storm would __ soon pass. However, they soon realised their 

vulnerability when they noticed that there was no longer any buffer-state 
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between them and the warlike Zulus, and also that the wasteland created by 

the departure of the Zizi, Ngwanc, Chunu, and the like was teeming with 

packs of cannibals. Thl' two Nhlangwini sections under Nombewu and Balcni 

combined with the Bhele and the Mcmcla under Mdingi to form a 

confederacy as they marched southwards (Bryant. 196,1:37). 

Unfortunately, they could not cross the Lovu river because the redoubtable 

Madikane at the head of the Zelemu-Wushe combine (the Bhaca) formed an 

impassable barrier in alliance with Macingwane, the Chunu chief. The 

confederates were fiercely driven back. They eventually listed the support of 

Mbedu, chief of AbakwaBombo, a former neighbour of Madikane who was 

only too happy to settle old scores. The Nhlangwini combine was 

subsequently victorious. They then proceeded to the Mlazi river where they 

were blocked by the Njilo. Again they drove the Njilo back and forded the 

Mlazi and the Mzimkhulu rivers to occupy the fertile strip bet ween the 

Mzimkhulu and the Mzimvubu rivers (Bryant, 1964:38). 

This was the refuge also of the Zizi, Hlubi, and other Dlaminis. But even 

here, they could not enjoy any lasting peace. They were constantly harassed 

by the Xhosa under Hintsa and the Thembu under Ngubencuka, who 

regarded the mobs from the north as intruders. \Vhat was worse is that 

Madikane whom they thought to have crushed for good and all, once more 

showed his head and invited them to form an alliance with him. When they 

refused, he suddenly cleared for war which raged for nine years 

(c.1821-1830). The Bhele and the l\1emela were crushed and completely 

detribalised. Mdingi and Nombewu were killed and their subjects decimated. 

Fodo, Nombewu's heir led the remnants of his followers northwards to 

inhabit the beautiful valley above the Fafa river. Sidoyi, Ba.Jeni's heir, led his 

section of the Nhlangwini to their original homeland which they reoccupied 

with the permission of Dingane. Unfortunately for the illfated Nhlangwini, 

Sidoyi and his subjects were later removed by the Boers who claimed that 

the homeland was their ter.i:it9ry and Fodo was exiled by the British for his 

"political sins". Both the Nhlangwini leaders retraced their steps across the 

Mzimkhulu, back to no-rnan's_-:-land (Bryant, 1964:38). 
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2.4.3.2 Nhlangwini Territory 

Presently, the Nhlangwi11i occupy a vast stretch of land south of Highfla.ts in 

the Port Shepstone district. Their territory under Nkosi Langalril111 Dlamini 

runs adjacent to that of the Cele under Phumowakhc. Their place is known 

as KwaNonqunq11tha. Other Nhlangwini, however, are found across the 

Mzimkhulu and share their territory with the Bhaca. Their territory across 

the Mzimkhulu is described by Zotwana (1981:iii) starting with the Gugwini 
as follows: 

Gugwini, a village about 15 kilometers from Harding, under 
chief Msudukeni Dlamini a direct descendant of Fodo who is 
regarded by the Ntlangwini people as the founder of the whole 
tribe. Chief Msudukeni Dlamini is the senior chief of all the 
Ntlangwini groups. Other Ntlangwini people under their own 
sub-chiefs crossed the Umzimkulu river later. Some settled in 
Matatiele district as a buffer against the Sotho's, others settled 
near Harding, others went further South as far as Kokstad and 
Mt. Ailiff ... 

2.4.6 The Phuthi 

2.4.6.1 Phuthi History 

The Phuthi are another Dlamini offshoot known as the Zizi (AmaZizi or 

AbaseMazizini). There are several authorities on the history of this group 

and among others, Ellenberger and MacGregor (1912:24-30 and 159-164) 

have given quite a plausible exposition of the Phuthi wanderings and 

settlements. This account is corroborated by Bryant (1929:353-356) and also 

by my informants in their version of their own past. 

There is a strong argument that the Zizi were not initially a Dlamini clan 

but they purchased this title (Bryant, 1929:353). At a wedding between a 

Zizi and a Nhlangwini (who are descended from Dia.mini), the former were 

impressed by the aristocratic flavour of the clan-praise 'Dlamini' of the 

latter. The Zizi leader, Dweba, then approached his chief and persuaded him 

to part with an ox as the purchase price to buy the right to the title from the 

Nhlangwini chief. This deal was consequently sanctioned by Ngonyama, the 

paramount chief of the Dla'rnini tribe. ( One might point out at this juncture 

that such practice of acquiring another's clan-name or clan-praise was not 

uncommon among the Nguni. This was done under different practices such as 
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ukuthela [surrender], ukukhon7,a [pay homage] and inkulelwane [he who is 

brought up in that family] some of which were tantamount to adopt.Ion.) 

Notwithstanding whether the Zizi were origina.Ily Dlamini or Hlubi, they are 

a branch of the Embo Ngnni, who according to Bryant (1929:7), pass(•J 

onward, after entering the modern northern Natal, into the present day 

Vryheid and Utrecht. From there they wheeled round, still in a southward 

direction across the Mzinyathi ( or Buffalo) river. They eventually settled on 

the eastern foothills of the Drakensberg range, between the Mnambithi ( or 

Klip) river and the Thukela, all the way towards Sandlulube mountain. 

After the purchase of the Dia.mini praise-name, a feud arose between the 

Zizi/Dlamini and Nhlangwini-Dlamini. The grandfather of Titi (i.e. Zizi in 

Zunda) had killed an eland. A Nhlangwini-Dlamini chief demanded its 

carcass as a tribute. Tit.i's gra.ndfather refused claiming that he was also a 

chief. This brought about ill-feeling and after his grandfather's death, Titi, 

who feared for his independence, decided to emigrate westward over the 

Drakensberg (Ellenberger, et al, 1912:24-2.S). 

This was long before Shaka's advent. However, Titi found the Drakensberg 

plateau already inhabited by the Mphuthing, who were ruled by Tsuane on 

the banks of the Namahadi river. They accepted him well and the two sides 

lived side by side happily. The Maphuthing even gave Titi a Sotho surname, 

Thokothoko. To seal the relationship, Titi's son, Kobo, married a daughter of 

Lerane, a Maphuthing chief. Consequently, the Zizi adopted the Maphuthing 

way of life, including their customs and speech variety. They identified so 

much with the Maphuthing that they even changed their name, Zizi to 

Phuthi. They also adopted the Maphuthing emblem of the duiker (i.e. 

'phuthi' or 'impunzi' in Zunda) (Ellenberger, et al, 1912:25). Once again 

there arose a cleavage in their ranks, and as fate would have it, this too was 

caused by a carcass of an eland. Khonyane, Kobo's grandson, claimed the 

eland which had been killed a;; his by right. Apparently, he had not inherited 

his father's (i.e. Tsele's) tact and discretion. Khoasa, the Maphuthing chief 

refused and once more the Ph_!Jthi found it prudent to migrate farther. They 

journeyed down the Caledon river to Qalo and later to Maoamafubelu river, 
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where they found deserted kraals of the Mapolane at Metsing. After some 
time they proceeded to Qiloane in about 1820 (Ellenberger, et al, 1912:25). 

In this neighbourhood they came into contact with the Bafokeng of Leboeanc 

and al,o struck friendship with the Bakoena. The Phuthi proved valuable 

neighbours, owing to their knowledge of metallurgy. All these tribes 

fraternised and intermarried, living together in peace and harmony. In fact., 

nothing of serious nature occurred until the birth of Moorosi, the greatest of 

the Phuthi chiefs, in 1795. Moorosi was born under the following 

circumstances: His father, Mokuoane, was born in about 1760 and had fled 

with his mother to Tsosane, chief of the Mapolane at Thaba Tsueu. Since 

Tsosane had often been treated by Mokhuebi (Mokuoane's uncle and 

guardian) in his ailments, he received Mokuoane well. In return for this 

hospitality, Mokuoane served Tsosane very well. He was a good hunter, and 

his mother a good tobacco and hemp farmer, which she used for bartering 

skins and ostrich feathers with the Khoisan people. With the wealth 

Mokuoane purchased cattle which he used to pay lobola for Tsosane's 

daughter, Maili. Soon Mokuoane, his mother, and his wife Ma.iii, migrated 

with his fat.her-in-law, Tsosane, to Kubake, near l\1ohale's hock. Here the 

pregnant Ma.iii gave birth to Moorosi in a cave called Phese. Thus in 

Moorosi 's veins flowed the Phuthi and Po lane blood. Moorosi was 

circumcised and married in 1821 in the time of Mfecane (Ellenberger, et al, 

1912:26-28). 

This was the time when old and established tribes, nations and even empires 

were broken and destroyed and new ones forged in their place. The 

Drakensberg plateau could not be saved from this devastation, and the 

Phuthi also became victims of the circumstances. Moorosi and his people 

took to roaming and plundering, wreaking havoc in their trail. First he went 

to Mpondomise people but soon returned to join his tribesmen - Lipholo, 

Motemekoane, his father Mokuoane and others - who were living among the 

San in the caves, between. the Tele and Blekana rivers. They continued 

plundering even from the Cape Colony farmers, all the way to the modern 

Dordrecht and Lady Grey. Th~y then trekked to Nkoa Khamo on the border 

of Lesotho and Barkly East (Ellenberger, et al, 1912:159). 
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Moorosi 's first enemies had been the San whose poisoned arrows he had no 

means of repelling. Aft.er acquiring the art of using a. big shield· from his 

fellow Nguni, the Xhosa. of the Cape Colony, he confronted Uir San so 

threateningly that it became very clear to them that those who had hitherto 

been considered servants ha.d become masters. 

Soon after this victory at the Lady Grey caves, Motleyoa of the Bamaiya.ne 

tribe which had also become victims of Moorosi 's attacks, took to 

cannibalism. He gathered about him people from scattered tribes to form his 

gang of man--€aters. They ascended the Tele river and fought against the 

Phuthi at Nkoa. Khomo (later Mabeleng). They took them by surprise, 

butchering cattle and people alike. Phuthi survivors fled to Kra.ai river and 

later moved on to Litapoleng. From there they rallied round Moorosi and 

Lipholo, and decided to entice the cannibals to an ambush. Their victory wa.s 

so decisive that they even succeeded in capturing Mot!eyoa's wife. As for 

Motleyoa himself, he fled to king Moshoeshoe at Thaba Bosiu and reported 

that beyond the Caledon river there lived a people who possessed far more 

cattle than was fitting for them (Ellenberger, et al, 1912:163). 

Ellenberger (ibid) continues to add that Moshoeshoe - himself not averse to 

extending his empire - sent his brother, Mohale, with a force to bring the 

Phuthi to book. Realising that they were no match to the numerically 

stronger Sotho, the Phuthi surrendered a.nd became Moshoeshoe's vassals. 

However, the Phuthi informants definitely deny this assertion. They argue 

that Moshoeshoe and Moorosi were the best of friends and that the Sotho 

never clashed with the Phuthi. The Phuthi were always an independent and 

autonomous tribe in their territory which bordered on Lesotho. In fact 

Moshoeshoe could always count on them in the wars he waged against the 

Boers and the British. 

After Lesotho ha.cl become a. British protectorate, the British focused their 

attention on Moorosi with.,the intention to snbjuga.te him. He loathed the 

idea. of paying tribute to the British C.M.R. (i.e. the Cape Mounted Rifles) 

who were at the border as cu_stodians of political peace. When the C.M.R. 

tried to coerce him to obedience, Moorosi returned with his people to the 

impregnable Qhoboshia.ne stronghold (Bryant, 1929:360). 
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For about nine months, he repelled and destroyed many a British campaign 

that tried to dislodge him. In the end, the British troops equipped with 

cannon, mortar and scaling ladders finally succeeded in co11quering t.he 

Phuthi. Even this final bombardment, however, took no less than four days 

and four nights pouring upon the precipicr of the stronghold a hail of 

missiles. This enabled then1 by means of scaling ladders to set foot on the 

hitherto unassailable mountain top. They found Moorosi in a cave and killed 

him. They even displayed his head on a pole in the colonial camp. This put 

paid to the not inglorious contribution of this Zizi tribe to the history of 

Southern Africa (Bryant, 1929:362-363). 

The informants maintain that many of Moorosi 's followers were then 

captured and imprisoned. They were so ill-treated that people started to 

disclaim the fact that they were Phuthi. The result is that their language and 

culture suffered a severe blow and were almost extinguished. Many a Phuthi 

registered himself either as a Xhosa or a Sotho. Bowever, there is a very 

strong Phuthi re-awakening nowadays and something of their language and 

culture will definitely be salvaged. There are talks of installing Moorosi's 

descendant as a paramount chief of all the Phuthi. 

Besides the Moorosi and the Dlamini which are roya.l clans, other historically 

significant Phuthi clans include the Mokhoante, Mmutsi, Ntekoa, Matshabisa 

and Thunkha clans. 

2.4.6.2 Phuthi Territory 

The Phuthi inhabit certain areas in Lesotho, Transkei and South Africa. In 

Lesotho they occupy the vast area called Qasha's Nek and Quthing. It is 

speculated that Quthing is the Khoisanisation of Phuthing. In Transkei they 

occupy Palmietfontein and other areas in Herschel. They then spread 

downward to Matatiele and l\fount Fletcher in South Africa. From the 

historico-geographical circumstances just described, it is not surprising to 

find the Phuthi scattered all oyer the Drakensberg plateau (see map). 

2.4. 7 The Sumayela Ndebele 

2.4. 7.1 Ndebele History 

There are many claims on the origin of the Ndebele. While many of them 
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seem to corroborate one another that of Ziervogel ( 1959) runs contrary to 

everything else that had been written before or C\'Cn after him. Since he is 

the only authority, hithrrto, on Sumaycla NdC'hclc dialect (which he calls 

Northern Trans\'aal Ndebcle) it is compelling that we consider his version 

first. The main issues involved. of course. are only two: whether the Zunda 

Ndebele (known as Southern Transvaal Ndcbelc) arc a distinct group 

unrelated to the former; and secondly, whether the Sumayela Ndebele 

arrived at their present homeland via Natal or whether they descended from 

Zimbabwe and are consequently a Kalanga or Venda offshoot. 

Ziervogel (1959:3-5) distinguishes four unrelated Ndebele sub-groups, 

namely: Southern Ndebele (the Ndzundza and Mana.la stock); Langa (a 

Nguni branch); Northern Ndebele proper (the Gegana/Mgombane/Ledwaba 

branch); and the Hwaduba (which have been completely Sotho-ised). 

Unfortunately, Ziervogel's account is rather fragmentary, incoherent and 

difficult to follow. He argues with regard to the Southern Ndebele and the 

Hwaduba sub-groups, that: 

... Van Warmelo and Potgieter treat of the first two (i.e. 
Manala and Ndzundza) of the Southern tribes mentioned. 
That their place of origin was Natal seems to have been 
established beyond doubt. According to Van \Varmelo's 
account of 1944 the Hwaduba are also of Natal origin. His 
informants claim that the previous generation still spoke 
Ndebele, ... \Vhatever their origin, today they belong to the 
Kgatla. 

(Ziervogel, 1959:4) 

Ziervogel then turns to the other two groups: 

According to my own information both the Kekana and 
Mugornbhane sections belong to the same original tribe, of 
which the Mugombhane is said to be an offshoot ... From this 
it appears that the Gegana and Muledlana are not related to 
the Manala-Ndzundza ... 
The Northern Ndebele proper, viz. the Gegana, Mugombhane 
and Lidwaba (Maraba) tribes are not of Natal origin. Said to 
have come from the North, i.e. Rhodesia, they were influenced 
by the Swazi and later by the Southern Ndebele, but are not 
related to the latter ... --
The Langa section ... are no relation of the other Ndebele 
tribes, and their language is said to have been more Nguni-like 
than that of the Mugombhane and Maraba tribes. They are 
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said to be of Zululand stock, who entered the country they now 
occupy from the north-east. 

Consequently, these so-called unrelated Ndebele sub-groups are classified by 

Ziervogel under thre<' different clusters. His NdchC'ic-Sotho arc classified 

under the Northern-Sotho sub-group (Ziervogel, 1955:lSG), a view also held 

by Doke (1954). The problem here is which Ndebelc sub-group is now 

regarded as Ndebele-Sotho? Is it the Hwaduba offshoot? This cannot be 

since he maintains that linguistically the Hwaduba belong to Kgatla (supra); 

and the Kgatla are a Tswana sub-group. Most probably then he has the 

Lidwaba in mind for he argues: 

The off-shoots of the Lidwaba section, viz. the Eland and 
Ngidigidlane tribes have virtually become Sothoized - the first 
has completely dispersed, and the second now speaks some 
form of Tlokwa. 

(Ziervogel, 1959:9) 

There does not appear to be any controversy regarding the Zunda Ndebele of 

Ndzundza and Mana.la however. These he places under Zunda Nguni. What 

we find rather surprising is the fa.ct that he places the Northern Ndebele 

under Tekela Nguni. How can that be after he has most adamantly denied 

any relation between them and the Nguni? Here are his reasons: 

Not withstanding the diversity of elements which all played 
their part in the making of Ndebele of today, one cannot but 
regard Ndebele as basically Nguni, and as belonging to the 
Nguni group of languages. In a recent article by the present 
author (Ziervogel himself) certain criteria which may serve as a 
guide for the grouping of Nguni languages were put forward. 
Northern Ndebele undoubtedly fits into what he calls the 
Tekela sub-group of Nguni of which it is a cluster. 

(Ziervogel, 1959:13) 

Let us concentrate more on the sub-group which Zicrvogel prefers to call 

Northern Ndebele proper. His account of their migration is based entirely on 

a legend which was recounted to him by certain informants. The crux of the 

story is that two sons of a certain chief, Nungu, named Malaji and Malajana, 

argued about the sun. Malaji argued that the sun rose up between two 

muganu trees and Malajana said it rose from the sea. It turned out that 

Malajana was right and the humiliated Malaji threatened to kill his brother. 
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Malajana then fled to Swaziland but found Swati unintelligible. \\'hereupon 

he requested the Swazi king to give him twelve boys and girls to 'teach his 
tribe Swazi and indeed by the tinie those children had bt·rnmt' adults the 

Kalanga language ha.d become extinct and Malajana's tribe was completely 

Swazi-Bpeaking. They migrated farther and mcl. the Sonthnn Ndcbcle and 

also acquired their speech form. From this they also bccanw known as 

Ndebele and Ziervogel consequently classifies their speech form as a Nguni 

Tekela dialect (1959:13). 

Languages a.re not normally lost in as easy a manner and as short a period as 

that suggested in this historical sketch. That they can be acquired in a short 

space of time is not uncommon. Shaka ruled for only 12 years, but at the j 

time of his death the whole of his empire was Zulu-speaking. However in 

Shaka's case people spoke not completely different languages such as Shona. 

and Nguni, hut mutually intelligible dialects. Secondly they had much more 

than just 12 boys and girls to learn it from. Losing a language is a different 

story altogether. Although Tekela. people spoke a Zunda variety in Shaka's 

time, Tekela as a. language did not die out and in fact has survived to the 

present day. Even the very Sumayela Ndebele have interacted with Sotho 

speaking people for generations but they still sumaycla.. Consequently we 

would expect Ziervogel to cite at least a. few examples of Shona. in Sumayela 
Ndebele. 

Over and above, Ziervogel (1959:5) argues further and says: 

The Langa. section, also called the Black N debele, . . . are no 
relation of the other Ndebele tribes, and their language is said 
to have been more Nguni-like than that of Mugombhane and 
Mara.ha tribes. They a.re said to be of Zululand stock, who 
entered the country they now occupy from the North-East. 

It is very difficult to accept that there are so many Ndebele tribes who speak 

dialects of the same language and yet are not at all related. If the Langa 

off-shoot a.re of Zululand stoc_k they should at least be related to the Zunda 

Ndebele who also hail from Natal. In fact at Potgietcrsrus we met an 

informant who vehemently di~puted Ziervogel's version on Ndebele history. 

He is adaIIJant that the different Ndebele groups are all descendant from the 

common ancestor Musi, son of Mhlanga. He accepts that they did venture 
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into Zimbabwe but that was only after their departure from their common 

abode in Natal. He is aware of Nungu and his porcupine t.otcm which was 

lal.c-r abandoned by JV!afajana who adopted the elephant, a totem all the 

Sumayela Ndebele still embrace. He informed us of his resolution to conve11e 

all the Ndebele tribes both Zunrla and Sumayela (or Tckcla) to inform them 

of their common history, but he unfortunately died before realising this 

intention. 

Consequently, I find it difficult to adopt Ziervogel's account of Ndebele 

history. On the contrary, I want to argue that both the Sumayela. and the 

Zunda. Ndebele of the Transvaal are members of one and the same family. 

They a.re a branch of the Hlubi, the biggest and most powerful of the Tekela 

sub-groups. This claim is based on the findings during research corroborated 

as they are by historical accounts of Fourie (1922), Van Warmelo (1944), De 

Beer (1986) and other scholars who will be cited a.s we go along. However, I 

reject those views which claim that the Transvaal Ndebele are Mzilika.zi's 

stock (cf. Kubeka., 1979), which he left behind when he ventured into the 

modern Zimbabwe. The Transvaal Ndebele occupied that province long 

before Chief Mzilikazi was born. 

The weight of evidence I a.m relying on is to the effect that the Transvaal 

Ndebele broke away from the Hlubi in Northern Zululand below Ulundi ( or 

Khahlamba or Drakensberg) range. That being the case, their history is 

bound up with the history of the Hlubi. 

As mentioned above, the Hlubi formed the largest group of all the Embo 

Nguni. They left the Tekela nucleus east of Lubombo range after the 

Bhele-Zizi group which formed the vanguard of the whole Embo migration. 

Bryant (1929:147) estimates that this took place between AD 1550 and 16.50. 

The Bhele-Zizi vanguard pushed forward into upper Natal, while the Hlubi 

remained in upper Zululand. Their habitat originally stretched from the 

Ncome ( or Blood) river to the sources of the Mzinyathi. At a later stage they 

spread westwards towards th_e territory of their other Embo cousins, the 

Bhele and the Zizi at the foothills of the Drakensberg. 
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The Hlubi are by far the most. and the farthest travelled. Westwards they 

penetrated the Drakensberg plateati, cutting across the Orange Fn·c St.ate, 

eventually reaching the modern Ficksburg. Northwards they sojourned near 

the modern Standerton in Southern Transvaal, crossed the VaaJ (or Ligwa) 

river at Nkulungwe, settled north of the modern Pretoria. and proceeded 

through what is now llamrnanskraal and Potgietersrus to Pictcrslrnrg while 

another branch trekked from Pretoria eastwards past the modern 

Middelburg. To the south and south-west they scaled the Drakensberg to to 

what is now Matatiele in the Transkei and to Ciskei, reaching as far west as 

the modern Port Elizabeth. 

Their greatest chief was Bhungane who ruled them in about the middle of 

the 18th century. Bhungane descended from Nsele, son of Mashiyi, of 

Hadebe, of Mlotshwa, of Mashwabade, son of Busobengwe of Mthimkhulu of 

Musi, son of Mhlanga. It is from Mhlanga that the Transvaal N debele trace 

their genealogy. 

Musi, Mhlanga's son is the one who broke away from the main tribe and 

trekked northwards into the Transvaal with his followers in about 1650. 

After crossing the Vaal, informants maintain that he settled in the vicinity of 

the modern Krugersdorp where he established his Mhlanga residence 

(Mohlakeng in Sotho). Later on he moved farther to the modern 

Pretoria-North and the Wonderboom in that area marks the site of his 
residence. 

Musi (or Msi) had six sons, namely: Manala - his heir - Ndzundza 

Mthombeni, Hwaduba, Sibasa and Dlomo. The fend between Mana.la and 

Ndzundza as related by informants resembles very much the Biblical story of 

Esau and Jacob. Musi was then an old man and had lost his sight. He asked 

his heir, Manala, to kill him an eland, and prepare a meal for him so that he 

could eat and bless Mana.la before dying. Their mother overheard this and 

while Mana.la was gone hunting, she ordered Ndzundza to kill a sheep and 

prepare a meal for his father to eat and bless him. Ndzundza hesitated for 

Mana.la was a hairy man which enabled their father to distinguish him. He 

also feared that his father wo·uld recognise his (Ndzundza's) voice but his 

mother insisted. Ndzundza obeyed. He slaughtered the sheep, put its skin on 
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his arms and presented the meat to his father. After feeling his hairy arms 

his father blessed Ndzundza for he believed him to be Manala. When Manala 

later learnt of this deceit he vowed to kill Ndrnndza who decided to flee. 

In the ensuing split I-lwaduha joined Mana.la and they migrated to 

\Nallmannsthal, among the Kgatla. Mthombcni joined Ndzundza and they 

moved north-Bastwards until they reached the Steelpoort river. Here they 

parted ways. Mthombeni and his followers proceeded to the east of the 

modern Potgietersrus and settled in Sebediela. This group became known as 

the Gegana (Kekana.) after Mthombeni's son of that name. The Ndzundza 

group, under his son llfabhoko (Mapoch) settled at Roos Senekal and became 

known as the Ma.bhoko tribe (De Beer, 1986:31-33). 

The Gegana. once more split into three groups. The first one under Muledlane 

remained at their habitat. The second under Mugombha.ne (Maka.pan) 

proceeded towards Vaa.ltyn. The third group migrated to Phalaborwa. They 

even proceeded to Zimbabwe, where after a short sojourn, they wheeled 

round via Venda.land to their present habitat in Lebowa where they became 

known as the Lidwaba (De Beer, 1986:33). 

Another group, the Langa, also broke away from the Hlubi in about 1650 or 

earlier under Masebe I from their Natal homeland, followed the route via 

Swaziland to Leydsdorp in northern Transvaal. They stayed for a short while 

at Boyne near Thaba Tshweu (Witkop) which is presently occupied by the 

Molepo (De Beer, 1986:32). 

Thus the Transvaal Ndebele are divided into two: the Northern (Suma.yela) 

and the Southern (Zunda) Ndebele. The Northern Ndebele comprise three 

sub-groups, viz. the Gegana who are further divided into the Muledlana (or 

Sibediela) and the Mugombhane (Mokopane in Sotho); the Langa who are 

further divided into the Mapela and the Bakenberg section; and the Lidwaba 

(Sotho: Letwaba) who are further divided into the Mashashane, the Ma\Nune 

and the Maraba. (cf. Ziervogel, 1959:4). 

This oneness between the Sumayela and the Zunda Ndebele (alternatively 

the Northern and the Southern Transvaal Ndebele) was confirmed further in 
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197.5 by the decision t.aken by t.he Sumayela Ndcbclc of Vaaltyn. This 

decision is recorded by De Beer as follows: 

Op 18 Maart. 1975 het die Vaaltynstamowerheid samesprekings 
met amptenare van die Dept. van Samewerking en 
Ont.wikkeling gcvocr oor wegbreking uit. Lcbowa. Volge1rn hullc 
hct hullc in 19G9 onderuecm om tvdelik by Lebowa in tc 
skakel, maar hulle wil uiteindelik saam met die Suid-Ndebelc 
van KwaNdebele, met wie hulle histories en kultureel noue 
verbintenisse het (vgl. punt 1), in een staat verbind word 
(Dept. S & 0 leer F54/1545/8). 

(De Beer, 1986:53) 

In my opinion this display of unity and solidarity put.s paid to Ziervogel 's 

postulation of four separate Ndebele groups. 

Besides the historical account, there is also ethnological evidence which links 

Transvaal Ndebele with Natal and Swaziland. For instance, in Natal we get 

many N guni people of the N debele clan. Also one of the first Swati kings, 

Ndvungunye, was born of Lomvula LaMndebele, the principal wife of the 

great king Ngwane III. This must have been before 17 70 because Ngwane 

died in that year leaving his son Ndvungunye a very small boy (Matsebula, 

1988:12). Thus even as early as the eighteenth century we find Ndebele 

people in Swaziland. There must have been a Hlubi leader of the name, 

Ndebele, but unfortunately his identity has proved impossible to trace. The 

story does not end there of course. Today there are many clans, including 

Magagula, Sibanyoni, Mkhabela, and Mashinini, who are split in the middle -

some members of these clans claim to be Swati while others claim to be 

Ndebele. 

But now we are confronted by yet another problem. If all the Ndebele tribes 

have a common origin then how did it come about that some are Zunda while 

others are Tekela speaking? During research informants failed to answer this 

question. Yet it is by no means unique, especially with regard to Nguni. Zulu 

and Qwabe were sons of ~alandela but there was a split between the two 

brothers due to a family feud. Today descendants of Zulu speak isiNtungwa 

(which became known as isiZulu) while those of Qwabe speak a Thefuya 

dialect of Nguni; which likewiiie became known as isiQwabe, , 
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My assumption is that since the Ndebele are a Hluhi offshoot, they must 

have been initially Tekela speaking. That must have hecn the 'Case also 

during the time of their "great trek" as well as when they :sett.led in tlw 

Transvaal. This is borne out by the fact that one of Musi's sons had a Tekela 

name, Ndwndza (cf. with the Zulu, Nzunza) yet it is exactly hi:; dcscendaut.s 

who arc Zunda speaking. This might have liappencd in this manner: After 

the dispute (supra) Ndzundza fled from the common home to settle east of 

Pretoria. Later his followers stretched from Pretoria to the Olifants river 

(known to the Ndebele as uBhalule). Later this tribe was invaded by Zulu 

hordes under the Khumalo chief, Mzilikazi. He subdued them and became 

their chief to such an extent that when he fled to Zimbabwe his followers 

were known no longer as Zulu or Khumalo Ntungwas but as Ndebele; and 

that title has stuck until the present. It is quite possible therefore that 

Mzilikazi might have adopted the precedent created by his former king, 

Shaka and ordered his Tekela subjerts to abandon Teke!a for Zunda. 

Linguistic evidence will be presented (infra) in support of this assumption. 

2.4. 7.2 Ndebele territory 

Here we shall concentrate only on the Sumayela Ndebele. According to 

Ziervogel (1959:6) the various Ndebele tribes occupied the following trust 

farms in the Potgietersrus and Pietersburg districts of northern Transvaal: 

Mugombhane: They live in Vaaltyn just outside Potgietersrus, bordering on 

the Langa. 

Mashashane: They occupy Machichaan's Location 2404 and the farms Mars 

189, Glen Roy 71, \Vaterplaats 808 and 793, Uitvlucht 815, 

Doornfontein 1652, Diana 1549 and 809, \1/aterplaats 794 and 

Doornspruit 816. Their neighbours are the Matlala to the West and 

the MaWune and Moletsi to the north. 

The Ma\Vune (Lidwaba) live on farms: Abrahamsfonlein 1641, Bultfontein 

1537, Comrnissiedrift 928, Eensgevonden 1541, I<oppie Enkel 1539, Uitzicht 

853, Vlaklaagte 1536, B.ergzicht 814, Christina 1531, Cornelia 2012, 

Kalkspruit 812, Uithoek 1540, Uitrecht 150, Waschbank 852, Zandfontein 

2386, and Zomerfontein 2011. 
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Finally tho Lidwaba (Eland branch) occupy the farm,: Gladdcspruit. 493, 

Ramljios ](i:!5. Sclrninsrall(] 1q1 and llroogl.<' J'ii'.!; whcrc;is the· Lidwaba 

(Ngidigidlam1. !,ranch) live Oil 1.lic f2.rrn:,: Wcll,·n,·dcn 70!!. S1vrkw,11!'r ~G:2 

and Slaapkra.al 605. 

2.-1.8 Some concluding remarks 

The aforegoing historical synopsis was not rncrely for history's sake. The 

main objective was to try and put these Tckcfa sub-groups in their proper 

perspective. It was to try and show how the Tekela dialects came imo 

contact with, and were influenced by, almost every other ;,:J'Cch variety in 

southern Africa; including San and Khoi la11g11ages; X.,osa and Zulu: 

Mbayi and Pedi; Southern Sotho and Northern Sotho; and even Thonga (or 

Tsonga in Tekela). 

It is this historical perspective \vhich portrays Jmfccanc as a big melting pot 

especially with regard to those dialects which were suddenly thrown together 

in the southern regions of Natal beyond the Mzimkhulu. It also makes some 

sense of this incredible geographical spread of the Tekela people. It is only 

aga,inst the historical background that we can explain how and why members 

of the same Tekela family are found scattered in no less than four different 

states to wit: South Africa, Lesotho, Transkei and Swaziland. 

2.4.9 Similarities, Differences and Foreign Influence 

2.4.9.1 General 

Quite a number of claims have been made in this chapter, and the most 

significant of which are the following: 

(a) All the Tekela sub-groups originated in Thongaland or the southern 

part of the modern Mozambique, east of the Lebombo range. 

(b) The Swati arc an offshoot of the Thonp,il ( or Twnga in Tekcla) and 

Matsebula (see par. 2A.2.l sunra) goes even so far as to maintain 

that Mswati (founder of the Swati nation) and Mthonga (founder of 

the Thonga. nation) were blood brothers. 

( c) The Lala are also a Tsonga offshoot, and this claim is made bv an 

authority of no mean status, i.e. chief Khandalesizwe Cele -- . - ' 
para.mount chief of all the Cele. 
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( d) Sumayela and Zunda Ndcbele descend from the common ancestor 

and are an offshoot of the huge Tckcla s11b-gro11p, the Hl11bi, and 

finally that 

(e) The Phuthi (originally Zizi), the Bhaca. and the Nhlangwini are but 

different branches of the great Dlarnini hous0, together with the 

Swati. 

It is these historical claims which must now be supported and i;guobg_rated 

JiY-.U11g_t1isti_c ~vidence. Surely if the Tekela and the Tsonga share a common 

homeland and origin, there should be Tsonga tendencies in Tekela dialects. 

Unfortunately earlier Africanists failed to trace these tendencies and grouped 

Tsonga as a separate and independent language group among members of the 

§OUJ!l~?&t.ern ... Z.Olle, i.e. Nguni, Sotho, Venda and Inhambane (cf. Doke, 

1967). However, quite recently scholars such as Baumbach (1987) argue in 

favour of reclassification of Tsonga as a Nguni sub-group. He argues as 

follows: 

But, in the light of all the synchronic similarities which the 
different Tsonga dialects have with the different Nguni and 
Tekela languages (itself being a Tekcla language, and in the 
light of recent data which have shown that pre-Tsonga is most 
probably a reflex of Proto-Nguni, it might be necessary after a 
thorough investigation to classify Tsonga as follows under the 
Nguni groups, resp. tekeza cluster: 

NGUNI 
ZUL-U------~,~~--------X~HOSA 

TEKEZA 

Te'keza 
I I 

Tsolga 

Old Mfengu Swazi Bhaca Hlubi Phuthi _ 
T1---,-, ----.-1--'-~,-

Ronga Tshwa Gwamba Hlave 

(Baumbach. 1987:2) 

We note here that Zulu and Xhosa have not been grouped together as Zunda 

N guni and that Lala, Nhlangwini and Sumayela N debele have been left out of 

consideration as Tekela dialects. However, these issues are not significant at 

this juncture. Of great importance is the fact that the scholar has traced 
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sufficient linguistic properties which link Tsonga with Tckela. Of these I 

want to single out two: the common vocabulary and the common tekela 
feature of changing the Zunda /z/ into /t/. !11 the following short word-list I 

have concentrated on the words which prove both a common vocabulary 

between Tsonga and Nguni as well as tekela idiosyncrncies in Tsonga: 

2.4.9.2 Tsonga Tendencies in Tekela 
Tsonga Tekela Zun<la English 

1. -engeta -engcta --engcza add to, increase 
2. --fafata --fafata -fafaza sprinkle; drizzle 
3. --endza --endza --enda travel 
4. tshcmba -tscmba -thcmha trust/hope 
5. -tsemhisa -tsemhisa --themhisa promise 
6. --muyeni -muycni --isivakashi guest 
7. nomu nomo (Lala) Urn!omo n1outh 
8. homu ihhom6 (Lala) inkorn6 bovine 
9. h6si ihhosi (Lala) inkosi chief 
10. tiva sitiba isiziba pool 

11. tiny6 litinyo izinyo tooth 
12. --fundza --fund?.a --funda take a mouthful 
13. gula ingfila igula calabash 
14. munyama funnyama funnyama darkness 
15. munhu munu (Lala) urnuntu person 
16. tala litala izala ash-heap 
17. -ta.Ia -ta.la --u.la (Xhosa) be full 
18. muna umiina um(ma eruption of skin 
19. --elula --elula --elula straighten 
20. lwansle lwansle filwandle sea 
21. mulaza umlaza umlaza whey 
22. manana umana(Bhaca) un1ama mother 
23. --fukarnela --fukamcla fukamcla brood 
24. --fihla --fihla --fihla conceal 
25. --fanela --fanela --fancla be necessary 
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The list is unlimited, however, I feel that 25 examples are sufficient to 

support the point made by Baumbach (supra) that Tsonga is a Tekela Nguni 

language. It must be emphasised however that Tsonga has acquired 

thousands of non-Nguni lexemes with the resulL that it has drifted more and 

more away from Nguni with the result that it is no longer readily intelligible 

to Nguni-speakers. In fact one should distinguish between Southern Tsonga 

and Northern Tsonga which shows very little, if any, Nguni influence. 

Now let is focus on the Tekela characteristic features, especially those that 

distinguish it from Zunda Nguni. In phonology there are three major 

processes which occur in Tekela Nguni but not in Zunda Nguni. These are 

Nasalization of vowels, Labialisation and Vowel Replacement. However, 

those will not be commented upon in this chapter since they form the subject 

of discussion in chapter 5. What will be discussed here albeit in passing are 

morphological and lexical features. Regarding morphological features 

attention will be given to the nominal class system and the various pronouns. 

2.4.9.3 Morphological similarities, differences and influences 

In the Bantu language family we distinguish two types of nominal class 

prefixes. In many languages including the Sotho language group, we get 

monosyllabic prefixes, usually consisting of a consonant-plus-vowel ( CV). In 

others, such as the Zunda Nguni language group, we get disyllabic prefixes. 

The first syllable is known as the preprefix or prevowel. The second is termed 

the basic or real prefix. 

Tekela dialects fall mid-way between these two extremes, i.e. they are 

partially mono- and partially disyllabic in their prefixal system. This is in 

fact one of the major differences between Tekela and Zunda. In a typical 

Tekela dialect only the nasal classes get disyllabic prefixes; the rest of the 

nouns have monosyllabic prefixes. There are exceptions to this rule, however, 

In Bhaca and Nhlangwini, for instance, a prevowel has been adopted in all 

prefixes. This is obviously due to the Zunda influence. Bhaca leans more on 

Xhosa while Nhlangwini leans on Zulu in this respect. For instance, Bhaca, 

like Xhosa, has long vowels as prefixes of classes 2a and 10, e.g. 63ma.1ume 
(uncles); r'rnkomo (cattle) respectively. Nhlangwini, like Zulu, has the forms 

'oma.lu.me and itink~morespectively; and omalume relates with abomalume. 
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Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele on the other hand have fallen heavily under 

the Sotho influence. In both these dialects a prevowel in the prefixal system 

has almost been completely eliminated. In Sumayela Ndebele a prevowel is 

prefixed to class la only - even in this class the prevowel occurs very 

infrequently. In Phuthi too the prevowel in classes 1 and 2 occurs as an 

irregular alternant to monosyllabic prefixes. Only in class 6 does the 

prevowel normally appear. It is worth noting that in both these speech 

varieties class 11 nouns have become absorbed into class 5 and a few that 

still remain in class 11 are an exception to this new development. For 

instance in Phuthi we have: hf-naga; hi-s'1ba against li-naga; li-siba. 

In Northern Natal Lala a typically Tekela situation still prevails, i.e. 

prevowels are prefixed only to nasal classes. In the Southern Natal dialect 

however, Zulu influence has crept in and prevowels have been adopted for all 

classes. In Table B (infra) we try to illustrate this rather complex picture we 

have been painting. 

The salient features which distinguish the Tekela from Zunda pronouns may 

be summarised as follows: Except for phonetic differences Tekela absolute 

pronouns are very similar to their Zunda counterparts. The Phuthi mine and 

tshine and the Swati mine, tshine and nine are distinguished by the -f 

terminative. Regarding Swati, however, informants told me that mina, tshina 

and llina are also used as variants of the former, respectively. The only other 

different pronoun is the Sumayela Ndebele lina instead of nina. This /1/ 

persists even in the inclusive quantifier lohle/lokle. This is shared by Phuthi 

where 16hle is also used instead of n6nke. The -hie in both examples is 

probably due to Sotho influence. -dzi features in Bhaca, Lala and Phuthi as 

the variant of the exclusive quantifier -dwa/-dvwa. In Bhaca however ~ 

alternates with -dwa/-dvwa. From now on, it will become obvious that Lala 

and Phuthi often share common features. The stem -kle instead of -nke is 

peculiar to Ndebele. As far as the demonstrative pronouns are concerned, 

Lala, Nhlangwini and Bhaca follow Zulu in adopting -Yl!, in the third 

position while Phuthi, Ndebele and Swati lack the -B- Swati is the only 

dialect which replaces the labial with a palatal glide for class 1 

demonstratives. 
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Let us now consider the following tables to see how the so-called pronouns 
compare with and differ from one another in the Tekela dialects. 

TABLE 2 ( i} . ABSOLUTE PRONOUNS 

ZULU SWAT! BHACA LALA NHLANGWINI PHUTHI SU. NDE. 

mina mine mna/mina mina mi na mine mina/nna 
thina tshine tshina tshina thina tshine thina 
wena wena wena wena wena wena wena 
nina nine nina nina nina nina lina 
sona sona sona sona sona sona sona 
zona tona tona tona tona tona tona 

TABLE 2 {; i J : QUANTITATIVE PRONOUNS 

ZULU SWAT! BHACA LALA NHLANGWINI PHUTHI SU. NDE. 

ngedwa ngedvwa I ndedvwa/ndedzi I gedzi ngedwa gedzi ndedwa 
s6nke s6nke I s6nke I s6khe s6nke s6hle isokle/s6hlel 
wedwa wedvwa I wedvwa/wedz i I wedzi wedwa wedzi I wedwa I 
n6nke n6nke I n6nke I n6nkhel n6nke 16h le ll6kle/16hle/ 
b6dwa b6dvwa I b6dvwa/b6dzi I b6dzi I b6dwa b6dzi I b6dwa I 
z6nke t6nke I t6nke I t6khe I t6nke t6hle /t6kle/t6hle/ 

TABLE 2 {iii) . DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 

ZULU SWAT! BHACA LALA NHLANGWINI PHUTHI SU. NOE. 

l6/16wo 16(yi )/16yo I l 6/l 6wo 16/l 6wo l6/l6wo I l 6/l 6wo 16/16wo 
l owaya: loya: I lowa: I lowaya: lowa: I lowa: lowa: 

I lezi/lezol leti/leto l1eti/let~f1eti/leto leti/letol leti/letol leti/letol 

I leziya: I leta: I letiya: I letiya: letiya: I l eta: I leta: I 
I labaya: I laba: I l abaya: I fabaya: labaya: I l aba: I l aba: I 



lABLE .3' ( i) : 

ENGLISH 

Ii. person; woman 

I builder; herdsman 

I 2. people; women 

I· builders; herdsmen 

Ila. my/our father 

I my/our uncle 

f 
l2a. our fathers 

I our uncles 

13. vi 11 age; leg 

f 
J4. fires; mouths 

f 
Is. country; knee 

I stone 

TEKELA NOMINAL PREFIX SYSTEM 

(U) 

I ZULU I 

I umu-ntu; um-fazi I 
I um-akhi; um-elusi I 

I aba-ntu; aba-faz i I 
I ab-akhi; ab-elusi I 

I J)_-baba I 
I J)_-malume I 

I Q:baba / ab6-baba I 
I Q:malume/aw6-malume I 

I umu-zi; um-lenze I 

I imi-lilo; imi-lomo I 

I i-zwe; i-dolo I 
I i-tje I 

SWAT! 

umu-ntfu; um-fat i 
um-akhi; um-elusi 

ba-ntfu / eba-ntfu 
Q-akhi / eb-akhi 

(Ji.) -babe 
;r-ma l Gme 

b6-babe 
b6-malume 

umu-ti; .um- l ente 

imi-lilo; ,m{-lomo; 

]i-ve Ji-dvolo 
Ji -tje 

BHACA 

umu-ntfu; um-fa.ti 
um-akhi; um-elusi 

aba-ntfu; aba-fati 
ab-akhi; ab-elusi 

J)_-baw6 I 
J)_-malGme I. 

ab6-baw6/6obaw6 
ab6-mal0me/6oma1Gme 

umu-ti; um-lente 

imi-lilo; imi-lomo 

ili-ve; i-dolo 
il i-tje 

...., 
<.0 



ENGLISH I ZULU I SWATI I BHACA 

16. men; power I ama-doda; ama-ndla I ema-dvodza; ema-ndla I ama-dvodza; ama-ndla 

I water I ama-nzi I ema-nti I ama-nti 

f 
I 7. dish; hand I isi-tja*; id-andla I .s..i-tja; .e_-andla I isi-tja; is-andla 

rs. travellers; fools I izi-hambi; izi-l'ima I ti-hambi; ti- l'ima I it i - kh amb i ; it i- llma 

f 
/9. cow; dog I in-kom6; 10-ja I in-khom6; in-ja I in-kom6; in-ja 

I baboon; tJull I im-fene; in-kGnzi I im-fene; in-kGnzi I fm-fene; in-kOnti 

110. cows; dogs I izin-k6m6; izin-ja I tin-kh6m6; tin-ja I iin-kom6; itin-ja I "' 0 

I baboons; bulls I izim-fene; izin-kGnzi I t im-fene; tin-kGnzi I i im-fene; iin-kilnti 

/11. horn; rib I Q.-phondo; J}_-bambo I lu-phondvo; lu-bhambo I J}_-phondvo; J}_-bhambo 

I 14. grass; sleep I J}_-tjani*; ubu-thongo I tjani*; bu-tf6ngo I (in-gca - cl.9); ubutf6ngo 

I 1 s. food; talk I uku-dla; uku-khuluma I kil-dla; ku-khul uma I uku-dla; uku-bhobha 

* for orthography see p.93 



Ii. 
I 

I 2. 
I . 

I I a. 

I 
l 
l2a. 
I 
I 
I 3. 

I 
J4. 

Is. 
I 

LALA 

mu-nhu; 
m-akhi; 

aba-nhu; 
Q.-akhi; 

fr-babe 
malOme 

b6-babe 

TABLE 3(ii): TEKELA NOMINAL PREFIX SYSTEM 
(V) 

NHANGWIN! 

y-fati I umu-ntu; um-fati 
m-e 10s i I um-akhi; um-elusi 

aba-fati I abantu; aba-fati 
Q.-elGsi I ab-akhi; ab-elusi 

' I ubaw6 

I umalOme 

I ab6-baw6 
b6-mal0me I ab6-mal0me 

mu-ti; !)_-nede I umu-ti; um-lente 

mi-n'ilo; mi-nomo I imi-lilo; imi-lomo 

li-ve; li-dzolo I ili-ve; i-dolo 
li-bwe I ili-tje 

PHUTHI 

mu-tfu; !)_-fati 
mu-wakhi; m-alusi 

eba-tfu; eba-fati 
eb-akhi; eb-elusi 

,0'-ntate 
,0"-ma lQme 

b6-ntate 
b6-mal0me 

mu-ti; m1i-lente 

millo; m1_-lomu 

li-phasi; li-dv6lo 
li-jwe 

SUMAYELA NDEBELE 

mu-nru; mu-fati 
mu-yakhi; m-alQsi 

ba-nru; ba-fat i 
ba-yakhi; !1_-elGsi 

,0'-bhabha 
,0'-ma l Orne 

b6-bhabha 
b6-mal0me 

mu-ti; mu-lente 

mi-llo; mi-16mo 

li-phasi; li-dolo 
li-ye 

I 
I . 

00 
~ 



LALA I NHANGWINI I PHUTHI I SUMAYELA NDEBELE 

16. ama-dz6dza; ma-ngra* I ama-doda; ama-ndla I ema-dvodza; emandla I ma-doda; ma-ndla 

I ma-di I ama-nti I ema-di I ma-nti 

I 7. s i -tj a 1-angra* I isi-tja; b,-andla I _ti-tja 1-adla I si-tja; sa-ndla 

f 
ja. ti-khambi; ti-llma I ft i -khambi; ft i - l'ima I .li-khabhi; ti-l'ima I ti-khambi; .t.i-dlayela 

f 
I g_ i-yom6/i-hhom6; im-bwa I in-kom6; ,n-ja I i-yom6; 1-ja I n-klom6; n-ja 

I im-f~ne; i-wQdi, I im-fene; in-kOnti I i-fene; i-rhQdi I 1im-fene; ti-nklOnti 

110. 1i-yom6/ti-hhom6; t1-mbwaj itin-k6m6; itin-ja I ti-yom6; ti-ja I tin-kl6m6; t,n-ja I. 
I tf-fene; tiwOdi I itim-fene; ftin-kOnti I ti-fene; ti-rhOdi I tim-fene; tin-klGnti I "' N 

Iii. lu-ph6ndzo; lu-bambo I y-phondo; y-bhambo I lu-naga; likrhubho* I l!!-b6ndo; ti-krhubho* 

f 
jl4. Q-wani; bu-th6ngo I y-tjani; ubu-th6ngo I bu-jwani; bu-tf6ngo I bu-yani; bu-th6ngo 

f 
I 1s. kO-gra; ku-khuluma I uku-dla; uku-khuluma I kO-dla; ku-khuluma I ku-dla; ku-sumayela 

* for orthography see p.93 

, 
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2.4.9.4 Lexical similarities, differences and influences 

As far as lexemes arc concerned, it is necessary to dral with rach language in 

turn. JI. will 11ot be ncce:;sary to dwell too rnucl1 on th(• sirnilarities b(•causc a 

core vocabulary of 150 Zulu words with their Tekcla equivalents has been 

provided in Appendix A of this thesis. Two spi.'Cch variC'tics, howC'ver, can 

not be held to be different dialects unless they differ somewhat. Accordingly, 

it is on these differences that we shall now focus our attention. 

2.4.9.4.1 Swati 

Of the 150 words in Appendix A Zulu and Swati have 147 words in common; 

and this gives a clear picture of more similarities than differences. The words 

between these speech varieties differ only phonetically, mainly because of a 

Tekela /t/ which replaces a Zunda /z/. Even this substitution, however, has 

a limited application. Consider a number of Swati words with a /z/: uriiza.Ja 

(cousin); Hzu!u (heaven); Umuzw& (feeling); inz{1zo (profit); sfzumbulU 
(lump sum); kuzioiuka (to become fat); lihlazo (shame); umuzi (species of 

rush); lizinyane (kid, Jamb); and kuza.c-,a (be thin). Also the change from 

Zunda /d/ to Tekela /dz/ is not always upheld. Consider the following 

examples: indandatho (ring); Ifdada (duck); urnthandazo (prayer); and 

ufnfundisi (priest) as against fuhfundisi (teacher). If the argument is that 

these have been loaned from Zulu, then the same argument could be used in 

support of the view that these two speech forms are drifting more and more 

towards, rather than away from, each other. 

Moreover, Swati does not apply the Tekela features to loans from English 

and Afrikaans. A few examples are cited to illustrate this point: libhakede 

(bucket); lida.zini (dozen); umdanso (dance); ingila.zi (glass); lidala.di 

(draad); and lidoldbha (dorp); liduku (doek); lidamu (dam); et cetera. 

Despite the above, there are hundreds of words which are typically Swati. 

These include: ingconga ( drizzle); sidza.ndzane (girl); ingwadla (prostitute); 

likfilulu (flea); lihiya (Swati cloak); kuhheketa (to fabricate a story), etc. 

2.4.9.4.2 Bhaca 

Zulu and Bhaca share 145 of the words in the core vocabulary. The only 

differences are phonetic; and to a very small degree morphological, e.g. 
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Bhaca replaces the Zulu ubaba with ubaw6 which it shares with Xhosa. Also 

the plural prefixes oo- and ii- for classes 2a and l O respectively aTe shared 

with Xhosa than with Zulu. But one should bear in mind that although in 

official orthography Zulu has Q- and izin- as prefixes for class 2a and IO, in 

spoken language it does not differ from Xhosa and Blrnca. The relevant 

prefixes are a long /o/ and a long /i/ for Zulu a:, well. A Xhosa connection is 

also reflected in such words as: intsomi (folktale); ucephe (spoon); ingca 
(grass); funuda (boundary); bhida (confuse); idikazi (concubine); 

imvelaphi (origin); t1rfinyatsi (basket); ihlwempu (pauper); inkwenkwe 
(uninitiated boy); and chana (hit the target). These are common to both 

Bhaca and Xhosa. Yet there are words which are peculiar to Bhaca only. 

These include: ii.m.ziki (marriageable girl); incwayi (green liquid off sour 

milk); -njece (grey); -ngc6ngo (eight); ---celu (seven); -oonyane (red and 

white); etc. 

It is quite easy to explain the Xhosa influence on Bhaca. In the first place, 

much of Bhacaland has been incorporated into the Transkei. In the second 

place, within the Transkei the Bhaca use Xhosa as their official language. 

This makes Xhosa to be the medium in school, church and administration. 

2.4.9.4.3 Lala 

Again of the 150 words the core vocabulary, Zulu and Lala has 149 of them 

in common. There are, of course, minor phonetic and phonological 

differences. What is worth noting, however, is that regarding click sounds 

Lala behaves like Swati in substituting the Zulu /q/ with /c/, and vice versa, 

e.g.: 

Lala 

--cala 
---qela 

-gq6ba 
ligcuma 

Zulu 

---qiila (begin) 

---cela (ask, beg) 

-gc6ba (smear/anoint) 

igquma (hill) 

(Van Wyk, 1960:33) 

Van Wyk then furnishes (on p. 149) another list of words which he claims to 
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be typically Lala, without an equiva.lent in Zulu. Unfortunately for him, I 

happen to know Zulu equivalents for each and everyone of those words: 

La.la 

ma.cinane 
liqugwanc 
iwcdanc 

ingqikitsi 

n6hhoha. 
qadwl6 

umong6tima. 

Zulu 

amac(1bane (water) 

iqhugwanc (hut.) 

inkwczane (mist. and cold) 

ingqikithi (subject, theme) 

un6hha (baboon) 

uqado16/u'cadolo· (black-jack weed) 

umong6zima. (nose-bk-eding) 

I must point out however that in Zulu, a.ma.cubane is only used as a hlorupha. 
substitute for an('anzi (water). If, indeed, it was borrowed from Lala, then it 

confirms the theory that in Hlonipha a term from another dialect may be 

adopted to replace the one to be avoided. 

Nevertheless, there are a few of Van Dyk's examples which I accept as 

typically Lala, without - to my knowledge - equivalents from continuous 

languages. These include uinngca.ta (mealies); urimqwati (blood); limukutso 
(ten) and mwasha. (drink). 

2.4.9.4.4 Nhlangwini 

Nhlangwini, like the rest, has been almost completely Zulu-ised. 147 

Nhlangwini equivalents for Zulu words in the core vocabulary confirm this. 

The only difference is a phonetic one of substituting a Zulu /z/ with /t/. 

Occupying as they do the border between Natal and the Transkei, it is not 

surprising that Xhosa has also left its stamp on Nhlangwini. Words such as 

(mgxunguphalo (worry); inxaso (support); fsicaka (servant); -xaka 

(confuse); etc. are common to both Nhlangwini and Xhosa. However, words 

which are typically Nhlangwini appear to have been influenced by Khoisan 

peoples since many of them have clicks. The same can be said also of Lala 

(supra). This is not surprising since the land now occupied by these language 

groups was initially inhabited _by the Khoisan. Consider the words peculiar to 

Nhlangwini such as: fuhmenqa (remains after straining); l'"!rliayi (door); 
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isicarnba (rush mat); umqhathulo (rough mealiemeal); and others without 

clicks such as: Ifphaluko (paddock); rlphbtw1lnc (indigenous corn); 

ul(1phephc (wind); and 1sidiko ( dishing spom1 ). 

2.4.9.4.5 Phuthi 

Phuthi has drifted away from Zulu. Of 150 words in the core vocabulary only 

120 are common to both speech varieties. The remaining 30 seem to have 

been influenced by Sotho and Xhosa. Viewed against their historical 

background this should come as no surprise. It must be remembered that 

when the Phuthi ventured to the Drakensberg plateau they found that it was 

already populated hy the Sotho-speaking Maphuthing and also by the 

Khoisan peoples with whom they co-habited. Presently, their neighbours 

include also the Xhosa in the South. All these peoples have left their mark on 

Phuthi vocabulary. Of all the Tekela dialects, Phuthi seems to have the 

highest incidence of words with click sounds. They have also borrowed 

heavily from the Sotho, as is more apparent from the following examples: 

Phuthi Southern Sotho 

mubetli mmetli ( carpenter) 

phiri phiri (hyena) 

phuthl phuthl ( duiker) 

idawu 

itshurno 

rnuratha 

p6ta 

siyeda 

tau (lion) 

tshumo (folktale) 

moratha (porridge) 

p6ta (go round) 

seeta (shoe) 

Let us also consider a few examples with click sounds as proof of Khoisan 

influence: -xhuthula (pull suddenly); cociibisa (move gently); ligxiya 

(species of bird); -nqhala (go straight): -ncweta (pluck); cece 

(grand-mother); ligxiba (a tall person); -gxelcsha (look sideways); 

chatulla (peel); sinkgagana (frog); etc. Some of the words with clicks are 

shared with Xhosa, e.g. fCawa (Sunday); licuba (tobacco); ingqele (cold); 

inkqubo (progress), et cetera. 
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2.4.9.4.6 Sumayela Ndebelc 

Our first task in this sub-section is to try and trace lexical similarities 

between Tckela and Zunda Ndcbelc. This is necessary to try and substantiate 

the claim that both these Ndebele groups are off-shoots of the great Hlubi 

branch and are act,ually members of the same family. In fact examples of the 

common vocabulary are too nurnerous to list here and accordingly, only a few 

examples will be cited: 

Sumayela Ndebele Zunda Ndebele 

1. muneu umunru (person) 

2. litinyo izinyo ( name or tooth) 

3. mungasa umngasa (hare) 

4. mula.mbo iimlarnbo (river) 

5. lidza.mbane iza.mbanc (potato) 

6. nkhfilu umkhfilu (grandfather) 

7. munrwata.nyana urrmrazanyana (little girl) 

8. mukhono funkhono (arm) 

9. muphini funphini (handle) 

10. murhwa umukhwa ( custom) 

11. nra.ba inra.ba (mountain) 

12. lith6kati ith6kazi (heifer) 

13. -th6bala -thobala (sleep) 

14. -bipha -bipha (be bad) 

15. -luphala -luphala (become old) 

16. -blanta -blanza (cleanse) 

17. -susa -susa (take away) 

18. -yambatha ~mbatha (wear clothes) 

19. -yembulba ~mbulula (dig out) 

20. -bopulla -buphulula (unfasten) 

Besides the common vocabulary these two speech forms are also 

characterised by ndrondroza, i.e. to replace the Nguni /nd/ nt with /ndr/ ntr 

or /nr/. I need to point out.however that my informants did not change /nd/ 

to /ndr / - and the examples in this thesis are evidence of this. However 

ndrondroza is not peculiar to Ndebele. Mpondo, another Hlubi offshoot in the -- . 
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Natal South Coast also shares this ndrondr6za trait. This is yet another link 

between the Transvaal Ndcbele and the Natal Nguni. Another feature which 

is common to Mpondo and Sumayela Ndebcle is the ejective velar affricate 

/kl/ and /nkl/ e.g. inklom6 [iukx1 :im:i] (cow); w6mukl(ilu [womukx 1lu] (the 

big one). 

In fact the Sumayela Ndebele are linguistically linked even with the Xhosa 

farther south. Consider the concord for the first person singular, i.e. ndi- in 

both speech varieties, e.g. Ndiyakhamba n6muhla (I am going today) and 

Ndi ndiye ndiy6b6na b6bhabha (I often go to see my father and company), in 

Sumayela Ndebele. Not only that, but Xhosa and Sumayela Ndebele have a 

few words in common, e.g. -hlmpha (take out); teka /X = zeka (take a 

woman in marriage); --khanyeta /X = khanyela(deny, dispute); -kusela (to 

drink); -kuva (to perceive); ngiliba /X = inciniba (ostrich); et cetera. 

Comparatively, Sumayela Ndebele has drifted quite a lot away from Zulu. In 

a core vocabulary of 150 words only 120 are common to both varieties. The 

30 different words are chiefly loans from Sotho. These include, mukrhalabe S 

= mukgalabe (old man); -khuba.la S = kgoba.la (get hurt); gaune (get 

better); kun6dlela s = go n6tlela (to lock); -hlalipha S = tlhalipha (be 

wise); and --guga S = kuka (lift up). 

Then there are terms I consider to be typically Sumayela N debele, e.g. 

kubhatftka (break to pieces); kuwubula (throw down); kiiduduka (to be 

quiet); and kuswaphela (to close up). 

2.5 RECAPITULATION 

In this chapter an attempt was made at tracing the history of the Tekela 

Nguni from a common proto-Nguni homeland, against the broader 

background of Bantu origins. Despite the scattered geographical distribution, 

an attempt was made at showing that the Tekela sub-groups share a 

common history and a corumon proto-language. Also the Tekela were not 

presented as a mere block, an abstract entity without any tangible identity. 

On the contrary various indiv!_duals, clans and even tribes were isolated and 

identified. 
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A brief analysis of the morphological and lexical similarities, differences, and 

foreign influences was undertaken with the view to setting a scene a.gains!. 

which the phonological phenomena are to be discussed. This is because of the 

fact that in Bantu languages phonology operates on a word and this makes 

necessary a good perspective of the relevant lexemes and morphemes. Syntax 

could be both interesting and challenging but it was considered to be outside 

the scope of this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TEKELA PHONEMES: A SYNCHRONIC STUDY 

3.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

3.1.1 General 

This is the first of the three chapters dealing with Tekela. phonemes. In the 

present chapter Tekela. phonemes a.re identified and described from a 

synchronic point of view, i.e. as they a.re currently found in the Tekela. 

dialects. In chapter 4, I shall list only those phonemes which a.re deemed to 

be reflexes of Guthrie's Proto-Bantu or Meinhof's Ur-Bantu source items. 

In chapter 5, I shall focus on the changes undergone by the Tekela phonemes 

in various environments. In a way, this phonemic analysis follows the 

parameters which are delineated by Lass as follows: 

"Essentially it (a phonemic analysis) is an inventory together 
with realization rules for its members, and statements of 
distribution that characterizes exhaustively the substantial 
structure of its morphemes." 

(Lass, 1984:21) 

However, before the phonemic inventory is given, the phoneme must first be 

defined. 

3.1.2 Phoneme Defined 

Any definition of the phoneme must take cognisance of the views of at least 

three schools of thought on this subject. These are (a) the Prague school 

whose advocates are Jakobson, Trubetzkoy and others; (b) the American 

structural school with such phonologists as Hockett, Gleason, Pike and 

others; and ( c) the mentalist school advocated by Badouin de Courtenay 

(see Hyman, 1975:59-72). 

The Prague school emphasises the phonological reality of the phoneme. 

Trubetzkoy ( cited by Hyman, 1975:67) defines the phoneme as: 

"The sum of the phonologically relevant properties of a sound" 

"The phoneme can be defined satisfactorily neither on the basis 
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of its psychological nature ... not on the basis of its relation to 
the phonetic variants, lrnt purely and solely on the basis of jts 
function in the system of language." 

According to this view, a phoneme is a minimal unit that can function to 

distinguish meanings of words (Hyman, 1975:67). 

In the United States structural school the phoneme is defined as a phonetic 

reality. Thus Daniel Jones of the English school closely aligned to the 

American school (cited by Hyman 1975:60) defines the phoneme as: 

"A family of sounds in a given language, consisting of an 
important sound of the language together with related sounds, 
which take its place in particular sound-sequences." 

Hyman (ibid) cites also Gleason's definition which is very similar to the one 

by Jones that a phoneme is 

" ... a class of sounds which: (1) are phonetically similar and 
(2) show certain characteristic patterns of distribution in the 
language or dialect under consideration". 

The mentalist school defines the phoneme as a psychological reality. Hyman 

(1975:72) cites Badouin de Conrtenay's definition of the phoneme as a 

mental reality; as the intention of the speaker or the impression of the 

hearer, or both, since each time a speaker pronounces the sound [g] it is 

acoustically never quite the same as the last [g], the speaker must have 

internalised an image or idealised a pictnre of the sound, a target which he 

tries to approximate. 

De Courtenay's view will not be adopted in this study. I agree fully with the 

phonologists who reject this view on the ground of vagueness. Trubetzkoy 

summarises this rejection well where he argues that: 

"The fact that the concept 'phoneme' is here (in Courtenay's 
writings) linked with such vague and nondescript notions as 
'psyche', 'linguistic consciousness', or 'sensory perception' 
cannot be of help iI) clarifying the phoneme concept. If this 
definition were to be accepted, one would never know in an 
actual case what to consider a phoneme for it is impossible to 
penetrate the 'psyche of all members of a speech community'." 

- (Cited in Hyman, 1975:73) 

The other two definitions will be adopted in this study. However the 
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definition of the phoneme as a phonological reality will become more relevant. 

in chapter 5 when distinctive features and sound changrs arc discussed. For 

the moment the phoneme will be considered as a bundle of phon<'lie features, 

a.s well a.s a class comprising a. number of phones; and the de,c.ript.ion will be 

according to articulatory phonetics. 

3.1.3 A broad Phonetic Description 

In describing speech sounds one ma.y adopt a narrow or a broad description. 

In a narrow description every phonetic feature is identified and described. 

For instance, a.s will be shown in chapter 6, in the Tekela dialects a vowel 

becomes nasalised before a. prenasalised sibilant. However, in this description 

nasalised vowels will not be considered. Again a vowel that follows a delayed 

breathy-voiced consonant also becomes breathy-voiced. That feature too 

will not be highlighted here, i.e. only clear vowels will be considered. The 

same procedure will also be adopted with regard to consonants. For instance, 

the Tekela. /k/ is partially voiced. However, inter-vocalically this /k/ 

becomes fully voiced [g]. However in our broad description the /k/ will 

remain [ls] even where it appears between vowels. 

3.1.4 Symbols used 

The same phonetic signs will be used for the phonemes as well as their 

phonetic realisations. The only difference being that the phonemes will be 

placed within slashes while the phones will be in square brackets. 

As far as possible the IP A symbols will be used but owing to the fact that 

South African typewriters do not have all the necessary keys for the IP A 

signs use will be made of the relevant counterparts. This is more the case 

with regard to the click sounds. 

3.1.5 Practical Orthography 

Various scholars who have analysed the Tekela dialects use different 

orthographies. Mzamane (t948) and Jordan (1942) have for instance been 

strongly influenced by the Xhosa orthography in their study of Phuthi and 

Bhaca, respectively. Swati orthography is to a large extent tailored a.long 

that of Zulu with some minor differences (See Ziervogel et al, 1976). In 
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Sumaycla Ndcbcle, Ziervogcl decic!Bd to use phonetic symbols for those 

sounds for which he could not find suitable orthographical representations. 

The resulting inconsistencies become obvious in the following examples: 

(a) [x] > I in Xhosa ( Zicrvogcl cl al, 1967 :81) 

> x in Sumayela Ndebele (Ziervogel, 1959:20) 

> h in Zulu (Ziervogel et al, 1967:90) 
(b) > tsh in Zulu (Ziervogel et al, 1967:90) 

> jj in Swazi (Ziervogel, 1967:Intro) 
(c) [y] > gr in Xhosa (Ziervogel et a.l, 1967:81) 

> yin Sumayela Ndebele (Ziervogel, 1959:20) 
(d) > kr in Xhosa (Ziervogel et al, 1967:82) 

> kx in Sumayela Ndebele (Ziervogel, 1959:27) 

For the sake of uniformity, the foilowing approach is adopted in this study: 

(a) Regarding [x] the Xhosa r is unacceptable. Since it might be 

confused with r ( <[r]) which has been adopted as a Tekela 

phoneme by certain dialects. The Sumayela Ndebele x is also 

rejected for fear that it will be confused with the lateral click 

which appears in a number of other dialects. The same applies to 

the Zulu h which might be confused with its variant h ( <[h]), 

which is a glottal fricative. In stead hr will be used to represent 

[x]. 
(b) Regarding [y] the Sumayela Ndebele y is rejected in favour of the 

Xhosa gr. 

(c) The same applies regarding [kx1]; the Sumayela Ndebele kx is 

rejected in favour of the Xhosa kr. 

(d) Finally, jj will be used throughout as the equivalent of [tJ?]; and 

Uh will represent [tJh]. 

(e) Then there is also a question of breathy voice. How should this 

property be represented in practical orthography? In Zulu this 

feature is represented only in [l;>] which is written as bh e.g. ibhasi 

(bus). Some many years ago it was also represented in [bl which 

was written as dhl-e.g. Dhladhla (a surname). The .h has since 

been dropped out in the current orthography. 

(f) [tsh] will be represented by tsh and ts will then represent [ts 1 ]. 
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When a number of Zulu consonants which are articulated with breathy voice 

is considered, the inconsistency of only representing it in one phorreme is to 

be regretted. In fact this inconsistency was deplored by Lanham almost 

thirty years ago when he argued: 

Nguni ortl1ography is inconsistent in having 'bll' but not "dh" 
or "gh". In 1959 it was officially decided to add an 'h' to the 
explosive 'b' to distinguish it from implosive [6] for which plain 
'b' would be used; but since 'd' and 'g' have no implosive 
contrasts they were left as they were. To add to the confusion, 
prenasalized 'bh' is written as 'mb', while the sequence: 
prefixal syllabic 'm' plus stem-initial implosive [6] is also 
written as 'mb'. 

(Lanham, l 960:48) 

Ziervogel (1959) on Sumayela Ndebele avoids the latter confusion by 

insisting on /h/ even when /b/ is prenasalised, e.g. mbhftti (goat). In fact it 

would be proper to adopt the approach where every murmured sound is 

written with a /h/. However, since none of the Nguni languages does that, I 

am not going to amend their official orthographies in that respect. Breathy 

voice will be represented only in phonetics by means of a subscript; with the 

exception of /bh/. 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF TEKELA SPEECH SOUNDS 

In describing the Tekela speech sounds Swati will once aga.in be used as the 

point of departure. The remaining Tekela dialects will then be compared 

with Swati, illustrating the differences with suit.able examples. 

3.2.1 Swati Speech Sounds 

3.2.1.1 Vowels 

Swati has all the primary vowels as identified by Meinhof (1932:23-26) for 

Bantu languages, namely: ii, i, 1!, as well as the composite vowels !:'., and Q. 

Moreover these composite vowels have their mid-high variants. These VO\\"els 

may be described as follows: 

Phoneme Phone Description 

/a/ [a] This is a Jow central vowel which lies between Cardinal 

Vowels 4 and 5 but slightly closer to 4, e.g. -hlala 

[-+ala] (sit). 
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Phoneme Phone Description 

/i/ 

/c/ 

j,j 

/u/ 

3.2.1.2 

/p/ 

/ph/ 

/b/ 

/6/ 

/m/ 

[i] 

[c] 

This is a high front vowel which lies slightly lower than 

Cardinal Vowel number 1, e.g. lftje [litJ?c] (st.one). 

This is basically a mid-low front vowel which lies 

slightly lower tl1an Cardinal Vowel 11umbcr 3, e.g. lfbclc 

[li6dc] (sorghum). 

[e] This is a variant of [c]. It is a mid-high front vowel 

which lies between Cardinal Vowels 2 and 3 but slightly 

closer to 2, e.g. eJ6zi [e<J3ozi] (in Johannesburg). 

This is basically a mid-low back rounded vowel which 

lies between Cardinal Vowels 5 and 6, but slightly 

closer to 6, e.g. inkom6 [iDkh,nn] (head of cattle). 

[o] This is a raised variant of [, ]. It is a mid-high back 

rounded vowel which lies between 6 and 7 but slightly 

[u] 

Labials 
[p?] 

[ph] 

closer to 7 e.g. umb6ni [u~i5oni] (seer). 

This is a high back rounded vowel which lies slightly 

below Cardinal Vowel 8, e.g. urnfati [uquat 1 i] (woman). 

This is an ejective bilabial plosive as m kupcta 
[Jsup1 ct 1a] (to dig with a spade). 

This is a voiceless aspirated bilabial plosive as in kupha 

[Jsupha] (to give). 

[p] This is a radical bilabial plosive which occurs only in 

nasal compounds as in imph'evu [imphevu] (black/red 

ox with white on neck). 

This is a bilabial plosive with delayed breathy voice as 

in sibhakabhaka [sil;la)sal;lalsa] (sky). It must be noted 

however that in nasal compounds this phoneme becomes 

a 

[]?] fully breathy-voiced plosive as 111 imhuti [imbut 1i] 

(goat): 

[6] 

[m] 

This is a voiced bilabial implosive as in babe [Sa.Be] (my 

father). -· 

This is a voiced bilabial nasal resonant as in kumema 

[Jsumcma] (to invite). 
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Phoneme Phone Description 

/w/ 

/f/ 

/v/ 

[m] This is a breathy-voiced bilabial nasal resonant as in 

make [nrnl;;c] (my/our mother). 

[w] This is a labio-velar semi-vowel (or glide) as in wena 

[wcna] (you). 

[\\'] This is a breathy-voiced glide as in wodvwa. ['«?.c.lSw,\l] 
(it alone). 

[ fj 

[xl 

This is a voiceless labio-dental fricative as in \iifa 
[tufa] ( to die/ death). 

This is a breathy-voiced labio-dental fricative as 

biivaka [buxiJJa] (cowardice). 

3.2.1.3 Alveola.rs 
/t/ [t?) This is an ejective alveolar plosive as in siteki [sit?e]5i] 

(steak). 

/ts/ 

/tsh/ 

/d/ 

[tsh] 

[<J l 

This also appears in nasal compounds as in int6ndvo 
[int ?1nc;!Jl.~] (hatred). 

This is an ejective alveolar affricate as in Iutswayi 
[luts?waji] (salt). 

This is an aspirated alveolar affricate as in kutshatsha. 
[tu tshatsha] ( to take). 

This is a delayed breathy-voiced alveolar plosive as in 

lida.da. [li<J~,;Jl.JJ (duck). 

[\!] This is a fully breathy-voiced alveolar plosive which 

[d.z] 

occurs only in nasal compounds as in indishi [in(\i.f i] 

(dish). 

This is a delayed breathy-voiced alveolar affricate as in 

kudzidza. [l5ud.z/.d;ij) ( to confuse). 

[<JS] This is a delayed breathy-voiced alvco-labial affricate 

as in ernaclvodza. [cmaiJS.~,jz~] (men). 

[qf] This is a fully breathy-voiced alveolar affricate which 

occurs·only in nasal compounds as in indza.ba. [in~zl\Ba] 

(affair). 

[d~] This is a, fully breathy-voiced alvco-labial affricate 

which occurs only in nasal compounds as in indvodza. 

[ind~?.d;ii] (man). 
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/ts/ [til>h] 

/s/ [s] 

/z/ 

/i/ [i l 

/n/ [n] 
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Description 
This is an aspirated alvco-labial affricate as in litfuna 
[lit<l>huna] (grave). 

This is a voiceless alveolar fricative as in kiisala [tusala] 

(to remain). 

This is a breathy-voiced alveolar fricative as in iimza.la 
[UJJt,,a,la] ( cousin). 

This is a voiceless lateral alveolar fricative as 111 

funhlaba [urJ)'laBa] (earth). 

This is a breathy-voiced lateral alveolar fricative as in 

sidladla [siul\lrn] (paw) . 
•• >/ 

This is an alveolar nasal resonant as in kiinona [tun~na] 

( to become fat). 

[i;i] This is a breathy-voiced nasal resonant as in n6ma 

/1/ [I] 

3.2.1.4 Prepalatals 

!JI 

/tJ I 

/j/ 

[J] 

[j] 

[!!;trna] (even if). 

This is a voiced lateral alveolar liquid as in kiilala 
[tulala] ( to sleep). 

This is a voiceless prepalatal fricative as in kiishesha 

[tuJcJa] (to hurry). 

This is an ejective prepalatal affricative as in tjwala 

[tJ?wala] (indigenous beer). 

This is a voiced prepalatal glide as in yena [jcna] 

(he/she; him/her). 

[)J This is a breathy-voiced prepalatal glide as in yebo 

u~.63] (yes). 

[Jll 

[<j z l 

3.2.1.5 Velars 

/k/ [k?] 

This is a voiced prepalatal nasal as in inyama [iJlama] 

(meat). 

This is a delayed breathy-voiced prepalatal affricate as 

in umjuliiko [l11)l:;13v.lut~] (sweat). 

This is aH ejective velar plosive as in Ifkati [lik?at?i] 

(cat). 
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Phoneme Phone Description 

[Is] This is a partially voiced velar plm,ivc as in kudla [lsu~_a] 

(to cat/food). It. must be noted tliat this phoneme 

becomes fully voiced intervocalically (but sec para. 3.1.3 

/kh/ [kh] 

/g/ 

above regarding its phonetic t.ranscriptim1 ). 

This is an aspirated velar plosive as in kiikhatshii.la 
[]sukhatshala] (to be/get tired). 

This is a delayed breathy-voiced velar plosive as in 

ligobolondv6 [li~~.BJbn9fl_g] (shell). 

[~;] This is a fully breathy-voiced velar plosive which 

occurs only in nasal compounds as in ingubo [iDR!/53] 

(garment/blanket). It must be noted that this phoneme 

/ DI [Dl 

/kt/ [kt?) 

3.2.1.6 Glottals 

/h/ [h) 

3.2.1. 7 Clicks 

/!/ [/) 

/ /h/ [/h) 

/lg/ [/g) .. 

3.2.1.8 Discussion 

occurs stem-initially only. 

This is a velar nasal as m ingong6ni [iuouoni] 

(December). 

This is an ejective lateral velar affricate as in kiikleta 
[Jsuktct?a] (to milk into the mouth). 

This is a voiceless glottal fricative as in kuhaha.lata 
[Jsuhahalat ?a) (to gargle). 

This is a breathy-voiced glottal fricative as in kuhhela 

[lsufr_la] (to mow down). 

This is a basic dental affricative click as in sicoco 

[si/J/:i] (frog). 

This is an aspirated dental affricative click as in lichii.we 

[li/hawc] (hero). 

This is a breathy-voiced dental affricative click as in 

iimgc6ma [u1J1/g~_ma] (drum). 
0 

Of all the linguists who have analysed Swati phonology (Ziervogel, 1941 and 

1952; Ziervogel and Mabuza, 1976; Ziervogel et al, 1967; and Rycroft, 1976, 
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1980 and 1981 ), only Davey (1981 :2-9) has furnished us with a list of Swat.i 

phonemes. To some extent his inventory is similar to the one prcsc1it.ed here. 

There arc perhaps only three points of difference between us. 

In t.hc first place, I have attempted a more or less complete inventory of t.hc 

Swati phonemes vis-a-vis Davey who decided to leave out those "consonants 

with a low functional load" (Davey, 1981:4). Unfortunately he does not 

explain the criteria used in distinguishing between the high and low 

functional load. 

In the second place, he appears to have been influenced too strongly by the 

view that a phoneme is an abstract underlying or deep structure unit. Thus 

he posits /d/ as a class comprising [<;I]; [<;lz]; [dz]; [<;Iv]; and [dv] (op. cit. p. 
5). 

I also considered this approach but rejected it on the ground that it is too 

abstract to be verifiable. In my view, [<;l] is an exotic sound in Swati, and 

appears in very few words, of Zulu/Xhosa origin 

[u1j1than,;laz3] (prayer) and lidada [li<Jada] (duck); 

such as umthandazo 

and from English/ 

Afrikaans loans such as lida.zini [ligazini] from the English "dozen", and 

liidalada [lu<Jala,;la] from the Afrikaans "draad". To me this phoneme is 

accordingly distinct from the typically Swati /<Jz/ with its allophones. 

Perhaps the reason for this difference is that although I accept the 

Bloomfield school's view as advocated by Jones and Gleason (see par. 3.1.2 

supra), I however, complement it by the criteria or constraints introduced by 

the Prague school adherents, that for the sounds to be classified as allophones 

of a given phoneme, they must be ( a) in complementary distribution or free 

variation and (b) phonetically similar (Lass, 1984:18-21). Now int.he present 

case [<J] and [<Jz] are, if anything, in parallel distribution. On the other hand 

[<Jz] and [cJS] are in complementary distribution with [<Jz] appearing before 

front, unrounded vowels and [cJS] before back, round vowels and glides. 

Flowing from this fact, they are non-distinctive. Moreover, they are 

phonetically similar in that .both are alveolar affricates; with delayed 

breathy-voice; and only differ in that [,;lS] is marked for labialisation. In the 

same vein I maintain that [c]/[e]; [3]/[o]; [];>]/[~]; [<J]/[~]; [e:lf[9.]; et cetera, a.re 
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respectively allophones of the phonemes: /c/, /~/, /b/ and /g/. Accordingly 

all the sounds which are distinctive, e.g. [p 7] and [ph] are piionemes. 

However, I do not rule out the possibility of regarding /d/ as underlying [<)]; 
[rJz]; [dz]; [rJv]; and [dv]if viewed from a diachronic point of view, where /cl/ 
might be postulated as a Proto-Nguni phoneme or source-item. 

Notwithstanding the aforegoing, I still have some difficulty with Davey's 

description of /cl/ as II an alveolar-labial voiceless affricate ... 11 (Davey, 

1981:5), as against his description (ibid) of /b/ and /g/ plosives which are 

voiceless up until the breaking of the closure. It, is not clear to me why it is 

that /cl/ does not share this feature with /b/ and /g/. Many Swati linguists, 

including Rycroft (1981:xii) view /b/, /cl/, /g/ as members of a single 

natural class which share all the phonetic features except the place of 

articulation. All three then in the words of Rycroft (ibid) share the feature 

"post-breathy-voiced" which obviously is synonymous with Davey's 

"voiceless up until. the breaking of the closure" both of which I interpret as 

maintaining that these sounds are not patently voiceless, but that the voice 

is delayed and is eventually realised on the following vowel. Thus in a narrow 

transcription a phoneme with delayed breathy-voice should be transcribed as 

for instance [c;!v] where y stands for a vowel. Rycroft explains this aptly 

where he states: 

" ... earlier consonantal voicing appears in some cases to have 
disappeared and been replaced by associated pitch cues, 
expressed on vowels adjoining such consonants ... it may well 
prove more satisfactory in the future to regard the whole 
syllable, rather than individual segments as the domain of the 
depression feature, the timing of breathy voice within the 
syllable being environmentally conditioned." 

(Rycroft, 1980:3 and 17) 

More on depressor consonants and breathy voice in Chapter 6. 

Turning now to click sounds, it must be noted that only the velar-dental 

clicks have been cited. What about /!/ which is sometimes heard in the 

speech of certain Swati people? The view adopted here is that held by 

Rycroft (1981:xii & 85) that /!/ is an alternant of /// which is often 

substituted for // / in colloquial speech but not recognised in the official 

orthography. Another completely exotic phoneme included in our inventory 
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is [r] which occurs in very few loan-words. Even so, many an illiterate Swati 

substitutes [r] with [I] as in iloli for ilori (lorry). The third click [/ /J which is 

w common in Zunda Nguni docs not feature in Swati. 

3.2.2 Bhaca Speech Sounds 

3.2.2.1 Vowels 

Bhaca and Swati share the common vowels. As in Swati, the following vowels 

also occur in Bhaca: Basic vowels: [a]; [i] and [u]. Secondary vowels: [c] and 

[o]; and their raised variants [e] and [o]; as appear in the following 

examples: 

[a] in -tsatfu [tshati!>hu] (three) 

[i] in umti [ulj11,?i] (village) 

[u] in imbiiti [imj:Jµt ?i] (goat) 

[c] in-vela [y~la] (appear) 

[ J] in --bona [BJ na] (see) 

[e] in etulu [et?ulu] (above/in the sky) 

[o] in -bovu [BOY,\!] (red) 

3.2.2.2 Labials 

Again we notice that all the labials which appear in Swati are also shared by 

Bhaca. These are: [w]; [\V]; [p?]; [ph]; [B]; [11]; [~]; [f]; and [y]. These 

labials appear in the following words: 

[ w l in wena [ wen a] (you) 

[w] in w6ta [wJt?a] (come) 

[p?] in ipeni [ip?eni] (pen) 

[Ph] in ucephe [u/cphc] (spoon) 

[l.i] in ukubhobha [uk?ul)~l)~] (to speak) 

[B] in ukubamba [uk?uBaml;i_;iJ (to seize) 

[\?] in ukubamba [uk?uBaml;.q,] (to seize) 

Perhaps the only difference is that where /p/ appears in nasal compounds, it 

does not remain radical as the Swati imphisi but becomes ejective impisi 

[imp?isi] (hyena). 

3.2.2.3 Alveolars 

Again there is hardly any difference between the Swati and Bhaca alveolar 
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phonemes. Both dialects share the following sounds: [t ?); [th]; [ts?]; [tsh]; 

[ti.l>h]; [<J]; [<Jz]; [rJS]: [<J?]; [q$]; [n]; [s]; [?:]: [i]; [9]; and [I]; as· 
[t ?] in 111nti [rn11t.?i) (village) it is expected that all the Tekela diakcts will 

share this sound because it is the prime phoneme in distinguishing between 

Tekela and Zuncla. Nguni. Its Zunda cognate is [z], as in zona (they) in Zunda 

as against tona in Tekela um11zi/umzi in Zunda as against umuti/umti 
(village) in Tekela. This applies also where /t/ or /z/ are prenasalised: 

Tekela Zuncla English 
amanti/emanti ama.nzi (water) 
intima inzima (black bull) 

[th] in --thetha [thctha] (argue) 

[tsh] in -tsha.ndza [-tshan9.ziJ,] (love) 
[ts?] in --tsitsa. [-ts?its?a] (ooze) 

[ti!>h] in --tshatfu [tshati.l>hu] (three) 

[,j] in idol6bha [i,j?,bl;iif] (town) loan from Afrikaans 

[i;lz] in ekudzeni [ek?ud1\lni] (far away) 

[qi] in fqandza. [i!an9.z~] (egg) 

[i;l~] in fdvolo [ii;IS.QIJ] (knee) 

[qS] in indvodza [ind~~dg;0] (man) 
[n] in un6nkala. [umuk?ala] (crab) 

[s] in isitiba [isit ?iBa] (pool) 

[~] in chaza. [/haza] (explain) 

[t] in a.mehlo [amctJ] (eyes) 

[9] in ukwedlula [uk?we~illa] (to go past) 
[1] in ukula.la [uk?uiala] (to sleep) 

3.2.2.4 Prepalatals 

Again there are no differences. Swati and Bhaca share all the following 

prepalatals: [J]; [tJ?]; [cl;]; Li); [j] and [Ji] as: 

[J] in ihha.shi [ifiaJi] (horse) 

[tJ] in ilitje [ilitJ?c] (stone) 

[cj;s] in ijiki"[i~).k?i] African beer) 

[j] in yena. [icna] (he/she; him/her) 

[f\] in 111yama [iuama] (meat) 
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We must point out, however, the Bhaca [J] alternates with [tJh]. This [tJh] is 

very comrno11 in Xhosa and other Nguni dialects in the Natal Soui.h Coast., 

e.g. umtjhana [uq1tJhana] (nephew /niece) where [t.Jh] is an aspirated 

prepalata.l affricate. 

3.2.2.5 Velars 

The only difference between Swati and Bhaca velar sounds is that in Bhaca 

we get the voiceless velar fricative [x] which is the counterpart of the Swati 

aspirated glottal fricative [h] as in ama.hr6wu [arnaxewu] (drink made from 

fermented porridge). Again [x] is a very common sound in Xhosa and other 

Nguni dialects in the Natal South Coast. 

Secondly, it is worth mentioning that, perhaps owing to the Xhosa influence 

the partially voiced [~] is lacking in Bhaca. Finally, that the aspirated velar 

plosive [kh] becomes ejective in Bhaca whereas it becomes radical or even 

partially voiced in Swati; when prenasalised, as in inkhulumo [iu~ulunD] 

(speech/talk) in Swati. The same applies with the ejective [k?], as in inkomo 

[iuk?3m3] in Bhaca as against fnkhomo liU~3m3] (head of cattle) in Swati. 

Otherwise the following velar sounds are shared by both Swati and Bhaca: 

[k?]; [kh]; [i;]; [&] and [ul- Compare the Bhaca examples: 

[k ?] in ika.ti [ik? at ?i] (cat) 

[kh] in ukukhetsha [uk?ukhctsha] (to choose) 

[~] in -gijima [~jjj_ma] (run) 

[&] in -ngena [n&~.na] (enter) 

[ul in isango [isau3J (gate) 

3.2.2.6 Glottals 

As compared with the two Swati glottals [h] and [G]; Bhaca has got only the 

latter fricative, as in 

ihha.shi [ifi~Ji] (horse) 

3.2.2. 7 Clicks 

However, it is in the click -sounds that the two Tekela dialects differ 
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markedly. Swati has only one, whereas Bhaca can boa.st of three clicks 

namely [/]; [ff]; and [1]. [II] is a basic lateral alveolar affricative dick as in 

ixfoha [illcJa] (time). ['] is a basic velar-alveolar click as in iqandza [i 1an9z!)] 

(egg). These also occur in clusters like [Ilg]; [II]; [!g]; [!h] and [a!]. Compare 
" .. 

the following compounds: 

[/h] in --chana [/hana] (hit the mark) i.e. aspirated 

[ a/] in -ncedza [-1J/ cdza] (help) i.e. prenasalised 

[a/h] in incha [ia/ha] (grass) i.e. nasalised and breathy voiced 

[/g] in igcokwe [i/gJk 7wc] (chicken) i.e. with delayed 

breathy voice 

[Hh] in ixhala [illhala] (anxiety) i.e. aspirated 

[au] in lnxano [iaHanJ l (thirst) i.e. nasalised 

[ oHH] in fogxiwa [i,rHB.i wa] (bag) i.e. nasalised and breathy 

voiced 

[Ilg] in iligxa [iliffgil] (forest) i.e. with delayed breathy voice 

[!h] in iqhinga [i!hiD~ll:] (trick) i.e. aspirated 

[o!] in inqawe [ia 1awc] (pipe) i.e. nasalised 

[a!R] in ingqina [ia!r_ina] (witness) i.e. nasalised and breathy 

voiced 

[!g] in (ungquba [UIJl!gµ,Ba] (manure) i.e. with delayed 

3.2.3 Lala Speech Sounds 

3.2.3.1 Vowels 

• 
breathy voice 

The Lala vowel system is exactly the same as that for Swati and Bhaca. Here 

too we find Meinhof's primary vowels: [a]; [i]; and [u]; two composite 

vowels: [c] and [J] plus their raised variants [e] and [o] as in the following 

examples: 

[a] in -tshandza [-tshan<,l,z;t] (love) 

[i] in indzaba [in,<Jz.ilBa] (affair) 

[u] in -tshuma [-tshuma] (send) 

[c] in -tshenga [-tshcD~if] (buy) 

[J] in kub6na [~u6Jna] (to see) 

[e] in leli [ielq ( this one) 

[o] in 161u [iolu] ( this one) 
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3.2.3. 2 Labials 

There is also a strong rcscmhlancc hctwcC'n Lala and Swati as well as Bhaca. 

The following labials arc common to all the 1lm•c dialects: [m]; [111]; [w]; 
[w]; [6]; [}.)]; [!/]; [p1 ]; [ph]; [D and [::]- Sec the following examples: 

[m] in kiivGrna [Bu::vma] (t.o con,C'nt) 

[m] in irnhisi [irnisi] (hyena) 

[w] in wcna. [wcna] (you) 

[w] in iwudi [iwugU (bull) 

[6] in -bola [B:ila.] (rot) 

[Q] 
[b] 

in kiibhala [Bul1ala.] (to write) 

in imbtiti [iml?.l),t 1 i] (goat) 

in impala [imp 1 ala] 

in iipha.k6 [uphaBJ] (food for the journey) 

in iifati [ufat 1i] (woman) 

in livila. [lixj)a] (sluggard) 

It must be pointed out here that in Lala the incidence of /p/ is very low. 

Where /p/ is prenasalised, it subsequently gets deleted e.g. 

impisi > imhisi (hyena) 

impahla > irnha.hla. (goods) 

This is probably due to Tsonga influence (but more about this in the next 

chapter.) 

3.2.3.3 Alveolars 

Again there is a lot in common between Swati, Bhaca and Lala alveolar 

sounds. The three dialects share the following: [!]; [n]; [~]; [s]; [11]; [<;!]; 
[<;lz]; [dz]; [t 1]; [th]; [tsh]; [t] and [bl- It must be noted that [tsh] occurs 

" ' I 

only in Northern Lala because in Southern Lala this is replaced by [th]. Let 

us consider the following Lala examples: 

[!] in kiila.la [Bulala] ( to sleep) 

[n] in nina. [nina] (you) 

[n] in inha.ha [i11~Ba] (mountain) 

[s] in sive [sixcJ (nation) 

[<J] in a.madi [ama.<JiJ (water) 

[<Jz] in ama.dzodza [a.madJ~d.zi!] (men) 

[<!?] in indzodza. [inq~~<Jz?J (man) 
[t 1] in etulu [et 1ulu] (above/in the sky) 
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[tsh] in -tshatshu [-tshatshu] (three) 

[i] in sihlii.hla [aHaia] (tree) 

[!1] in indlcla [indlJ~la] (path) 

Despite the similarities, a few points of difference are noted, however. Jn the 

first place, the alveo-lateral fricatives [f] and [l~,l occur mainly in the 

Southern Natal dialects, especially the Ndzelu of Urnzinto and the Cele of 

Ezingolweni et cetera. In the northern dialects one comes across [x] and [Y,] as 

counterparts of [i] and [!JJ respectively (see Van Dyk, 1960:5-8). 

[x] is a voiceless velar fricative as in [xala] (stay) 

hrl is a breathy-voiced velar fricative as in hN.Ja] (pass) . . , " 

Secondly, we note that [9] is not an exotic sound in Lala. It has quite a high 

incidence as the counterpart of the Nguni [ndz] as against the Swati/Bhaca 

[nt.?]. Compare the following: 

Zunda 

[amandzi] 

[Ul]llcndzc] 

Swati 

[cmant ?i] 

[urplcnt ?c] 

Lala 

[ama9jJ (water) 

[uncQ_~] (leg) 

Thirdly, labialisation does not occur in Lala i.e. we do not find [t<I>h] and [QS] 
as allophones of [tsh] and [9z] respectively. 

Finally, we note that [z] does not occur in Lala. It was pointed out above 

that even in Swati these sounds have a very low functional load, occurring 

sporadically in certain Zulu/Xhosa loans e.g. umthanda,,,0 (prayer). In Lala 

such loans are substituted by other words e.g. ukhiileko for umthandazo 

(prayer). 

3.2.3.4 Prcpalatals 

The Lala prepalatals are exactly the same as the Swati. Both dialects share: 

[J]; [tJ?]; [j]; [JJ] and [~]- Compare the following examples: 

[J] in --sha [-Ja] (burn) 

[tJ?] in sftja [sitJ?a] (dish) 

[j] in yena [jcna] (he/she; him/her) 

[JJ l 
[dJ] 

in inyfuna [iJJama] (meat) 

in Iijiki [IidJiJsi] (African beer) 
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The only feature worth noting here is that in Lala, the [tJ?] of such words as 

[utJ?ani] (grass) and [utJ?wala] (beer) docs not occur. In Lala these words 

,uc realised as [Bwani] and [Bwala] respectively. Also the [cJ,1] of [ill{,\3~] (dog) 

is realised as [imJ?w~] in Lala (but more about this when Proto-Bantu is 

discussed in Chapter ,J and Phonological processes in Chapter 5). 

3.2.3.5 Velars 

The velar sounds [k?]; [ls]; [kh]; [~]; [n] and [kl] are common to both Swati 

and Lala. This is borne out by the following Lala examples: 

[k ?j in likati [lik? at ?ij (cat) 

[ls] in kii.khamba [lsukham9.<j,] (to go) 

[khj in kii.khamba [lsukhaml.);J;] (to go) 

[§] in migodzi [mi~Q~iJ (holes) 

[nl in 16.dzonga [iucj,z~ na] ( donga/ gully] 

[kl] in -klwebha [-kfwc].i0,] (scratch) 

The only marked difference is that in the Northern dialects, especially in the 

Ngcolosi dialect of Kranskop and the Jali dialect of Inanda, we get [x] and [y] 
fricative velars (but these were discussed in par. 3.2.3.3 supra). Again Lala 

has a pre-velar voiceless fricative ['h] as in uhon6 [u1nn:i] (spear), which does 

not occur in Swati. 

Regarding the partially voiced [ls], Van Dyk (1960:6) is of the opinion that it 

is always realised as a fully voiced [g] in Lala. Although he might be right as 

far as the intervocalic /k/ is concerned, it is felt here that [ls] is basically a 

partially voiced sound. 

3.2.3.6 Glottals 

Like Swati, Lala has got only two glottal sounds and both of them are 

fricatives namely: [h] and [BJ. Compare the following Lala examples: 

[h] in --hola [!Dia] (lead) 

[fi] in ihhom6 [ifiJmJ] (head of cattle) 

3.2.3.6 Clicks 

As opposed to Swati with only one basic click, namely: [/], in Lala we find 
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three basic clicks, [/]; [#]; and [!) just as in Zunda Nguni. Compare the 
following Lala examples: 

[/] in kiicala [ku/ala] (to begin) 

[!/] in kuxebftla [tu//e6ula] (to peel) 

['] in kiiqela [tu'cla] (to ask) 

Compare also their compounds: 

[/h] in kuchasisa [tu/hasisa] (to explain) 

[!J/] in incwele [i!J/wclc] (wagon) 

[/§l in ku9c~ba [t/~J,5a] (to anoint) 
[//h] in lixhcgu [li//he~v,] (old man) 

[!JI!] in lirn&ba [lig//cBa] (wound) 

[Hg;] in kugxfuna. [tuH~11,ma] ( to jump) 
[!h] in kuqhuba [tu!huBa] (to drive) 

[g!] in inq6ndzo [iobn4,z?.] (mind) 

[!f] in kugq6ba [tu11p,Ba] (to anoint/smear) 

3.2.4 Nhlangwini Speech Sounds 

3.2.4.1 Vowels 

Nhlangwini vowels are very similar to their Swati counterparts. Here too we 

find the three primary vowels [a]; [i] and [u]; the two composite vowels [c] 

and [ :i]; with their raised variants [e] and [o], as it appears more fully in the 
following examples: 

[a] 
[i] 
[u] 
[c] 
[ :i l 
[e] 
[o] 

3.2.4.2 Labials 

in iskamba [isi/am~/¼] (rush mat) 

in lqhizane [i!hitil:nc] (tick) 
in muyi [muji] (which one?) 

in intela [int 7cla] (tax) 

in ukunt6 [utunt 7:i] (toy/thing) 

in eliveni [eliy~ni] (in the country) 

in hhilokhu [8Jlokhu] (it is this) 

There is no difference at all between the Swati and Nhlangwini labials. Both 

dialects have the following labials in common: [m]; [w]; [w]; [p 7]; [ph]; 

[B]; [I;>]; [~]; [fj and [}':]-
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Of this inventory, however, two differences may be pointed out regarding the 

propcrtirs of certain phonemes. Firstly, Nhlangwini lacks a radical /p/ and 

thio is noticeable in prenasaJisation. Secondly whrn /f/ and /v/ arc 

prcnasalised affrication takes place (but both these processes will be more 

fully discussed in Chapter 5). For the moment let us consider the following 

Nhlangwini examples: 

[m] in -luma [-luma] (bite) 

[m] in musa [musa] (don't) 

[w] in wena [wcna] (you) 

[p?] in fsimpftnga [isimp?uD9~] (a grey-head) 

[ph] in --phuza [-phuz.;i] (drink) 

[BJ in -bubula [BuBula] (moan/bellow) 

[!;>] in -bheka [l;i~lsa] (look) 

[\:)] in imbewu [im~~-wu] (seed) 

[fj in umfana [urpf ana] (boy) 

[x l in -vivinya [ V.i.YLra l (test) 

3.2.4.3 Alveolars 

Nhlangwini shares quite a number of alveolars with Swat.i. These include: 

kl]; [t?]; [th]; [g]; [n]; [n]; [ts?]; [1,J; [s]; [t]; [!Jl and [I]. The only 

differences between the two dialects is that the following alveolar affricates 

do not occur in Nhlangwini: [tsh]; [t<I>h]; [cJz]; [c!1t [<;I~] and [cj~]- Let us 

now cite examples of the Nhlangwini alveolars: 

[<;I] in --dundubala [cJ\lnc.\µBala] (ascend) 

[g] in --dundubala [<j1,mtj11Bala] (ascend) 

[t ?] in --thinta [-thint 1a] (touch) 

[th] in --thinta [-thint 1a] (touch) 

[n] in unina [unina] (his/her mother) 

[nl in nami [n(J;mi] (also/with me) 

[ts 1] in itswayi [its1waji] (salt) 

[11] in izu1u [i?;qlu] (weather) 

[s] in --sala [sala] (remain) 

. [t] in isihlahla [isitata] (tree) 

[~] in ukudla-{utu~il-l (food) 
[l] in -luma [luma] (bite) 
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3.2.4.4 Prcpalatals 

Again there is a lot 111 comn1on between the Swati and Nfilangwini 

prcpalatals, including: [J1]; Li]; [j]; [J]; [tJ?] and [cl7,]. The only difference is 

that in Nhlangwini we get one more prcpalatal sound which has no 

counterpart in Swati. This is the aspirated prcpalatal affricate [tJh] which is 

an allophone of [J]. Again let us illustrate with examples: 

[JJ l 
[j] 

[j] 

[J] 
[tJ?] 

[tJh] 

[d3] 

[d3] 

3.2.4.5 Velars 

in inyanga. [iJJanga] (moon) . "" 
in yena. [jrna] (he/she; him/her) 

in yini [)_i.ni] (what is it7 ) 

in -shaya [Jaja] (beat) 

in i!(tje [ilitJ7c] (stone) 

in igutjha. [i§1_1tJha] (sheep) 

in --gijima [gi_cj,3j_rna] (run) 
• 

in injabulo [iJ1q31);Bu!J] (happiness) 

All the Swati velars [k 7]; [ls]; [kf]; [nl and Isl also occur in Nhlangwini. 

Moreover, Nhlangwini has a voiceless velar fricative [x] which does not occur 

in Swati. Let us consider the following Nhlangwini examples: 

[k 7] in inkom6 [ink 7 Jnn] (head of cattle) 

[ls] in ukudla. [ulsu9a] (food) 

[kt] in -klwebha [kf?wcl;>~] (scratch) 

[nl in kangifuni [lsaaifuni] (I don't want) 

Isl in ukugoba [ulsu§.~Ba] (to bend) 

[~] in ingony~a [in~~-Jlama] (lion) 
[x] in ul'hhrolo [ulJlXJb] (salary) 

3.2.4.6 Glottals 

As against the two glott.aJ fricatives in Swati, in Nhlangwini we only get one. 

This is [fl], a breathy-voiced glottal fricative, as in : hhile [Kile] (it is this 

one). (With regard to the raised [e] in this example, see vowel raising in 
Chapter 5.) 

Needless to say, the substitution of [h] with [x] is a common phenomenon in 

the Nguni dialects of the Natal South Coast all the way to the Xhosa 
territory. 
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3.2.4. 7 Clicks 

Again unlike Swati which has only one radical click. Nhlangwini makes use of 

all the three radical clicks found in Zunda Nguni, namely: [/]; [//]; ['] and 

their compounds. Consider the following examples: 

[/] in ukucasha [u]su/aJa] (to hide) 
[/h] in ichibi [i/hi6i] (darn) 

[/2] in isigcino [isi/ fi.n,] (the end) 

[/g] in ingcwaba [in/fiw_f!Ba] (grave) 
" [n/l in incazo [in/ il?::/J (explanation) 

[//] in isixathuba [isi//athuBa] (shoe/sandal) 

[//h] in -xhasa [//hasa] (support.) 

[//;] in fii'gxa [ilil/&~J (forest) 

[II~] in ingxaki [inll&?<ki] (problem) 
[nll] in inxeba [i9//c6a] (wound) 

[!] in ukuqaqamba [u]su!a!am~~J (throbbing pain) 
[!h] in iqhakuva [i!hakuy,~] (pimple) 

[!g] in igquma [i !g\lma] (hill) 
0 C 

[!g] in ingqondo [in!&_~n£!?.l (mind) 
[n,!] in inqfibo [io!uB:i] (procedure) 

3.2.5 Phuthi Speech Sounds 
3.2.5.1 Vowels 

The Phuthi vowel system is a lot similar to the Swati one. Here too we get 

the the primary vowels: [a], [i] and [u]; the composite vowels: [c] and [,]; 

and the raised vowels [e] and [o]. This is more evident from the following 
examples: 

[a] in kutsadza []sutsha;jzi]] (to love) 

[i] in fbhuti [iQ\jt ?i l (goat) 

[u] in urfizwali [u~~w~li] (boy) 
[c] in arnabele [amaBclc] (sorghum) 

[,] in fyomo [iy,m,] (head of cattle) 

[e] in siyeda [sije,Jl}] (shoe) 

[o) in inyuka [iJ10Jsa] (snake) 

\Vhile Mzamane (1948:1-2) is in accord with the idea that the Phuthi vowel 

system resembles more the Nguni than the Sotho, he points out the exception 
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that in Phuthi we get also the super high vowels i and \I. Indeed I agree with 

him that for instance, the i of cba.zwal1 is higher than the i of ibclc. ·However 

since the high versus super high l or ll, is no longer distinctive in Phuthi, l 

regard j and i as mere allophones of /i/; and u and \I as allophones of /u/. 

Mzamane also refers to the raised vowels in Phuthi which do not seem to 

result from assimilation. He states: 

"The occurrence of the close mid-back vowel in words like: 
inyqka, ikqna and many others in Phuthi, is a peculiarity 
characteristic of this language alone in contrast to Nguni and 
Sotho where similar or allied words contain an open mid-back 
vowel." 

(Mzamane, 1948:2) 

(This issue will be raised once again when vowel-raising is discussed in 

Chapter 5.) 

3.2.5.2 Labials 
All the labials which occur in Swati, occur likewise in Phuthi. These are [m]; 
[w]; [fj; [y]; [BJ; [11]; [p?] and [ph]. Consider the following examples: 

[m] in muzwali [mu~y.a)i] (boy) 

[w] in dzadzewab6 [d;iid~~wafo] (his/her sister) 

[fj 
[y] 
[B] 
[l;>] 

[ph] 

[ph] 

in ufati [ufat?i] (woman) 

in emavi [cmay:i.J (voices/words) 

in ebabiidi [eBaBa4iJ (readers) 

in ibhuti [il;>\jt?i] (goat) 

in ipitso [ip?its?3] (gathering) 

in kupheka [\suphcl5a] ( to cook) 

It must be noted here that breathy-voiced /w / and /m/ could not be 

identified. Further that the ejected /p/ is exotic to Plrnthi. It is found in 

Sotho loans e.g. kup6ta (Sotho - ho p6ta), i.e. to go round, or in Afrikaans 

loans e.g. slp(kiri (Afrikaans: spyker) i.e. nail. 

3.2.5.3 Alveolars 
There are quite a few differences between Swati and Phuthi alveolar sounds. 

But first, let us consider those which are common to both dialects. These are: 
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[I]; [t. 1 ]; [th]; [<J]; [n]; [s]; [z]; [i]; [IJ]; [ts 1 ]; [<,lz]; [tsh]; [\JS]; [t<I>]. Let. us 
illustrate with examples: 

[I] in lla.ga [llaga] (sun) ... 
[t1] in ibita. [il;ijt 1a] (pot.) 

[th] in m(1ratha [mura.tha] (porridge) 

[<J] in idawu [iQf/-Wu] (lion) 

[n] in unna [uona] (his/her mother) 

[s] in sibogo [siBJ9~] (surname) 

[1tl in muzaca [mu::;<}/ a] (stick) 

[t] in kuhlala [lsutala] (to sit/stay) 

[!~] in idle be [idlf Be] (ear) 
[ts1] in cmatsctse [emats1 cts 1c] (fleas) 

[<)z] in lidzakwa. [li9zi'Jswa] (drunkard) 
[tsh] in litsaijzo [litsha<J~p] (love) 
[t<I>h] in ebatfu [eBat<I>hu] (people) 

[<JS] in cdvute [e<)S)!t 1 c] (near) 

A few observations may be made with regard to the foregoing sounds. 

Firstly, Mzamane (1948:4) is of the opinion that the /t/ in /ibuti/ and 

/ibita/ is radical (i.e. not ejective). I was convinced during research, 

however, that this /t/ is articulated by means of a glottalic airstream 
mechanism which makes it definitely ejective. 

Secondly we note that /1/ and /n/ can be used in Phuthi as syllables. This, 

however, is due to the process of assimilation and will be discussed fully in 

Chapter 5. It must be pointed out, though, that the syllabification of these 

phonemes is more common in Sotho than in Nguni, and its occurrence in 

Phuthi may be ascribed to the influence of the former. 

Thirdly, /th/ and /d/ are exotic phonemes in Phuthi. This seems to be the 

case with a number of Tekela dialects, as was pointed out with regard to 

Swati (supra). In Phuthi such phonemes appear chiefly in loans from Sotho 

e.g. idawu (Sotho = tau, i.e. lion; siyeda. (Sotho = sieta.) i.e. shoe; and 

kuruda (Sotho = ho rota) i.e. to teach/learn; and ithith~a (Sotho = 
thithana) i.e. loin-apron for girls; and miiratha (Sotho = moratha) i.e. 
porridge; et cetera. 
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Finally, it is noted that /dz/ may occur before back vowels in Phuthi e.g. 

/litsadw/ (love) and this puts Phuthi on par with Lala in this regard. In 

Phuthi however, labia.lisation occurs alongside the non-labialised allophones, 

and thus we get lidvolo (knee) and kudvuma (it is tasteless). Again in Phuthi 

like in Sumayela Ndebele (sec below) /q),J/ occurs as an affricate and not. a 

fricative as in other Tekela dialects. Again this could be ascribed to Sotho 

influence where /tl/ is an affricate. 

Let us now turn to those alveolars which are peculiar to Phuthi. These are 

/r/ which is a voiced alveolar trill; /a/ which is a voiced alveolar implosive; 

and /tt / which is a voiceless alveo-lateral affricate. Regarding /r/, this 

sound is not altogether peculiar to Phuthi. It was noted above that in Swati 

it occurs in English loans such as ilori (lorry); irula (ruler); etc. Its 

incidence in Phuthi is, however, much higher since this sound occurs also in 

Sotho loans including muratha (porridge); murcna (king/chief); kuruda (to 

learn/read); et cetera. 

The implosive /a/ has a very low incidence. It is found mainly in Sotho loans 

where /d/ is followed by a high vowel, /i/ or /u/ e.g. lisedi [liseai] (light); 

ema.di'mu [emaaimu] (cannibals) and muduwani [muauwani] (willow tree). 

Again /tt / has a very low incidence. We find it in a few loans from Sotho 

e.g. se.n6tlol6 [simttJb] (key). 

3.2.5.4 Prepalatals 

A few differences are also noted where the Swati and Phuthi prepalatals are 

compared. In Swati we find [j]; [J]; [JJ]; [g3] and [tJ?], which are shared also 

by Phuthi. To distinguish the two dialects, however, we get in Phuthi the 

breathy-voiced [Ji] and the aspirated [tJh]. The former appears in such words 

as: nyini [Jlini] (day/time) and inyori [iJ10ri] (one eyed person). The latter in 

Wtjhfaa [15utJhisa] (to burn) and J(tjh6ba [litJhJBa] (tail brush). The former 

is not altogether peculiar ~o Phuthi since in Swati we can identify at least 

three words where /JJ/ occurs, namely: nyenti [J1€nt?i] (many) (incidentally 

this one occurs also in Bhaca); nyase [Jlasc] (previous year); . and linyeva 

[liJJCY,i!,] (thorn). The latter does not occur in Swati but as pointed out above 
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it is very common in the Natal South Coast Nguni dialects. Now let us cite 

examples of tbc common prcpalata,ls: 

[J] in lish(uni [liJumi] (ten) 

[tf?] in mutj6di [mutJod'i] (wagtail) 

[j] in -yad,1a [.ia,J~a] (increase) 

[13] in jwala [93 w.~la] (indigenous beer) 

Lr] in urimyago [11~1J1a9~] (doorway) 

3.2 .. 5.5 Velars 

All the Swati velar sounds, namely: [k1 ]; [Is]; [kh]; [g] and [n] also occur in 

Phuthi. Moreover Phuthi also has the prevelar fricatives [x] and [y]; as well 

as the pre-velar affricate [kxh]. Let us illustrate with examples: 

[k 7] in kukumuka [k 1uk1 umu]sa] (swell) 

[Is] in --hleka [fc]sa] (laugh) 

[kh] in --kh6tsa [kh3tsha] (lick) 

[§] in ---godvuka [§ll1 SµJsa] (go on a journey) 

[n] in lfng61o [liDJiJ] (letter) 

[x] in fhrab( [ixaBi] ( ox) 

[y] in igranya.za [i1{aJ1a11~] (soft green mealies) 

[kxh] in rakradi [rakxhad'i] (aunt) 

We note here that the lateral-velar affricate [kf] does not occur. 

3.2.5.6 Glottals 

Unlike Swati where we get two glottal fricatives, in Phuthi we get only one, 

namely [h]. This as we have shown above is very common in the Natal South 

Coast especially those dialects which have the prevelar [x]. Consider the 

following examples: mubuma [muhuma] (hoe) and libapu [lihap7u] (sweet 

watermelon). 

3.2.5. 7 Clicks 

Unlike in Swati where we get only one basic click, [/], in Phuthi we get all 

the three basic clicks, [/]; [//] and [!] with their compounds. Let us illustrate 

once more with examples: 

[/] licwabi [li/waBi] (cream) 
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[/h] 

l/gl 
[Ji/] 

l/,7] 
[II] 
[//h] 

[Ug] 
D 

[uuJ 
[!~pl 
[!] 
[!h] 

[!il 
[ u !] 
[],t;l 

12.2 

-chaza [/ha~.1JJ (clarify) 

---gcina [/~j.na] (keep) 

-ncama [JJ/arna] (give up) 

ingcak11cha [iu/&\\½u/ha] ( detailed description) 

sfxaxa [si//aUa] (frog) 

lixhegu [li//he9\l] ( old man) 

kugxuma [\5uUguma] (to jump) 
D " 

linxele [liu//clc] (left-handed person) 

ingxabano [iuURaBam] (quarrel) 

kuqedza [tu!egz,(l] (to finish) 

emaqhiga [ema!hi9?J (strategies) 

ugqihra [u!~jxa] (doctor) 

linqayi [iu!aji] (uncircumcised boy) 

ingqele [iu!g~lc] (cold) 
" ' 

3.2.6 Sumayela Ndebele Speech Sounds 

3.2.6.1 Vowels 

Sumayela Ndebele vowels are similar to the Swati vowel system. However, 

Ziervogel (1959:18) distinguishes between the semi-close [i] and [u] on the 

one hand and the close [i] and [u] on the other. Accordingly he identifies the 

following Sumayela Ndebele vowels: [a]; [c]; [e]; [i]; [i]; [J]; [o]; [u] and 

[u]. 

In my view, however it is quite possible that like in the rest of Nguni, these 

two high vowels [i]/[i] and [u]/[u] have become fused to simply [i] and [u] 

respectively. I make this assertion by reason of the fact that the distinction 

made by Ziervogel was not observed during research. Accordingly, I conclude 

that the so-called close and semi-close [i] and [u] are but allophones of the 

phonemes /i/ and /u/. In fact, Ziervogel himself concedes as much when he 

argues that: 

"It is evident, however, that although in cautious speech one 
does hear a difference between i and i, u and u there is 
undoubtedly a tendency to use the respective pairs 
undiscriminately (sic). We may for practical purposes, regard 
Nd as a language with five vowel phonemes, hence the use of i 
and u only in the body of this work." 

(Ziervogel, 1959:19) 
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That being the case, the conclusion is that the Sumayela Ndcbele vowel 

system docs not differ much from that of the Swati and of the other Tckcla 

dialects as was observed also in the case of Phuthi (sec par. 3.2.5.l above). 

3.2.6.2 Labials 

Again almost all the Swati labials are shared by Sumayela Ndebcle, namely: 

[p1 ]; [p]; [];>]; [mb]; [m); [w); [fj and [v]. The only distinct exception is that 

in N debele the implosive /6/ does not occur, instead we find the voiced 

bilabial fricative [SJ- Let us illustrate with examples: 

[p1 ) in pura [p1ura) (fly) 
[ph] in liphasi [liphasi) (country/world) 

[l;>] in bhabha [Q{l;Q\\] (my /our father) 

[ml?) in mbftti [m]?ut 1 i) (goat) 

[m) in kuvuma [Jsuxl/,ma) (to agree) 

[w) in kuwa [tuwa) (to fall) 

[fj in kufika [Jsufi]sa] ( to arrive) 

[y,] in kuvela [Jsuv,~.la] (to appear) 

[SJ in kubaba [JsuS.~S..il-J ( to be bitter) 
" 

3.2.6.3 Alveolars 

It is in this natural class of alveolars that we notice quite a number of 

differences between Ndebele and Swati phonemes. This shows to what extent 

these two dialects have drifted apart. However, let us start with the alveolars 

they have in common, namely: [n); [l]; [s]; [z]; [c;I); [th] and [t 1 ]. Let us 

illustrate with examples: 

[n] in wena [wcna] (you) 

[l] in kubulala [JsuSulala] (to kill) 

[s] in -sala [sala] (remain) 

[~] in muzenda [mm;,~nc)i!,] (messenger) 

[g) in kududa [Jsug \/9 \\] ( to swim) 

[th] in kut9_utha Wuthutha] (to move) 

[t 1) in mbftti [m\rnt 1 i] (goat) 

Instead of the fricative [t] and [~] of Swati, Ndebele has the fricative [t] and 

the affricate [dQ). We mentioned above (see par. 3.2.5.3) that this is shared 



also by Phuthi and is probably of ·Sotho influence. Let us illustrate with 

examples: 

[i] in -bla.la [tala] (stay/sit) 

[bl in ki'ldla [~udl~&] (food) .. 

Another difference between Ndebele and Swati is that [t<Ph] and [<;IS] as 

allophones of [tsh] and [<iz] respectively, do not occur in Ndebele. It is also 

worth noting that the phoneme /d/ has a few idiolectical variants such as the 

flapped [d]; and the inter-dental [I!]; we will also get the inter-dental [t 1 ] 

(see Ziervogel, 1959:19). Let us illustrate with examples: 

[d] in mudimu [mudimu] (God) 

[I!] in -da.na [Ilana] (come) 

[t] in -tisa [t 1 isa] (bring) 

In a few lexemes, borrowed from Sotho we get [r] i.e. a voiced alveolar trill 

which has a very low incidence in Swati. This /r / becomes a retroflex:ive in 

prenasalised compounds. This process is known as Ndrondroza and is shared 

also by Zunda Ndebele and Mpondo in Nguni dialects. Again let us illustrate 

with examples: 

[r] in kuri [~uri] (to say) 

[ndc]/[ntc] in mundru [mundi;u] (person) nntr6 [JJntp] (thing) 

[nt] in munru [muni;u] (person) 

The choice between /ntr/ and [nr] is idiolectical or optional. 

Finally, in Ndebele we find two alveo-lateral affricates; the one ejective [tt] 

and the other aspirated [t+h] which is of Sotho influence. Let us illustrate 

once more with examples: 

[tf?] in -tletla. [t.Pctf?a] (milk into the mouth) 

[tth] in mutlha.ngana [mutihaa9~,na] (boy) 

3.2.6.4 Prepalatals 

There is not much difference between Swati and Ndebcle prepalatal sounds. 

The following are common to both dialects: [j]; [~]; [J1]; [J] and [tJ?]. The 

only difference is in [tJh], an aspirated prepalatal affricate. Of course, Ownby 

(1981:65) is of the opinion that in Nguni the /tJh/ phoneme is the original 
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sound and that its counterpart/ J / in Zulu and Swati is an innovation. Let us 

cite a few examples: 

[J] in ycna. [jcna] (he/she) 

[<!3] in jama. [d2~ma] (stand) 

Lr] in m{myimiiti [muJJimut?i] (kraal-head) 

[J] in lishiimi [liJumi] (ten) 

[tJ?] in miitjekelo [mutJ?ck?cb] (bridal dress) 

[tJh] in sfhlutjhana [situtJhana] (small tuft of ha.ir) 

3.2.6.5 Velars 

In this natural class it appears that Ndebele has quite a number of velar 

sounds which do not occur in Swati. The velar phonemes which these dialects 

have in common are only: [t]; [kh]; [~] and [u]. Thus we notice that the 

ejective [k?] does not occur in Ndebele. On the other hand, Ndebele has a 

medial [kx?] which is an ejective velar affricate, as opposed to the Swati [kf?] 

which is a lateral velar affricate. In Ndebele we also get a medial [kxh] which 

is an aspirated velar affricate. Then there are two velar fricatives [Y,] and [x] 

which occur in Ndebele but not in Swati. Let us illustrate with examples: 

[t] in kiiri [turi] (to say) 

[kh] in kiikha.mba [tukhamJi1t] (to go/walk) 

[g] in gellanga [9~_11ao~ii] ( on the day) 

[ul in nkrom6 [okx?3m3 l (a head of cattle) 

[kx?] in tikrom6 [t?ikx?3m3] (cattle) 

[kxh] in kiikgetha [tukxhctha] ( to choose) 

h1] in miigrol6 [muY,lb] (throat) 

[x] in marihra [marixa] (winter) 

Ziervogel (1959:19) argues that besides the above-mentioned plosives 

Ndebele has velar implosives as well. Unfortunately, his exposition of this 

claim is quite confusing because he cites exactly the same examples for both 

plosive and implosive velars. For instance, in par. 1.6 he asserts: 

"g, with nasal ug, is · a devoiced or semi-voiced explosive: 
-gfiga [ .. ] (lift), ... 
gy is a devoiced palatal velar explosive ... gyib3 [ .. ] (it is they) 

11 -- • 
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(c) Place of Articulation 

(b) State of ,_ 
(a) Manner of Release Glottis "' ~ ~ 

~ I~ ~ ~ I~ "' "' "' 0 "' "' 0 0 "' .µ ,_ ,_ .µ ·~ -~ .µ .µ a., a., ·~ I "' "' I "' .µ 
.0 .0 C C: > >..o CI)~ ~ w~ 0 

"' "' a., a., ~ ~ "' ,_ "' a., '- a., ~ 
..J ..J -0 0 c,: ,..,. ~ 0.. ,.. > 0.. > '-" 

liJ medial ejective p? k? > 
H 

medial voiced b d II) g 
0 0 0 0 

.J medial aspirated Ph th kh Q. 
>< 

LIJ medial del-breathy-v b d d g 
0 V 0 0 

lateral breathy-voiced d!) .. 
V') 

lateral ejective ti? 
V') Q.. -
LLJ liJ medial breathy-voiced b d ?. :z: 0 I- .. .. 
0 cc ::c I- u 
Q.. H 

V') D:: 
LL. 

LLJ LL. medial ejective ts? tJ? kx? 
...J ct 
LLJ • 
CCI medial aspirated tsh tJh k~h 

LLJ 
Q 

medial :z: del-breathy-v d;j 

~ 
ct u 
...J H 
LLJ .J 
>- u 
ct 
:::E: ::, 
V') 

medial radical f s s h 

•• V) medial breathy-voiced ~ V z y .. 
" I-

.. .. .. 
liJ lateral voiceless i ::z: > LLJ H medial aspirated X ...J ct I-

CCI cc 
~ ::, u medial voiceless H 

::z: D:: 
LI. 

1-1 

I- .. 

z: I- medial retroflex C z 
0 cc nasal voi€ed m n n J1 IJ z ~ 

u 0 lateral voiced 1 II) 
liJ 

a:: medial voiced w r j 



Later on, in par. 1.7 he states that: 

"g is a voiced velar implosive: gugiiga [ .. ] (to pick up); gy is a 
voiced palatal velar implosive: gyibo [ .. ] (to them)." 

Unfortunately, these two types of /gyiBo/ were not established or 

distinguished during research. Further, Ziervogel's initial g]!- in gugiiga 

becomes ku- later on when he is discussing the infinitive (see Ziervogel, 

1959:58 and 85). The conclusion is that his inventory concerning Ndebele 

velar phonemes is not quite satisfactory. 

3.2.6.6 Glottals 

As against the voiced and voiceless glottal fricatives in Swati, Ndebele has 

only the voiceless glottal fricative [h], e.g. muhawu [muhawu] (mercy). 

3.2.6. 7 Clicks 

Click sounds simply do not occur in Sumayela Ndebele. In their place, the 

ejective velar affricate [kx?] is often used e.g. lfkranda instead of 

Ifqanda/lfcanda (egg). 

3.3 RECAPITULATION 

In this brief comparative exposition of the Tekela phones and phonemes 

many facts have come to light, not only with regard to the relationship 

between Swati and the other dialects, but also between those dialects 

themselves. 

It also became clear that there are more similarities than differences between 

these dialects; sufficient to qualify these as members of the same 

mother-language. Yet they could also be aligned in a much more closer 

relationship; e.g. Swati and Bhaca have a lot more in common than any 

other dialect. Phuthi and Lala seem to share quite a number of peculiar 

features, on the one hand, while on the other hand Phuthi may be grouped 

with Sumayela Ndebele with regard to the acquisition of certain Sotho lexical 

items and speech sounds. 
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CIIAPTER4 

TEKELA PIIONEMES; A DIACl!RONIC STUDY 

4.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

4.1.l General 

This is a second chapter on Tekela phonemes, and this time they are 

approached from a diachronic point of view. The aim is to try and trace the 

derivation of the current Tekela phonemes from the Proto-Bantu or 

Ur-Bantu source-items. Consequently, certain Tekela phonemes which are 

not deemed to derive from Proto/Ur-Bantu etymons will be left out of this 

discussion. 

However, the drawing of a line between true Proto-Bantu reflexes and some 

exotic phonemes is not an easy task. The problem is aggravated by two 

factors. In the first place, neither Meinhof nor Guthrie considered the Tekela 

dialects in propounding rules for Bantu sound-shifts. Thus in determining 

Tekela sound-.shifts one must have recourse to analogy, and see whether the 

rules earmarked for other languages do not apply with full force to Tekela. In 

the second place, there is quite a gap between Ur-/Proto-Bantu and the 

current Bantu languages. Surely there must have been intervening stages. To 

illustrate these two factors, let me cite two examples: (i) the Ur-Bantu 

etymon *-dim becomes -cima (extinguish) in Tekela. Can this be regarded 

as a true reflex of the Ur-Bantu source-item? In view of the fa.ct that clicks 

are of Khoisan origin is it not possible that there was an intervening stage 

where the true reflex of *-dim was influenced by Kl10i or San languages to 

become -cima, rather than to say -cima derives directly from *-dim? (ii) 

Meinhof (1932) and Guthrie (1967) both conclude that there is a sound-shift 

rule which changes the Ur-/Proto-Bantu *L/D to /z/ in Zunda-Nguni e.g. 

igazi < *-ya.dj (blood). Are we now justified in holding that, by analogy, *D 

> /t/ in Tekela-Nguni, with the effect that *-yadi > ingati? If we do that, 

our claims will amount .. to unscientific conjecture. Baumbach is also 

concerned about this state of affairs when he remarks that: 

The primary aim of dtachronic phonology is to establish the 
relative chronology between different sound changes, i.e. the 
linguist has to plot out the intermediate stages between the 
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starting point (say Proto-Bantu) and the end point (say 
Tsonga). 

This is possible bccansc of the fact that the 011tput of one 
change is very often the input of another, i.e. som1ds develop in 
successive waves or stages. 

But since we have no writ.ten records of the earlier stages of 
the Bantu languages, we have to deduct/reconstruct such 
intermediate stages by means of comparison of different 
synchronic changes. A method which was used to reconstruct 
Proto-Bantu. 

Diachronical presentations thus far have skipped the 
intermediate stages because of non---Bxist.ence of sistemised 
data delineating the historical developmental sequences/stages 
which sounds have undergone. To begin with a Proto-Bantu 
sound and give it a reflex in, say Tsonga, is in essense a very 
poor performance. What about all the intermediate stages? ... 

The following probably stages for Tsonga can be identified: 
(Proto-Bantu) - (Proto/South/east) - (Proto-Nguni) -
Pre-Tsonga - (Tsonga). 

(Baumbach, 1987:73) 

Thus it will be my contention in this study that Zunda and Tekela Nguni 

must have shared a common inventory of phonemes in the Nguni or 

Proto-Nguni stage, and that the phonemic peculiarities of Tekela derive 

rather from Proto-Nguni rather than directly from Proto-Bantu. 

Accordingly, I have some difficulty in accepting some of the words listed by 

Davey (1981:220-'224) such as kucala (to begin); kucima (to extinguish); 

kucedza (to get finished); kugcwala (to become full); kucambala.la (to lie 

and relax); and umucu ( cord, strap) as true Bantu reflexes of the 

Common-Bantu source-items: *-bad-; *-dim-; *-dd-; *-yijad; 
*-{fambadad-; and*--bia, respectively. Davey, of course, is aware of this 

unsatisfactory state of affairs for he qualifies these words as "possible" 

reflexes and also refers to "suspect forms" where he states: 

In the appendix are listed possible Swati cognates of Guthrie's 
starred forms. Some . suspect forms are included as it is 
considered better to include too many rather than too few 
forms. 

(Davey, 1981:215) 

In fact, Davey concedes further that "reflexes" with click phonemes are not 
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directly derived from Proto-Ba.ntu ·for he cites Guthrie himself who leaves 

out the clicks: 

Guthrie lists Xhosa. a.nd Zulu reflexes for this form ( CS 98 
*-bia "cord" umucu) but they don't have the denta.1 click. It is 
presumed that the click replaced a pala.to-alvcola.r stop at 
some earlier stage. 

(Davey, 1981:30) 

4.1.2 Proto-Bantu or Ur-Bantu 

Ma.ny scholars on Bantu languages including Posselt (1975) for Comparative 

Nguni; Ziervogel (1959) for Ndebele and (1952) for Swati; Mzamane (1948) 

for Phuthi, and Jordan (1942) for Bhaca use Ur-Bantu source-items in 

tracing the origin of the relevant reflexes. In this study, however, Guthrie's 

approach is adopted. There a.re two reasons for this decision. Firstly, 

Guthrie's a.pproa.ch is more elaborate, more detailed a.nd more logical. This 

was enhanced by the availability of more Bantu studies a.nd data. a.t his time. 

Secondly, even though Guthrie in his Proto-Bantu and Meinhof in his 

Ur-Bantu pursued different methodologies they nevertheless arrived a.t 

similar, a.nd often identical, conclusions. Thus where need be, 

Common-Bantu starred forms will be complemented or supplemented by 

Ur-Ba.ntu etymons. CB examples will be marked for tone and be preceded 

by serial numbers. 

However, since I have settled for Proto-Bantu, a brief expos1t1on on 

Guthrie's methodology is not out of place at this point. Guthrie adopted 

what he called a two-stage method (Guthrie, 1967:15 et seq). Stage 1 is the 

construction of Common-Bantu and Stage 2 is the construction of 

Proto-Bantu. 

In Stage 1 Guthrie collates all the available data arranging it in word lists 

which he calls "simple comparisons". The languages from which the words 

are drawn are referred to by name and index number (e.g. Zulu S 42). The 

words are grouped togethefaccording to their shape and meaning. Meaning is 

taken as the connecting factor and this helps in comparing items of varying 

shapes and in analysing their differences. 
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More items from a group of languages are compared in this manner and 

"associatrd comparisons" arc compiled. From these Guthrie deduces 

recurrent sets of patt.erm, which will valida1e his compara1ivc series. 

Altogether Guthrie arranged approximately 2300 of such common series and 

these co11s1.it.uted the corpus of his Common Bantu (or CB). The last step in 

Stage 1 was to construct what he calls "starred forms" to symbolise the 

regular correspondencies displayed by the various comparative series. He 

marked these with an asterisk (*), and wrote them in lower case. 

He then moved on to Stage 2, which is the reconstruction of Proto-Bantu. 

He achieves this by means of what he calls "hypothetico-cleductive" method 

(Guthrie, 1967:20). This method envisages a set of five postulates which he 

terms "theoretical construct". Their effect is that in prehistory there could 

have been found items (which he calls source-items) comparable with those 

established in CB. Consequently the items in the comparative series become 

reflexes of the source-items; and cognates of their counterparts in the 

various languages. 

Thus Guthrie identifies his hypothetical source-vowels and source

consonants which he writes in upper case, marked by an asterisk (*). His 

source-vowels comprise * A *E *\*I *O *Y and *U. His source- consonants 

comprise the primary voiceless plosives *P *T *K; the voiced plosives *B *D 

*G; the palatals *C (pronounced as /tJ /); * J (pronounced as /d3/ and *Y 
(which amounts to a zero 0 consonant); and finally the nasals: *M *N * 

and * , as well as the nasal compounds. 

4.1.3 Approach in this chapter 

Once again Swati will be used as the point of departure and the other 

dialects will be compared against it in their alphabetical order. For the sake 

of brevity the names of the various dialects will be abbreviated as follows: 

Swati = SW A- Bhaca = BHA- Lala. = LA· Nhlangwini = NHLA·, , , , 
Phuthi = PHU; and Sumayela. Ndebele = SU.NDE. 

All the Tekela phonemes whiG!J a.re shared with Zunda-Nguni (i.e. Zulu and 

Xhosa) will be assumed to have been derived as such from Proto-Bantu. 
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However those that differ from Zunda-Nguni, (e.g. /t/ instead of /z/), will 

be assumed to have been derived from l'roto-Nguni; and the Proi.o-Nguni 

phonemes will be exactly the Zunda-Ngnni phonemes which were ascertained 

by both Meinhof (1932) and Guthrie (1967 and 1971). Thus CB *-ya.di > 
**1ga.zf > (SWA) fnga.tf (blood) (where**= Proto-Nguni). 

All the Proto-Bantu source-items will be written in upper case while the CB 

starred forms a.re in lower case. 

Guthrie (1967:57) contends that it would be most useful - m tracing the 

derivation of modern reflexes from Proto-Bantu - to classify the 

source-patterns under eight subheadings as follows: (i) *Ca2, (ii) *Ce, *Ci, 

*Co *Cu; (iii) *Ci and Cv; (iv) *Cvv, (v) *C with composite vowel, (vi) *C 

preceded by homorganic nasal, (vii) *y i C and * C preceded by class 5 prefix 

*i; and (viii) *C in special sequences. (N.B. C = Consonant and V - Vowel.) 

If such an approach were to be adopted in this study, this chapter would 

become too unwieldly and cumbersome. Accordingly, a combination of some 

of these subheadings becomes necessary. Guthrie himself considers - with 

regard to subheading I(ii) - that: 

Under this heading there are a few special types of sound shift 
that may be noted, although they occur too sporadically to 
require topograms.: 

(Guthrie, 1967:57) 

It will thus be convenient to combine (i) and (ii) in this discussion. On the 

next page Guthrie observes - with regard to subheading (iv) - that the 

double vowel shift occurs mainly in Zones A and B. It is thus obvious that 

this phenomenon falls outside the ambit of this study for even where there 

are reflexes derived from such source-patterns they are not distinctive. 

Accordingly, in tracing sound-shifts from source-patterns to Tekela reflexes, 

the following classification will be adopted: (i) *Ca, *Ce, *Ci, *Co, *Cu; (ii) 

*Ci, *C\l including *C followed by juxtaposed vowels; and (iii) *C preceded 

by a homorganic nasal. 
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4.2 CB STARREn FORMS ANn TEKELA REFLEXES 

4.2.l Primary Voiccla;s l'losiv!~~: *Ca, *Ce, *Ci, *Co, *Cu 

'1.2.1.J Proto-Ba11t.11 *I' 

*P > (S\V/\) /ph/ 
C.1',. CH 110:1 • , I --pa< -

] [)J 8 *-p1kl>--

> (Bl!/\) /ph/ 
C:ll ],1()1 • / 

l'-1',· -pa 

1 f,(i I * , l -JXH-

1 GOOa *-p1111mud 

> (LA) /ph/ 

e.g. * ' ' -papu 

CB 140, *-ra(:ii. 

> (NllLA) /ph/ 

e.g. CB 1499 *-p1? 

ps 418 *punga 

152] * ~'" -PIIll 

> (PHU) /ph/ 
e.g. CB 1561 * 

/ 

-pod-

JOSS *-kipa 

l600a *-puomud 

> (SU>NDE) /ph/ 
e.g. CB 1573 

1453 

Discussion 

* '·k' -po u 
/ 

*-pat-

> -ph,;:la (sn;,p(') 

> J(phiko (wing) 

> -pha (gi vc) 

> -ph<>la ( bcrnme cool) 

> -plnnnula (]"('St) 

> J1phaph11 (lung) 

> J1phahla (I win) 

> phi (where) 

> 1phunga (smell) 

> umph1ni (handle) 

> -phola (heal/become cool) 

> musipha (sinew) 

> -phumula (rest) 

> -phophala (be blind) 

> -phitsa (carry, seize) 

Guthrie (1967:70; Topograrn 5) gives an invetory of the reflexes of *pa1 
throughout. the Bantu-speaking Africa. Tlwsc are listed in this order: pa: 

pha; 0a, fa, ~A, VA, WA, YA HA, GA, ¥a. xa. or a. 

\Ve note that on the said topogram, pha features, among others, in the 

language group -40 of Zone S. These are Nguni languages - particularly the 

Zunda dialects. From the for-egoing examples, however, it becomes obvious 

that exactly the same sound-shift has taken place in all the Tekcla Nguni 

dialects. 
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From the same topogram one notices that in the language group -30 of the 

same Zone S, *pa > fa. This is a group of Sot.ho languages. This fact. is very 

significant. when it is considered that. the Phuthi and Su.Ndcl>elc lit.crnlly live 

among Sotho languagc~groups. From this it. may be inferred that fa as an 

equivalent of Prnto-Bantu *pa is foreign in Tekela. 

The first reflex of *pa in Guthrie inventory, namely pa is also of some 

interest. Does this syllable not occur in Tekela? Probably not. For instance, 

Van Dyk (1960:6-7) observes the following regarding Lala: 

'n Voorbeeld van waar [p?] in fonologiese opposisie met [ph] 
staan, is nie gevind nie. \Ve] is 'n geval gevind waar die twee 
fone kontrasteer in analoe omstandighede, nl.: [sip?igi!j?j 
(spyker) : [siphiseb] (skerp yster). Dit blyk dat [p?] veral in 
woorde van vreemde oorsprong voorkom. 

The similar observation regarding Phuthi is made by Mzamane (1948:5): 

The incidence of this consonant i.e . .Q is very rare in Phuthi ... 
Many examples of such .Q'S in Sotho are found as voiced 
consonants in Phuthi ... 

Examples: Sotho .Qitsa'. (pot) is found as hita in 
Phuthi and mbiza in Nguni ... 

Many words containing the radical .Q in Phuthi are of foreign 
origin, including Afrikaans. 

Examples: sfp1kirf (nail) from Afrikaans spyker 
sipe1ete ( safety pin) from Afrikaans 

speld. 

\Vitbout exhausting the Tekela dialects, one may generalise that pa is foreign 

to Tekela, especially in stem initial position which is emphasized by Guthrie. 

Even in Zunda the same condition applies. In Zulu, for instance, besides in 

loan words, /p? / occurs only in ideophones or deideophonic constructions. 

e.g. petu (of turning insdide out); -pctula (turn inside out). 

4.2.1.2 Proto-Bantu *T 

*T > ** /th/ > (SWA) /tsh/ and /tif.>h/ 

e.g. CB 1689 *-tatu 
ps 442 *..=:tengb 

1196 *-tongo 

> -tshatfu (three) 

> -tshenga (buy) 

> butfongo (sleep) 
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*T > '* /th/ > (llllA) /tsh/ and /tq•/ 

P.g. CB p,112 . , ' --tcngo > --t.Rhcnga (hu:\') 

l (iS<i • / h ---t.al.1 > -t.sh;i:t.fu (1li1<'<·) 

17% • ' - t.h\J!\O > 11h(1t.fot1f(O (,l,·q,) 

> ** /1 h/ > (LA) /1'11/ 
(:Jl /' -t.sl1al.sl11J ( 1111 ,·cj ('.g. 11.i~!I * - t.at.1J > 

J 79(i *-tb\Jr,i> > b11t.shongo (,l<'<'p) 

> (NJILA) /th/ 

e.g.. Cll p, -112 
• I ', -tcm;o > --t.h/11ga (hll~) 

l (iS9 * /" --tatu > -thathu ( t lm•t•) 

> ** /th/ > (PJI\:) /t,h/ and /tq>/ 

e.g. CB 1811 * 
/ 

-tf11ma ( sl'nd) -turn- > 
/ \ 

-tshcga (buy) ps 442 *--tcngo > 
Hi8'l *-t~th > -t.shat.fu ( t hrt'<') 

> (SU>NDE) /th/ 
CB 1689 

I '\ --thathu (three) e.g. *-ta.tu > 
l f-3 l *-t1i'rn- > -th11ma (srnd) 

1796 *--t~ng'b X I ' ) buthongo ( sleep 

Discussion 
Guthrie (1967: Vol. 72; Topogram 7) gives an inventory of the reflexes of 

*ta
1 

throughout the Bantu-spt•aking world. He lists them in this order: *ta1 
> ta, tha, hra, tJa, la, ra, d,i. sa, ha or a. Once again hi, /tha/ features. 

among others, in the language group -40 of Zone S - i.e. the \guni group of 

languages. Indeed, this is the reflex in Zulu and Xhosa as well as in 

Nhlangwini and Sumayela Ndebelc among the Tekela dialects. \Vhat about 

the phonemes /tsh/ and /tit>/? Are they foreign to Nguni? This question 

cannot be answered in the affirmative. If these sounds were foreign to Tekela 

it would mean that they have rX'cn horrowrd from contiguous language 

groups. This cannot be the case, however. In the first place' Guthrie does not 

give /tsh/ or /tit>/ as one of the reflexes of /ta/. (Unfortunately, Guthrie's 

inventory is not exhaustive or exclusive. It is common knowledge that he 

selected mainly those languages whose grammars had been documented.) In 

t]l(' second place the contiguo.,1s language groups have thr following reflexes: 

In SJ 0 (i.e. Shona) and SG0 (i.e. Thonga) the reflex is ta: in SJ 0, S30 and 
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S50 i.e. Venda, Sotho and Tsonga language groups respectively, the reflex is 

ra. 

In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it is subsequently assumed 

that /tsh/ and /t<t> / drvcloped not directly from Proto-flan tu but from the 

l'roto-Nguni /th/. 

Like /p? /, /t? / also does not occur in Tekela except 111 loans and/or 

ideophones and deideophonic derivations. 

The same applies to Zunda Nguni e.g. utamatisi (tomato) loan from 

Afrikaans ("tamaties") and tobo (of pressing) and ---toboza (press). 

The conclusion may safely be drawn therefore that /ta/ as a reflex of PB *ta 
is foreign to Tekela, especially in stem initial position. What have we got to 

say then about the high incidence in /t/ in prefixes and other parts of Tekela 

words, including stem-initial position? As a matter of fact, that /t/ is the 

distinguishing feature between Tekela and Zunda Nguni. Cf. 

Zunda Tekela 

a~a.li bami batali bami 

uba~a.la ufuye iiimbu,;i 
i,;inkomo ,;ami ,;infngi 

babe.tala ufuye tf mbuii 
_,. I / • I "' • 

t1yomo .t.airu .t.mengi 

Since the Zunda /z/ is obviously not derived from *t, the same applies to 

Tekela /t/. However, this problem will be discussed further at the relevant 

place below. 

The case of SU .NDE is quite interesting. In the first place we wonder why it 

has not undergone the same change as the other Tekela dialects regarding *t. 

In the second place we wonder why it sometimes replaces /th/ with /r/. 

Regarding the first problem it must be stated that this is not peculiar to 

Sumayela Ndebele. 

The sound system of a language usually changes much more 
rapidly in some respects than in others. A few sounds may 
remain unchanged for--a very long period, during which the 
remainder of the sound system alters completely 

(Meinhof and Van Warmelo, 1932:20-21). 
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Hegarding th(' scc011d prohlcrn it 11111st IH' point Pd out that tliis happens very 

infr<'(jll('ntly. The only pro111i11r•11t word in which I his hap1H'ns is rid. Tekc,la 

tshi (say). It is rl1•;11 tl,;11 this is 1101 a rl1;111r•· of -ri < -tshi < -thi: ralh<'r 

it in a borrowing frrn11 So1l10 -·re (say).11 is w,>11 I, point i11g 0111. how,·\·c·r. 

1ha1 1hr Sotho /r/ is usirnll:,· horrnwPrl whrre it is followed by /i/ in 

S11111;1;:,·C'la Nd1•lwl<'. Co111p,11<' 1 IJ(' followi11g: 

Sotho 

-fC 

-npa 

but: -,oha.la 

1.2.1.3 Proto-Bantu *K 

*J,; > (SWA) /kh/ 

e.g. CD ll00a 

1107 

ps 294 

> (BHA) /kh/ 

e.g. CB 995 

l l 24 

> (LA) /kh/ 

e.g. CB 1 l 90 

97] 

> (NHLA) /kh/ 

e.g. CB 979 

1160 

> (PHU) /kh/ 

e.g. CB 1903 

ll90 

*-krn:id 

*-kod 

' *-kct 

/ 
*-kam 

*-kok 

*-ktid 

*-k~ 

/ 

*-kad 

*-kotam 

*-yak-
/ 

*-kud 

> (SU>NDE) /kh/ 

e.g. CB 995 
/ 

*-kam 

1215a ' • *-kumhud 

Discussion 

S11y.Ndchclc 

-ri(Sil\') 

-ribha ( rnl) 
, 

-thobala (skcp) 

(Zil'rvogrL l 11.',IJ:2'1) 

> -khoh lei a ( rnugl 1) 

> -khola/-kholwa (satisfy) 

> -khctsha (choose) 

> -khama ( squrczc) 

> -khokha (pull/draw) 

> -kh11la (grow up) 

> -kha (draw/gather fruit) 

> -khala (cry) 

> -khothama (bind) 

> -akha (build) 
/ 

> -khula (grow) 

> -khama (squeeze) 

> -khumbGla (remember) 

This is thr last of PB voiceless plosh·rs and it is worth noting that with 

rrgard to *P, *K, aspiration is the major sound-shift undergone by all 
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Tekela dialects and that regarding *T the Tekela reflexes became affricative 

with the exception of SU.NDE where aspiration once again occurred: 

It must be noted further that although Guthrie emphasises that the changes 

affect the stem-initial syllabic, this is by no means restricted to that 

position. Cf. *-kok > (BHA) -khokha. Of course, it, may be argued that the 

aspiration in the second syllable is due to assimilation. 

Guthrie (1967: Vol. 1, 74; Topogram 9) gives an inventory of possible reflexes 

of *ka, namely: kha, xa; ha; )la; ga; ha; and a. Perhaps /x/ warrants some 

commentary in this discussion. According to Guthrie's said Topogram, /x/ is 

prevalent in Sotho languages of Zone S. This /x/ occurs - although its 

incidence is low - in the Tekela dialects sharing the common area with Sotho 

language groups. Compare the following: 

(SOTHO) [-xama] 

(SOTHO [-xoxo] 

(SU.NDE) [-xama] (milk) 

(PHU) [ixuxu] (fowl) 

Is /xa/ subsequently a direct reflex of *ka or is it borrowed from Sotho? 

Since /x/ features mainly in those words where the Sotho counterparts have 

exactly the same sound structure I am inclined to assume that /x/ is foreign 

to Tekela, and is thus a borrowing from Sotho. Posselt (1975:70) cites two 

authorities who posit two conflicting opinions on this issue; but with regard 

to Southern Ndebele: 

Van Warmelo 1930:p. 28 beskou die dorsaal-velere affrikaat 
fkxh], as 'n klank wat via Sotho (Pedi) sy ingang in 
$uid-Transvaalse Ndebele gevind bet. Vergelyk in die verband 
ook Van Loggerenberg 1961:p. 30 B. [-kamaj = Pedi [-xama] 
"uitdruk". Potgieter 1950:p. 48 daarentee maak nie melding 
van so 'n moontlikheid nie, waaruit afgelei kan word dat hy dit 
waarskynlik nie as 'n ontleende klank beskou nie. 

He then adds (ibid): 

Daar bestaan oecnskynlik gcen vaste sistcem ten opsigte van 
die distribusie tusscn Phuthi [x] en [kh] nie. Vcrgelyk 
byvoorbeeld: 

[Buxulu] 'grootte' [Bukhat 1 i] 'lobola' ... " 

I have already expressed my opinion on this issue. 
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1.2.2 Primary Voicd<~s l'losiv<~~: Ci; *(\1; ct cdcra 

1.2.2. I l'roto-Jfant.u * I' 

*pi; pia > (SWA) /fi/; /sli:i/ 

CB l :,(;J • ,, / llfiff ( dmk111·ss) (' .p,. -pJ IPI > 
J .1W\ *-pf~ > --shii { n011·) 

, j)l,J; • PV" > (S\\1\) /f11/; jb,j 
('.g. CB HilO *-1~ > h1f 11 ( sl 0111a ch) 

l(i]'.? *-pijan > -fina (alik<') 

'pi; pia > (BllA) /fi /; / I Jli / 
e.g. CB 1.51G *-p(c > -ffhla (hid<') 

l !i08 
/\ *-p,a > -t.jha (burn) 

*p11; *pua > (BHA) /fu/; /fa/ 
e.g. CB *-pvdat > -fulathcla ( turn back) 

](i] 2 * I/ -fa'na (,ilik<') -pvan > 
*pi; pia > (LA) /fi/ and / Ja/ 

e.g. CB 1550 *-pt k > --fika (arrive) 

1505 
/\ *p,a > --sha (burn) 

*p\1; *p\,a > (LA) /fu/; /fa/ 

e.g. *-pvdat > -fulatshcla (turn back) 

1612 * ,, -pvan > -fanana (rescmblP 

other) 

*pi; *pia > (NHLA) /fi/; /tJha/ 

CB 15-16 
,, 

e.g. *-p1c > -fi'hla (hide) 

15 08 
I\ 

*-p1a >-tjha' (burn) 

*pv; *pva > (NHLA) /fu/; /fa/ 
e.g. CB 1610 *-p\i > ulufu (stomach) 

*-rvan 
I 

1612 > fana (be fitting) 

*pj; *pa> (PHU) /fi/; /Ja/ 
CB 15Gl " ,, lffifi (darkness) e.g. *-pJ 1Pl > 

1508 
;\ 

*-p1a > -sha. {bum) 

* P\l; *pva > (PHU) /fu/; /fa/ 
• *-rvdat > ----fulatshcla (turn back) 

I I I 

l(i] 2 *-pvan > -fana (alike) 
* . Pl; pja > (SU.NDE) /fi/-, /tJha/ 

CB 15Gl 
,\ / 

e.g. *-pJ IPI > lififi (darkness) 

1508 
/\ 

*-p1a > -tjha (burn) 

each 
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*p\1; pva > (Sll.NDE) /fll/; /fa/ 
*-pvdat 

1 (i 1 2 *-pva'.nan 

I )iscussion 

> -fnlath/lla ( turn hack) 

> -fanar1a ( J'('S('lll hi<' ('ii r·I I 

ol lir'1) 

Du<' 10 1ht' infl11rn('(' of s11pt'r-higl1 vowr,Js i and \I 1 hf' bilabial slop /p/ li;1s 

hcc-omC' a l;1hio---dc11tal fricative /f/. When' /i/ is follow<'d l,y /a/ 11,r• 

d<'rivati\'t' hr'crnm's /fl or /lfii"/ h111 ;r /a/ follows /1.1/ IIH· fricali\1· /r/ 
rc111ai11s u11cha11gcd. This occurs ro11sistc11t.ly t.hro11gho11t th<' Td-,<'la dial<'cl s. 

Perhaps OJJC' should commc11t on the affrica1r' /tJh" / as against thf' frica1 ivc' 

/f /. In as far as this happens in Natal a11d Transkci, OJH' ca11 readily asnihf' 

ii t.o 1 hP influrnrr of Zunda l;rnguagt's. 11 can 1 hus hf' s;1id 1 hat Iii<' S\\'al i ;ind 

Lala have followed Zulu which also has acquirl'd 1 hl' frirntivc wliii<' lll,aca 

and Nhlangwini have followed Xhosa which uses the affricate /tf 7 / where 

Zulu uses /f /. According to Ownby (1981:G.',), /tf? / is a Proto-Nguni sound 

and / f / is a later sound-shift which developed a111011g the Eastern as opposed 

10 Southern Nguni who still use the proto affricate. But then what about 

Phuthi and Sumaycla Ndcbelc? Why has the former unclcrgonr fricati\·isation 

while the latter kept the affricate? A simple answrr is not possible here. 

However, it is worth noting tliat the Phuthi li\·c among Southern Sotho who 

arc rnorC' inclined towards fricatiYcs than affrica1C's whcrC'as the Sumay(']a 

Ndrbcle liYC among Northern Sotho who are more inclinccl towards affricates 

than fricatives in their speech ( cf. 

Secondly, it would appear that the Sumayela Ndebcle are comparatively 

more conserYative and consequently keep to Proto-Nguni as we saw with 

/th/ (abovr) which has not brcome affrica1ivr /1sh/. 

There are a few exceptions, however, to this souncl--shift rule in general. 

Consider the following: 

*p'v > su e.g. *-p11 > (SWA) s(su (stomach) 

*-pied > (LA) --shay41a {sweep) 

*--piom > (S\\'A) --soma (woo, rnurt) 
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From the above examples we note that *p > s under certain circumstances 

and that besides the juxtaposed vowels -ia-; -ua-; we also get ·-ie- and 

-io-. 

~.2.2.2 Proto-Bantu *T 

*ti; *tja. > (SWA) /si/; /sa/ 
e.g. CB 1848 *-t(ka. > b1fa'i'ka (winter) 

1747 
, 

*-tjgad > -sila (remain) 

tv; tva > (SWA) /fu/; /fa/ 
e.g. CB 1855 *-tv > Ji'fu ( cloud) 

1855 * " -tvana > !1fana ( small cloud) 
*ti; qa > (BHA) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. CB 1750 *-t(ku > 1fsfiku (day) 
1747 *-t(gad > --sala (remain) 

*tv; tva > (BHA) /s? /, /fu/, /fa/ 
e.g. CB 1855 *-tv > illfu ( clou cl) 

1875 *-tijn > funa (want) 
*tj; ti a > (LA) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. 1751 *-t(ku > -b6suku (night) 
1747 *-t(gad > --sala. (remain) 

*tv; *tva > (LA) /fu/, /fa/ 
e.g. CB 1855 *-tv > lffu (cloud) 

1855 *-ti,ia.na > !ff wan a ( small cloud) 
*ti; tja > (NHLA) /si/, /sa/ 

e.g. CB 1748 *-tfka > ubusika (winter) 

1747 *-t(gad > -sala (remain) 
*tv; *tva > (NHLA) /fu/, /fa/. 

e.g. CB 1855 *-tv > ilffu ( cloud) 

1855 * \\ -tvana > ili'fana (small cloud) 

*ti; tja > (PHU) /si/, /sa/ 
e .. CB 1750 *-t(ku > lusG!m (day) 

1747 .*-tfgad > -sala (remain) 
*tv; *tva > (PHU) /fu/, /fa/ 

e.g. CB 1855 *-t\i > lffu (cloud) 
1855 *-tv"ana > lffana (small cl~ud) 



'I i; • Ii a > (S\I.Nlll:) 

e.g. CB 17/41' 

] 7,17 

't,1; • 1 \Ii! > (SU.Nnl:) 

(' fl ·~,· ('IJ l ~:1.r1 

] 8,r')!") 

Discussion 

14 2 

/si/, /sa/ 
/ ' *-t1 ka 

*-t(gad 

/f11/, /fa/ 

' ' 1.\1 
* \\ -tvana 

> b11h'tka (wi11UT) 

> -ll,(Ja (rc·111ain) 

> lfrll ( r·l11r1dl 

> lffana (slllall rlo11d) 

Tlr1· fir,I t.l1i11g to poi111 Olli ill this si'dion is 1l1at thl' SIIJH'r higl1 /1.1/ ill tllf 

srq1H'1HT -va- cl1angr·s tilt' pnTcdi11g *t n1on• rndicall:-• tl1a11 thl' ordi11:1n 

high /ll/ wl1ich cl1a11ges *tua to /tl1wa/ in (S\ 1 .NIJE) e.g. *-tuad > 
(S\i.NDE) *-thwala (carry 011 head). Of CO\lrse, in tl1c rest of the Tek<'ia 

dialr•cts this lir•cornr•s /tsh/: /t<l>/ e.g. (LA)-tshwala;111d (S\\'1\) 11mtfw[L10 

Secondly we note that the change brought about by the super high i differs 

from that caused by high i in the S<'(JllC'llCC' -ja-/-ia-. 

*tia > (SW1\)/)L:\)/(l'JIU) /Ja/ e.g. -llha (lillrn) 

(BllA )/( t\llLA )/(SU.NDE) /tJh/ e.g. -tjha (burn) 

Finally, we note that tl1e incidl'nre of this particular rnuml-shift is ]011' rn 

TckC'la. Jlowcvcr, the change hro11ght about is t:,·pically !\guni, shared as i1 is 

also by Zulu and Xhosa. and th0 renrxcs arr allllost similar in all 1hr· 

dialects. 

4.2.2.3 Proto/Bantu *K 
*ki · . ' *kja > (SWA) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. CB 1053 *-k(da > umsila (tail) 

*-kokiana > fokhosana (heir) 

*kv; *kva > (SWA) /fu/; /fa/ 
e.g. CB 1258 *-kvha. > sHi1ha (chest) 

]2.52 *-k" . va > kufi ( drath) 

*k i; 'kja > (flHA) /si/: /sa / 

CB JOSS '> ' c.p,. *-::Jqpa > umsipha (tendo11) 

* -kokiana > lnkosana (hcirj 
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*kv; *kva > (BHA) /fu/; /fa/ 

e.g. CB 1278 *-Jrvta > amafiitsba (oil/fat.) 

1252 *-kva > -fa ( die) 

*kj; *kja > (LA) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. *-kjdj > us?t,i ( SOO t) 

*-kokiana > fwosana (heir) 

*kv; *kua > (LA) /fu/; /fa/ 

e.g. CB 1270 *-k\Jnd > -fundza (fill mouth: 

1250 *-kva > lufa (crack) 

*kj; kja > (NHLA) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. CB 1084 *-k(nd > 
,, 

-f!mda (heavy) 

*-kokjana > fnkosana (heir) 

*kv; kva > (NHLA) /fu/; /fa/ 

e.g. CB 1267 *-kl,anbat > -fumbatsha (hold in hand) 

1252 *--k\Jli > ukufa (death) 

*kj; kja > (PHU) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. *-kjdi > m6siti (soot) 

* ---nyuk j ana > fnyosana (little bee) 

*kv; *kva > (PHU) /fu/; /fa/ 

e.g. CB 1258 *-kvl>a > sffflba (chest) 

1253 *-lnJa > lifa (inheritance) 

*kj; *kja > (SU.NDE) /si/; /sa/ 

e.g. *-kjdi > mus1ti (soot) 

*-kja > kusa (morning) 

*kv; *kva > (SU.NDE) 

e.g. CB 1258 *-kv~ > sifiiba (chest) 

1253 *~ > lifa (inheritance) 

Discussion 

Again the above sound-shifts are the last set in as far as Proto-Bantu 

voiceless stops are concerned, and a few general comments should be made. 

Firstly, it was noticed that.reflexes resulting from the influence of super-high 

and juxtaposed vowels have a very low incidence in Tekela -- examples were 

bard to come by. Secondly, _it was realised that these sounds change the 

preceding consonant almost beyond recognition. Despite this, however, the 
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sound-shifts were quite regular and. almost the same throughout and also in 

line with the concomitt.ant changes in Zunda Nguni. Finally it was· observed 

that. the derived reflexes nullified the distinct.ion bet.ween the sources. For 

instance, /si/ can be derived from either *ki or *ti. However, this is more 

clearly set out in tables 8, 9, JO and 11 below. 

Finally, reference must be made to irregular changes e.g. *-kj amb which 

becomes: (SWA) -hamba; (LA), (NHLA), (BHA) and (SU.NOE) -kha'.mba 

and (PHU) -kha.bha (go). 

4.2.3 Primary Voiceless Plosivcs: *C preceded by homorganic nasal 

4.2.3.1 General 

Whenever nasals are discussed, the reference is usually to /n/. For the 

purposes of this study, however, nasal /m/ will also be considered owing to 

its phonemic significance in Tekela. Secondly, the far-reaching changes are 

usually caused by prefixal nasal of class 9 but in this study even nasal 

compounds of c2 of the stem will be considered. 

The changes that are brought about by prenasalisation are divergent and 

irregular. Meinhof summarizes in particular those that are caused by 

prenasalised /n/: 

"n is assimilated to the following consonant. Before labials it 
becomes the labial m, before velars the velar Q, before a 
cerebral it would of course remain cerebral n- When through 
any sound changes another articulation is produced, n is still 
assimilated, so that it becomes palatal n before palatals and 
dental !l before dentals. If the following sound is voiceless, or 
for any reason becomes unvoiced, the nasal also begins to lose 
its voice. It is then still audible if immediately preceded by a 
vowel, but disappears if it is an initial ... We call the nasal 
latent in such a case, because it no longer appears in isolated 
words ... In many Bantu languages the nasal has dropped off 
before voiceless sounds, for instance in Swahili, Sotho and 
Duala ... 

The nasal is most persistent before monosyllabic stems, where 
it is retained through the influence of the dynamic accent, 
which usually falls on the penultimate. It therefore survives in 
cases where it would otherwise have been lost." 

-- (Meinhof, 1932:33) 
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I have quoted Meinhof at length here, because many of the changes he refers 

to also occur in Tekcla. However, let us consider each dialect in turn. 

4.2.3.2 Swazi: *P *T *K in Na.~al Compounds 

4.2.3.2.1 *Pin Nasal Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 

(a) 1mphahla (property) 

1mphilo (life) 

frnphundvu (gate-post) 

(b) kumpompa (inflate) 

fmphumphutse (blind person) 

kumpompota (flow) 

Firstly, it was ascertained, during research and also through scanning of 

available Swati literature, that there are very few Swati lexemes which have 

/N/ + /p/ in the c2 position. Examples in (b) above could be said to be a 

fair representation of this phenomenon but even they smack of assimilation. 

Secondly, we note that /N/ + /p/ >either/mph/ or /mp 7 /. There does not 

seem to be any rule which governs the derivation of /mph/ (see examples in 

(a)); or /mp?/ (see examples in (b)). It must be noted however, that there is 

a much higher incidence of /mph/ as against /mp7 /. 

TABLE 8: *P *T *K before Super-high Vowels 

*PI > (Tekela) [fi l e.g. *-pj i Pi > ufiff (darkness) 

*TI > (Tekela) [si] e.g. *-tjka > busi'ka (winter) 
*KI > (Tekela) [si] e.g. *-kida > UIIIB11a (tail) 

*PIA > (Tekela) [Ja] e.g. *-pja > -sha (burn) 

*TIA > (Tekela) [sa] *-tjad 
, . 

e.g. > -sala (remam) 

*KIA > (Tekela) [sa] e.g. *-kja > -si (daybreak) 

*PU > (Tekela) [fu] e.g. *-pv > lu'fu (stomach) 

*TU > (Tekela) [fu] e.g. *-tv > l1fu (cloud) 

*KU > (Tekela) [fu] e.g. *-kvba > sffiiba (chest) 

*PUA > (Tekela) [fa] e.g. *-pvan > -fa.na (be like) 

*TUA > (Tekela) [fa] e.g. *-tvan > lffana (small cloud) 

*KUA > (Tekela) [fa] e.g. *-kva > -fa(die) 
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TABLE 9: *P Before Super-high vQwels 
*P pa-u Pi pja P\I p1,1a 
S\VA [ph] [fi] [Jal [fill [fa] 
BHA [ph] I fi l [tf?ha] [fu] [fa] 
LA [ph] I fi l [Ja] [fu] [fa] 
NHLA [ph] [ fi] [tf?ha] [fu] [fa] 
PHU [ph] [fi] [tf?ha] [fu] [fa] 
SU.NDE [ph] [fi] [Ja] [fu] [fa] 

TABLE 10: *T Before Super-high Vowels 
*T ta-u tj tja tv tva 
SWA [tshl[t4>] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
BHA [tshl[t4>] [ si l [sa] [fu] [fa] 
LA [tsh ][th] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
NHLA [th] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
PHU [tshl[t4>] [ si l [sa] [fu] [fa] 
SU.NDE [th] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 

TABLE 11: *K Before Super-high Vowels 
*k ka-u kj kja kv k\ja 
SWA [kh] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
BHA [kh] [ si l [sa] [fu] [fa] 
LA [khl[x]'h [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
NHLA [kh] [si] [sa.] [fi l [fa] 
PHU [khl[x] [si] [sa] [fu] [fa] 
SU.NDE [khl[x] [si l [sa] [fu] [fa] 

4.2.3.2.2 *Tin Nasal Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 

(a) kukhuntsa (get stale) (b) umuntfu (person) 
kukhuntfuluta (bruise) 

, 
intfo ( thing) 

i'ntsaba (mountain) 
I I ) ntsam bama ( afternoon 

I . 

Mantfombi (name) 



( c) nt6ka'.njc (so-and-so) 

Jfotongomanc (peanut.) 

kuntunta (rush about) 

Nto'mbi (name) 
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(d) litfflnti (shadow) 

cma.nti (water) 

fokf>nzo (service) 

fokfrnzi (bull) 

Firstly, it. must be noted that we do find a few examples where /n+t/ occurs 

in the c2 position (see (a) above). However as was the case with the /11/ + 
/p/ compound, /n/ + /t/ also has a very low incidence in the c2 position. 

It was shown above (par. 3.2.1.3) that the reflex of *T > (SWA) /tsh/ or 

/tiJ>/, as borne out by examples in (b). However there are instances where 

the affricate is substituted by ejective /nt 7 / (sec (c) above) in nasal 

compounds. Again there seems to be no rule to govern this phenomenon. Be 

that as it may, the question regarding proper names is quite interesting. 

\1/hy do we get the ejective plosive in [nt 7ombi] as against the affricate in 

[mant<I>ombi]? Is it ma- prefix which ca.uses the difference? It does not seem 

so. 

In my discussion with }.!iss Mamba ( currently head of the African Languages 

Department at the University of Swaziland) it transpired that naming in 

Swati culture is poetry, and in poetry they Zunda - so she maintained. To 

support this assertion she cited her own first name which is Ntombi and not 

Ntfombi. Ntombi is also the name of the queen-mother, nee Tfwala, mother 

of the reigning Swati monarch, Ma.khosejJve. Her husband, the late king, also 

had a Zunda name: Sobhuza.. But then why did they give their son a Tekela 

name: Ma.khose.!,_ive instead of Makhosezizwe? \1/hy did King Subhuza give 

his daughter who married the reigning Zulu monarch a. Tekela name, princess 

Mantfombi? A rule which governs this phenomenon has not crystalised. 

What is more, in modern Swati poetry we only find Tekela.. 

Finally, let us comment on examples in (d). The /nt 7 / we find here is not 

derived from /N/ + *T as we pointed out above (see par. 3.4.1). This /nt 7 / 

is an equivalent of the Zunda _ _/nz/. Sometimes the Swati retain the Zunda 

/nz/ as in [irJk 7un':iJ. 
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4.2.3.2.3 *K in Nasal Compounds 

Let. us consider the following examples: 

(a) fokii.wu (monkey) 

fokcmba (sword) 

fokfoga (problem) 

ktinkcnketa (throb) 

fnkiinzi (bull) 

(b) fokhangala (highveld) 

fokhokhclo (salary) 

fnkhii.bi (ox) 

fokhomo' (cow) 

inkhosa'.na (heir) 

(c) kunkcnketa (throb) 

umnkenkc' ( crack in sole of foot) 

The same set-up found in par. 3.4.4.2. l and 3.4.2.2 above is found here as 

well. Here too, we note a low incidence of /n+k/ in c2 position. Even where 

it occurs (see (c) above), this can be ascribed to assimilation. Again we 

notice the occurrence of the ejective /nk 1 / alongside the plosive /nkh/. 

Again we fail to establish a rule which underlies this phenomenon. 

In my discussion with Dr J.S.M. Matsebula, a prominent Swati historian, it 

transpired that a large majority of ceremonial songs are in Zunda. He 

ascribes this to LaZidze's influence. She was a daughter of the Ndwandwe 

king, Zwide and she married the Swati king, Sobhuza I. She was a born 

virtuoso and she taught the Swati many ceremonial songs - especially 

focwala songs, which were, as would be expected, in Zunda. 

This gives some weight to the argument that the ejective /mp 1 / and /nk 1 / 

are due to the Zunda influence. In actual fact all loans from English and 

Afrikaans which have been placed in class 9 are invariably ejective, e.g. 

[ump 1ompi 1] (pump); [ink 1omiJi] (cup); and [int1 J};lh11J1tf?i] (waist-coat). 

lt must be pointed out that the nasal compounds are found not only in nouns 

but in other word categories as well, especially qualificatives, e.g. 

[Ietintsatfu]; [leJ!khulu]; [letimphung&]-.. 
Regarding Swati nasal compounds in general, the conclusion one draws is 

that the situation is not at all_ stable. However, if you consider the picture I 

have just painted, to be somewhat muddled, you must bear in mind that this 
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is by no means peculiar to Swati, as we will soon sec when Lala, Phuthi or 
Sumaycla Ndebcle is discussed below. 

4.2.3.2.3 Bhaca: *P *T *K in Nasal Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 
(a) fnkomo(cow) 

fnkosi (king) 

unonkala (crab) 

(c) ama.nti (water) 

-<)nta'. (do) 

umlente (leg) 

(b) umuntfu (person) 

iintfuli (dust) 

ftintsf (sticks) 

( d) ( mpatfo (treatment) 

fimpawu (signs) 

iimpondvo (horns) 

Here we note that /n+p/ > /mp1 / (see examples in (d)); /n+t/ > /ntsh/ or 

/ntil>/ (see examples in (b)); and /n+k/ > /uk 1 / (see examples in (a)). The 

position in which they occur is c1. As was the case with Swati we note here 

as well that there is a low incidence of nasal compounds in the c2 position. 

Examples in (c) must not be mistaken for reflexes of (n+*T). The /nt/ in 

these examples is the counterpart of the Zunda /ndz/ e.g. umlenze > 
il.i:nlente (leg). 

In Bhaca we notice a remarkable stability regarding prenasalisation. Here 

(n+*T) remains /ntsh/ or /ntif> / and both *P and *K become ejective in 
nasal compounds probably due to Zunda influence. 

4.2.3.2.4 Lala *P *T *K in Nasal Compounds 

(a) upha.ko (ZUNDA) umpha.ko (provision) 

utsaka.tsi (ZUNDA) umthakathi (wizard) 

lilchono' (ZUNDA) timk:honto (spear) 

(b) imhisi (ZUNDA) (mp.isi (hyena) 
,I 

frnha.hla (ZUNDA) 1mpahla (property) 

frnhurnhutshe (ZUNDA) [mpumpiftshe (blind man) 

(c) fnha.ba (ZUNDA) fntaba (mountain) 

fnhombi (ZUNDA) fntomb[ (girl) 
. I 

umunhu (_ZUNDA) umuntu (person) 
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(ZUNDA) 
(ZUNDA) 

(ZUNDA) 

fokosi (king) 

fnkabi (ox) 

111komo (cow) 

Zunda equivalents for th<' Lala words have been provided for better 

perspective. Otherwise it would have been difficult to show that the Lala 

words are actually caused by prenasalisation since in most cases either the 

nasal (see (a)), or the voiceless plosive (see (b) and (c)); or both (see (d)) 

get deleted. 

In reviewing the above examples one is st.ruck by quite an amount of 

stability which has settled in the Lala nasal compounds. It can be argued 

that prenasalisation in this context is rule governed. With regard to 

examples in (a) the rule is that where /m/ of the basic prefix becomes 

syllabic, it gets deleted before a voiceless plosive i.e. um + phatshi > 
uphatshi. There are a few exceptions however especially where deverbatives 

are concerned. Thus in certain regions people use such forms as: umphek.i 

(cook); alongside upheki, et cetera. 

Turning now to the examples in (b) and ( c) we note that in proper nasal 

compounds of class 9 /n+p/t/ results in the deletion of the voiceless plosive 

and only the nasal remains e.g. inhombatane < intombazane. The picture 

changes somewhat more radically if the voiceless plosive is *K. Here not only 

*K is deleted, but also the nasal and these are then replaced by a glide. The 

glide is usually -y- e.g. 1yos1 but it can also be -w- or even -hh- e.g. 

fwomo; fwudf; ihhomo; Ihhosi' respectively. These forms are very much 

reminiscent of the influence that Thonga/Tsonga exercised on Lala. In 

Tsonga too the Zunda lexemes: (nkomo and fnkosi are respectively: homtl 
and h6sf. 

It appears here as well that ordinary nasal compounds in c2 position have a 

low incidence. Even where.they appear this may be ascribed to assimilation 

e.g. irnhurnhutshe < impumputhe; or to reduplication of the stem e.g. 

iyala.ya.la. < inkala.nkala ( crab )__which is the reflex of PB *-kada._ 
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Perhaps owing to the Thonga influence, Lala has undergone changes which 

are very much different from those undergone by Swati and Bbaca. 

4.2.:{.2.5 Nhlangwini: *P *T *K Nasal Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 

( a) i'nkabi (ox) 

fnkosi (king) 

( c) am'anti' (water) 

-enta (do) 

mnlente (leg) 

I I 
(b) urnuntu (person) 

fntombatane (girl) 

ftlmpawu (signs) 

f.qfmpunga ( a grey-head) 

{mpatho (treatment) 

Prenasalisation of the primary voiceless plosives has been completely 

stabilised in Nhlangwini. The relevant rule is that primary plosives become 

ejective in nasal compounds, i.e. *K > /ak? /; *T > /ntr1 / or /nr? /; and *P 

> /mp 1 /. To a large extent this is very similar to prenasalisation in Bhaca 

and it evinces a very strong Zunda influence. 

4.2.3.2.6 Phuthi: *P *T *K Nasal Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 

( a) [n + p > ph] (b) [n + t > tsh/t<l>] 

ftfoga (stick) 

1tshabho ( string) 

mtitfu (person) 

ftfobh\girl) 

tiphiri (hyenas) 

ipha.ka (wild-cat) 

iphlllilulo (nose) 

iphiithi ( duiker) 

(c) [n + k > j/x] 

[yomo(cow) 

fyabi (ox) 

tihriini (fire-wood) 

ihriibru (fowl) 

It is quite evident from the aforegoing examples that there is a lot in 

common between the sound-shifts undergone by Lala and Phuthi as a result 

of prenasalisation. In the first place we note that where /n/ is followed by 

the velar plosive *K, not only is the nasal deleted, but the plosive as well -

which is exactly what happens in Lala. Further, these soui1ds are then 
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replaced by a glide /j/ just as in Lala. Thus the Zunda inkorno > (PHU) 

iyomo. 

Secondly, just as was shown in 3.1..1.4(a) that where a nasal is juxtaposed to 

a voiceless plosive such nasal is then deleted, the same applies to Plrnthi. The 

only difference is that in Phnthi this occurs with nasal compounds, not nasal 

juxtapositions of class 1 and 3 since in Phuthi we do not get syllabic nasals in 

these classes. Thus the Zunda irnpu'mulo > (PHU) iphJmulo. There is a 

marked difference between Lala and Phuthi however when it comes to [n+t]. 

In Lala the nasal is retained and the plosive deleted but in Phuthi the nasal 

is deleted and the plosive changes to an affricate: /tsh/ or /tiJ> /. Thus Zunda 

intomb1 > (LA) foomb( > (PHU)1tfobh( (girl). 

4.2.3.2.7 SU.NDE: *P *T *K Nasal Compounds 

Consider the following examples: 

/mp/ /nt/ 

(a) *mp/ mph/mb 

mphendulo (reply) 

tfml:iondo (horns) 

mplllni (handle) 

(b) nt > nt/nth/nr/ntr/ 

ntho ( thing) 

(c) *nk > nkl 

nklomo (cow) 

nklo (vessel) 

nklunti (bull) 

nklabi (ox) 

ntraba (mountain) 

nraba (mountain) 

nteko (marriage) 

The first thing which is striking about (a) is that in Surnayela Ndebele 

/m+p/ compounds are very rare. \Ve observe as well that where they occur 

the nasal may simply be juxtaposed to the aspirated /ph/ without affecting 

its features except imparting to it the quality of voice e.g. -phend~la > 
mphendulo. At times however, the aspiration is completely nullified and the 

voiceless bilabial becomes· fully voiced e.g. tfmoondo (horns) < uph6ndo 

(horn). There is no hard and fast rule why "horns" could not be 

"tfmpliondo". 
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Regarding (b) examples, we note a .variety of derivations. The conclusion is 

that. there is still a lot of irn,1.ability and flexibility in the dcvclo'pmcnt of 

these derivations. One informant. prononnccs "locust" as "nrcthc" another 

one as "ntrethe". One pronounces "thing" as "nth<>" or "ntr6" or "nro". 

Again there docs not appc,u to be hard and fast. rules governing this process. 

The rule governing the derivations from /n+k/ seems to have crystalised, 

however, and this is invariably /n+k > nkl/. The case of -khulu (big) is 

quite interesting however, since /kl/ is not influenced by a preceding nasal. 

Normally PB *K > (SU.NDE) kh (see par. 4.2.1.3). -khulu is consequently 

an exception to this rule. Also worth noting is that in Sumayela Ndebele /kl/ 

persists even when the nasal has been dropped, e.g. nklabi ( ox) > ti'klabi 

(oxen). 

4.2.3.2.8 Conclusion re: Tekela Nasal Compounds 

At the beginning of this section I cited Meinhof's observations regarding the 

influence of prenasalisation in Bantu languages. Almost everything he points 

out has been observed also in the aforegoing discussion. 

It was observed that in Bhaca am! Nhlangwini prenasalisation has become 

stabilised and the derivations reflect a strong Zunda influence. Lala and 

Phuthi have developed along somewhat similar lines. In Sumayela Ndebele 

and Swati the instability which prevails makes it difficult to lay down hard 

and fast rules to govern prenasalisation. It will be interesting to see how 

prenasalisation, involving voiced plosives, has developed in Tekela. 

4.2.4 Proto-Bantu Voiced Plosives: *Ca *Ce *Ci *C
0 

*Cu 
4.2.4.1 General 

It must be pointed out immediately that Guthrie's primary voiced plosives: 

*B *D *G are equivalents of Meinhof's Ur-Bantu primary voiced fricatives 

v, 1, y respectively. The question then arises as to how did two eminent 

scholars arrive at different .postulations in this regard. Perhaps the answer is 

to be sought in the fact that although both pursued similar methods, Meinhof 

handled comparatively fewer _languages than Guthrie, with th_e result that 

even when he asserts that, "that these sounds existed in Ur-Bantu has been 
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disrnvered by the sa111c' n1t'tl1ods of rnn1pariso11 and dc•duct io11 ... " (J\ki11hof, 

HJ:l:!:31 ): what was probably th<· rnajorit~- of i11ridc1H·,· in his Sillllpk of 

languag<•:; was not 11<•<·<•s:;arily the cast· regarding th<' Bani u languag<· family 

as a whole. It apJll'ars Oil th<' otl1('r l1;11Hl, that (;uthri,· fou11d in vi<'w of th(' 

data available to him that the voiced plosivl's wn<' prolialily the more 

migi11;il :sounds ((;uthri!', 1%7:(;:_>). !11 foci J\lci1il1of h,1cl ;,ln·;1d_1· ('OJ1e<·dr·d ;1.s 

much when h<' st.a1<:'d: 

Then· an' various 1-cilsrn1:; for h1•li<'1·inp, that l'\'('11 origi11ally 
thcs<· :;ou1Hb had in 111<·111 a tC'rtai11 tr1Hlcncy to lH•rn111c plo:;i1·c 

(McinhoL 19:l2::lJ ). 

Thus it is common knowledge that M<'inhof's and Cuthric's 

source--conso11an1s y, I, v and *C ;*D "B, rcspcctivC'ly have generated exactly 

idrntical reflexes. Although in this sect.ion Guthri<''s voiced plosivcs arc 

adop1cd, usr will also br made of J\Icinl1of's rcflcxc:a. 

4.2.4.2 Proto--Bantu *B 

*B > (SWA) /6/ 
e.g. CB 3 *-bah- > -ba'ba ( br bitter) 

73 *-b&<d~ > lihclc (sorghum) 

97 *-hf > -bf (bad) 

171 *-bop-- > -bdpha (bind/tie) 

199 *-bumb/ > 
I 

-bumba (mould) 

> (BIIA) /5 
e.g. CB 19 *bad~ > umblla (colour) 

113 *-b'ldf > -bin{ (1 wo) 

164 *--hon- > -b6na (sec) 

184 *-b1(d- > -bulala (kill) 

> (LA) /5/ 
e.g. CB 76 *-bcdik-- > -bcl~ka ( carry on back) 

113 *-b~df > -bilf (two) 

·*-bod-
I 

155 > -bola (rot) 

> (NllLA) /5/ 
('.g, CB 95 * -I: / / JCCt- > -bctha (strike) 

*-bid--
I 

l 04 > -bila (boil) 

*-bangud-
/ ' 

62 > -bangula (pnck out) 
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*B > (PHU) /6/ 
e.g. CB 164 *-oor,- > -bona ( S('(') 

121 
;: 

*-b1k- > -lifka (report) 

88 * b(<k - x. - > 
/ -bcka (pul dmrn) 

> (Sli.NDE) /~/ 
e.g. CB 3 *-bah- > -baha (lw bil1cr) 

213 *-blly- > -b11ya ( come back) 

Discussion 

Almost all the Tekela dialects have undergone the same sound change /5/ < 

*B. This is the casr irrespective of whether the following vowel is a, e, i, o or 

u. The only slight difference in Surnayela Ndebele where the reflex of *B > 
/~fis i.e. a voiced bilabial fricative. 

4.2.4.3 Proto-Bantu *D 
*D > (S\VA) /1/ 

e.g. CB 454 *--0a:icl-
/ 

> -!ala (sleep) 

*--0eet 
, . 

> -lctsha (bnng) 

561 *--0~d- > -lila (cry) 

652 *-dom'o > umlomo (mouth) 

*--0udik 
/ 

6866 > -luleka (counsel) 

> (BHA) /1/ 

e.g. CB 480 *-{la.mud > ' -lamula (settle dispute) 

*--0andu 
, I 

495 > umlandu (case) 

*--0amu > umlamu (brother-in-law) 

> (LA) /1/ 
' / 

e.g. CBps 151 *-{land- > -landza (relate) 

534 *--0cmad- > -limala (get hurt) 

566a *--0ibad- > -lib,la (forget) 

> (NHLA) /1/ 
'. ,, 

e.g. CB 493a *--0andud > -landcla (follow) 

519 *-{led~ > -<sf1evu (beard) 
' ' -umlilo (fire) 565 *-{lido > 
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*D > (PHU) /1/ 
' . I 

e.g. CB 493a *-dandud- > -ladzela (follow) 

644 *-<13g- > -loya" (bewitch) 

ps 151 *-<!'and- > -ladzi (relate) 

> (SU.NDE) /1/ 

*-dod > -lola (whet) 

565 *-<Udd > 
' . , 

muhlo > mullo (fire) 

*-d'amb 
I 

482 > -lamba (be starved) 

Discussion 
Again there is very little to discuss except to point out once again that all 

the dialects have undergone exactly the same sound-shifting . 

. 4.2.4.4 Proto-Bantu *G 

*G > (SWA) /g/; /0/ 
e.g. CB 754 *-g'ab-

835 *-g&b-

> (BHA) /g/; /0/ 
e.g. CB 766 

> (LA) /g/; /0/ 
e.g. CB 766 *-g'a.di' 

754 *-g'll.b 

> (NHLA) /g/; /0/ 
e.g. CB835 * "b -goo 

*-gend 

> (PHU) /g/; /0/ 
835 *-g'oob 

754 *-gab 

> (SU.NDE) /g/; /y / or /w / 
e.g. CB 835 *-goob/ 

' ~ 805 . *-gem 

Discussion 

, 
> -aba (apportion) 

I 
> -goba (bend) 

_, I ) > 1gat1 (blood 

> -aMla ( apportion to) 

., ,I 
> ligat1 

I • > -aha ( apport10n) 

,, 
> -goba (bend) 

> -enda (marry) 

I 

> -goba (bend) 
I 

> -aha (divide/apportion) 

, 
> -goba (bend) 

> -muyeni (stranger/visitor) 

In Tekela, as is the case with most Bantu languages, a vowel brings about 
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major sound-;;hifts to the preceding *G. This explains why we have very few 

examples where *G remains unchanged or is deleted. The radical 

sound-;;hifts will be considered in the next section of this discussion. 

4.2.5 Proto-Bantu Voiced Plosivcs *Ci; 

4.2.5.1 Proto-Bantu *B 

(a) *BI; *BU > (SWA) /vi/; /vu 

e.g. *-bjda 

231 *-bijn 

(b) *BIA; *BIA > (SWA) /tJ 7a/; 

e.g. CB 99 *-biad 

136 *-b(ad 

(c) *BUA > (SWA) /tJ?wa) 

e.g. *-cebua 

(a) *BI· *BU 
' > (BHA) /vi/; /vu/ 

*Cu 

> Ifvila (sluggish) 
/ 

> -vuna (harvest) 

**/za/ > /t 7a/ , 
> -tjala (plant) 

> -ta.la (bear) 

, 
> -hletjwa (be slandered) 

e.g. CB 146 *-b(mbo- > ilinvirnbo (weal) 

*-bvt > -butsha (burn) 

(b) *BIA; *BIA > (BHA) /tJ 7a/; **/za/ > /t 7a/ 
*-b(ad 

, 
e.g. CB 99 > -tjala (plant) 

*-bfad 
, 

136 > -tala (bear) 

(c) *BUA > (BHA) /tJ?wa/ 
. / 

e.g. -cabua > -hlatjwa (be stabbed) 

(a) *BI· *BU 
' > (LA) /vi/; /vu/ 
e.g. *-bjda > b~vila (laziness) 

/ 
1ruvi:na (harvesting) *-bvna > 

(b) *BIA; *BIA > (LA) /tJ?a/; **/za/ > /t 7a/ 

*-bfli<! 
, 

e.g. CB 99 > -tjala (plant) 

136 *-b{iW > 
/ 

-ta.la (bear) 

(c) *BUA > (LA) /bwa/ 

*-cabua 
I 

e.g. > -hlabwa (be stabbed) 

(a) *BI· *BU > 
' 

(NHLA) /vi/; /vu/ 
e.g. CB 146 *-bfmbd > ifuivimbo (weal) 

231 *-bun > -vifna (harvest) 

- ' . 
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(b) *BIA· *BIA , > (NJJLA) /tJ'a/; *' /za/ > /t ?a/ 

CB 99 
, /. 

e.g. *--biad > --tj~la (plant) 

l 3G *--b(ad 
/ 

> ---tala (l)('ar) 

( { ) 'BUA > (NIILA) /tJ1wa/ 
*-«:bua > ---hlc'tjwa (be sla.iH.lcrc<l) 

(a) *BJ· *BU > , (PHU) /vi/; /vu/ 
*--b1da > l1vila (sluggard) 

231 *-bun > 
/ --vuna (reap) 

(b) *BIA- *BIA , > (PHU) /tJ?a/; ** //za/ > /t 1a/ 
e.g. CB 99 * b/ 1l -- I a< > --tjala (plant) 

136 *--b( .id > --tala (bear) 

(c) *BUA > (PHU) /jwa/ 
*--cabua > ---hlajwa(be stabbed) 

(a) *BI; *BU > (SU.NDE) /vi/; /vu/ 

(b) 

(c) 

e.g. 

231 

*--bida 

*--b~n 

*BIA; *BIA > (SU.NDE) /tJ1 a/; 

e.g. CB 99 *--b{ad 

136 *--b(M 
*BUA > (SU.NDE) /ywa/ 

e.g. *--cabua 

Discussion 

> lfvila (sluggard) 

> --vuna (harvest) 

**/za/ > /t?a/ 

> ---tj.ila (plant) 

> --tala (bear) 

/ 
> ---hlaywa (be stabbed) 

It is quite interesting to observe that in almost all the Tekela dialects the *B 
undergoes the same changes before high or super-high vowels. There are a 

few exceptions, however. In the first place it must be noted that the change 

of *BIA > **za > /t 1a/ is not very regular in all the dialects. For instance 

*--biada > **umzala does not change to (SW A) *umtala; but rather umzala. 

Secondly, it must be pointed out that in Lala bilabials do not become 

palatals when followed by /--ua/-- as in the passive. Here *--cabua remains 

---hlabwa. More about this un<;ler palatalisation. 
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Furthermore, in a few instances, the expected /vi/ < *Bl docs not occur in 

Tekcla, e.g. *-bjn > (SWA) --t1foa (dance). Finally the /tJ7 /maybe derived 

not only from *-bua but also from *-bue e.g. *-hue > (NHLA) ilftje 

(stone). 

4.2.5.2 Proto-Bantu *D 

(a) *di; *dv > •*zi > (SWA) /t 7i/; /vu/ 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

e.g. CB 622 *-<If mb~ > **umzimba > (SW A) 

umt'i'mba (body) 

739 *-<lum- > (SWA)-vuma'(consent) 

*dia; *dia > (S\VA) /ba/; ** /za/ 

e.g. *-<lia 

*-kumbudja 

> (SWA) /t 7a/ 

> kGdla'. (food) 

> -khumbtita (remind) 

*di; *dv > **zi > (BHA) /t 7i/; /vu/ 

e.g. CB 766 *-gad( > 1gat{ (blood) 

519 *-<ledv > s~evu (beard) 

*dia; *dia > (BHA) /ba/; ** /za/ > (BHA) /t1a/ 

e.g. *-<lia 

*-kumbudja 

I I 
> ukudla (food) 

> -khumbtita (remind) 

*dj; *dv > **zi > (LA) /t 1i/; /vu/ 

e.g. CB 766 *-gad( > ligatf (blood) 

519 *-<1ec1v ' > silevu (beard) 

*dia; *di a > (LA) /ba/ or /¥a/; ** /za/ > (LA) /t1a/ 

> kugra (food) e.g. *-<lia 

*-kumbudja > -khumb~ta (remind) 

*dj; *dv > **zi > (NHLA) /t 7i/; /vu/ 

CB 622 ,. ' e.g. *-<l1mba > umtlmba (body) 

*-<lvm--
I 

739. > -vuma (content) 

*dia; *di a > (NHLA) /'tja/; **/za/ > /t 1a/ 
e.g. *-<lia > 

, / 
ukudla (food) 

*-kurnbudja 
I . 

> -khumbuta (remind) 

_.,, 
. 
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(a) *di; *dv > **zi > (PHU). /t ?i/; /vu/ 
e.g. CB 617 *-{]fm > -tfma (extillguish fire) 

739 
\ 

-vuma (consent) *-{]um- > 
(b) *dia; dja > (PHU) /dba/; **/za/ > /t?a/ 

e.g. *-{]ia > kudla' (food) 

*-kumbudja > -khublnfta (remind) 

(a) *di; *d\1 > **zi > (SU.NDE) /t?i/; /vu/ 

e.g. CB 622 *-dfmba > umtjmba 

*-{]vn > -vuna (harvest) 

(b) *dia; *dja > (SU.NDE) /dba/; **/za/ > /t?a/ 

e.g. *--dia > kudla (food) 

*-kumbidja > -khumb~ta (remind) 

Discussion 

From the above examples it has once again transpired that the *D undergoes 

similar changes in all the Tekela dialects before high and super-high vowels. 

The case of -tfrna (extinguish) in Phuthi is quite an interesting one. It is 

shared by Tsonga and Sotho (from whom the Phuthi probably borrowed it). 

In Zunda and other Tekela dialects its counterpart is -c(ma [/ima]. This goes 

to show that the borrowings from the Khoisan were not always whole 

lexemes, but phonemes as well be~ause here the /t? / has been replaced by 

I I/. 

Another difference which is worth noting is the /y/ of Lala as against the /b/ 
in other dialects. This /y / is found only in the northern Lala dialects, 

especially around Kranskop. As pointed out in the previous chapter this 

community lived in isolation for quite some time, their area not penetrated 

by other Ngunis and this probably slowed down change. In the Southern 

dialects particularly the Cele of Ezingolweni occurrance of /b/ is quite 

common. The presence of /y/ strengthens Meinhof's argument (1932:17) also 

partly accepted by Guthrie (1967:62) that /y/; the primary voiced fricative 

was an original Bantu sound. 
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'1.2.5.:J Proto-Bantu *G 

(a) *GJ > *,,_zi > (SW A) /Pi/ 

r.g. *-gino > J[tinyo (tooth) 

' 11m11ti (\·illag<') ~JS '-g1 > 
(b) •uu > (S\\iA) /vu/ 

* g\md ' e.g. ('ll 111:; > ---vu nda ( I ,<·rn111,· ro1 I, ·11) 

*-g~HI > -vula (O]l<'ll) 

'GI; ; (: l! > (llllA) /t ?i/; /vn/ 
*-t';)d ' (1 fl CB :l:tz > tila (abstain) ·10-

~h!~y *-gvln{ > imvuln/ (hippopotamus) 

*GL GU > *,.=zi > (LA) /t.?i I; /vu/? 

('.g. *-gin<> > Jhtnyo (tooth) 

*-gvda > mvllla (ra.in) 

*Gl; GU > **zi > (Nl!LA) 

CB 822 " e.g. *-g1d > -tila (abstain) 

[)J:3 *-gvnd > -vunda (become rotten) 

*GI; GU > **zi > (PHU) 

e.g. CB S22 *-g1d > -ti la (abstain) 

*-gvd > -vula (open) 

*Gl; *GU > **zi > (SU.NDE) 

e.g. *-gjno > litinyo (tooth) 

*--g\ld > -vula (open) 

Discussion 

At the end of the discussion on voiced PB plosives it becomes necessary, once 

again to draw a few common deductions. In the first place, it is noted that 

the reflexes /vu/ and /t 1i/ nullify the distinction between *BU; *DU; *GU 

and *DI; *GI respectively. This will be illustrated further in the tables 

below. Secondly, the assumption is still maintained that the Tekela /t 1 i/ is 

derived from PB *DI/GI via the Proto-Nguni ** /zi/. Now let us consider 

these plosives in nasal compounds. 

4.2.6 Primary Voiced Plosivcs: *C preceded by homorganic Nasal 

4.2.6. I General 

Once again the observations made by Mcinhof and quoted at length in par. 

3.4 .4. l above still apply. Furthermore, nasal compounds will be considered in 

.· 
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all positions, i.e. c1 or c2. Emphasis will be laid on nouns (of class 1, 3, and 

9) but it must be borne in mind that prcnasalisation occnrs in qualificativcs 

as well. 

4.2.6.2 *B *D *G in Na.~al Compounds 

Let us consider the following examples: 

(a) /N/+*B > (SWA) /rnb/; /N/+*D > (SWA) /ndz/; /nd~/ 

(b) 

(c) 

e.g. -bamba (catch) e.g. (ndzaba (affair) 

1mbcw11 (seed) (ndvodza (man) 

fnslmba (gen et) -cnd7.a (marry) 

/N/+*G > (SWA) /IJg/ 
I I 

e.g. mgat1 (blood) 

(ngabfsa (gir 1) 
-ng1foa (enter) 

/N/+*B > (BHA) /mb/; 

e.g. fntfombf (girl) 

fnsimbi (iron) 

/N/+*G > /IJg/ 

/N/+*D > (BHA) /ndz/; /nd~/ 

e.g. umc'ndvo (marriage) 

fmpandze (root) 

/ 
mgalo (arm) e.g. 

fngane (child) 

/N/+*B > (LA) /mb/; 

e.g. utimba (body) 

sfkhambi (traveller) 

-lamba (starve) 

/N/+*D > (LA) /ndz/ 

e.g. indzodza (man) 

tfndZllku (sticks) 

-ondza (be lean) 

/N/+*G > /ng/; IIJI 
e.g. Ifsango (gate) 

t(ngubo (blankets) 

unyllngo (doorway) 

(d) /N/+*B > (NHLA)/mb/; /N/+*D > NHLA) /nd/ 
e.g. likhamba (clay-pot) 

imbazo (axe) 

imbilti (goat) 

e.g. indaba (affair) 

fndoda (man) 

(ntando (will) 



(e) 

(f) 
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/N/+*G > /ag/ 
e.g. ngctjlulya.' (across) 

iiigubo (blanket) 

ingonyltma (lion) 

/N/+*B > (PHU) /b/; 

e.g. {bhita' (clay-pot) 

ibhcwu (seeds) 

fbhiba (rat) 

/N/ +*D > (PHU) /dz/ 
I 

e.g. ----ooza (become lean) 

/N/+*G > (PHU) /g/ 
e.g. ---tscga (buy) 

{dza.wo (place) 

{dzaba (affair) 

fgwena (crocodile) 

b6tfSgo (sleep) 

/N/+*B>(SU.NDE) /mb/;/mb/; 

e.g. nsf~bi (iron) 

muthtmba (girl) 

mb(dzo (gathering) 

/N/+*D>(SU.NDE) /nd/ 

e.g. ndiina (headman) 

-thinda (love) 

t{ ndaba (affairs) 

/N/+*G > lo/; /ng/; /g/ 
e.g. tingul.ube (pigs) 

llanga (sun) 

-g<ma (enter) 

-gapha'ndle (outside) 

Discussion 

On scanning the aforegoing examples one is immediately struck by the 

diversified channels along which prenasalisation has developed in Tekela, as 

well as the fact that in a few dialects the process has not yet been stabilised. 

As usual let us consider each dialect in turn starting with the Swati. 

In Swati prenasalisation has become stabilised and can be said to be 

rule-governed. Starting with /N/+*B it must be pointed out that the 

implosive /B/ becomes a fully breathy-voiced explosive /b/ in nasal 

compounds, e.g. [imbaz,] .(axe) < [-Bat?a] (carve). (N.B. fmbazo is not as 

commonly used as fwmbe in Swati.) This /mb/ occurs in all positions 

(stem-initia]]y and otherwise) e.g. (ntfomb1 or {mbita:' (girl or pot, 

respectively). 

Breathiness persists again when *D is prenasalised. Here /N / +*D becomes 
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/ndz/ and changes to /n<J~/ before o, u and w. This happens in all positions 

including c1 and c2. A marked difference is noticed with *G · in nasal 

compounds. Here /ug/ occurs stem-initially only e.g. [-ngcna] (enter); but 

not in c2 positions. Here only the nasal [u] occurs, e.g. [But<I>:iu:i] (sleep). 

There is a very close resemblance between Swati and Bhaca as far as 

prenasalisation is concerned. Perhaps the only difference is that in Bhaca 

/ug/ is not restricted to the c1 position only. In the c2 position [ug] 

alternates with [u]. This however involves also strengthening and will be 

discussed further in the next chapter. 

To a large extent Nhlangwini and Lala follow Bhaca with regard to 

prenasalisation. The only difference is that in Lala labialisation of /ndz/ does 

not occur; and in Nhlangwini /N/+*0 > /nd/ and not an affricate /ndz/. 

Phuthi differs markedly from the other sister dialects in that /N / is 

eliminated before plosives, as is evident from the given examples. The 

question of whether the preceding vowel is nasalised will be considered in the 

next chapter. 

In Sumayela Ndebele, prenasalisation has not yet become stabilised. 

Commencing with /N/+*B we note that the / breathy-voiced /mb/ is more 

of a nasal juxtaposition than nasal compound. The case of /N / + *G is even 

more interesting however. Superficially /ug/ seems to be the logical 

derivation. However, this process is true only where fully-fledged words are 

concerned. Where /ng/ functions as a formative only, the picture changes 

and /N / is eliminated just as in Phuthi cf. the copulative formative: the 

(Zunda) ngubaba' > (SU.NOE) gubhabha (it is my father) the potential 

formative: (Zunda) singavala > (SU.NOE) siga'vala (we can close); and the 

negative formative: (Zunda) sibc s{ngah:l:rnbi > (SU.NOE) sibc s(ga.kh'irnbi 

(we were not going); et cetera. Finally with regard to /nd/ we observe that 

the tendency to render this.phoneme as a retroflexive /ndr/ is not as strong 

as in the case of the voiceless /nt? /. There were certain informants however 

who preferred fodra.ba. to (nda.l}a (affair). 
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TABLE 12: *B *D *G Before Super,-high Vowels 

*BI > (Tekela) vi e.g. *-bjda > buvila (laziness) 
*DI > (Tekela) ti e.g. *-djmba > urnCimba (body) 
*GI > (Tekela) ti e.g. *~jna > lftfnyo (tooth) 
*BIA > (Tekela) tja e.g. *-biad > -tjala (plant) 
*BIA > (Tekela) ta e.g. *-bjad > -tala (bear) 
*DIA > (Tekela) ta e.g. *--khumbud i a > --khumbuta 

(remind) 
*DIA > (Tekela) *-dia 

A / 
dla e.g. > kudla (food) 

*BU > (Tekela) *-b,,m 
I I 

vu e.g. > kuvuna ( to harvest) 
*DU > (Tekela) vu e.g. *-dvm > kuvuma (to consent) 
*GU > (Tekela) *--gvd 

I 
vu e.g. > kiivula ( to open) 

*BUA > (Tekela) tjwa e.g. *-cebua > hl{tjwa (be slandered) 

TABLE 13: *B Before Super-high Vowels 

*b ba-u bj bia/bja bv bua 
SWA [B] [yiJ [tJ?al[t?a] [ f.l[] [tJ?wa] 
BHA [BJ [~U [tJ?al[t?aJ [Y.l!,J . [tJ?waJ 
LA [b] [yi.) [tJ?aJ [t ?a] [~v,J [tJ?waJ 
NHLA [BJ [yiJ [tJ?al[t?a] b:u,J [tJ?waJ 
PHU [BJ [~]) [tJ?al[t?aJ [x~l [d3wa) 
SU.NDE [~) [y!] [tJ?al[t?aJ h;vJ [jwa] 

TABLE 14: *D Before Super-high Vowels 

*D da-u dj dja/dia dv dva 
SV.1 A [I) [ t ?j) [t?al[IJa] [xi]] 
BHA [!] [ t ?j) [t ?al[IJa] [yu,J 
LA [I] [t ?i] [t?al[IJal[ya) [yu,J 
NHLA [I) [t ?iJ [t?a][IJaJ h:vl 
PHU [I) [t?iJ [t ?a)[IJaJ [Y,1,!) 
SU.NDE [I] [t ?j) -- [t?a)[IJa) _[nil -



TABLE 15: 

*G 

SWA 

BHA 

LA 

NHLA 

PHU 

SU.NDE 
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*G Before Super-high Vowels 
ga-e gj 
[0][g] [t ?i] ,, 
[0][g] [t ?i] 

[0][g] [t?i] 
C 

[0][~] [t?i] 
[0][g] [t ?i] 

[~[;] [t?i] 

gj a/gia gv 

[\Tll] 
[vu] 

[ V.tl] 

l:rnl 
[yt1] 
[yu.] 

Let us consider, in the final analysis, the influence of nasal juxtaposition in 

the case of /m/+*B and /m/+*D. This phenomenon has marked influence 

only in Lala and to a lesser extent in Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele. The 

changes normally affect nouns of class 1 and 3 or their object concords, when 

the prefixal or concordial /rp/ has become syllabic owing to the deletion of 

the following /u/. In Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele this may be ascribed to 

assimilation e.g. *-BAD > mubfila > rnmala in both Sumayela Ndebele and 

Phuthi. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 

As pointed out above, in Lala, the position becomes more involved. For 

instance in class 3 nouns /m/ before /1/ ( <*D) is eliminated together with 

the /1/ and both are replaced with /m/ e.g. -*DOMO > (Zunda) ~omo > 

(LA) llll'mno (mouth); *-DIDO > (Zunda) urfililo > (LA) iirrno (fire); 

*-DAMU > (Zunda) urnlamu > (LA) tinamu (brother/sister-in-law). In the 

case of /rp/ +*B, /rp/ is deleted and *B > /'r)/ e.g. ubh~i < (Zunda) fimbhfili. 

Words like tinomo evince Tsonga influence (see par. 4.2.3.2.4 supra). 

4.2.6.3 *B *D *G in Ci; Cv Nasal Compounds 
It has been shown (supra) that the Tekela cognates of *BI; *BU are /vi/ 

/vu/; of *DI, *DU are /ti/, /vu/; of *DIA, *DIA are /ba/, /t?a/ and of *GI, 

*GU are /t ?i/, /vu/ respectively. The next question now is how do these 

derivations behave in nasal compounds. Let us consider the following 
examples: 

(a) *BIA BU> ** /za/ > (Tekela) /t 1a/; /vu/ 

e.g. CB 225 *-bvda > (Tekela) (rnviila (rain) 

136 *-biado > **rnzalo > (Tekela) fntilo (potency) 
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(b) *DJ > *'/xi/> (Tl·kda) /t'1ki/ 

e.g. ps I 73 •---0 i a > **arna.nzi > (Tekcla) cmantf (wa1('r) 

*DJA > /IJa/ 
e.g. *--iliad > ('I (•k<'ia) 111dlala (hllll/'/'J) 

(c) '(:]; (:11 > ,. /zi/ > ('l1•k1•l;1) /1 "i/ or /l,1/: /1'11/ 
e.g. CB 90R *-gvhu > (Tckcla) fmvnbl(hippopotamws) 

2-JG *--g11 > (Tck<'ia) timv11 (sl,crp) 

8J:3 l / 
2 

*--g1 da > (TC'kcla) fndlcla or (Pll\l) fndlila (p;,1 I,) 

Discussion 

Most Tekela dialects undergo the same changes in the prenasalisation of 

voiced plosives beforr super-high vowels. However, let us consider the 

differences. l n as far as /11Jt,v / is concern rd all the• Tekela dialects undergo the 

same sound-shift with the except.ion of Phu1 hi, where a nasal is elirninnt ecL 

e.g. fv8.la (rain); fvuh11 (hippo). The elimination of the nasal persists in all 

compounds so that: cmand > (PHU) cmati (water); fndlcbc > (PB U) 

(dlebc (ear). In Lala /nt 7 / is replaced with /d/ so that: (Zunda) enzii.nsi > 

(S\VA) 6'ntasi > (LA) cda.~i (below); crria.ntf > (LA) ma.ill (water). In th<' 

Northern dialects of Lala /~/ > I'd e.g. [sanc;J,IJ~] > [sa,Ni!J (hand). 
" ,, •! 

4.2. 7 Proto-Bantu Palatals: *Ca, *Cc, *Ci, *Co, *Cu 

4.2.7.1 Proto-Bantu *C 

(a)*C > (SWA) /i/ 
e.g.CB 263 *-,:akud 

I 
> -hlakula ( weed) ., I 

ps 80 *--ceb > -hlcba (slander) 

(b) *C > (BHA) /i/ 
* // 0 , 

e.g. CB 276 -caan > --hlanu (five) 

' I 

375 *-com- > --hloma (spoke in) 

(c) *C > (LA) /i/ or /x/ 
•~k-

/ I 

e.g. CB 312 > --hlcka or rhcka (laugh) 

345 * ✓ad '-Cl -
I I 

> --hlala or rhala (sit) 
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( d) *C > (NJILA) /➔ I 
* '' 

I 

e.g. CB 242 -<:aa.<:- · > --blah la ( chop up) 

ps ll 7 *-rod-- > -lilc>la (i11spt'cl) 
' ' > -hluh;( (skirr) 39f, *-nlllh -

(e) *C > (Pill!) /➔ I 
('.g. CB :JJ2 *-<\i--

I 
> -lrlcka (la11.~h) 

* ./ ' I . 

442 -cuggu > -buhlugu (par11) 

( f) *C > (SU.NDE) /➔ I 
e.g. CB 276 /lb *-caan > -hla"nu (fivl') 

345 * ✓aa -q - > -hl:ila (sit) 

Discussion 

There simply is nothing to discuss except to point out that all the Tekela 

dialects have undergone 1 Ire same /i / shift. Lala, especially in the Eranskop 

dialect, is the only cxcrp1 ion in that the rcfll'x of*(: is /x/ in this dialect. In 

the Southern Lala dialects tire /x/ is replaced by /i /. 

4.2. 7.2 Proto-Bantu * J 

(a) *J > **/z/ > (SWA) /l/ 

e.g. CB 918 *-jad'a 
/ 

> htala (ash-heap) 

958 *-jl1do 
I 

> 1tolo (~·cstNday) 

(b) *J>**/z/>(Bl!A)/t?/ 

e.g. CB 916 *-labuk > liti!buko {ford) 
* ·' d ,, k, 1 ( 1 ) 9.',9 -Ju u > etu u a >OW 

(c) *J>**/z/>(LA)/t7 / 

" ,, ✓ e.g. CB 959 *-Judu > -l1tul11 (weather) 

958 *-j~d'o > ftolo (yesterday) 

(d) *J > **/z/ > (NHLA) > /t 7 / 

e.g. CB 959 *-j'11dfi > e'tulu (above) 

936 *_:]! > um(iti (village) 

(e) *J>**/z/>(l'HU)/t7 / 
I 

e.g. CB 936 *-Ji > muti (village) 

959 *:__j~dt; > ctulu (above) 

(f) * J > ** /z/ > (SU.NDE) /t 7 / 
:-,. .. / / 

e.g. CB 959 *-judu > htulu (weather) 
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Discussion 

There is not much to discuss i11 thi,c scctio11 except to note that * J > /t? / i11 

all the Tckcla dialects. Swati is 011cc agai11 peculiar i11 accommodati11g the 

Zulu cognilte /z/ as wdl. C:011,id(•r (SW J\) lft11l11 (wrn111<'r); and (SW J\) 

lizulu (hca\'c11). The Zunda /z/ is also a rn1J1mo11 feature ill Nhlangwi1Ji 

phonrmirs. Tl1esc 0(T11rrr11n·s go to pro1·<' 11H' ,1,s111J1pl io11 that i11 

Proto-Nguni the reflex of • J is /z/ and the Tckrla cog11atc is derived from 

*' /z/. 

4.2.7.3 Proto-Bantu *Y 

(a) *Y>(SWA)0 

e.g. CB 1905 *-yak > -akha {build) 

2012 * / . -yim1t > -emftsha (get pregnant) 

(b) *Y > {BHA) 0 

* ad I 
e.g. CB 1890 -y > ala (spread out) 

1968 
/ 

*-ycm 
• I 

> -{1)ma (stand) 

( c) *Y > (*LA) ri 
/ 

> -otsha (bask) e.g. CB 2136 *-yot 

2161 *-yum > -oma (become dry/thirsty) 

(d) *Y > (NHLA) 0 

' I 

e.g. CB 1988 *-y1b > ~ba (steal) 

1955 *-ycd > ~la' (winnow) 

(e) *Y > (PHll) 0 

e.b. CB 1968 
., 

*-yem ' > ~ma (stand) 

2136 
., 

*-yot 
I 

> -otsha (bask) 

( f) *Y > (SU.NOE) /y / ., 
> -yakha (build) e.g. CB 1903 *-yak 

*-yeng 
I 

> -yenta (make) 

Discussion 

In all the Proto-Bantu palatals *C * J *Y the Tekela reflexes are almost the 

same. This should not be surprising however since these reflexes: /4 /; /t? / 

and 0 arc common not only to Tekela or Zunda Nguni but almost to all 

language groups in Zone S (or Southern Bantu) including Sotho and Tsonga. 
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It. must b(' pointed out that tlws<' l'ro1o-Ban111 palatals arc rn1111tcrpar1 s of 

Mcinhof's Ur-Bantu palatals: ls; Land¥ respertively. 

111 as far as •y is rnJH'<'rncd 011(' rnay sup('rfirially COJJrliHI<' tha1 S1111rnyd,1 

Ndebclc is peculiar in retaining t!Jis phoneme while it has bcco111e zero in 

01 her di a lcc1 s. 011 dos('r snu I iny OJ"' d isrnvcrs, how<•1·er. 1 ha 1 • Y has 1Jol 

been altogether eliminated. It. is latent, and occasionally surfaces e.g. when 

commands arc formed (cf. (SWA) Yenta (make); -yakha (h11ild) and 

-ycndza (marry a husband). Consider also such rencxrs as yihlo < *-yico 

(your father). Despite this however, we may justifiably state that there are 

no vowel-<'Ommcncing verb st.crns in Sumayrla Ndebele. Howrver, let us 111m 

to what happens to these Proto-Bantu palatals before super-high vowels. 

4.2.8 Proto-Bantu Palatals:< *Ci; *Cv 
4.2.8.1 Proto-Bantu *C 
(a) *Cj; *Cu> (SWA) /si/; /su/ 

e.g. *--cj ka > buti'ka (winter) 

431 *--cvd 
/ 

> --suta (break wind) 

{b) *Ci; *Cv > (BIIA) /si/; /su/ 

CB 356 
,, ' 

> fosimba (genet) e.g. *--ct mba 
; ' > iisuku (day) 437 *--cvku 

( c) *Ci; *Cv > (LA) /si/; /su/ 

CB 350 
., .. 

> --sill (grind) e.g. *--ct d 
438 /' *--cuku > busiiku (night) 

(d) *Cj; *Cv > (NHLA) /si/; /su/ 

CB 356 
I \ > insimba (genet) e.g. *--ctmba 

359 ">. ' *--ct gga > iisinga ( string) 

(e) *Cj; *Cv > (PHU) /si/; /su/ 

*--ctd-
, 

e.g. CB 350 > --sila (grind) 
/ ' > busiiku (night) 438 *--cvku 

(f) *Cj; *Cv > (SU.NDE) /si/; /su/ 

e.g. CB 359 * ' .... :-CJ gga > lfsinga ( string) 

438 I ' *--cvku > busi1ku (night) 

4.2.8.2 Proto-Bantu * J 

Guthrie (1971:129) lists very few derivations of *J before super-high vowels. 

-
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Of these fewer still have cognates in Tekela. Even those few have not 

undergone different shifts from * J before other vowels i.e. the Tekela reflex of 

*Ji, *Ju remains /t 1 / e.g. *-Ji> emanti just as *-Ji> emant,(water). 

4.2.8.2 Proto-Bantu *Y 

Again Guthrie (1972:142-143) lists very few reflexes of *Y before super-high 

vowels. Tekela cognates of such reflexes do not, in any case, differ from 

derivations of *Y before other vowels. For instance *-yim > ima' and *-yjm 

> ima' (stand). There are a few odd derivations, however, e.g. *-yjno > 
(LA) litinyo (tooth). 

That super-high vowels do not bring about any changes of the reflexes of * J 

and *Y should come as no surprise when it is considered that i and \I being 

close and super-high vowels approximate palatal phonemes and cannot 

therefore influence them any further. 

Likewise, prenasalisation does not bring about any radical sound-shifts. 

There are however a few derivations which are rather odd e.g. when * J > /tJ/ 
in Nguni. Compare *-jada > (SWA) (ndlala (famine); *-jogv > (SWA) 

1ndlovu (elephant). Fina.lly, we observe that *Y is not eliminated when it 

follows a nasal e.g. *-yedj > (SWA) foyeti (moonlight); *-yokj > fnyosi 

(bee). 

Because of the lack of regular sound-shifts in the prenasalised palatals *C * J 

*Y, these compounds will not be discussed any further. 

4.2.9 Proto-Bantu Nasals 

Meinhof (1932:32-33) identified three nasal phonemes in Ur-Bantu, viz. /n/; 

/m/ and /u/. However, he could not obtain proof that /u/ actually existed as 

such in Ur-Bantu. Guthrie (1967:51) on the other hand isolated four nasals: 

/m/, /n/, /u/ and /Ji/- All the four of them exist in Tekela, and the Tekela 

reflexes do not appear .to . have undergone any sound-shift from the 

Proto-Bantu source-patterns. Accordingly, a comparative discussion on the 

nasals is not called for in this._section. However a few examples will be cited 
for the sake of completeness. 



(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

* me.g. 

* n e.g. 

* JI e.g. 

* n e.g. 

Discussion 

*-min 

*-mene 

*-ovm 
*-maama 

*-mene 

*-med 

*na- > 
*nuggu 

*-non 

*-;me 

*--ne 

*--njna 

--nyama 

*--nyuki 

*--nyoni 

*--nyama 

*--nyoggo 

*-yenye 

*--nyogga 

*-yoggo 

*-yagga 

*-yoggo 

*-yiggi 
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> (SWA) 

> (BHA) 

> (LA) 

> (NHLA) 

> (PHU) 

> (SU.NDE) 

> (SWA) 

> (BHA) 

> (LA) 

> (NHLA) 

> (PHU) 

> (SU.NDE) 

> (SWA) 

< (BHA) 

> (LA) 

> (NHLA) 

> (PHU) 

> (SU.NDE) 

> (SWA) 

> (BHA) 

> (LA) 

> (NHLA) 

> (PHU) 

> (SU.NDE) 

minya (press) 

mina(I, me)· 

vuma (agree) 

rimama (mother) 

mina (I, me) 

-mila (grow) 

na-(with, and) 

foungu (porcupine) 
/ 

--nona (become fat) 
, / 

umunwe (finger) 

--ne (four) 

nina (his/her mother) 
✓ 
myama (meat) 

foyosi (bee) 

inyoni (bird) 
✓ 
myama (meat) 

inyoggo (bile) 

munyi (owner) 

i'nyonga (hip) 
, ..... ( umongo bone 

marrow) 
✓ myanga (medicine 

man) 

foyanga (medicine 

man) 

(nyogo (bile) 

--nf ngi (many) 

In Tekela /n/ alternates with /9g/ but this will be dealt with more fully 

under strengthening in the next chapter. It must be noted that /9/ does not 

occur in Phuthi. 

4.3 RECAPITULATION 

What became very clear from this analysis is that the Tekela cognates of 

Proto-Bantu starred forms are very similar. This is very significant with 
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regard to Phuthi and Sumayela Nde.bele which have borrowed many lexemes 

from Sotho languages. The analysis shows that such lexemes are indeed 

foreign in Tekela. Tsonga tendencies in Lala were also identified and they 

seem to corroborate a shared history of a comparatively longer duration 

between these two speech communities. Correspondencies between Phuthi 

and Lala are quite interesting if viewed against the fact that hitherto no 

attempt has ever been made in aligning these two together. However these 

correspondencies relate mainly to nasal classes. 
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CHAPTERS 

SOUND CHANGES 

5.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

5.1.1 General 

In this chapter the focus falls on the sound changes which take place on the 

morphophonemic level of the Tekela dialects. Of course, the expression 

"sound changes" belongs to structural linguistics. In generative phonology its 

equivalent is phonological processes. There are other linguists, however, who 

simply refer to these phenomena as natural processes ( see Sloat et al, 

1978:112). Since I am not aligned to any single school of thought these 

expressions will be used synonymously and interchangeably in this chapter. 

It has become common practice to name phonological processes according to 

the result of the specific sound change ( cf. Baumbach, 1987:21 and Ziervogel 

et al, 1967:62). The same approach will be adopted in this chapter. Thus 

processes will be referred to as palatalisation, affrication, et cetera. But it 

must be pointed out immediately that although such consistency is desirable, 

it cannot always be maintained. In the interests of practicability and 

simplicity the cause rather than the result of the change is emphasized and 

consequently used in naming a phonological process e.g. prenasalisation. 

It must also be borne in mind that even where we concentrate on the result 

of the specific sound change, emphasis is not always laid on the same aspect 

of the result. Phonologists often focus on the place of articulation, e.g. 

velarisation, labialisation or alveolarisation if the point of stricture is 

respectively velum, lips or alveolus. Sometimes, the manner of articulation is 

taken as a point of departure. Thus we speak of plosivation, affrication, et 

cetera. One may generalise, however, and say that the manner of articulation 

is usually considered where the sound change does not involve a change of 

the place of formation. For instance where [s] > [ts7] e.g. in [amasimu] > 
[ints 7imu] (field) the relevant sounds remain alveolar with regard to the 

place of stricture and we are consequently compelled to refer to the change as 

affrication, i.e. according to the manner of release. 
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The majority of sound changes are actually various kinds of assimilation or 

dissimilation. However, grouping all of them under these two broad 

sub-headings may lead to unnecessary confusion. Accordingly in this chapter 

each sound change will be treated individually, and not as a sub-type of a 

particular type. A few examples will serve to illustrate the confusion that is 

being avoided. In the first place with regard to certain processes such as 

palatalisation linguists are not unanimous on whether this process is a form 

of assimilation or dissimilation. Khumalo (1987:71) cites Ziervogel et al, and 

states: "In their analysis the authors ascribe palatalisation to two different 

processes, namely assimilation to the glide /y/, and dissimilation from the 

glide / w /. The problem, of course, is that their solution does not cover all 

instances of palatalisation." Khumalo concludes by saying: "In fairness to 

the authors, however, we would like to point out that this handbook has been 

withdrawn from circulation, and perhaps the authors no longer hold to view 

this view." He then proceeds to other linguists' controversial views on this 

process. Inter alia, he cites Stahlke, in his discussion of palatalisation in 

Tswana, who sums up his position as follows: "Certain palatals arise in ways 

which do not suggest natural assimilation rules ... " (Khumalo, in Nkabinde, 

1987:72). Despite this Khumalo (ibid) concludes: "Our own position is much 

nearer Givon-Voeltz-Stahlke-Ohala, i.e. we will argue for an assimilation of 

place features triggered by a palatal glide." (More about this under 

palatalisation below.) 

In the second place, the cause for a sound change is sometimes hard if not 

impossible to establish. Let us consider strengthening which is caused by 

prenasalisation for instance e.g. [t] > [tt?] in [umuntu omutc] but [io&11nc 

cntt?c]. Yet this strengthening or affrication occurs in qualificatives of class 

8 nouns where prenasalisation cannot be justified e.g. [ii:i.tJ'?a e~jpttc]. In the 

former examples the sound change is referred to as assimilation but in the 

latter examples it is dubbed analogous assimilation. 

It is not the aim of this study to analyse all the sound changes which occur in 

the Tekela dialects. I want to concentrate only on those changes which will 

prove similarities or differences between the dialects. Thus processes with a 

very low incidence such as: alveolarisation, metathesis, devocalisation et 
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cetera, will not be considered. Those that are considered will be captured in 

phonological rules. 

5.1.2 Formalisation of Phonological Rules 

In formalising phonological rules to capture the sound changes one must 

adopt one or the other of a variety of notational conventions. Of course, 

variety is something of a generalisation. Basically there are only two 

approaches (with some modifications) between which one has to choose. The 

one is the Jakobsonian approach, the other Chomsky's approach. Before 

making a choice between these two let me first summarise the tenets of each 

very briefly. 

5.1.2.1 Jakobsonian Approach 

Jakobson and his collaborators were probably the first phonologists to 

expound a fully-fledged system of distinctive features. Their efforts came to 

fruition in 1951 with the publication of their: Preliminaries to Speech 

Analysis. Prior to Jakobson's era a phoneme was analysable in terms of 

articulatory features, and he felt that these were both unnecessary and 

cumbersome. He completely denied the phonetic reality of the phoneme. His 

theory rests essentially on the view that the basis of phonology is a relatively 

small set of distinctive features necessary to construct oppositions in all 

languages (see Lass, 1984:75). He thus made it his task to reduce the 

potential inventory of phonemic features. Indeed he succeeded in accounting 

for all the possible phonological contrasts of languages by means of only 

thirteen features, namely: vocalic; consonantal; sharp; compact; diffuse; 

tense; voice; nasal; continuant; strident; checked; grave; and flat (see 

Hyman, 1975:42). 

The J akobsonian theory is based on two tenets. Firstly, that phonemic 

features are primarily acoustic rather than articulatory (as is evident from 

the foregoing inventory). This is due to the fact that he focused on the way 

the hearer decodes utterances which have been presented to him. 

Consequently the second tenet is that all the distinctive features are 

two-valued; which means that each feature is classified in terms of binary 

oppositions: 
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Any minimal distinction carried by the message confronts the 
listener with a two choice situation. That is', the speaker has to 
decide between two opposites, presence of a feature in the 
speech signal versus its absence. Thus, the binary principle is a 
way of conceptualising the task of the listener, who must 
decide what he hears. 

(Hyman, 1975:57) 

Jakobson's theory will not be adopted in this research for the following two 

reasons. In the first place, I have already stated above (see par. 3.2.1( that I 

accept the view that the phoneme has a phonetic reality. In the second place, 

I agree with the scholars who maintain that the view that all phonological 

features are binary is erroneous and also this theory is inadequate since it 

fails for instance to capture the four vowel heights found in a number of 

languages. Consider also the feature "voice" often cited as one of the clearest 

binary features. In the Tekela languages where breathy voice and partial 

voicing are so dominant, this binarity cannot hold. One is simply compelled 

here to adopt Ladefoged's view as cited by Hyman (1975:57): 

He (Ladefoged) proposes a scale based on the states of the 
glottis, ranging from voiceless to glottal stop, including the 
intermediate states breathy voice, murmur, lax voice, voice, 
tense voice, creaky voice, creak. 

5.1.2.2 Chomsky's Approach 

In 1968, Chomsky and Halle in their publication: The Sound Pattern of 

English, put forth a significant reformulation of the distinctive features 

theory which was a considerable improvement over the J akobsonian theory 

(see Sloat tl.Jll, 1978:83). Their inventory comprises 36 individual features 

which are chiefly articulatory. Their features have a phonetic and 

classificatory function. This means that: 

On the one hand, the distinctive features are designed, like 
Jakobson's features, to capture the phonological contrasts of 
languages. On the other hand, they are designed to describe 
the phonetic content of segments derived by phonological rules, 
as well as underlying segments. 

(Hyman, 1975:42) 

Most of Chomsky and Halie's features besides the major class features are 

tongue body features (including High, Low, Back and Rounded) and manner 

features (including Delayed, Release and Strident). Turning to place of 

articulation features we notice that all places of articulation have been 
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subsumed under two features only, viz: Coronal -and Anterior. The feature 

[ +coronal] includes interdental, dental, alveolar and palatal sounds but 

excludes labials, velars, uvulars and pharyngeals. The feature [+anterior] 

includes labial interdental, dental and alveolar sounds but excludes vowels, 

palatals, velars, uvulars and pharyngeals. That this arrangement is not very 

adequate is evident from Hyman's argument: 

Although Chomsky and Halle (1968) solve the problem of 
relating palatals and palatalized consonants to high front 
vowels, their feature system fails to relate labials and labialized 
(rounded/ segments. It fails first to relate labial consonants 
such as p, b, m], which are [+ant, --cor] and [-round], to 

labialized consonants such as [t w] and [kw], which are 
[+round]. It fails also to show the relationship between labials 
and rounded vowels, since the former are [-round] and the 
latter [+round]. 

(Human, 1975:53) 

That being the case Hyman then resorts to the traditional place of 

articulation feature, namely labial, to solve this problem. Consequently, in 

this study too, I propose to use Chomsky and Halle's notation as modified by 

- among others - Hyman (1975), i.e. I am opting for a multivalued approach 

as against the strictly binary approach. The desirability to include the 

traditional place of articulation features is well motivated by Louw, who 

maintains: 

There has always been a debate about the inclusion of place of 
articulation among distinctive features of phonemes. Jakobson, 
as well as Chomsky and Halle, tried to limit the number of 
distinctive features. They were of the opinion that the number 
of places of articulation will make the great total of distinctive 
features too cumbersome. On the other hand the inclusion of 
place of articulation will make it possible for us to enumerate 
the distinctive features of consonantal phonemes in a more 
concise manner, viz. fewer features will have to be enumerated 
and greater elegancy in the establishment of the features for a 
specific phoneme can be obtained. 

(Ranamane and Louw, 1987:36) 

5.2 THE SYLLABLE 

Before a discussion of various sound changes is embarked upon it is necessary 

to express a few thoughts on the nature of the syllable. This is due to the fact 

that sound changes affect either a syllable or phoneme; and also because a 

phoneme and a syllable sometimes coincide as, for instance, in umfana (boy) 
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where l! is both a syllable and a phoneme. The concept syllable is however 

not readily definable. Sloat et al affirm this when they state that: 

Evidence from a number of sources strongly suggests that the 
syllable is a psychologically real unit of language. Most 
speakers, including speakers of unwritten languages, can divide 
words into syllables quite effortlessly. It is difficult to 
determine exactly how speakers do this, however. A 
combination of factors is probably involved, including sonority, 
stress, length, pitch and certain phonetic features characteristic 
of the beginnings and endings of syllables. There has been a 
good deal of discussion in the linguistic literature about rules 
for syllable division and the place of the syllable in 
phonological descriptions. 

(Sloat fil...fil, 1978:65) 

Sometimes emphasis is laid on the fact that a syllable has a single breath 

unit. This would fail, however, to solve the problem of syllabic consonants in 

Nguni. Let us have recourse to funfa.na (boy) once more. Here um- (the 

prefix) is pronounced with a single puff, which implies a single syllable. Yet 

in actual fact we are dealing here with two syllables [u] and [IJl]. Ladefoged 

(1982:223) refers to this phenomenon as chest pulse and cites a number of 

problems inherent in this approach. 

Sloat et al (1978:61--62) divide the syllable structure into three parts: the 

onset, the peak and the coda. The last two form the syllable core. They 

maintain that the onset consists of all the segments that precede the peak 

and are tautosyllabic with it; just as the coda consists of all the 

tautosyllabic segments which follow the peak. They state further that it is 

possible for a syllable to lack either an onset or coda. A syllable without a 

coda is called an open or unchecked syllable in contradistinction to a syllable 

with a coda, which is called a closed or checked syllable. 

In Tekela, most syllables are open. For instance, in umfana (boy) -fa- and 

-na- are open syllables with the vowels forming syllable peaks and the 

consonants forming onsets. y- and -m- on the other hand are syllable peaks 

with neither onset nor coda. 

Syllabic consonants are very rare in Tekela. The syllabic [IJl] is probably the 
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most common. Sumayela Ndebele is consequently an exception to the rule 

since here we find quite a number of syllabic consonants. These include: 

( a) Where liquids or nasals are separated by an epenthetic vowel, such 

vowel is dropped and the first of the two nasals/liquids becomes a 

syllable e.g. 

mullo < rmililo (fire) 

llaga < lilaga (sun) 

llembe < lilembe (axe) 

mma < mame ( my mother) 

nna < nina (his/her mother) 

(b) Where class 9 prefix *ni- is prefixed to a monosyllabic stem the -i- is 

dropped and n- becomes a syllable e.g. 

itgwe [g:gwc] (leopard) but [t?iggwc] 

nja [,r:d3a] ( dog) but [t?i,rd3a] 

mv6. [n:pbvu] (sheep) but [t?illJbvu] 

( c) The subject concord ndi- of the first person singular is often 

shortened to the syllable -m-/n- e.g. 

amfuni [aJ)lfuni] (I do not want) < [andifuni] 

mfuna [rpfuna] < [ndifuna] (I want) 

nthanda [ othanda] (I love) 

Sumayela Ndebele is not the only exception however. Exactly the same 

situation as explained in (a) above also obtains in Phuthi e.g. 

Ila < lila (cry) 

=ago 
mullo 
valla 

< mfunago (ascent) 

< mulilo (fire) 

< valela ( shut - applied ext.) 

However situations (b) and ( c) do not occur. Situation (b) is precluded by 

the fact that nasal compounds do not occur in Phuthi and consequently class 

9 prefix *ni > 1- e.g. igwe (leopard). 

Since both these dialect-groups live among the Sotho it may be argued that 

such syllabic consonants are due to Sotho influence. It is in Sotho where such 

examples as the following are predominant: 

nna (I/me) 

=e/=a(my mother) 
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miillo 

(my father) 

(fire) 
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0 a mpatla 
baa nthata 

(he/she is looking for me) 

( they love me) 

Since Tekela generally avoids nasal compounds, it may be argued that a 

nasal which is juxtaposed to a stop in class 9 nouns is also syllabic, e.g. 

inkhatshato (trouble) < -khatshata 

Having described both the phoneme and the syllable let us now consider how 

these segments behave or change in various environments. The relevant 

sound changes will be discussed in alphabetical order thus: assimilation; 

consonantalisation; consonant insertion; labialisation; nasalisation of 

vowels; palatalisation; vowel coalescence; vowel elision; vowel raisin~ and 

vowel replacement. 

5.3 PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

5.3.1 Assimilation 

Assimilation is defined by Lass (1984:171) in the following terms: 

Broadly, in assimilation one segment becomes more like ( or 
identical to) another (or two become more like each other). 

However, since assimilation (like dissimilation) is a catch-all term (see Lass, 

ibid) there are many processes which can count as assimilation. Most of these 

however, have each a specific term to label them. As pointed out above (par. 

5.1.1) processes with specific names will be analysed under those names 

without necessarily qualifying them as assimilation. But for the moment, I 

am concerned solely with assimilation per se, without any name-tag to it. 

Assimilation may be partial or complete. Assimilation may also be 

progressive or retrogressive (i.e. regressive). Assimilation is partial if only 

one or two properties of a phoneme - but not all of them - are assimilated, 

e.g. in + phatha > impatho (treatment in Nhlangwini). Here /n/ has 

assimilated only the labial feature of /p/ to become /m/. However it did not 

assimilate to all the properties of /p/, i.e. it did not become an oral voiceless 

stop, for instance. It is said that /n/ is homorganic in that it will assimilate 
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to the place of articulation of the succeeding congonant, e.g. [cn+khulu] > 

[enk?ulu] (a big one); [cn+Ja] > [CJ1Ja] (a new one); and [in+dzala] > 

[indzala] (it is old). These facts may be captured in a rule which is aptly 

formalised by Hyman (1975:126) and which is adopted here as: 

Rule 1 [+nasal]-> [aplace] / - [ap 1 ace] 
C C 

On the other hand, a segment may become identical to another, and that is 

termed complete assimilation. In Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele mubuso 
(government) > mmiiso; and mubala (colour) > mmala. In each case /B/ 

has become identical to /m/ (see Rule 8 infra). 

In the case of progressive assimilation a second phoneme is made similar or 

identical to the first, whereas in regressive assimilation the first phoneme is 

made similar or identical to the second. 

5.3.1.1 Assimilation in Swati 

Complete assimilation is a rare phenomenon in Swati, and where it occurs it 

is bound to be vowel assimilation. Even this, however, has a very low 

incidence. Consider the following examples: 

(i) Irregular verb stem -sho (say) 

The formula for constructing the remote past tense in the negative form is as 

follows: 

neg. prefix {k)a + SC + verb stem + neg suffix -nga 

If we apply this formula to -sho (say), we should get *kangish6nga (I did not 

say). However, this construction surfaces as: kangish6ngo. The terminative 

/a/ has assimilated to the penultimate Jo/ and has become identical to it. 

The process qualifies as complete progressive assimilation. 

A more interesting case is where the Jo/ which triggers assimilation is 

dropped in the surface structure yet its traces remain on the assimilating 

phoneme, e.g. in the imperative of -sho which eventually becomes shano. 

The imperative suffix for monosyllabic verb stems is -na e.g. -<lla > dlana 

(eat); -kha > khana (pick fruit); et cetera. However with -sh6 (say) the 

/a/ of -na becomes /o/ even though /o/ of -sho no longer surfaces, e.g. 
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Simple stem Imperative 

-sho sho + na > *shona > *shono > shano 

Note that in Zulu shono (do say) is quite acceptable and does not need to be 

changed further to shano. 

Let us now formalise a simple local rule to capture this type of assimilation 

in Swati; namely the change from -*shonga; -*shona to -shongo; -*shono: 

Rule 2 

7 +sy117 
-consj --> 

+syll 
-cons 
back 
mid [

+syll l -cons 
back 
mid C--# 

(ii) Certain Stative Constructions 

In certain Swati verb stems the change from present to stative forms results 

in vowel dissimilation. This may superficially be ascribed to vowel harmony. 

The relevant verb stems are those which end in -ana; -atsha; -asa; -ala; 

and -ama and the concomitant passive constructions. Consider the following 

examples: 

Present Perfect > Stative 

-ana -bonana > -bonane > --bonene ( seen recipr.) 

-atsa -tshatsha > -tshatshe > -tshetshe (taken) 

-asa -tfwasa > -tfwase > -tfwese (possessed by a 

spirit) 

-ala -Hila > -1a1e > -lele (asleep) 

-ama --phakama > --phakame > --phakeme ( elevated) 

(passive) -bonanwa > -bonanwe > -bonenwe (seen one 

another "pass") 

Ziervogel fil...JlJ (1967:198) dealt with this process and concluded that the 

stative -bonene ( seen each other) is actually derived from -bonanile though 

assimilation of --1--. They argue (ibid) as follows: 

Complete vowel assimilation occurs inter alia with ... perfect 
verbs stems on --ana where the l of perfect suffix --ile is 
assimilated ton, e.g. -bonana (see each other) -bonane (have 
seen each other), i.e. na + ile > *-nile > *-nine > *-nne > 
--ne. 
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I find this set of rules unduly cumbersome and unacceptable. One may argue 

that /1/ may become assimilated to /n/ since they are both sonorants, but in 

this case such a step is not warranted if elegance and simplicity is taken into 

account. To my mind --bonene does not derive from --bona.rule but directly 

from --bonane by a simple rule which changes the penultimate vowel to / e/. 

The perfect -il terminative is a suppletive alternant of -ile, and these perfect 

aspect morphemes are governed by a complementary distribution constraint 

which provides that -il should be used phrase/sentence medially while -ile is 

allowed phrase/sentence finally. The stative form however is free from this 

constraint and consequently it is quite possible to derive -bonene from 

-'ix:mane since the stative and the short form perfect can both function 

phrase/sentence medially, e.g. 

emadvodza alele kamnandzi l{umilila 
(Men are having a sound sleep today) 

as well as: emadvodza alele ( men are asleep) 

Where I find Ziervogel f:t.Jll even more unacceptable is when they return to 

this process again later on (op cit. pp. 208-209). This time they describe it as 
internal vowel change and ascribe it to vowel coalescence. Their claim 

amounts to the following: --bonene derives from --bona.rule according to the 

following steps: 

--bona.na 
--bonanile 
--bonaile 

--bonaine 
--bonene 

by Perfect formative suffixing 

by Nasal deletion 

by /1/ assimilation 

by Vowel coalescence ( a + i > e) 

It is not known which of the two explanations these authors prefer but I find 

both to be too cumbersome. Let me now formalise a local rule to capture the 

change from the short form of the perfect to the stative form. Unlike in the 

previous example this is a case of regressive assimilation. 

Rule 3 
+syll 
-{;OnS 
central 
low 

--> 
+syll ] 
-{;OnS 
front 
mid [+ant] 

+syll 1 -{;OnS 
front 
mid 
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This rule states that /a/ will assimilate to the succeeding /e/ if the two are 

separated by an anterior consonant. 

(iii) Constructions with the locative ku-

When pronominal locative constructions with ku- are formed, the yj of ku/ 

becomes /i/ if the first syllable of the pronoun has /i/ as its peak. Consider 
the following examples: 

Joe. formative pronoun locative construction 
ku- tshine > *kutshi > kitshi ( to us) 
ku- mine > kirni (to me) 

but ku- wena > kuwe (to you) 

This is yet another example of regressive assimilation and it may be captured 

in the following formalisation: 

Rule 4 
-cons 
+syll 
+high 
+back 

-> [-back] C 
-cons 
+syll 
+high 
+back 

(iv) Copulative Constructions Absolute pronoun 

In Zunda Nguni we often have a variety of copulative prefixes. On the 

contrary, in Swati we only get ngu- prefixed to the pronouns. However the 

ju/ of ngu- changes in the process of assimilation to the vowel of the subject 

concord of the relevant noun. Consider the following examples: 

Cop. 
formative Pronoun/Noun Prefix Copulative Construction 
ngu- yena (umfati) u- nguye (it is he) 

ngu- yona (inja) i- ngiyo (it is it) 

ngu- bona {buhle) bu- ngubo (it is it) 
ngu- wona (emanti) a- ngawo (it is it) 

ngu- bona {bafati) ba- ngabo (it is they) 

This is quite an interesting type of complete vowel assimilation in that it is 

post-lexical, i.e. it is triggered by a phoneme in another word. 

Let us now turn to partial assimilation. In Swati (or Nguni in general) this is 

found mainly in the nouns of class 9 and 10, where prefixal /N / becomes 
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.. ,. homorganic to the stem-initial consonant, i.e. /N/ assimilates only to the 

place of formation of the relevant stem-initial consonant. There are four 

such places of formation, namely: 

bilabial thus n+b > [rqp] e.g. [im];i\jt?i] (goat) 

n+p > [mp] e.g. [imphib] (life) 

labiodental thus n+f > [rufl e.g. [injcnc] (baboon) 

n+V > [w.l e.g. [il\Jysb] (nature) 

palatal thus n+j > Lrg3] e.g. [tiJ143iJ,] (dogs) 

n+sh > [JlJl e.g. [iJlJumajcb] (sermon) 

velar thus n+g > [u~l e.g. [iu~;i,nc] (child) 

n+k > [u~] e.g. [iQ~JmJ] (bovine) 

This type of assimilation also extends to the adjectives of Class 9/10 and 

even of class 8 by analogy, e.g. 

[tiag1-1fo] [let 1 iJ1Ja] ( new clothes) ., 
[in<;Jz,\\Ba leukulu] (a big affair) 

All these facts are captured in Rule 1 above. 

Besides the nasal which assimilates to the following consonant, we note also 

that such consonant is influenced by /N/. The effect of /N/ on the following 

consonant is known as prenasalisation. For instance, an implosive phoneme 

becomes explosive, e.g. [Bit 1a] (call) > [imgj_t?J] (gathering). A voiceless 

sound becomes voiced, e.g. [lu/Jt<J>h3] (thong) > [t 1iQ/fi3t<J>h3](thongs). An 

aspirated phoneme becomes partially voiced, e.g. [khuluma] (speak) > 

[iu~ulumJ] (speech). 

In Swati, we also get partial vowel assimilation. This occurs where auxiliaries 

such as: -be-; -fill-; -ta-/te-; become respectively: -bo-; -so- and -to-

before complements with /u/ as the peak of the first syllable. Let us 

illustrate with a few examples: 

Auxiliary+Cornplement 
(lu) be lukhona (it was there) 

(u) se- unjani (how are you) 

ate- kufika (he will come) 

ngita- kungena ( I will enter) 

Compound Predicate 

beliikhona > boliikhona 

sewunjani > sowunjani 

atekufika > at6kufika 

ngitakungena > ngitokungena 
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The first two examples show a change which is common also in Xhosa. The 

last of the above examples differs from the first three in that it is an instance 

of vowel coalescence ( to be discussed below). The first three examples have a 

common feature in that in all of them the /e/ of the auxiliary changes to /o/ 

in the compound predicate where /u/ features in the next syllable. Let us 

capture this generalisation in the following rule: 

Rule 5 

+sylJ ~syll -cons > -cons 
mid mid 

-roun +roun 

--C [+syl□ -cons 
high 

+round 

It must be noted here that this type of partial assimilation is optional since 

the unassimilated forms are permissible in Swati phonology. 

5.3.1.2 Assimilation in Bhaca 

Nearly all the types of assimilation which occur in Swati also appear in 

Bhaca. Let us take them in the same order as in Swati; commencing with 

complete vowel assimilation. 

(i) Irregular Verb -tiho (say) 

Rule 2 applies with full force here and the following assimilation takes place: 

Simple stem Imperative 

-tiho -tiho + na > *tjhona > *tjh6no 

present (pos.) 
-tiho 

past (neg.) 
-tiho + nga > *tjhonga> *tjh6ngo 

(ii) Certain Stative Constructions 

Rule 3 which applies to Swati also applies to Bhaca. Thus verb stems which 

end in -ana; -atsha; -asa; -ala and -ama become respectively -€ne; 

-€tshe; -ffilli -€le; and -€me in the stative, e.g. 

-phakama (rise/advance) > -phakame > phakeme 

(iii) Constructions with the Locative ku-

In Bhaca, just as in Swati, this type of assimilation occurs when ku- is 
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prefixed to pronouns. The y- of ku- becomes /i/- if the first syllable of the 

pronoun has /i/ as its peak. Consider the following: 

loc. formative pronoun locative construction 
ku- Illll.l. kfu:ni 

ku- tshina. kwitshi 
ku- wena. ktJ.we 
ku- nina. kwini 

The situation here is not exactly the same as in Swati. In Swati ku- + mine 

> kimi but here it becomes kfuni, i.e. no assimilation takes place. Secondly, 

in Swati ku- + tsina. > kitsi but in Bhaca it becomes kwitsi. How can we 

explain this consonantalisation in Bhaca? And why does assimilation not 

occur in kfuni? The latter question is easier to answer. The first person 

singular pronoun lacks /i/ in its first syllable. That is it is Illlla. and not mine 

as in Swati. Consequently the vowel which triggers assimilation is lacking 

here and its place has been taken by the syllabic [1J1]. After ku- has been 

prefixed however, /m/ loses its syllabic property and /i/ surfaces and the 

locative construction becomes kfuni. Let us illustrate this process as follows: 

Illlla. with latent interconsonantal /i/ 

ku Illlli 
ktJ.rn 

kfu:ni 

with no vowel to trigger assimilation 

deletion of -na 

surfacing of latent /i/ 

In our rule ordering the prefixing of ku- must precede the surfacing of the 

latent /i/ in order to prevent assimilation. 

Turning now to the first question of explaining the consonantalisation of -y

in kwitshi and kwini I would like to argue that the latent /i/ of these 

pronouns surfaces before the prefixation of ku-. The latent /i/ in these 

pronouns, of course, is not peculiar to Bhaca. Consider the Zulu: 

isihlobo sethu ( our relative) 

fogane yenu ( our child) 

where sethu < sa+(i)thu 
and yenu < ya+(i)nu 

In the same vein the following steps are realised in Bhaca: 
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ku- + (i)tshina > *kuitshina 

ku- + (i)nina > *kuinina 
Thus kuitshina by the surfacing of latent /i/ 

kuitshi by deletion of -na 

kwftshi by consonantalisation. 

The problem with the surfacing of latent /i/ rule is not general enough, i.e. it 

does not cover aU cases of the locative pronominal constructions. Let us 

consider the full list: 

Sing. Plural 
1st Pers kumi (Il<li) kwftshi (si) 
2nd Pers k:uwe (u) kwini (ni) 
3rd Pers 1. k:uye (u) 2. kubo (ba) 

3. k:uwo (u) 4. kwfyo (i) 

5. kwflo (Ii) 6. k:uwo (a) 
7. kwfso (si) 8. kwfto (ti) 
9. kwfyo (i) 10. kwfto (ti) 

11. kwflo (lu) 
14. kubo (bu) 
15. kuko (ku) 

Our problem is that the /u/ consonantalisation persists even in the pronouns 

where we cannot postulate a latent /i/ e.g. in yorn\. and Iona. in classes 4 and 

5 respectively. Perhaps a more general rule would be the one which asserts 

that assimilation is triggered by the /i/ of the relevant subject concord. If we 

accept this explanation we are then left with the problem of non-assimilation 

of kumi (ndi) and the assimilation without the triggering /i/ in class 11 kwilo 
(lu). Regarding kumi (ndi) I postulate that assimilation is barred by what I 

propose to call Labial dissimilation rule which will not allow *kwimi. Note 

that in Swati where consonantalisation does not occur kimi is acceptable. My 

rule ordering then is that in Bhaca /k/ first becomes labialised, thus: 

kurni / kutshi / kulo by ku- Prefixation 

kwurni / kwutshi / kwulo by k- Labialisation 

kwurni / kwutshi / kwulo by w Consonantalisation 

kwi'tshi/kwilo by Assimilation to /i/ of the 

subject concord. 
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Assimilation barred by Labial 

Dissimilation 

by /w / Deletion. 

Regarding kwilo (lu) we have analogous assimilation. It has been shown 

above (par. 2.5.6) that in Tekela, especially Ndebele and Phuthi, class 11 is 

becoming extinct and its nouns are absorbed by class 5. This is not peculiar 

to Tekela since even in Xhosa ubi'si is sometimes replaced by ibfsi. It is not 

surprising therefore that in the locative pronominal constructions kulo (lu) of 

class 11 has been replaced by kwilo (ti) of class 5 in Bhaca ( cf. Jordan, 

1942:28). It is worth noting once again that this is a case of assimilation 

across word boundaries. 

(iv) Copulative Constructions 

In Swati we noted (par. 5.3.1.1.[iv]) that in copulatives formed from 

pronouns the copula is ngu- but /u/ varies in the process of assimilation to 

the vowel of the subject concord of the relevant noun. Exactly the same 

process takes place in Bhaca with the only exception that the copula is hhu-. 

Consider the following examples: 

Pronoun Noun + Subj. Concord 
tshina §i_-

bona abantfu ba-

yona irniti i-
bona ubuso bu-

wona ama.nti ll,-

It is worth noting that in Bhaca 

demonstratives, so that we get: 

16wo umuntfu 11-

labaya abantfu ba-

le 
16ku 

inkfrnti 
ukufa 

i
ku-

this rule 

Copulative Pronoun 
hhitshi 
hbabo 
hhiyo 
hbubo 
hbawo 

extends also to 

hbul6wo 
hbalabaya 
hhile 
hbul6ku 

copulative 

Let us turn to partial assimilation. Like in Swati we also get in Bhaca vowel 

and consonant partial assimilation. 
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(i) Consonant assimilation - Class 9/0 Prefixes . 

Where in- or iin/itin- are prefixed to noun sterns or their qualificatives 

partial assimilation takes place whereby /N / assimilates to the place of 

articulation of the stem initial consonant which is adjacent to /N /. 

As is the case with Swati, four places of articulation are also assimilated in 

Bhaca, namely: bilabial, labiodental, palatal and velar, e.g. 

iin- + phondvo > [i:mp?:irn;l~~] (horns) 

in- + fundvo > [iljlfung~;i] (education) 

in- + jabula > [iJ1~3.1J.Bub] (joy) 

iin- + khlllli > [i:nk?uni] (fire-wood) 

Now let us focus our attention on the effects of prenasalisation in Bhaca. In 

the first place we note that aspirates lose their aspiration, and become 

ejective. [ukhuni] > [i:nk?uni]; [uph:ing~;1] > [i:mp?:inq~~]. Secondly, 

delayed breathy voiced sounds become fully voiced sounds, e.g. [d.,39e6ula] > 
[iJ1g3~6ub]. Thirdly, implosive /6/ becomes breathy voiced explosive, e.g. 

[uluBaml;>;i] > [i:mq9emb,?,]. However, fricatives do not change because in their 

case nasalisation of vowels occurs after which the nasal is often deleted ( more 

about nasalisation of vowels below). 

Thus we see here that prenasalisation in Bhaca has more far reaching effects 

when compared with Swati because here strengthening (i.e. change from 

aspirate to ejective) occurs but not in Swati, whereas in Swati aspirates 

become partially voiced. 

(ii) Partial Vowel Assimilation 

Instances of partial vowel assimilation which are noticeable in Swati do not 

occur - or were not ascertained during research - in Bhaca ( cf. also Kubeka, 

1979:210). It must be remembered that even in the case of Swati it was 

pointed out that partial vowel assimilation is optional and is not 

phonologically conditioned. 

5.3.1.3 Assimilation in Lala 

As is the case with Swati and Bhaca, in Lala too, complete assimilation is 
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limited to vowels. Here rules 1 and 2 apply, namely that if -sho (say) is 

rendered in the negative remote past or in the imperative, the terminative 

will assimilate to /o/ e.g. kabash6ngo (they did not say), sh6no (do say). 

Secondly that in the stative of verbs ending in -ana: -atsha; -ala; -ama 

and -asa, the vowel of the penultimate syllable becomes /e/ in assimilation 

to the terminative vowel /e/, e.g. -fuma.na (obtain) ? -fumene; -hula.la 

(kill) > -bulele; -pha.tsa (carry) > -phetse; 71waka.ma (be damp) > 
7!wakeme; and -esasa (rejoice) > -esese. 

Assimilation of pronominal locatives also applies in that when the locative ku

is prefixed to pronouns having /i/ in their first syllable, the /u/ of ku

assimilates to the /i/, e.g. ku- + mina. > kimi (to, at from me); ku- + 
tshina > kitshi ( to us); etc. However, the vowel of the copulative formative 

does not assimilate to the vowel of the relevant subject concord when 

pronominal copulatives are formed, i.e. yi + mina > yimina/yimi (it is I); 

and for aba.ntu (people), yi + bona (ba) > yibona/yibo (it is they) and not 

*yabona. Thus we note here that Lala tends to behave more like Zulu ( where 

vi- applies to all pronouns with the exception of nguwena. (it is you); and 

ngiiye/nguyena (it is him/her); than like other Tekela dialects. 

Let us turn to partial assimilation. Starting with consonantal partial 

assimilation we observe that the position in Lala is somewhat similar to 

Swati and Bhaca, i.e. the /N / is a homorganic phoneme which assimilates to 

the place of articulation, e.g. in + bwa > [imbwa] (dog), in + gane > 
[i aganc] (child); etc. The poignant difference between Lala and other Tekela 

varieties, of course, is that in prenasalisation, the consonant adjacent to /N / 
is often deleted, and if not, the nasal compound is replaced by a different 

phoneme. Consider the following examples: 

Nasal Compound Deletion of Adjacent consonant 

in-+ -thomba [inom~jJ (girl) 

in + *phisi [irnl.si] (hyena) 

Nasal Compound 

in+ -khosi 

in +-kunzi 

in + -khosika.zi 

Replacement by another phoneme 

[ijosi] ( chief) 

[iwu\JD (bull) 
[iwosi~at?i] (woman) 
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Where we have nasal juxtapositions instead of nasal compounds, however, it 

is the nasal which is deleted and the adjacent consonant is retained or 

replaced by a different phoneme. Consider the following examples: 

Nasal Juxtaposition 
um-+ fati 
um-+ sila 
um- + -fundza 
um- + tshetsho 

Nasal Juxtaposition 

um-+lomo 
um-+ lente 
um-+ lilo 

Nasal Deletion 
[ufat ?i] ( woman) 

[usila] (tail) 

[ufungz~ (student) 
[utshctshJ] (law) 

Phoneme Replacement 
[ummJ] (mouth) 

[unccJ\:;] (leg) 

[unib] (fire) 

The rule for phoneme replacement is quite easy in the above examples 

because /1/ is invariably replaced with /n/. The second rule will delete an 

/m/ before another consonantal segment. Here are the two rules: 

Rule 6 

Qso1 Uson J +cons +cons 
at > +nasal 

alveolar 

Rule 7 

G
son} / +cons > 0 

+nasal 
abial 

+son 
+cons 
+syll 
+nasal 
labial 

l+con;l 
L-syllj 

There are other instances - especially where /N / is followed by a fricative -

when /N / is not eliminated but its nasal properties are transferred to a 

preceding vowel. These will be dealt with under nasalisation of vowels 

(infra). Finally, I wish to point out that the nasal compound replacement 

e.g. i'hhomo and 1hhos1 or the replacement of /1/ with /n/ in nasal 

juxtapositions e.g. un8mo ( < umlomo); as well as the deletion of an adjacent 

consonant in nasal compounds e.g. imhisi ( < impisi) have parallels in Tsonga 

(mouth) and [mhisi] (hyena). Needless to say, historical links between Lala 

and Tsonga have already been established (see par. 2.4.9.4 supra). 
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Regarding vowel assimilation the position in Lala resembles that in Swati. 

For instance the /a/ of ta- becomes /o/ before a syllable having /u/ as its 

peak, e.g. ngitakukha.rnba > ngitokukha.rnba (I shall go). Even constructions 

such as s6°wufilule < sewufilcile (you have arrived) are possible. 

5.3.1.4 Assimilation in Nhlangwini 

We shall focus on complete vowel assimilation before turning to partial 

assimilation. As is the case with Swati, Bhaca and Lala, Rule 2 applies with 

full force to Nhlangwini. This is the rule whereby a vowel of the suffix to 

-tjho (say) assimilates completely to the /o/ of -tjho (say), e.g. tjhi>no ( do 
say); kas(tjhongo (we did not say). 

Rule two also applies to Nhlangwini bringing about complete vowel harmony 

to the verb stems ending in -atha e.g. -embatha (wear); -ama e.g. 

-khothama (bow down); -ala e.g. -dangal.a (be disappointed); -ana e.g. 

-tholana (find each other); and -asa e.g. -ethwa:ia (be initiated as a 
, , I 

diviner); which respectively become -embethe; -khotheme; -dangele; 
-tholene; and -ethwese. 

Assimilation of locatives also applies although to a limited degree. This is the 

rule which changes the /u/ of ku- into /i/ when ku- is prefixed to pronouns 

where the first syllable has /i/ as its peak e.g. ku- + mina > lcimina (at/to 

me). I say that this type of assimilation applies to a limited degree because it 

does not extend to those nominal classes whose subject concords have /i/ as 

their syllabic peak as is the case with Bhaca. The two dialects compare as 
follows: 

Noun Subj. concord Bhaca Nhlangwini 
mfti (villages) i- kw1yo 

I 
kilyo 

1sf<i£ndzi (tuft of 
grass) 

§)_- kwfso ktlso 

{jilu (beer) li.- kwflo kulo 

In the above examples Nhlangwini is inclined towards Zulu and Swati. 
However, where reference is to one's family, country, village or community 

the pendulum swings once more from Zulu or Swati to Bhaca, e.g. 
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Zulu Bhaca Nhlangwini 
fzinto' zaki'thi tintfo takwitshl tinto takwithi 

( our things) 

abantu baldni (your abantfu bakwl'ni abantu bakwl'ni 
people) 

. . n.k / , ak /bo 1ZI omo z u 
lo. , /, 
unkomo takwibo itink6m6 takwibo 

( their cattle) 

As is the case with Bhaca, Nhlangwini also uses hhu- in the construction of 

pronominal copulatives. While on the one hand the /u/ of the Bhaca hhu

assimilates to the vowel of the subject concord of the relevant noun, in 

Nhlangwini, on the other hand assimilation does not occur. Instead hhu

alternates with hhi- as follows: 

Noun Subj. concord Bhaca Nhlangwini 
umuti (village) l!- hbuwo hhlwo 
amabhatjhe (horses) 

/ 
hb{wo ,J,- hbawo 

ulutshl ( twig) Ju- hbulo hbiilo 

Turning now to partial assimilation we observe that like in Swati and Bhaca 

we get both consonantal and vowel assimilation. Consonantal assimilation is 

likewise limited to class 9/10 nouns and their qualificatives while vowel 

assimilation is limited to a few instances where auxiliaries such as ta- are 

prefixed to infinitives. Let us illustrate with examples: 

(i) Consonantal Assimilation - Class 9/10 prefixes 

prefix/ stem noun/qualificative 
concord 

iN

iN

letiN

iN-

-t1hukuma (move) 

-phatha (handle) 

-khulu (big) 

-funda (learn) 

[iJ1tJ?u~um3] (movement) 

[imp? ath3] (treatment) 

[let?i~k?ulu] (big ones) 

[iiufunc;\~J ( education) 

We observe in the above examples that the /N/ of the class 9/10 prefix 

assimilates to the place of articulation of the adjacent consonant. 

We note also that this prenasalisation has certain consequences for the 

adjacent consonant. For instance, ( a) implosive segments become explosive 
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(i.e. explosivation); (b) aspirates loose their aspiration and become ejective 

segments (i.e. strengthening); (c) fricatives become affricates (i.e. 

affrication), and (d) voiceless segments become breathy voiced (i.e. 

vocalisation), as is more evident from the following examples: 

Phon. Process Prefix + Stem Derivative 

( a) Explosivation iN + bonga > [im\:1<?,u8iJ (praiser) 
(b) Strengthening iN + susa > [ints?usa] (cause) 

( c) Affrication iN + hlanguka > [intt au&\llP] (desertion) 

( d) Vocalisation iN + cacisa > [iu/ ~i)./isJ] ( explanation) 

(ii) Partial Vowel Assimilation 

Regarding the above we note that in Nhlangwini prenasa!isation results in 

nasal compounds rather than nasal juxtaposition. This is another proof of 

Nhlangwini 's inclination to Zulu rather than to sister Tekela dialects. 

Partial Vowel Assimilation 

ngita + kukhamba > ngitokukhamba (I will go) 

5.3.1.5 Assimilation in Phuthi 

Unlike in Swati, Bhaca, Lala and Nhlangwini, in Phuthi we get complete 

assimilation of both vowel and consonantal segments. 

(i) Complete Consonantal Assimilation 

There is only one consonantal segment which is susceptible to complete 

assimilation in Phuthi, namely /6/. b > m when it follows a syllable with 

/m/ as its onset, e.g. 

Prefix: Stem Derivative 

mu- -busa mubuso > *mumuso > mrnuso (government) 

mu- -betla mubetli > *mumetli > m:titetli (carpenter) 

mi- -bala rnibala > *rnimala > mrnala (colours) 

It must be noted here that once /6/ has become identical to /m/ the 

interconsonantal vowel deletes. This will be dealt with further when vowel 

elision is discussed. For the present, let us capture this assimilation in the 

following rule: 
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(ii) Complete Vowel Assimilation 

As in the case with Swati and the other dialects dealt with above, we also get 

complete vowel assimilation in Phuthi as far as tjho (say) and the stative of 

verbs ending in -ama, -ana; -ala; -atsha and -asa are concerned. Let us 

illustrate with a few examples: 

verb stem 
--tjho 

Thus Rule 2 applies. 

remote past neg. 
--tjhongo 

Rule 3 also applies with full force: 

verb stem 
-;:obila (sleep) 

-fuka:ma (brood) 

--bonana ( see each other) 

> 
> 
> 

stative 
-;:obele 

-fukeme 
I --bonene 

However, vowel assimilation is not as extensive in Phuthi as in Bhaca, or 

Swati. For instance, we do not get the assimilation of /u/ of the locative ku

in this dialect. We also do not get the assimilation of the vowel of the 

pronominal copulative prefix. The reason is that the inclination in Phuthi 

with regard to these constructions is more towards Zulu as the following 

examples show: 

Locative with ku- Phuthi Zulu Bha.ca. 

lru + mina Jcimi Jdmi kiimi 
lru + tshina Jdtshi lrlthi kwftshi 

lru + nina Jdni Jdni kw(ni 
lru + Iona kfilo 

I 
kulo kwilo 

lru + sona kuso kfiso kwiso 
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Pronominal Cop. in Phuthi Zulu Bhaca. 
Class 1 ( u )mu/ 

,, , 
hhuye guye nguye 

2 (e)ba- yibo yibo hh'bo 
3 (u)mu- ' / / guwo yIWO hhuwo 
4 (i)si-

, , 
hhi'so yISO yISO 

5 (i)li- yilo yflo hhi'lo 
11 (u)lu-

/, 
yilo 

,I, 
yilo hhfilo 

14 (u)bu- yibo yibo hhtrbo 
15 (u)ku- yi'ko yi'kho hhtrko 

(ii) Partial Assimilation 

The assimilation of /N/ of the class 9/10 prefix to the adjacent consonant 

simply does not occur in Phuthi because this dialect has no nasal 

juxtapositions or compounds. Consider the following Phuthi equivalents of 

Swati nasal juxtapositions: 

Swati 
fnkomo 
umfati 

fnkunzi 
/ mgwenya , 
mgwe 
-ngena 
fmbuti 
6muntfu 
L,:1., =anga 

, 
-tsenga 
fntfomb[ 

Phuthi 
{yomo (bovine) 

ufat( (boy) 

frhuti (bull) 

fgwena (crocodile) 
I 1gwe (leopard) 

-gena (enter) 

{bhuti (goat) 

mtrtfu (person) 
I 

mtihlaga (reed) 

-tsega (buy) 

Jtfobhl (girl) 

This elimination of the nasal is sometimes ascribed to the Sotho influence as 

is apparent from the following: 

Phuthi S.Sotho 
I' , 
1yomo 
mulabo 
Ia.dz;{ 
/ 1gwena 
g6ia 

kgomo (bovine) 

molapo (river) 

lata (fetch) 

koena (crocodile) 
/ 

kena (enter) 
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However, Sotho does not go as far as Phuthi in the nasal elimination. For 

instance where a class 9/10 is monosyllabic, Sotho retains the nasal as is 

evident from the following: 

S.Sotho Phuthi Zulu 

ntlo idlu 1ndlu (house) 

ntwa 
,. / 

1dwa tmp{(war) 

nta {tfwala intwala (louse) 

nku tvu ·kvu (sheep) 
/ 

nto ttro' 'l'nto' ( thing) 
/ ✓ amazwi (words) mantsoe IDaVl 

This elimination of the nasal in class 9/10 nouns as well as in the root 

segments is peculiar to Phuthi. The only few exceptions to the rule are loans 

from Sotho such as the following: 

Phuthi S.Sotho 
, edz' mgw 1 

ntate' 
., / 

Iingolo 

ngwetsi' ( daughter-in-law; bride) ., 
ntate (father) 

lengolo (letter) 

The only other exception is where a nasal is used as a subject/object concord 

for the first person singular e.g. 

ngatshega < gigatshega (I can buy) 

ngegeni < gigegeni (I may not enter) 

The question arises, especially where sibilants are concerned, whether the 

vowel - if any - preceding the eliminated nasal is perhaps nasalised. 

Mzamane (1948), the only authority on this dialect, is silent on this issue. 

From my own research I concluded that the vowel is not nasalised. 

Compared with Swati therefore, in Phuthi we get the following: 

Swati Phuthi 

[i'fcnc] [if enc] (baboon) 

[i'simu] [isimi] (field) 

[phasi] [Jsasi] ( down) 

Partial vowel assimilation is also not as extensive in Phuthi as in Swati. Here 
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we make mention of the / a/ of the auxiliary .ta- where a > o before 

infinitives, e.g. 

ngita + kukhabha > *ngitokukhabha > ngitokha:bha (I will go) 

I may also mention the hortative auxiliary se- which becomes so- before /u/ 

e.g. 

se likhulume laye(Please talk to him); but 

so u'tise ftfo lriyo (Please bring that thing) 

5.3.1.6 Assimilation in Sumayela Ndebele 
(i) Complete Assimilation 

Like in the dialects discussed above, we also get in Su.Nde complete vowel 

assimilation in the conjugation of -t jho (say) and verb stems ending in -ana; 

-ama; -atha -asa; 

verb stem 
and -ala. Let us illustrate with examples: 

remote past neg. 
--tjho 

(See Rule 2 above.) 

present 
--thobala (sleep) 

-phatha (carry) 

-phaka.ma (rise) 

--ngatjhongo 

--bhehrana (look at each other) 

( See Rule 3 above.) 

stative 
--th6bele 
-phethe 
-phakeme 
--bhehr()"ne 

Regarding locatives with ku- and pronominal copulatives, we lack regularity 

in vowel assimilation in Ndebele. The position is more or less the same as in 

Phuthi. Consider, for instance, where the subject concord is -Jl,- (i.e. class 6). 

In Bhaca the pronominal locative is hhawo, as against gi'wo in Su.Nde. Also 

where the concord is ba- Bhaca has hhabo as against gi'bo (Su.Nde) and yi'bo 
(in Phuthi). Let us compare also with Zulu: 
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Class + Subj. Su.Nde Phuthi Zulu Bhaca. 
Concord 

ndi/gi/ngi/ndi kumi k:imi k:imi kum 
si- kfthi kitshi lctthi kwftshi 

kuwe 
,, 

kuwe kuwe u- kuwe 
li/ni- ldli kf'ni ldni kwi'ni 

1. u- kuye ktlye kuye kuye 
2. ba- lctbo kubo kubo kiibo 

3. kuwo 
, 

kuwo 
I 

u- kuwo kuwo 
4. i- kuyo ktfyo kuyo ./ kwiyo 
5. Ii- ldlo klilo kulo kwilo 
6. ldwo / kuwo 

/ 

a- kuwo kuwo 
Pronominal Copulatives 
ndi/gi/ngi/ndi-

, ,, 
✓ 

hhum gumi gumi. yimi 

si/ githi gitshi y{thi hhltshi 
/ I , 

hhuwe u- guwe guwe nguwe 
li/ni- gili 

I . ; . hh" . gm1 YJill !Ill 

1. 
, I I hhuye u- guye guye nguye 

2. ba- gfbo yi'bo yi'bo hhibo 
3. 

/ ,, ,I I u- guwo guwo yiwo hhuwo 
4. i-

,I ,I ,I 

hhfyo giyo yiyo yiyo 
5. Ii- gi'lo yi'lo yi'lo hhilo 

✓ ., ✓ I 
6. a- giwo gawo yiwo hhawo 

In Su.Nde we observe the same process as in Phuthi where /6/ assimilates 

completely to /m/ of the preceding syllable. Like in Phuthi, we are inclined 

to ascribe this to the Sotho influence as well: 

Full form 
mubala 
mubuso 

I ntamubona 

(ii) Partial Assimilation 

Su.Nde 
IlllllJl.!a 

I 
mmuso 

I 

ntammona 

Phuthi 
IlllllJl.!a (colour) 

mmuso (government) 

ntammOna (I'll see him) 

In the first place we get partial assimilation in class 9/10 nouns where the 

prefixal /n/ assimilates to the place of articulation of the adjacent consonant. 

It must be pointed out here that the prevowel does not occur in N debele and 
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thus the nasal becomes syllabic in the singular, but not in the plural where it 
is preceded by a vowel. 

prefix/ concord 
iN

tiN

eN

iN 

stem 

-fihla (hide) 

-gwenya 

-klulu (big) 

-ja 

noun/ qualificative 
[rl]fit'b] (secret) 

[t 7iU~W!;J1a] (crocodiles) 

[nkxulu] (big one) 

[Jlc/.3 iJ,] (dog)_ 

In the second place we get partial assimilation where the subject or object 

concord of the first person singular is replaced by a syllabic nasal: 

Full form By syllabification 
[ngtBonilc] (I saw) > [mBonilc] 

[n9.jkham9.[)c] (I went) > [nkham1?.\)c] 

[n<JjJ1u\5ilc] (I ascended) > [J1J1U\5ilc] 

[un1H,funilc] (He looked for me) [unJfunilc] 

We note that prenasalisation has certain effects in N debele as well. Among 

others, we make mention of nasalisation of vowels (which will be discussed 

more fully below). We also mention that devoiced phonemes become fully 

voiced, e,g. [nd:iga] < [mag:id'a] (men). The lateral liquid becomes a breathy 

voiced alveolar stop, e.g. [nd:iB:ib] (bride-price) < [1:JB:ila] (pay bride-price); 

[ndim:i] (small field) < [lima] (plough). 

Finally, we note a characteristic peculiar to Ndrondroza dialects where the 

alveolar aspirate becomes an alveolar trill e.g. 

[ntrcn9.~] (price) < [thcn~\l:] (buy) 

[ntrang~] (will) < [than9.11,] (want) 

However, changes are not as numerous as in Nhlangwini - which has been 

strongly influenced by Zulu - but as is the case with Swati, we note here 

that certain phonemes retain their features despite prenasalisation. For 

instance, sibilants retain their fricative property and aspirates retain their 

aspiration. The results for instance, are: 

[rµphend,v,l:i] (reply) instead of the Nhlangwini [imp 7en<j,v,b] 

[nsim~i.] (iron) instead of the Zulu [ints 7iml?,il-
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Turning now to partial vowel assimilation, we note- that this process is rather 

rare in Ndebele. Perhaps the change of the future tense formative ta- to to

before ku- is the only common instance: 

ndita(ku) bona > nditobona (I shall see) 

We note here that like in Phuthi the infinitive morpheme ku- does not 

surface in N debele. 

5.3.2 Consonantalisation 

Consonantalisation is a phonological process whereby high vowels /i/ or /u/ 

become respectively /y/ and /w/. Because of the resultant change, this 

process has come to be known as glide formation in modern phonological 

descriptions (see Aoki, 1974). Khumalo (1987) refers to this process as 

Vowel/Glide Realisation. He advances the following motivation for his stand: 

We have chosen the term Vowel/Glide Realisation to express 
the generalization that a [+hi; --cons] segment co-linked to a 
"C" node is realised as a glide, while any [--cons] segment 
co-linked to a "V" slot is realised as a vowel. 

(Khumalo, 1987:136) 

Consonantalisation is one of the various processes which are employed for the 

purpose of preventing vowel juxtaposition in a word in Nguni. Other 

processes include consonant insertion, vowel coalescence, vowel elision, and 

vowel replacement. Khumalo (1987:65 et sea) correctly ascribes the 

inadmissibility of juxtaposed vowels to the morphemic structure, which has a 

Vowel Sequence Constraint which he formalises as follows: 

Nucleus Tier 

CV Tier X r i 
V X is inadmissible 

morpheme 

(where N = Nucleus; a term he prefers instead of syllable rhyme or peak). 

He maintains that in Zulu the morphemes are entered in this manner in the 

lexicon. He explains further that: 

Even across morpheme boundaries, this sequence is still 
unpermitted. Yet, in the course of a derivation, it does get 
created. In such an event, a syllabification rule - Syllable 
Delinking - will delink the left-most vowel from its syllable 
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node and link it into the syllable node of the vowel to the 
right. 

(Khumalo, 1987:66) 

Let us now consider the environment in which consonantalisation takes place. 

In the first place, we note that this process is triggered by the occurrence of 

high vowels /i/ and /u/ to the immediate left of the syllable vowel. In the 

second place we note that consonantalisation must take place whenever the 

high vowel is not preceded by a consonant. But where it follows a consonant 

glide-formation will be subject to certain constraints. Let us deal more fully 

with glide-formation environment and the related constraints. 

In Tekela consonantalisation occurs where high vowel occurs either 

unpreceded by a consonant or where it follows a consonant, thus: 

( a) (i) u + enta > wenta (he does) 

(ii) i + osa > yo'sa (he roasts) 

(b) (i) uyaku + ati > uya.kwati (he knows you) 

(c) 

(ii) bayalu _ eba > bayalweba (they still it) 

(iii) induku + ini > endukwini (at the stick) 

In the examples in (a) above the high vowel surfaces as a glide 

unexceptionally. With examples in (b) however, certain constraints 

must apply in order to prevent the production of such 

constructions as: 
(i) sigubhu + ana > *sigubhwana cf. 

, /. 
s1gu1ana (small 

calabash) 

(ii) si + enta > *syenta cf. senta (he does) 

(iii) ku + osa > *kwosa cf. kosa ( to roast) 

(iv) imiti + ini > *emityini cf. em.ltini ( at the villages) 

Aoki (1974:223-241) deals with glide formation in Xhosa (a Nguni variety) 

and posits the following rule (Q.12..ill.. p. 238): 

GVOJ --ens --> 
+rnd 

[-voe]/- [
+vo~ 
---cn~(Glide Formation) 
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Quite obviously this rule is - for the purposes of this study - inadequate 

firstly because it is not general enough to cover all instances of glide 

formation in Nguni and secondly because it runs counter to my assertion 

regarding the circumstances in which glide formation occurs. It must be 

remembered that I stated that glide formation occurs when the first or 

left-most of the two juxtaposed vowels has [+high] as a distinctive feature, 

but Aoki states that the distinctive quality is [+rnd], which then excludes 

i > y. 

Of course, Aoki should not be criticised for this shortcoming, because of the 

following reasons: Firstly he formalised this rule as one in a set of three rules 

which seek to explain vowel coalescence. Therefore he was not focusing on 

glide formation generally. Secondly the data (op cit. p. 232) he was analysing 

excluded word-initial glide formation, and concentrated only on glide 

formation of a vowel which is preceded by a consonant. I must grant that in 

that environment, only [ +round] vowels consonantalise. 

Despite this attempt to salvage Aoki, his rule remains inadequate for lack of 

constraints. As it stands this rule will allow the generation of ungrammatical 

constructions such as *sigubhwana and *kwosa in ( c) above. In fact Davey 

(1978:24-35) was the first scholar to point out this discrepancy in Aoki. He 

highlighted the Nguni phonological principle which does not permit two 

labial non-syllabic segments or a labiovelar glide and a round vowel to be 

juxtaposed. He then formalised a rule, which replaces Aoki 's glide formation 

rule, as follows: 

[ !~~Il --> 
-labJ [rnd] / - Gvou +ens 

+rnd 

Davey maintains (1978:33) that his rule together with the other two of 

Aoki' s "handle all cases of vowel contraction in the language". However, at 

this juncture we want to go outside the scope delineated by Aoki and 

consider - not just all cases of vowel contraction, but of glide formation. For 

this, we must have recourse to Khumalo (1987:136-145). Firstly he asserts 

that whenever a high vowel without a preceding consonant is to the left of 
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the syllable vowel, then the high vowel unexceptionally surfaces as a glide. 
Let me formalise this assertion into the following rule: 

r+sy1i7 Rule 9Gsyl~ 
-cons--> 
+high 

[-syll] /-- L=co~ 

Further ( op cit. p. 137) he argues that if the high vowel has a consonant to 

its left, then it is open to the application of two constraints. He schematises 
them as follows: 

(a) c2 Constraint 

cVT;e. \ c ~ ;, amn;,,;bJ, 
-cons] 
+hi] 

Syllable Tier (J' +lab] 

He explains that (ibid) this positive syllable structure condition 

admits only the glide /w / in c2 syllable position. 

(b) Labial Glide Constraint 

Segmental Tier 

He explains: 

[-cons] 
[+lab] 

is inadmissible 

[+lab] 

(mirror image) 

This negative syllable structure condition functions as a 

filter to the c2 Constraint by barring the C()-{)Ccurrence 
of the labial glide with a labial consonant or with a 

labial vowel if c1 is occupied. The preservation of 
admissible syllable structure is the motivation of some 
phonological rules in Zulu. Two such rules are 
Y-Deletion and Labial Dissimilation. 

(Khumalo, 1987:138) 

The two rules - which I adopt in this study as Rules 9/10 respectively - are 

formalised by Khumalo thus: 
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Rule 10 Y-Deletion 

c---------~ 
r---cons] 
1_:::-lab_j 

This rule deleted glide /y / occurring in the disallowed c2 syllable position. 

Rule 11 Labial Dissimilation 

Feature Tier 

Place Tier 

Supralaryngeal Tier 

Root Tier 

Syllable Tier 

[+labl[+hi] [+lab] .. 

(mirror image 0 
This rule states that if either c1 and c2 or c3 and V are both filled 

by labial segments, then the segment in c2 position dissimilates by 

delinking from its [ +lab] feature. 

Let us consider once more examples (a), (b) and (c) above and see how the 

application of the aforegoing rules and constraints generate well formed 

constructions: 

(a) (i) u + enta 
uenta Affixation 

uenta Syllabification 

wenta Vowel/Glide Realisation 

(ii) i + osa 

iosa Affixation 

iosa Syllabification 

y6sa Vowel/Glide Realisation 

(b) (i) uyaku + ati 

uyakuati Affixation 

uyakuati Syllabification 

uya.kwati Vowel/Glide Realisation 
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(ii) bayalu + eba 
bayalueba Affixation 
bayalueba Syllabification 
bayalweba Vowel/Glide Realisation 

(iii) indvuku + ini 
endvukuini Affixation 
endvukuini Syllabification 
endvukwtni Vowel/Glide Realisation 

(c) (i) si + enta 
sienta Affixation 

sienta Syllabification 
syenta Vowel/Glide Realisation 
sen.ta Y-Deletion 

(ii) ku + osa 
kuosa Affixation 
kuosa Syllabification 

kwosa Vowel/Glide Realisation 
kyosa Labial Dissimilation 
ko'sa Y-Deletion 

(iii) imiti + ini 

emitiini Affixation 

emitiini Syllabification 

emityini Vowel/Glide Realisation 
em{tini Y-Deletion 

Although I have adopted Khumalo in these derivations I must point out that 

I find his Vowel/Glide Realisation rule to be cumbersome in those instances 

where a glide is inserted only to be deleted in the next stage. Perhaps what 

we need here is a constraint which will block Y-glide formation after a 

consonant, as is the case in examples (c)(i), (ii) and (iii) above. 

There are only two problems left. They involve such constructions as si'gubhu 
> s{gujana (small calabash); and Ifovolo > elidvolweni (at the knee). Then 

derivation of words like sfgujana will be discussed below under palatalisation. 

Regarding the second example, the problem is: if our point of departure is 
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that only high vowels consonantalise how are we going to solve the problem 

of the consonantalisation of Q; a [-high] segment? Khumalo (1987:145) 

claims that the "Labial Glide Formation converts left-most /o/ to /u/, 

which by Vowel/Glide Realisation is converted to /w /". For the purposes of 

this study, this claim is adopted without any further ado: 

lidvolo + ini 
elidvoloini 
elidvoloini 
ell dvoloeni 
elidvolueni 

Affixation 

Syllabification 

Vowel Lowering ( to be discussed below) 

Labial Glide Formation 

elidvolweni Vowel/Glide Realisation 

elidvolweni (on/at the knee) 

5.3.2.1 Consonantalisation in Swati 
In Swati consonantalisation occurs in the derivation of the morphological 

constructions such as the following: 

(a) Subject Concords prefixed to vowel verb stems 

urnfana u + elusa tinkhomo > umfana welusa tinkhomo (the boy 

herds cattle) 

indvodza i + akha indlu > fndvodza yakha fndlu (the man builds a 

house) 

(b) Class prefixes (11/15) before vowel commencing stems 

lu + ati > lwati (knowledge) 

ku + eba > kweba ( stealing) 

( c) Locatives where nouns end in [+round] vowels 

libhuku + ini > elibhukw{ni (in the book) 

sihlalo + ini > esihllilweni ( on the chair) 

libito + ini > elibitweni (in the name) 

( d) Diminutives where nouns end in [+round] vowels 

1.iti'nyo > Iftinywana (a small tooth) 

buhlungu > buhlungwana (a little pain) 
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(e) Object Concords of Classes 11/15 before vowel stems 

batolu + akha lutsango > batolwakha liitsango ( they will build the 

fence) 

ningaku + ebi kudla > n1ngakwebi kudla (You must not steal the 

food) 

(f) Possessive Concords of Classes 1/2/4 and 5 

umuti u + ami > umuti wa'mi (my homestead) 

intfombi i + ami > fntfombi yami (my girl friend) 

(g) Narrative and past tense concord of Classes 1/3/4 and 9 

ingane i +a+ ngena > (ngane yifngena (the child entered) 

imiti i + a+ sha > fouti yasha (the villages burned) 

umuntfu u +a+ fika > umuntfu wafika (the person arrived) 

5.3.2.2 Consonantalisation in Bhaca, Lala and Nhlangwini 
I have chosen to combine these dialects because they undergo 

consonantalisation in more or less the same manner. Let us consider the 

following examples: 

(a) Subject Concords prefixed to vowel commencing stems 

BHA u + esaba inyoka > we'sa'ba (nyoka (he fears a snake) 

i + enta ijiki > yenta ijikr (she brews beer) 

LA u + eda lijiki > we'da I{jilcl ( she brews beer) 

i + eba inyama > y~ba (nyama (he steals meat) 

NHLA - u + osa inyama > w6sa fnyama (he roasts meat) 

u + akha isibaya > yakha fs(baya (he builds a byre) 

(b) Prefix of Classes 11 /15 followed by vowel stem 

BHA uku + aba > ukwaba (to distribute) 

ulu + ati > ulwati (knowledge) 

LA uku + eda > ukweda (to do) 

Ju + ati > lwatf (knowledge) 

NHLA - uku + enta > ukwE{nta ( to do) 

ulu + enda > ulwendo (track) 
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(c) Locatives where nouns end in [+round] vowels 

BHA - itulu + ini > etulwi'ni (in heaven) 

LA lisango + ini > elisangweni ( at the gate) 

NHLA- idolo + ini > edolweni (in the knee) 

(d) Diminutives where nouns end in [+round] vowels 

BHA umqolo + ana > umqolwana (small back) 

uxongo + ana > u5co'ngwana ( slender leg) 

LA libito + ana > Ifbitwana (a worthless name) 

umuno + ana > umunwana (a small finger) 

NHLA - usulm + ana > tlsukwana ( a short day) 

into + ana > fntwana ( a small thing) 

(e) Object Concords of Classes 11/15 before Vowel Stems 

BHA - ndiyalu + enda > ndiyalwe'nta (I make it) 

LA ngiyalu + eda > ngiyalweda (I make it) 

NHLA - bayaku + akha > bayakwakha ( they build it) 

(f) Possessive Concords of Classes 1/3/4/9/11 and 15 

(g) 

BHA lu + a+ mini > Iwami (mine) 
• I 
1 +a+ umuntfu > yomuntfu (of the person) 

LA i +a+ bona> yabo (theirs) 

u + a iyosi > weyosf ( of the chief) 

NHLA - u + a + sona > waso (its/his/her) 

ku +a+ bona> kwabo (theirs) 

Narrative and Past tense concord of Classes 1 /3/4/9/11 and 15 

BHA - i + a+ fika > yafika (she arrived) 

LA lu + a+ ngena > lwang~na (he entered) 

NHLA - u + a + khamba > w~"ilmba (he left) 

(h) Differences between dialects 

Nhlangwini and Bhaca differ from Swati and Lala in that here 

consonantalisation also occurs where ku- is prefixed to pronouns to 

form locatives. Consider the following examples: 
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Loe. with ku- LalalSwat BhacalNhlangwini 

ku ± nina ldni kwini ( at your place) 

ku + sona ktiso kw(so (at it) 

ku ± yona ktiyo kwfyo (in it) 

5.3.2.3 Consonantalisation in Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele 

Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele are grouped together here because they behave 

in the same manner with regard to consonantalisation. The main reason 

thereof is that both have semi-vowel commencing instead of vowel 

commencing verb stems. Consider the following examples: 

Swati/Bhaca or Lala Su.Ndebele/Phuthi 

-akha yakha (build) 

-oma woma'. (be thirsty) 

-andza 
f f 

yanda/yadza (increase) 

-otela ' wotela (be drowsy) 

The result is that in prefixation vowel juxtaposition does not occur in Phuthi 

and Su.Nde. Consider the following examples: 

Prefixation Phuthi/Su.Ndebele 

ku + yakha krtyakha (to build) 

ku + wotela kuwotela (to be drowsy) 

PHU - Muzwali u + wotsa mullo > Mu'zwa.Ii uwotsa mullo. 

( A boy is basking in the fire.) 

SU.NOE - Nna u + wongeta tikluni > Nna uwongeta tikli1ni. 

(His mother is adding more fire-wood.) 

PHU - Tiyaku + yakha > Tiyakuyakha. (They build it.) 

The only instances where prefixation results in consonantalisation are in the 

formation of classes 1/3/4/9/11 and 15 possessives and narrative and past 

tense subject concords. Consider the following examples: 

PHU - Itfo i + a + rnina > Itfo yarni (My thing) 

PHU/SU.NOE - Mufati u + a+ malune > M~ti wfuialiune (My 

uncle's wife) 

u + a + dla > wadla (he ate) 

i +a+ dla > yadla (she ate) 
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However, with suffixation consonantalisation occ1!rs in Phuthi and Ndebele 

just as it does in other Tekela dialects, i.e. in the formation of diminutives 

and locatives. Consider the following: 

PHU - itfo + ana > ftfwana (a small thing) 

buhlugu + ana > btihlugwana (a little pain) 

ihloko + ini > ehlokweni (in the head) 

itfo + ini > etfweni ( at the thing) 

SU.NDE - nro + ana > nrwana (a small thing) 

munru + ana > munrw"ana (a child) 

lidolo + ini > elidolweni ( at the knee) 

sikhethu + ini > esikhethwfni ( according to our 

tradition) 

Perhaps it should be pointed out that with certain Ndebele dialects the 

locative suffix is -ni instead of -ini. As a result consonantalisation does not 

occur since the i- which triggers it is lacking: 

tiklomo + --ili > etiklomoni ( at the cattle) 

litinyo + ni > elitinyoni (in the tooth) 

nro + ni > enroni ( at the thing) 

5.3.3 Consonant insertion 

In this process a consonant is inserted between two adjacent vowels in order 

to prevent the juxtapositioning of vowels in a Nguni lexeme. As we saw in 

consonantalisation, in this process too the consonant which is usually 

inserted is a glide /y/ or /w/ e.g. ngiya + i +bona> ngiyayibbna (I see it). 

This has led other scholars to name this process "glide insertion". However, 

this name is not general enough since, for instance, it excludes the /s/ 

insertion e.g. 

ba + ekhaya > b~1roiya ( there are at home) 

and many others which are inserted before a locative construction in Tekela. 

What is somewhat puzzling about this phenomenon is that it occurs in the 

circumstances where other processes ( such as coalescence - to be discussed 

below) should occur. For instance in the derivation baya + udla > 
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bayawudla (they are eating it), one may ask: Why do we not employ vowel 

coalescence a + u > o so that the derivation becomes bayodla? 
Unfortunately, of all the sources on Tekela, none attempts an answer to this 

question. My own feeling is that there are certain morphemes in a grammar 

of a Nguni speech form whose identity should always be retained. Thus where 

bayawudla is replaced by bay8dla, the object concord -y- would lose its 

identity. Khumalo (1987:167) makes a similar assumption with regard to 

non-palatalisation of root-initial bilabial consonants. (Khumalo's argument 

will be considered when palatalisation is discussed below.) 

Turning now to the environments in which consonant insertion occurs, we 

identify only three in Tekela, namely (a) in predicates before the object 

concord of class 1/3/4/6 and 9 nouns; (b) in predicates before the subject 

concord of class 1/3/4/6 and 9 nouns in the present tense of the indicative 

negative conjugation; and ( c) in the predicates before a locative complement 

or imperfect past situative as will become evident in the examples below. 

5.3.3.1 Consonant Insertion in Swati 
( a) Consonant Insertion before object concords 

(i) siya + u + tshandza ummbila > siyawutshandza limmb'ila 
( we like mealies) 

(ii) baya + i + bita intfombi > bayayib{ta fntfombf 
( they are calling a girl) 

(b) Consonant Insertion before subject concords 

(i) indvodza a+ i + boni kahle > fndvodza ayib6ni kahle 
( the man does not see properly) 

(ii) emahhashl ka + a + bu + dli tjani > emahhfulhl kawa.b~dli 
tjani. (The horses do not eat the grass.) 

(iii) imiti yakitsi ka + i + kho lapha > frnfti yahltshl kay[kho 
lapha. ( Our villages are not here.) 

( c) Consonant insertion before locative complements 

(i) ku + etulu > kusetulu (it is on top) 

(ii) ba + ekhaya > bk'ldiaya (they are at home) 
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(iii) tinkhomo + tinga + emfuleni >. tinkhomo t{ngasemnileni 
( the cattle are by the river) 

5.3.3.2 Consonant insertion in Bhaca and Nhlangwini 
I am combining these dialects here because they are the only ones which use 

the auxiliary -ve- in forming the negative of the predicate. This affects 

consonant insertion somewhat. 

(a) Consonant insertion before object concords 

(i) Uya + i + tjhisa irniti > Uyayitjru'sa im{ti. (He is burning 

the villages.) 

(ii) Ngiya + u + funa umsebenti > Ngiyawufuna Umsebenti. (I 

am looking for a job.) 

(b) Consonant insertion before subject concords 

(i) a+ uve ulambile > awuve ulamb1le. (You are not hungry) 

(ii) wa + elambile > wayelamb'he. (He was hungry.) 

(iii) ya + i + ngeve ilambile > yay{ngeve ilamb1le. (She was 

not hungry.) 

( c) Consonant insertion before locative complements 

Once again these two dialects differ from Swati in that /k/ replaces /s/ 

as a consonant to separate juxtaposed vowels: 

(i) itinkomo ti + esibayeni > itinkomo tikesibayeni. ( Cattle are 

in the byre.) [NHLA] 

(ii) beku + ekhaya > bek6kekhaya (it was at home) [BHA] 

Let us point out here that according to Jordan (1942:46) the negative with 

-ve- is an innovation in Bhaca. He maintains that the old form did not 

make use of an auxiliary. Thus ave ndilamb'he was rendered as andilamb'tle (I 
am not hungry). I also observed the latter form in my research among the 

Nhlangwini but I ascribed it to Zulu influence. 

5.3.3.3 Consonant insertion in Lala and Phuthi 
Again these two dialects are grouped together because of certain common 

characteristics in this context. For instance, in both dialects /k/ is inserted, 
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as is the case with Nhlangwini and Bhaca, in prev~nting vowel juxtaposition 

in copulative predicates with a locative complement. Yet these dialects 

behave differently from Nhlangwini and Bhaca as far as the negative 

conjugation is concerned. They do not employ -ve- Let us consider the 

examples: 

· (a) Consonant insertion before object concord 

(b) 

LA Ngiya + u + basa unilo > Ngiyawubasa 1IDil0 
PHU Giya + u + basa mullo > Giyawubasa mill.lo (I kindle a 

fire.) 

LA Angi + i + boni ingrovu > Angiyiboni {ngrovu 

PHU - Agi + i + + boni idlovu > Agiyiboni (dlovu. (I do not 

see an elephant.) 

Consonant insertion before subject concords 

LA Be + ungekho itolo > Bewu'ng~kho / 1tolo. (You were not 

there yesterday.) 

PHU - A + i + si + boni iphiri > Ayisiboni {phiri. (The hyena 

does not see us.) 

( c) Consonant insertion before locative complements 

LA/PHU-

(i) Ku + etule > Ktlk~tulu (it is on top) 

(ii) ba + ekudzeni > bAkekudzeni (they are far) 

5.3.3.4 Consonant insertion in Surnayela Ndebele 
Thus far we have seen that with regard to glide insertion all the Tekela 

dialects behave exactly the same. Sumayela Ndebele is no exception. When it 

comes to insertion before a locative complement, the dialects can be divided 

into two: those which employ /k/ and those which employ /s/ as an 

intervening consonant. Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini fall into the first-mentioned 

category, whereas Sumayela Ndebele like Swati makes use of /s/ as is evident 

from the examples below: 

(a) Consonant insertion before object concords 

(i) Ndiya + i + thanda leklomo > Ndiyayithanda leklomo' (I like 

this cow) 
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(ii) Ndiya + a + thenga rnaklanda > -Ndiyawathenga rnaklanda' 
(I buy the eggs) 

(b) Consonant insertion before subject concord 

(i) a + i + fikanga nklosi > ay{fikanga nkI&i (the king did not 

arrive) 

(ii) a + u + bi gawone > awubi gawone (you do not become 

better) 

( c) Consonant insertion before locative complement 

(i) bafati ha+ emutini > bafati basemu'tini (women are at the 

village) 

(ii) tiklomo ta + emushade > tiklomo tasemushade (cattle 

belonging to the royal village) 

Sometimes however g- is prefixed to locatives and we get variants which 

prevent vowel juxtaposition e.g. 

gendluni (in the house) - bafati bagifudluni (women are in the house) 

gemushade (at the royal village) - Mbhabha b:(gemushade (father and 

company are at the royal village) 

In the use of gll- Sumayela Ndebele resembles Southern Ndebele with the 

exception that in Southern N debele fill- is prenasalised e.g. 

Lotjhani ngekb~ya (Greetings to you at home) 

At the end of the discussion on consonant insertion I digress a little to point 

out another common feature between Sumayela Ndebele and Swati as against 

the other dialects. We noticed that with regard to locatives both still have a 

few words marked by pha- of class 16 whereas in the other dialects pha- has 

been deleted and/or replaced by other morphemes. Compared to Swati 

Phuthi is on the other extreme in that it does not use pha- at all. By having 

words with pha- Swati and Ndebele appear to be closer to Zunda Nguni than 

the other dialects. Let us illustrate with a few examples: 
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Zulu Swati Lala Phuthi 
phezulu etulu etulu e'tulu (above/ on top) 
phandle phandle phangre geshe'y{ (across) 

h" / p ans1 h" < p ans1 k" ✓ as1 getlisi (down/below) 
phakathl I I 

ekhatshi 
I / 

ekhathi ekhatshl (inside) 

phesheya ngesheya I I ngesheya gemtishiya (across) 

phfu.bili embili embili e'bhili (ahead) 
kuphi kuphl ✓ laphi / kukhi (where) 

/ 
lapha lapha I I I lana larha lakha (here) 

nga.pha nga.la ngala gala ( this side) 

5.3.4 Labialisation 
Labialisation is a type of regressive assimilation under which a consonantal 

segment takes on the labial or [+round] quality of the following vocalic 

segment. Ponelis (1974:48) states that labialisation is attested in a wide 

variety of Bantu languages. He cites Kunene ( on p. 41) who describes in 

some detail what happens in this process: 

The element 'ti. when occurring immediately after a consonant 
or consonant combination, is anticipated in the articulation of 
this sequence, imparting labial characteristics in the form of 
lip-rounding, to this consonant or consonant combination, and 
itself persisting after the articulation of such consonant or 
consonant combination, and being released by the movement of 
the lips towards the position of the following vowel. 

Ponelis then summarises all these details (op cit. p. 39) into the following 

schematisation: 

C --> [round(----
[

+son 7 
+roundJ 

He argues further ( op cit p. 39) that the various steps in labialisation are not 

instantiated. The rules which he postulates for the various stages of 

labialisation are ordered in this hierarchy: 

1. Labialisation 

2. Glide absorption 

3. Segmentation 

4. Glide narrowing 
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5. Fricativisation 

5a. Fricative adjustment 

6. Closure 

7. Subordination of inner closure 

8. Elimination of inner closure 

It is not necessary for the purposes of this discussion to try and explain these 

rules because in Tekela we have a specific type of labialisation. In Tekela the 

only stops which are susceptible to labialisation are alveolar affricates which 

change to alveo-labial affricates. This occurs when such affricates are 

followed by a round vowel or glide. This may be formalised in the following 

rule thus: 

Rule 12 

f"!~~l.~eleas"J---> 
~lveolar J 

I concur with Ponelis that labialisation occurs in stages and I assume the 

following hierarchy of rules for labialisation in Tekela: 

tsu > tfu in tsAtfu (three) 

tsu 
tswu 1. Labialisation 

tswu 2. Syllabification 

tfwu 3. Alveolar /Labial Replacement 

tfu 4. Glide Deletion. 

5.3.4.1 Labialisation in Swati 
In Swati labialisation occurs when Jo/, Ju/ and /w/ are preceded by /ts/ 

and /dz/ or their nasal compounds /nts/ and /ndz/. Consider the following 

examples: 

/tsh/ > /t~h/ (i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 
(vi) 

/ . 
tfula (keep qmet) < *tshula 
litfole (bid calf) < *litshole , 
-tshatfwa (be taken) < *tshatshwa 
fntfombi (big girl) < *intsombi 
llIIltlntfu (person) < *urnuntsu 
-tshintfwi (be touched) < *tshintshwa 



/dz/ > /d~/ ( vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

(xii) 
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-bhudvwa(be dreamed) < *-bhudzwa 
I I 

emadvodza (men) < *emadzodza 
-dvuma (roar) < *-dzurna 
-landvwa (be fetched) < *-landzwa 
fndvodza (man) < *indzodza 
(ndvuna (headman) <*indzuna 

5.3.4.2 Labialisation in the other dialects 
Besides Swati labialisation is attested only in Phuthi and Bhaca. Consider 

the following: 

/tsh/ > /tiph/ 
BHA 

PHU -

/nts/ > /nt'P / 

BHA 

/dz/ > /d~/ 
BHA 

PHU-

/ndz/ > /nd~/ 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 
( vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

(xii) 

(xiii) 

(xiv) 

(xv) 

--tsha'tfu (three) < *tshatshu 
--tshetfwa (be spoken) < *tshetshwa 
-tfola (find) < *--tsola 
--khotfwa (be licked) < *--khotshwa 

I 

--tfula (be quiet) < *--tshula 
{tfobhl (big girl) < *itshobhi 

fntfombf (big girl) < *intshombi 
umuntfu (person) < *urnuntshu 
fntfwala (louse) < *intshwala 

idvolo (knee) < *idzolo 
godvuka (go home) < *godzuka 
kodvwa (but) < *kodzwa 
emadvolo (knee) < *emadzolo 
iphedvulo (reply) < *iphedzulo 
--tshadvwa (be loved) < *--tshadzwa 

BHA (xvi) fmfundvo (education)< *imfundzo 

(xvii) -phendvuka (turn) < *-phendzuka 

(xviii) fndvuna (headman) < *indzuna 

It is obvious from the above examples that prenasalisation does not occur in 

Phuthi. 
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In Lala, Nhlangwini and Sumayela N debele, labialisation does not occur. 

Regarding Nhlangwini and Sumayela Ndebele this is not surprising since 

there are no alveolar affricates to trigger labialisation. Instead of affricates 

there are plosives in these dialects. However, it is difficult to explain why 

labialisation does not occur in Lala because alveolar affricates which should 

trigger it are present. Perhaps the only explanation I could give, is that Lala 

is not always susceptible to phonological processes. Let us illustrate with a 

few examples: 

Lala Su.Nde 
"n' _.,,-, _/ 
11 ozooza ndoda 

/ 
-thutha 

fndzfina 
kctdzi 

-thutha 

ndu:na 

kodwa 

5.3.5 Nasalisation of Vowels 

Nhlangwini 
(ndoda 

/ 
-thutha 

{nduna 

k6dwa 

Swati 

fndvodza (man) 

-tfutsha (transport) 

(ndvu:na (headman) 

kodvwa (but) 

In this process a nasal transfers its nasal qualities onto the preceding vowel. 

This happens, when such nasal is prenasalised to voiceless affricatives: /f/; 

/s/; /t /; and/ J /. This may be formalised as follows: 

Rule 13 

(VJ ---> 

This phenomenon is very common iu Tekela Nguni and is one of the 

distinguishing factors between Tekela and Zunda Nguni. Despite this, 

however, this phenomenon is only a phonetic process which is not 

phonemically relevant. 

5.3.5.1 Nasalisation of vowels in Swati 

The following are examples of this phenomenon in Swati: 

[i'ntit 7ijJ] (heart) 

[plfa'.(n)si] (below/down) 

(i'mfcnc] (baboon) 

[i'nJumajcb] (sermon) 

Once the nasal quality has been transferred to the preceding vowel it often 
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feels as if the nasal itself has been discarded. This tempts people to write 

words like [pK:J(n)sa] (throw) and [pha(n)si] (down), as respectively -phosa 

and phasi in the current Swati orthography. However this is incorrect, and 

the right spelling is -phonsa and phltnsi respectively. 

5.3.5.2 Nasalisation of vowels in the other dialects 

This phenomenon occurs in almost all the Tekela dialects with the exception 

of Phuthi. As pointed out above, prenasalisation is not attested in Phuthi 

and this means that the nasal which triggers this process is lacking. One may 

want to argue whether the missing nasal has actually been eliminated by 

nasalisation. The answer to this question must be in the negative because the 

nasalisation of vowels does not take place when the prenasalised sounds are 

stops yet even these stops lack nasals in Phuthi, e.g. [igwcna] (crocodile); 

which becomes [ingwcJJa] in the other dialects. In this example there simply 

is no domain for nasalisation of vowels. 

Let us cite a few examples of nasalised vowels from Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini 

and Sumayela Ndebele: 

BHA - irnfe [irnfc] ( sweet cane) 

LA - inslmu [insimu] (field) 

NHLA - inhlanti [int ant 1i] (fish) 

SU.NDE- pnansi [phansi] (down) 

5.3.6 Palatalisation 

According to Khumalo (1987:158) Doke was the first linguist to use the term 

"palatalisation" to characterise a phonological change in Southern Bantu 

languages from [+labial] to [+palatal]. Describing this phenomenon with 

reference to Zulu, Doke stated: 

In Zulu, bi-labial consonants may not be followed by the 
semi-vowel w. In some cases where this should synthetically 
take place, w is dropped e.g. in the possessive concord for class 
7, where .till- occurs instead of bwa-. But in other cases, 
notably in the formation of noun diminutives, locative adverbs 
and passives, the bi-labial consonant gives place to a 
corresponding prepalatal sound. This is termed palatalization. 
Palatalization is not entirely confined to bi-labials, for in 
diminutive formation alveolar explosives may be palatalized. 

(Doke, 1927:21) 
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This definition is relevant for our purposes because in Tekela Nguni too 

labial palatalisation is confined to passive and locative formation, and labial 

and alveolar palatalisation to diminutives. Let us illustrate with a few 

examples: 

--luma + (i)wa 
-gubha + (i)wa 
intsambo + (y)ana 
incwadzi + (y )ana 
umlomo + ini 
sigubhu + ini 

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

-lunywa (bite - "passive") 

-gujwa' (dig out - "passive") 

intsanjana (string- "dimin.") 
(ncwajana (letter - II dimin. II) 

emlonyeni (mouth- "loc.") 

esigujini (calabash - "Joe.") 

A very important exception to this rule is that palatalisation never applies to 

a root-initial consonant (in this context root-initial covers also the first 

consonant of vowel-commencing stems). Consider the following: 

-mba > -mbiwa(not*-njiwa)(dig-"pass.") 
-eba > ebiwa (not *-etshiwa) (steal - "pass.") 

-phaphamisa > -phashanyiswa (not *--shashanyiswa) 
(wake up - "caus. + pass.") 

The next step is to establish the condition which triggers palatalisation in 

Tekela. Doke's claim that this process is triggered by the presence of the 

labial glide /w / immediately after a bilabial consonant does not hold water 

in the face of examples such as indzatjana (affair - "dimin.") < (ndzaba + 
(y)ana, where there is no trace of /w/. 

Khumalo (1987:158-183) reviews a number of sources on the subject, and his 

findings and conclusions will be adopted in this discussion. He refers firstly to 

Ziervogel, et al (1967:188) where palatalisation is described as both 

assimilation to the palatal glide /y /, and dissimilation from the labial glide 

/w /. He rejects his claim (Q.ll..ill p. 159) on two grounds. Firstly, he argues 

that this solution does not cover all instances, and he cites the example of 

/intaba > intatshana/ "mountain (dim.)". Secondly, he asserts that to claim 

that /e/ consonantalises to /y / runs counter to everything else in Zulu 

phonology. 

In agreement with Givon - Voeltz - Stahlke - Ohala, he argues that the 
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assimilation of a place of articulation in palatalisation is triggered by a 

palatal glide /y / (Khumalo, 1987:160). 

Palatalisation of Passive Constructions 

On this subject Khumalo argues from the premise that -iw- is the 

underlying passive suffix in Zulu and that it surfaces as such in monosyllabic 

verb roots, e.g. -mba > -mbiwa (eat - "pass."). However, in polysyllabic 

roots it surfaces as -w- only e.g. -bona > -bonwa (see - "pass."). The 

second step in Khumalo's ( op cit p. 163) argument is that the /iw / is 

converted by an allomorphy rule to /yw / before polysyllabic roots. He finally 

concludes that it is this palatal glide which triggers palatalisation before it is 

subsequently deleted by a Y-Deletion rule. The allomorphy rule which 

converts /iw / to /yw / he terms Passive Glide Formation. Let us illustrate 

with a few derivations: 

(i) -khuluma (speak) 

-khulum + iw + a Passi visation 

-khulum + yw + a Passive Glide Formation 

-khulun + yw + a Labial Palatalisation 

-khulrtnywa (be spoken) 

(ii) --gubha ( dig out) 

--gubh + iw + a 

--gubh + yw + a 

--guj + yw + a 

guj + w + a 
--gujw{ (be dug out) 

Palatalisation in Locative Construction 

It is common knowledge that in N guni 

Passi visation 

Passive Glide Formation 

Labial Palatalisation 

Y-Deletion 

palatalisation applies to locative 

constructions only if the root ends in a labial consonant followed by a round 

vowel, e.g. sfgubhu > esigujini (calabash - "Joe.'') but intsaba > entsabeni 
(not *entsatjeni) (mountain - "Joe."). Quite obviously, therefore, 

palatalisation in this instance is a process of dissimilation of a 

labial-consonant from a labial-glide. Khumalo (1987:175-177) goes further 

and seeks to explain why the labial must become a palatal. Once again he 
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posits a palatal glide to trigger palatalisation. Let us cite one of his 

derivations on p. 177 op cit: 

esi-gubhu-ini 
esigubhuini 
esigubhwini 
esigubhyini 
esigujyini 
esigujini 

Syllabification 

Vowel/Glide Realization 

Labial Dissimilation 

Labial Palatalisation 

Y-Deletion 

esigujini "calabash (loc.)" 

It will be remembered that when we dealt with glide formation (see Rule 8 in 

par. 5.3.2 fil.!IlI!1) we claimed that only the high vowels are susceptible to this 

rule. How then are we to explain glide formation in examples such as 

emlonyeni? Khumalo (1987:144) deals with this problem and postulates a 

Labial Glide Formation rule which I reproduce here as: 

Rule 14 
V c~~J V 

This rule states that a non-high vowel becomes high if it occurs left-most of 

any two vowels. Consequently the derivation of emlonyeni takes this form: 

e + mlomo + ini Affixation 

emlomoini 
emlomoeni 
emlomueni 

Syllabification 

Vowel lowering (to be discussed) 

Labial Glide Formation 

emlomweni Vowel/Glide Realisation 

emlonyeni Labial Dissimilation 

emlonyeni Y-Deletion 

emlonyeni (mouth - "Joe.'') 

Palatalisation in Diminutive Construction 

On p. 178 Khumalo (1987) argues that the trigger for palatalisation in the 

diminutive is located not in the final vowel of the nominal base, but in the 

diminutive suffix. He bases his argument on the fact that palatalisation 

occurs even when the base noun ends in /e/ or /a/; i.e. vowels which can 
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never lead to the derivation of a palatal glide. ~e subsequently concludes 

that the trigger is in the diminutive suffix and this is underlyingly -yana and 

not -ana. The claim that -yana is the diminutive suffix in Nguni finds 

support in Louw (1976:242 et seq) among others. Regarding Tekela N guni 

this fact should be beyond dispute because the diminutive suffix actually 

surfaces as -nyana in a number of dialects ( cf. Mzamane, 1948:67 and 

Ziervogel, 1959:60) for Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele respectively. 

Consequently it is this palatal glide /y / which triggers palatalisation; and 

the derivation proceeds along similar lines for both labial and alveolar 

palatalisation: 

(i) intsaba 

intsaba + yana 
intsabayana 
intsabyana 

intsatjyana 

intsatjana 

Labial Palatalisation 

Affixation 

Diminutive Delink 

Vowel Deletion 

Labial Palatalisation 

Y-Deletion 

intsatjana (mountain - II dimin. II) 

(ii) sikhatsi Alveolar Palatalisation 

sikhatsi + yana Affixation 

sikhatsiyana 

sikhatsyyana 
sikhashyyana 

sikhashyana 

sikhashana 

Diminutive Delink 

Vowel/Glide Realisation 

Alveolar Palatalisation 

Y-Deletion 

Y-Deletion 

sfkhisha.na ( time - "dimin. 11
) 

Khumalo (1987:180) deems it necessary to postulate a Diminutive Delink 

rule before applying the rest of the Diminutive Palatalisation rules. This rule 

states that a final vowel of the base noun is delinked from its syllable nucleus 

when the diminutive formative is suffixed. 

Morphologically conditioned palatalisation 

It would appear that there is no phonological base for palatalisation of 

alveolar phonemes. Thus this process is said to be morphonologically 

conditioned. The same applies to what is called 11 palatalisation at a 
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distance". This is palatalisation - in passives - ?f a bilabial stop or nasal 

which is not contiguous to -Y1..-, e.g. ---shunyaye'lwa (be preached) < 
---shumayela (preach). Even in this case however palatalisation does not 

extend to the root-initial bilabial, e.g. -phashany1'swa (be woken up) and 

not -shashanyiswa from -phaphamfsa (cause to wake up). 

5.3.6.1 Palatalisation in Swati 

In Swati, palatalisation occurs in all the circumstances described above. 

Before citing examples, let us supply a table of all the palatal counterparts of 

the alternating bilabial and alveolar nasals and stops: 

Examnles: 

Bilabial Alveolar 

bh > j dz/dv > j 

ph > sh tsh/tf > sh 

p > tj 

b > tj 

m> ny 

mb > nj 

mp> ntj 

t > tj 

ndz/ndv > nj 

nts /ntf > ntj 

n > ny 

(i) -hlupha (worry) 

-bamba (catch) 

(ii) intsamo (neck) 

liphaphu (I ung) 

(iii) ingubo (blanket) 

sigubhu (calabash) 

(iv) sitsendze (heel) 

silwane (animal) 

> hlushwa (be worried) 
' > -banjwa (be caught) 

> --intsa'.nyana ( small neck) 

> -liphasha.na (small lung) 

> -engutj~ (on the blanket) 

> -ei(gujini (in the blanket) 

> sftsenjana (small heel) 

> sflwa'.nyana ( small animal) 

2.3.6.2 Palatalisation in the other dialects 
Louw (1976:241) observes that all South African Bantu languages employ 

either velarisation (e.g. Venda, GiTonga and Shona, and to a lesser extent 

Sotho and Tsonga) while others especially Nguni, Sotho and Tsonga employ 

palatalisation to prevent the juxtapositioning of a bilabial consonant and a 

labial glide. He states that the only exception is Lala. 
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Indeed this is also what we found during research_ that all the Tekela Nguni 

dialects except Lala make use of palatalisation. Even in the south coast Lala 

dialects which are more susceptible to change in comparison with the 

Kranskop Lala, we find that there is no palatalisation. 

Let us now consider Bhaca and Nhlangwini. Here the palatal counterparts of 

the alternating bilabial and alveolar segments are the same as for Swati. The 

only exception is -IIB which becomes an affricate /tjh/ instead of the 

fricative / J /. Let us cite a few examples: 

(i) BHA - -bopha (tie) > -botjhwa (be tied) 
, , 

-tfuma (send)> -tfunywa (be sent) 

(ii) NHLA - -mn:fudi (nice) > -mnanjana (somewhat nice) 

ul.uphephe (wind) > uluphetjh:fua (a little 

wind) 

(iii) BHA - u.m.lambo (river)> kemlanjeni (at the river) 

(dvobo (jungle) > edvotjeni (in the jungle) 

Turning now to Phuthi, there are two things to bear in mind. Firstly, that 

thls dialect does not have nasal compounds and secondly that the bilabial 

/B/ > /j/. Otherwise the changes resemble those of Swati: 

(iv) PHU - tfdzaba (news) > tidza'yana (little news) 

mulomu (mouth) > mulonyana (small mouth) 

fsibhi (iron) > fsija.na ( small iron) 

( v) PHU - Eirna.tfubhu (intestine) > ematfujini (in the 

intestines) 

focopho (pinnacle) > encotjheni (in the . 

pinnacle) 

(vi) PHU - -yeba (steal)> yejuwa (be stolen) 

-tfwna > tfunywa (be sent) 

Finally, we note a similar process also in Sumayela Ndebele. Here too /6/ > 

/j/ and /ph/ > /tjh/. Otherwise the changes resemble those of Swati: 

(vii) SU.NDE- lithambo (bone)> elithanjeni (in the bone) 

sihlathu (hair) > esfhlutjhlni (in the hair) 

(ix) SU.NDE- -ribha (cut)> rijwa'. (be cut) 
/ ~ 

-gobela (bend for) > -goyelwa (be bent for) 

-khupha (take out) > -khutjhwa (be taken out) 
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5.3.6.3 Some Concluding remarks on palatalisation 
Although the changes undergone by the various bilabials are very similar in 

most Tekela dialects the process has its irregularities. For instance in 

Sumayela Ndebele, Ziervogel (1959:113-114) cites a few examples from a 

Langa dialect to show that here the locative suffix is -ni, not -ini. The result 

is that the condition for palatalisation does not arise when suffixation takes 

place. Accordingly we get here examples such as: 

(i) SU>NDE-mulambo (river)> emlamboni (in the river) 

sfgubhu ( calabash) > es{gubhuni (in the 

calabash) 

nklomo (bovine) > enklomoni (in the bovine) 

In the other dialects one finds that with the exception of the passive - in 

locatives and diminutives palatalised forms exist alongside their 

non-palatalised counterparts. Consider the following examples: in Bhaca 

where non-palatalised locatives are preferred: 

(ii) BHA - {ntsambo (string)> entsa'inbeni (on the string) 

{ngubu (water-pot) > engubini (in the water

pot) 

limlomo (mouth) > emlomeni (in the mouth) 

utipho (fingernail) > elutfpheni (in the nail) 

Consider also Phuthi where the condition for palatalisation is neutralised by 

the surfacing of -nyana instead of -ana as a diminutive suffix especially 

where a derogative sense is intended (Mzamane, 1948:68). 

(iii) PHU - mulomo (mouth) > mulomonyana (small 

5.3.7 Vowel Coalescence 

mouth) 

{gubo (blanket) > igubonyana ( small blanket) 

ihrabi (ox)> ihrabinyana (small ox) 

Once again we owe the definition of this concept to Doke who described it in 

the following terms: 

Zulu, like other Bantu languages, has three basic vowels, /a/, 
/i/ and /u/. The mid-forward vowels, /e/ and /c/, are 
secondary in value, and are often the result of coalescence of 
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/a/ and /i/; similarly, the mid-back vowels /o/ and /3/, are 
secondary in value, often being the result of the coalescence of 
/a/ and /u/ 

(Doke, 1927:23) 

According to this definition what happens in coalescence is that whenever 

two vowels in a lexeme are realised contiguously, they merge and result in a 

new vowel provided that they are in the following sequence: a + i > e; a + 

u > o. Likewise a + a > a. 

However, Aoki (1974) cast some doubt on whether the two vowels actually 

merge. Instead, he claimed that vowel coalescence ( which he calls "vowel 

contraction") could in Xhosa be accounted for in two operations. He posits a 

Vowel Lowering Rule which will lower the right-most vowel, in the first 

operation; and a Deletion Rule which will delete the left-most vowel in the 

second operation as is more evident from the following schematisation: 

lldJ; ~; a+a 

l!....:LI; a+o Vowel Lowering 

l!....:LI ti..Q J1...±.g, Vowel Deletion 

/e/ /o/ /a/ 

It would appear that Aoki's argument (1974:233-241) which refutes the 

traditional view that vowel coalescence is a single phonological process of 

merging is quite convincing since a number of Nguni phonologists including 

Davey (1978); Zotwana (1981), and Khumalo (1987); adopt it albeit with 

certain modifications and improvements. It will be argued in this section that 

Aoki's claim applies with full force also to Tekela Nguni. However in 

linguistics there is always a possibility for "either or" and consequently it 

may still be argued that in fact in coalescence we have a single operation 

where the two vowels merge and result in a new vowel thus: 

a + a > a; a + i > e; and a + u > o. 

Aoki' s set of rules seeks to explain three different phonological processes: 

consonantalisation (which has been dealt with above), vowel coalescence and 

vowel elision (which he terms vowel deletion). For the moment, I will focus 

only on how he explains vowel coalescence and turn to elision in the next 
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subsection. In both instances use will be made _of Khumalo's postulation 

(1987:141-157) which throws a lot of light on Aoki's set of rules. 

Khumalo's thesis centres on the structure of the syllable in Zulu (or generally 

in Nguni). If two syllables come together in such a way that vowel 

juxtaposition occurs, he argues that the left-most vowel must first delink 

from its syllable by Syllable Delinking and Nucleus Delink rule. This syllable 

now attaches to the nucleus of the following syllable by Syllabification. After 

that a number of phonological rules must apply depending on the value of 

the feature [+high] of the left-most vowel. If this vowel is [+high] glide 

formation takes place as we saw in consonantalisation above. If on the other 

hand it is [-high] it will first spread its [-high] feature to the vowel on the 

right by the Vowel Lowering rule. Khumalo (1987:141) claims that the 

motivation for this rule is to be found in a Tongue Height Constraint which 

stipulates that of any two adjacent [-cons] segments within a syllable, the 

left-most must either be of the same tongue height or higher than the vowel 

to the right. Thereafter the left-most vowel gets deleted. Let me cite the 

whole set of Aoki's vowel contraction rules as modified by Davey. 

~vog i[+vo~ -cons --> [-hig -c1_1s 
-high 

Rule 2 

[rn✓--~VOJ UVOJ ens --> -ens 
lab +rnd 

Rule 3 

7;vocJ -cµs > i- [+voe] -ens 

5.3.7.1 Vowel Coalescence in Swati 

- {Vowel Lowering} 

{ Glide Formation} 

{Vowel Deletion} 
(bavey, 1978:33) 

The application of vowel coalescence is limited in Swati ( and the other 

Tekela dialects) in comparison with Zunda Nguni. The reason is that in 

certain constructions with the necessary environment, coalescence is 

superseded by vowel replacement. However the following are instances where 

vowel coalescence occurs: 
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(a) where locative -ini follows on!!,- e.g. . 

entsa.beni < intsaba (mountain) i.e. < intsaba + ini 
endvun&.i < 1ndvuna (headman) i.e. < indvuna + ini 

(b) in the formation of a demonstrative from la- plus demonstrative root, 

e.g. 

lo < *lau - class 1 -umu-

le < *lai - class 9 -in-

!aha < *laba - class 2 -aha-

( c) in the various forms of the future tense contractions. e.g. 

ba.tofika < *bataufika < batakufika ( they will arrive) 

( d) when l! occurs before a verb stem with an initial latent i-, e.g. 

siyeva < *siyaiva (we hear/understand) 

ngiyeta < *ngiyaita (I am coming) 

( e) in the formation of adjective/relative concords, e.g. 

lo in I6mkhulu <*la+ umkhulu (a big one) 

le in lensha < *la + insha ( a new one) 

lo in logulako < *la + ugulako ( a sick one) 

Let us conclude this section by citing a full derivation of entsabeni ( on the 

mountain): 

intsaba + ini 
entsabaini 
entsabaini 
entsabaeni 
entsabeni 

Affixation 

Syllabification 

Vowel Lowering 

Vowel Deletion 

5.3. 7.2 Coalescence in the other dialects 
This phenomenon occurs in the other Tekela dialects in the same manner as 

in Swati. Only a few examples need be cited: 

( a) where locative suffix -ini follows on-!!,: 

BHA - fimfula > emfuleni (at the river) 

LA tin1iba > etinabeni (on the mountains) 

NHLA- 1b:nhlaba > emhlabeni (on earth) 

PHU - emaffitsha > emafutsheni (in the fat) 

SU.NDE- madoda > emadodeni (among men) 
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in the formation of a demonstrative from la- plus demonstrative root 

e.g. 

BHA - la+ ulu > lolu 

LA la+ isi > lesi 

NHLA - la + aha 
/. 

> laba 

in the various forms of the future tense contractions, e.g. 

LA ngitokhamba < *ngitaukhamba < ngitakukhamba (I 

NHLA

PHU -
SU.NOE 

sitofika 
begf tokha.bha 

I I 
nsatokhamba 

will go) 

< *sitaufika ( we shall arrive) 

< *begitaukhabha (I would go) 

< *nsataukhamba (I shall still go) 

( d) when J1 occurs before a verb stem with a latent initial i- e.g. 

BHA - bayeta < *bayaita (they are coming( 

LA bayeva < *bayaiva (they hear) 

NHLA - bemba < *baimba ( they dig) 

( e) in the formation of adjective/relative concords, e.g. 

BHA - omu- < *aumu - class 1 e.g. ornkhulu (a big one) 

LA nolu- < *naulu - class 11 e.g. nolrtde (along one) 

NHLA - leti- < *laiti - class 10 e.g. letikhambako ( which are 

going) 

5.3.7.3 Exceptions and Differences 
In concluding this subsection let us note a few exceptions. Regarding (b) 

above it must be borne in mind that Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele lack 

prevowels in their nominal class system. Accordingly one may speak more 

strictly of partial assimilation than vowel coalescence in the formation of 

demonstratives in these dialects e.g. la + mutfu > lomu.tfu ( this person) in 

Phuthi. The same applies with regard to ( e). 

In (c) above, Bhaca examples were not given because in this dialect the 

tendency is not to contract future tense constructions. Thus forms such as: 

bata bhobha (they will speak) remain uncontracted. Perhaps this is also due 
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to Xhosa influence where contraction does not oc_cur. Regarding ( d) it was 

observed during research that verb stems with a latent i- do not occur in 

Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele (see also Ziervogel, 1959 and Mzamane 1948). 

Finally in Nhlangwini and Bhaca we get coalescence also with possessive 

concords and adverbial constructions which prefix na-; nga-; njenga-. 

Consider the following examples: 

BHA - na + umtsengisi > nomtsheng(si (with the seller) 

NHLA - ngomalume < nga + llIIlalume (by uncle) 

BHA - njenga + ubawo > njengob~wo (like father) 

In typical Tekela coalescence in these instances would be superseded by 

vowel replacement. It would appear therefore that these dialects are inclining 

more towards Zunda Nguni. Note for instance that Bhaca no longer employs 

la- in adjectival constructions. One gets o'mdza.la instead of 16mdzala ( an old 

one). In Nhlangwini one gets both forms, e.g. lomdala/omdala, but the latter 

form tends to dominate. An interesting case has developed in Lala where na

replaces la- e.g. n6khfunbako instead of lokhambako (he who is going). la

also exists but many Lala people reject it on grounds that it is more Swati 

than Lala. These however are morphological features and I mention them 

only in passing. 

5.3.8 Vowel Elision 

This process has often been commented upon in the discussion of 

consonantalisation and vowel coalescence above. Accordingly most of its 

features have been dealt with including the applicable rules. It now remains 

of me to cite instances where vowel elision ( or vowel deletion) occurs. Before 

I do that, let us consider various types of vowel elision. Basically, there are 

three types of elision: Compulsory syntactic elision ( which will be 

commented upon only in passing); optional syntactic elision; and 

morphonological elision. 

Compulsory syntactic elision 

This type of elision falls outside the ambit of this study since it is not 

phonologically conditioned. It is governed by grammatical rules of a language 
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and affects vowel as well as consonantal segments .. For instance in Tekela, a 

prevowel is deleted if it follows a demonstrative e.g. Jena ndvodza. < *lena 
fodvodza. (this man) and Iona muntfu < Irina umantfu (this person). 

Sometimes a whole syllable is deleted e.g. kubo < kuboni (at their place). 

There are many other instances of this type of elision which we will not go 

into. Suffice it to note that this phenomenon occurs in Zunda Nguni as well. 

Optional svntactic elision 

In his analysis of Zulu phonology, Khumalo (1987:153) refers to this 

phenomenon as post-lexical elision. This descriptive expression focuses on 

the domain for optional syntactic elision. It refers to elision of vowel 

segments across word boundaries. What is worth noting is that certain rules 

which apply across morpheme boundaries within a lexical component do not 

apply post-lexically. Khumalo illustrates post-lexical elision by citing (p. 

155 op cit) an example with be which he regards as an underlying verbal 

root. He shows that vowel lowering does not apply post-lexically: 

(i) ibe + isebenta (he was working) 

ibeisebenta 
ibeisebenta 

Compounding 

Syllabification 

*ibeesebenta *Vowel Lowering 

*ibesebenta *Vowel Deletion 

(ii) ibe + isebenta (he was working) 

ibeisebenta 
ibeisebenta 
ibisebenta 

Compounding 

Syllabification 

Vowel Deletion 

This elision is said to be optional because the construction would be 

phonologically acceptable without it. However in quick speech the 

terminative of the first word becomes so adjacent to the prevowel of the 

second word so as to create the unpermitted vowel juxtaposition and vowel 

elision applies in order to resolve the unacceptable situation. 

Morphonological elision 

This occurs when two morphemes come together so as to create vowel 

juxtaposition. We are indebted to Aoki (1974) for formalising the Deletion 
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Rule which applies in this case ( see Consonantalisation and Vowel 

Coalescence above). Bear in mind that it is always the left-most vowel 

which is deleted if it is followed by a non-high vowel. 

Classification according to place 

Lass (1984:186-187) discusses elision (which he calls deletion) but 

approaches it somewhat differently from the aforegoing classification. He also 

distinguishes three types but according to the place where deletion occurs 

within a lexeme. Thus he isolates: ( a) aphaeresis, which is initial deletion; 

(b) syncope, which is formative-internal deletion ( which is sometimes 

extended to consonantal deletion); and (c) apocope, which is a loss of a final 

element. These three types will be illustrated below. 

5.3.8.1 Vowel Elision in Swati 

All the foregoing types of vowel elision occur in Swati. Aphaeresis and 

apocope occur in optional vowel elision. Aphaeresis occurs in single words but 

apocope occurs in quick speech where two lexical items are so juxtaposed as 

to form a single word-group. Consider the following examples: 

(i) Single words -

umake > make (my/ our mother) 

fu:nalfune > malume (my /our uncle) 

Note that with unyoko (your mother); uyihlo' (your father); et 

cetera, aphaeresis does not occur. Aphaeresis occurs with all 

nouns, of course, where it is morphologically conditioned, as in 

vocatives for instance, but that is compulsory. 

(ii) word groups -

(a) auxiliary+ verb 

ube ekhala > ubekh'ala (he was crying) 

(b) descriptive + descriptive 

lapha ekhaya > Iaphekhaya (here at home) 

( c) predicate + object 

babona inja > babon'fuja (they see a dog) 

( d) inclusive quantifier + complement 

yonke imiti > yo'nkim.i'ti ( all the villages) 
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Note that in practical orthography an optionally deleted final 

element is indicated by an apostrophe (') e.g. laph' ekhaya; yonk' 
imiti; et cetera. 

In Swati, syncope (or formative-internal deletion)_ occurs in 

morphonologically conditioned, compulsory elision i.e. where morphemes are 

juxtaposed in such a way that the unpermitted [CNVVC] sequence is 

created. This process applies where consonantalisation is blocked (see par. 

5.3.2 above and the deletion rule formalised there). Consider the following 

examples: 

(i) subject concord + vowel commencing verb stem 

bosa ( they roast) < *baosa 
sakha (we build) < *siakha 

(ii) object concord + vowel commencing verb stem 

uyatenta (he does/makes them) < *uyatienta 
ngiyabelekelela ( I assist them) < *ngiyabaelekelela 

(iii) in the formation of pronominal possessive concords 

lruni (mine) < *liamina or Ii+ a+ mina 
t:l.bo (theirs) < *ti+ a+ bona 

(iv) aspectual formatives + vowel commencing verb stems 

uselusa (he is still herding) < *usaelusa 
niyJba (you are stealing) < *niyaeba 
ning8na (you can sin) < *ningaona 

(iv) descriptive formative na- nga- njenga- + vowel commencing 

stem 

ngens1'mbi ( with iron) < *ngainsimbi 
nenkhtildiu (also a fowl) < *nainkhnkhu 

(N.B. In the above examples vowel lowering must first apply 

before the / a/ deletion - see par. 5.3. 7.) 

(v) negative formative -nga- + vowel commencing verb stem 

ungebi (you must not steal) < *ungaebi 
It was mentioned above that syncope may include consonant deletion. In 

Swati, this is optional: 

sita kuhamba ( we will go) 

sitauhamba Optional /k/ deletion 

sitaohamba 
/ 

sitohamba 
Vowel Lowering 

Vowel Elision 
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(vi) in the formation of anaphoric words with the root /o/ 

sona (it) < *siona 
bonkhe ( all of them < *ba.onkhe 
lcidvwa (by itself) < *liodvwa 

(vii) locative -ini suffixed to nouns 

liMleni ( on the breast) < *libeleini 
/ 

entsabeni ( on the mountain) < *entsabaini 
(viii) diminutive -ana + suffixed to nouns/qualificatives 

lebova'.na ( the reddish one) < *lebovuuana 
libalana ( a Ii ttle spot) < *libalayna 

(For a full derivation of (vii) and (viii) see paragraph 5.3.7.1. above.) 

5.3.8.2 Vowel Elision in Bhaca, Lala and Nhlangwini 
The above dialects are combined because of a similar manner in which vowel 

elision applies to all three of them. Consider the following examples: 

(i) optional elision 

BHA/LA/NHLA - beviJ1\,{ (they heard a voice) < beva 1livf 
BHA/NHLA -sibonitin.komo (we saw cattle) < sabona itin.k6mo1 

BHA - bon.kabantfwana (all the children) < bon.ke abantfwana 

'It must be noted here that this type of elision has more scope in Bhaca and 

Nhlangwini where all nouns have a preprefix as compared to Swati and Lala 

where preprefixes occur only in nasal classes. Consider the following 

examples: 

Bhaca 
Mn.k' abantfu < bon.ke ahantfu 
sabon' ihha°tjhi < sabona Toh'tjhi 

Swati 
*honk' bantfu ( all the people) 

*sabon' lihhashi ( we 

saw a horse) 

In the same vein in Bhaca (and to a lesser extent also in Nhlangwini) we get 

optional elision in the sequence: noun + qualificative (i.e. relative or 

adjective): 

fn.kom' ~bovtl ( a red beast) < fn.komo ebovu' 
indvodz' endza.la (an old man) < fudvodza e'ndza.l.a 
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In Swati and Lala the environment for this type of elision is barred by the 

/1/ element in Swati (/n/ in Lala) which prevents vowel juxtaposition: 

LA - fyomo nebovu'. 

SW A - (nkhomo lebovti 

LA - indzodza nendzhla 

SWA 
✓ / /. 

- mdvodza lendzala 

However, if the word order is reversed elision will occur in all these dialects 

in the same manner: 

LA 

BHA 

SWA 

NHLA 

SWA 

LA 

..,/ I ✓ ./ 
- nebov 1yomo < nebovu iyomo 
- ebov' ink8mo < ebovu inkomo 
- l~bov' inkhomd < lebovu inkhomo 
- (l)endal' (ndoda < (l)endala indoda 

< lendzala indvodza 
<nendzalaindvodza 

- lendzhl I indvodza 
/ .I. ✓ ✓ I 

- nendzal' mdzodza 
/ / / 

BHA - endzal' mdvodza < endzala indvodza 
(Note that the /1/ element is optional in Nhlangwini.) 

(ii) Compulsorv elision 

Likewise compulsory morphonological vowel elision occurs in these dialects in 

a manner similar to Swati: 

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/NHLA 

LA 

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/LA/NHLA

BHA/NHLA 

BHA/NHLA 

BHA/NHLA 

baba < *baaba (they divide/distribute) 

be~ta < *baenta (they do/make) 

bed.a< *baeda (they make/do) 

sa:mi < *siamina (mine) 
/ 

niyatakha < *niyatiakha (you build them) 

sisotela < *sisaotela ( we are still drowsy) 

(k)elibeleni < *(k)elibeleeni ( on the breast) 

ilfbelana < *ilibeleana ( a small breast) 

ngenkulu < *ngaenkulu (by a big one) 

nje"ngog6Iak6 < *njengaogulako (like a sick 

one) 

neiigane < *naingane ( also the child) 

Regarding constructions with na-, nga- and njenga- (also nganga-) we note 
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once again that these have a broader scope of appl_ication or elision in Bhaca 

and Nhlangwini than in Swati and Lala because of the intervocalic /1/ or /n/ 

in the latter dialects: 

Bhaca Swati 
njengenkulu 
ngangeu'dzala 

, ✓dze nes1 

njengaie'nkh'illu (like a big one) 

ngruigai6lidzala ( as big as the old one) 

naIEfs(dze ( also the long one) 

One might reiterate here that regarding relatives and adjectives Bhaca is 

inclined more to Zunda than typical Tekela Nguni. 

5.3.8.3 Vowel Elision in Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele 
These two are grouped together owing to a strong Sotho influence evinced in 

certain instances of optional elision. Consider the following examples: 

(i) Optional vowel elision in single words 

PHU /SU .NDE - rnmala < *munala < mumala (colour) cf. Sotho mmala 
mullo < mulilo (fire) cf. Tswana mtillo or mulilo 
rrima < mama (my/our mother) cf. Tswana IIlIIla 
mU:vallo < muvalelo (obstruction pole) cf. Sotho 

mokoallo 
tlnna < unina (her /his mother) 

It must be pointed out here that the tewo sonorants must be identical before 

vowel elision occurs. Thus in the derivation of mmala the rules must be 

ordered in such a way that complete assimilation precedes vowel elision thus: 

mu+ bala 
mumala 
mmala 

Nasal assimilation 

Epenthetic Vowel Elision 

Elision in these instances may be captured in the following formal rule: 

+syll +son 
Rule15 / L ~on~ -> 0 Il~onJ 

Condition: The two sonorants must be identical. 

l+sonl 
!..:!:-co~ 
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The consequence of this elision is that the first of the two sonorants 

subsequently becomes a syllable i.e. 

Rule 16 

f}~~~J --> [+syll] /_ ~~~~~ 
Condition: The two sonorants must be identical. 

Consider the following Phuthi examples: 

[qnnol;iJ] < *mumobho < mubobho (nose bridge) 

[qnna§;i,] < muma'.'go (ascent) 

[la] < ma' ( cry for) 

My view is that in such sonorant juxtapositioning only the left-most 

sonorant becomes syllabic i.e. when the epenthetic vowel is deleted, its 

suprasegmental properties (such as length, syllabicity and often tone) are 

transferred to the preceding sonorant (cf. Kotze, 1987:48). However another 

argument, on the contrary, may be advanced with the effect that the two 

sonorants merge after the elision and together form a syllable. I do not 

subscribe to this view and I feel that the first view is clearly demonstrated in 

instances where the two sonorants belong to two different morphemes. Let us 

illustrate with examples where the left-most sonorant is a prefix and the 

right-most is a stem morpheme and then contrast the singular with the 

plural of such examples. 

PHU - lla.ga < Iilaga (sun) - malaga (suns) 

SU.NOE- Jlembe < lilembe (axe) -malembe(axes) 

From these examples it is clear that only the left-most /1/ has been 

substituted in the plural which shows that the two /1/'s did not merge. 

In Swati (as well as in Nhlangwini and Bhaca) we also get similar phenomena 

of vowel elision. Here, however, it is restricted to the /u/ of the basic prefixes 

of classes 1 /3 and 4 and of the class 1 object concord. Conditions applicable 

to Rule 14 above as well as nasal assimilation are not relevant here. The only 

condition is that the stem must be polysyllabic. Consider the following 

examples and contrast them with instances where /m/ forms part of the next 

syllable: 
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(uqnun1ziJ < *umufundzi (student) - [inJfund.Sq] (learning) 

[UljlSoni] < *umuboui (seer) - [iml)?,BJ[ (hole) 

[9ij3ljltsan1z;t] < *ngiyamutshandza (I love her) 

In Lala this does not occur because the /m/ is deleted e.g. ukhon6 instead of 

umkhono (arm). In exceptional cases however where /m/ is retained the 

same phonemenon occurs e.g. fupfundzi (learner) < *umufundzi. 

The Sotho influence is also evinced in the deletion of the /i/ of class 9 noun 

prefix and the first person subject/object concord in Sumayela Ndebele. In 

both cases /N / becomes syllabic and homorganic with the next consonant. 

Consider the following: 

[JJ:!iw.~] < *uigwe (leopard) 

[J1:q3?,] < *nid3a ( dog) 

[IJ!:Y.VJ < *uivu (sheep) and 

[warpfuna] (he wants me) 

Ziervogel (1959:37) observes that the syllabification of /N / occurs only with 

monosyllabic stems. He notes further (ibid) that in older forms the prevowel 

is retained e.g. [iugwc] (leopard). 

Elision in word-groups occurs in Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele just as in 

Swati and the other dialects. Consider the following examples: 

PHU - Gabon'1'ja < Gabona 'ija (I saw a dog) 

SU.NDE- Letigas{mavila < Leti {gasf mavila (The ones who are not 

lazy) 

However in Phuthi and Sumayela N debele this process is restricted by the 

lack of preprefixes in nouns and the occurrence of the la- morpheme with 

relatives and objectives. 

(ii) Compulsory Morphonological Vowel Elision 

Again this occurs in Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele just like in Swati and the 

other dialects: 

PHU 
/ 

- wemadla < *wa-emadla (of strength) 
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SU.NDE- ngendlini < *nga + endlini (by the house 
/ . 

bokle < *ba + o + kle (all of them) 

nodwa < *ni + o + dwa (by yourselves) 

5.3.9 Vowel Raising 
Vowel raising is a type of regressive assimilation whereby the mid-low 

vowels [c] and [o] assimilate to the [+high] position of the high vowels [i] and 

[u] in the following syllable. This phenomenon is common to almost all 

Southern Bantu Languages with the exception of Venda. However, an 

indepth study on it is yet to be undertaken. Its environment is much broader 

than what I have just cited. For instance, Louw (in Ranamane and Louw, 

1987:39 & 40) cites also the syllabic /m/ as another trigger of vowel raising. 

He maintains that in Nguni the syllabic /m/ is actually a contraction of mu 
or mi. Accordingly, the trigger of vowel raising is still the underlying [i] or 

[u]. Louw (ibid) then investigates the cause of the raising of [c] and [o] in 

monosyllabic demonstratives [lo] and [le] (this) in Xhosa. He compares Xhosa 

with Swati where the equivalent full forms of the Xhosa demonstratives are 

respectively loyi and leyi. He subsequently concludes that the Xhosa 

demonstratives must also have -yi in their underlying structure. He then 

captures all these generalisations in the following formal rule: 

[mid low]-> 
V 

[mid high] 
V 

-c [ 

This rule states that a mid-low vowel will be raised when it is followed by a 

syllable with a high or underlyingly high vowel. Consider the following: 

[ erpf aBeni] ( on earth) [ u1Jl13oni] (seer) 

[letfu] (ours) in Bhaca 

In filfihl.abeni [ c] has been raised to assimilate to [IJl] and [i]. In umboni, [ o] 

has been raised to assimilate to [i] and in l~tfu [c] to assimilate to [u]. But 

there is also a question of raised [o] in [uljlfowethu] in Nhlangwini. This [o] is 

not immediately followed by [u] because there is an intervening syllable with. 

[e]. Louw (QILl11 pp. 41-44) considers this for Sotho and states that raised 

mid-vowels may raise other mid-low vowels. He points out that to 

auto-segmentalists this would be captured in a rule such as the following: 
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[+~·h] 

I \ 
I \ 
I \ 

[u IJ1 f ow e th u] 

This rule demonstrates how the [+high] feature of [u] is spread to all the 

preceding mid-low vowels. Khumalo (1987:74) holds the same view that 

besides the high vowels [i] and [u], raised vowels can also raise other mid-low 

vowels. He captures all these generalisations in the two rules reproduced 
below: 

Vowel Raisin,1 I rhyme °At rhyme 
-cons I i -hij -> [+raised] C (C) 
-lo [+hi] 

Vowel Raisinf2 

I rhyme 
At rhyre 

_I -cons 
-hiJ-> [+raised] C (C) V 
-lo [ +raised] 

To capture the generalisations made by Louw and Khumalo, let me collapse 

their rules into the following: 

Rule 17 

+son 
+syll 
-cons --> 
-low 
-high 

[+rnised[ / 

[+high] 
V 

[+high] 
V 

[+raised] 
V 

However, this is not the end of the story. For instance, Khumalo (1987:75) 

observes that a word like akasebenzi (he does not work) or akathekelezi (he 

does not tie up) may be realised phonetically as [a]sascBendzi] / [a]saseBend~_iJ 

or [a]sathc]sEle2:jJ / [akathel5ele~U- He claims (ibid) that the preference to raise 

all mid-low vowels is greater when they are flanked by [+high] vowels e.g. 

[isiseBendzi] (worker). To my mind, the effect of these observations is that in 

vowel raising we have a scale of [+high] degrees where one raised segment 

may be a degree higher or lower than other raised segments. For 
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instance, in my Zulu dialect, the /o/ in the first phrase is higher than the /o/ 

in the second one in [lo munt?u] / [umunt?u lo] (this person). 

Khumalo (1987:76) considers the effect of depressor consonants immediately 

before mid-low vowels which should be raised. He asserts ( correctly in my 

view) that such depressors block vowel raising. He cites: [ugo)su~a] (by 

eating) and [ugcli)saBani] (whose is it) in support of his assertions. Is this the 

only constraint? Perhaps not. If depressors have effect on vowel raising, what 

about high or low tones? Will the depressors be as effective if the mid-low 

vowel was phonetically long? Consider oobawo (father and company) in 

Bhaca. According to my informants this long /o/ will be raised despite the 

depressor and what is more interesting is that it is not followed by a syllable 

with a high vowel: [ugo:Bawo]. Khumalo (ibid) states that long vowels are 

optionally raised, and cites: [6:Bani] or [:iBani] (who - "plural") and [ciami] 

or [e:lami] (mine). I want to add that the locative prefix~ and the relative 

concord ~/Q:- are also raised in Zulu/Nhlangwini and Bhaca. Consider the 

following: [ekhaja] (at home); [endala/endzala] (the old one); [o!:ith:i] (the 

honest one). It is not within the ambit of this study to investigate what 

triggers vowel raising in these instances. Further research with the aid of 

instruments is definitely warranted. 

5.3.9.1 Vowel Raising in Swati 
Throughout the above discussion I avoided Swati examples because I very 

much doubt whether this phenomenon is as prevalent in Swati as in other 

Nguni speech forms. Perhaps my ear is not very well trained but in 

constructions such as: Wena wenkhosi or Wena weKunene or Wena 

weluhlanga (Your highness), I could not hear any vowel raising from my 

informants. However authorities on this dialect (cf. Ziervogel et al, 1967:220-

221) maintain that there is vowel raising in such instances, i.e. where a 

mid-low vowel is followed by high vowels without an intervening /a/. 

Accordingly I will not dispute this fact but only concede that the little 

raising that I heard was in the locative prefix ~; relative concord le- and 

class 1/3/4 and 9 first position demonstratives lo and le. 
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5.3.9.2 Vowel Raising in the other dialects 

In Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini and Sumayela N debele vowel raising occurs in 

the manner described in par. 5.3.9 above. Let us illustrate with examples: 

(i) with locative -ini 

BHA - [et 1inkomeni] (at the cattle). 

(ii) with the causative -isa 

LA [Bonisa] (show) 

(iii) with the perfect -ile 

NHLA- [pholilc] (cool) 

(iv) with the negative -i 
SU.NDE- [aBaweli] (they do not cross) 

(v) with-]! as a terminative or anywhere after /c/ or /J/ 
LA [ siley,vJ (beard) 

5.3.9.3 Vowel Raising in Phuthi 

Phuthi differs from all the Tekela dialects with regard to vowel system in 

that it has seven phonemes [a], [i], [u], [e], [c], [o] and [3]. From informants I 

observed that the mid-high vowels are more prevalent than their mid-low 

counterparts. From the collected data I could postulate the rule that 

mid-high /e/ and /o/ are used word-internally and mid-low /c/ and /J/ 
word-finally but I could not get absolute consistency in this respect. 

Mzamane (1948:2) in his treatise of Phuthi also came upon this phenomenon 

but failed to discover the phonological rule which governs it. He ended up by 

stating (ibid): 

The occurrence of the close mid-back vowel in words like 
inyoka, ikona and many others in Phuthi, is a peculiarity 
characteristic of this language alone in contrast to Nguni and 
Sotho where similar or allied words contain an open mid-back 
vowel. 

No doubt the subject warrants further research. 

5.3.1.0 Vowel Replacement 

In this process the /a/ in possessive concords; descriptive formatives nga-; 

na- and njenga- is invariably replaced by /e/. This often occurs where one 

would expect partial assimilation or vowel coalescence. The first person to 
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identify this phenomenon, Prof. Ziervogel, admits _that "the causes of vowel 

replacement are unknown" (Ziervogel et al, 1967:221 ). No doubt the subject 

warrants further research. 

5.3.10.1 Vowel Replacement 
In Swati, this process occurs in all the above-mentioned environments. 

Consider the following examples: 

(i) with possessive concord+ nominal base 

{ncwadzi yemfundisi (priest's letter) < *ya+ umfi{udisi 
fncwadzi yffikliosi (king's letter) < *ya+ fnkhosi 
incwadzi yelibandla ( congregation's letter) < *ya + 

(ii) with connective na-

nemfula < *na + umfula (and the river) 

nelutsh{ < *na + lutshi (and a stick) 

(iii) with the instrumental nga-

ngelitje < *nga + litje (by means of a stone) 

ngemukhwa < *nga + umukhwa (by a knife) 

(iv) with comparative njenga-

libandla 

njengemlumbi < *njenga + umlumbi (like a "White) 

nje'ngebafati < *njenga + bafati (like women) 

(v) with the comparative nganga-

ngangendlovu < *nganga + indlovu (as big as an elephant) 

ngangelutshf < *nganga + lutsi ( as thin as a twig) 

These generalisations may be captured in the following formalisation: 

7
Rule 18 syll~ 

-cons --> 
ntral G

syl~ -cons 

~~t 
Condition: In possessive, descriptive instrumental/comparative/ 

connective prefixes. 

The only exceptions are the possessive concords of Class la and 2a nouns, 

where possessive morpheme /a/ is kept unchanged: 

{nkhomo yababe (my father's head of cattle) 
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t{mo'va tabobabe (father and company's cars) 

s(tja samake (my mother's dish) 

(ngubo yamalume (my uncle's blanket) 

5.3.10.2 Vowel Replacement in the other dialects 
Vowel replacement is one of the typical Tekela processes and as such occurs 

in all the Tekela dialects. Moreover, it occurs in the other dialects exactly as 

it does in Swati. In Bhaca, Phuthi and Nhlangwini it alternates with vowel 

coalescence but coalescence is indubitably due to Zunda Nguni influence: 

( i) with a possessive concord + nominal base 

PHU - lefati <*la+ ufati (of the woman) 

BHA - temifti <*ta+ umuti (of the village) 

(ii) with the connective na-

NHLA - nerruilihatjhi ( and the horses) < *na + 

amahhatjhi 
BHA - ne'mntfwana (and the baby) < *na + 

umntfwana 
(iii) with the instrumental nga-

SU.NDE- ge'tinro < *ga + tinro (by things) 

PHU - getfoga < *ga + itfoga (by a stick) 

(vi) with the comparative nganga-

LA ngingebwam (as much as grass) < *nganga + 

NHLA-

bwani 

ngangemfati (as big as a woman) < *nganga 
+ umfati 

( v) with the comparative njenga-

BHA - njengemfana < *njenga + umfana (like a boy) 

SU.NDE- njengebuyani < *njenga + buyani (like grass) 

5.4 RECAPITULATION 

In this chapter a limited number of those phonological processes which are 

common to most Tekela dialects was discussed. Despite this selective 

approach however, a few deductions may be made. 

In the first place the discussion revealed some glaring discrepancies in the 
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study of phonological processes in Nguni in general and Tekela Nguni in 

particular. The result was that. in cert.a.in instances applicable rules could not. 

be formalised to capture all the relevant generalisations. The discrepancies 

were most pronounced in vowel raising and vowel replacement. 

In the second place, the discussion appears to have been worthwhile since it 

attempted to feel a gap which we notice in various studies which analyse the 

Tekela dialects (either separately or comparatively). It was realised that 

most of the processes discussed in this chapter have not received more than a 

cursory treatment (often in the form of a few lines or a short paragraph) 

from Tekela linguists. 

In the third place, it is hoped that this discussion succeeded in showing that 

almost all the Tekela dialects undergo phonological processes in a similar 

manner. Exceptions were identified here and there but most of these could be 

ascribed to the influence of contiguous non-Tekela languages. As such the 

discussion provided more evidence in an effort to prove that these dialects 

a.re but members of the same family, i.e. they are sister dialects. 
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CHAPTER6 

SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY 

6.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 
6.1.1 General 

It will be recalled that in the first chapter it was pointed out that the focus 

of this comparative study is on segmental phonology. Indeed the aforegoing 

chapters confirm to this. Accordingly the study of suprasegmental phonology 

will be very elementary, and the main reason is that it is so broad that it 

constitutes a study on its own. In fact, owing to its broad scope, it was 

contemplated even to leave it out altogether were it not for a very important 

remark made by Khumalo (1987:287-288) on the significance of tone in a 

comparative study of dialects: 

The only study of Zulu dialects we know of is Kubeka (1979). 
That, however, is an incomplete study since it omits the area. 
of the greatest significance in the dialects viz. the tonology. We 
know for instance, that one of the most striking differences 
between the KwaZulu and Natal Coast dialects is in what we 
explain through the notion of Extratonality. 

Accordingly, the study of tone in the Tekela dialects will help us to know not 

only what tonal patterns and rules apply but also to ascertain tonological 

similarities and differences between these dialects. In order to achieve this 

goal we do not necessarily need to exhaust all the tone patterns and rules. 

Accordingly only the verb and the noun will be considered in this discussion. 

Regarding the verb, only the infinitive and the present tense of the indicative 

mood in the positive and negative conjugation will be dealt with. 

6.1.2 Existing Sturues on Nguni Tonology 

Two works are considered to be absolutely relevant to this chapter, viz. 

Davey (1981) and Khumalo (1987). Davey's work is significant from· the 

point of view that it is to date, the only detailed study of tone in Swati, the 

dialect I have chosen as my point of departure in this thesis. Khumalo's work 

is relevant for two reasons. Firstly, it is the latest work on the tonology of a 

Nguni language, to wit, Zulu. Accordingly it is the most up to date work 

more especially because he has applied in it the generative phonology 
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does not realise that the apparent difference is in the orthography only. 

Phonetically in Zulu and Xhosa these phonemes are the same [tf ]. Her 

assertion that the Xhosa /tjh/ which is proto-Nguni has been replaced by 

the innovation /sh/ in Zulu is only true as far as written Zulu is concerned. 

In spoken Zulu /tjh/ i~ quite common especially in isiZansi i.e. Southern 

Natal. This goes to show that these two languages cannot be put into 

watertight compartments. 

Be that as it may, the point has been made that the Nguni could do with 

only one written language. Unfortunately, throughout the world, linguistic 

considerations are often superseded by political ideologies in the 

standardisation of dialects, and South Africa is no exception. 

To those who uphold the provisions of the "noble" document, the bill of 

human rights; there is some justice for the multiplicity of standardised 

dialects because no ethnic group must be linguistically subservient to 

another. But is such a policy practicable? Just how far can one take it? 

Would it be a feasible proposition for instance, to set up six more 

independent homelands in South Africa to accommodate the Tekela dialects? 

If carried to its logical conclusion such policy might lead to a situation where 

members of the same family cannot c01mnunicate through a common 

medium and must perforce use a lingua franca. Such a policy is in fact more 

exclusive than inclusive; in fact it is too devisive. Its problem is that it 

places too much emphasis on ethnic groups whereas the bill of rights is aimed 

at protecting individuals. Viewed in that light a single written language for 

the entire Nguni community of Southern Africa, be they Mpondo, Ndebele or 

Lala, would be most ideal. It would protect the interests of all Nguni 

individuals irrespective of their ethnicity. 

However, these issues belong more to applied linguistics and will not be 

pursued any further in this study. Be that as it may it should be clearly 

understood that I am not advocating for the suppression or destroying of any 

language. For instance, I would not argue that because Su.Nde or Phuthi find 

themselves a minority among the Sotho, then their speech variety should be 

suppressed in favour of Sotho. All I am saying is that all related dialects 
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should have one - and only one - written medium. Accordingly I feel 

compelled to reiterate Ngcongwane's words which are most appropriate in 

this regard: 

For its size, South Africa speaks rather too many languages. 
\11/e can count up to ten fully-fledged and written tongues: 
Zulu, Xhosa, Swati, Tswana, Southern Sotho, Northern Sotho, 
Venda, Tsonga, and the two European languages, Afrikaans 
and English. I understand very soon we may also add N debele 
to the long list, as there is already some talk of another tiny 
zimele e e (i.e. complete independence) in that area. The 
United 'tates is composed of 50 states, some of which are as 
big as South Africa; but the whole country speaks one 
language. By comparison, we in South Africa literary swim in a 
flood of languages. 

(Ngcongwane, 1983:63--64) 

Ngcongwane made this observation in 1983. Today (1989) Southern Ndebele 

has already been introduced as a school subject and a standard language in 

KaNdebele homeland. 

It might appear that this divisive language policy is rife in South Africa but 

in actual fact this country is not exceptional. The same phenomena seem to 

obtain throughout the African continent. Knappert deplores this situation in 

the following terms: 

Africa is a very large continent. It is three times larger than 

Europe: 30,000,000 km2; but it has only about one half of the 
number of inhabitants Europe has: now over 550,000,000. Yet 
the peoples of Africa speak more than a thousand languages 
between them, as against 60 languages for the Europeans. This 
gives an average of 8 1/3 million speakers per language in 
Europe, as against 250,000 speakers average for an African 
language. This number is further reduced by the fact that over 
62 million people in Africa, or a quarter of its population, 
speak Arabic, so that in reality, the average African language 
has less than 200,000 speakers. This fact is relevant for the 
problem of nation-wide communication languages as well as 
for education. 

(Knappert, 1988: 1) 

The truth contained in these words needs no comment. 
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APPENDIX A 

ENGLISH 

person ............. . 

parent ............. . 

builder ........... .. 

woman .............. . 

boy ................ . 

maker .............. . 

ZULU 

umuntu 

(mfza l i 

umakhi 

umfazi 

urlifana 

umenzi 

7. white person ........ umlungu/un'ilumbi .... . 

8. father (my/our) ..... ubaba .............. . 
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tlmtlntfu ............ . tlmtlntfu ............ . tlmtlnhu ............. . 

un'ital i ............. . umtal i ............. . utal; 

umakhi umakhi makhi ............. .. 

urlifat i umfati ufat; .............. . 

un'ifana un'ifana ufwana ............. . 

umenti umenti medi ............... . 
··1 b' ''l ·'1-" um um 1 . • • • • • • . • • • • . um ungu . . . . . . . . . . . . . um ungu ............ . 

babe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ubaw6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . babe ............... . 

9. mother (my/our) . . . . . umama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . make . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . umana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mame ...•............ 

IO. uncle (maternal) ... . uma l Orne ............ . mal Gme ............. . umalGme ............ . malGme ............. . 

II. fathers (our) ...... . obaba/ab6baba ...... . bobabe ............. . 6obaw6 ............. . b6babe ............ .. 

12. student ........... .. umfundi ............ . umfundzi ........... . umfundzi ........... . ufilndzi/umfundzi •... 

13. sister (my/our) .... . udadewethu ......... . dzadzewetfu ........ . udzadzewetfu ....... . dzadzewethu ........ . 

14. man ................ . fndoda ............. . i ndvodza ........... . indvodza ........... . indzodza ........... . 

15. goat .............. .. imbQzi ............. . imbOti ............ .. imbGti imbGt i ............. . 

16. axe ............... .. imbazo/i'zembe ....... . lizembe ............ . izembe ............. . 1. , b. 
1 zem e ............. . 

17. house .............. . indlu ............. .. i ndl u .............. . indl u .............. . indlu/ingru ........ . 

18. elephant .......... .. i ndl ovu ............ . indlovu ............ . indlovu ............ . indlovu/ingrovu .... . 

19. hippopotamus ....... . i mvubtl ............. . i mvubu ............. . imvubtl ............. . imvubtl ............. . 

20. famine ............. . indlala ............ . indlala ........... .. indlala ............ . i ndl al a ........... .. 

w -0 



ENGLISH ZULU 

21. path .............. indlela 

22. health . . . .. . . .. . . . . . impilo ............. . 

23. bride/daughter-in-law umakoti ....•........ 

24. river . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. uriifula ............. . 
25. 

26. 

27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

wind ............... . 

shade .............. . 

fire ............... . 

obstruction pole ... . 

mouth .............. . 

ta i 1 ............... . 

1 aw ................ . 

maize .............. . 

work ............... . 

door-way 

35. villages ........... . 

36. tree ............... . 

37. colour ............. . 

38. stone .............. . 

39. voice/word ......... . 

40. blood .............. . 

41. ear ................ . 

um6ya .............. . 

uriithGnz i ........... . 

uml i 1 o 

uriival o 

tln'ilomo 

urns 'il a .............. 
unfthetho ........... . 

tltfimb'il a ............ . 

unfsebenz i .......... . 

umnyango ....... ····· 
imizi .............. . 

umuthi 

tlmbal a ............. . 

itje ............... . 

lZWi ............... . 

i gaz i .............. . 

indlebe ............ . 
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SWATI 

indlela 

imphilo 

umakot i ............ . 

umful a ............. . 

um6ya .............. . 

umtfGnt i ........... . 

tlml i 1 o 

tlnfv al o 

tlml omo 

urns 'il a ............. . 
, ' h' f umts et o .......... . 

unfmb'il a ............ . 

unfsebent i .......... . 

unfnyango ........... . 
' 't . 1 m 1 1 .••..•••••.••.• 

tlmutsh i ............ . 

umbal a ............. . 

l itje .............. . 

l 1vi ............... . 

ingati ............. . 

indlebe ............ . 

BHACA 

indlela 

impi lo ............. . 

umakhot i ........... . 

uml ambo ............ . 

tlm6ya .............. . 

unit fOnt i ........... . 

umi il O ............. . 

tlm'valo 

um1 omo 

unfs'il a 

tlmtshetfo .......... . 

tlmb6na ............. . 

umsebenti .......... . 

unfnyango ........... . 

imiti .............. . 

umutshi ............ . 

umbal a ............. . 

il itje ............. . 

il ivi .............. . 

i gat i .............. . 

indlebe ............ . 
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LALA 

indlela 

im'ilo .............. . 

umakhot i ............ . 

ufGla .............. . 

tlm6ya .............. . 

uthGnti ............ . 

unn 0 

tlvalo 

un6mo 
us n a w -
utshetsho .......... . 

ummb'il a ............ . 

umsebent i .......... . 

unyango ........... . 
, 't. 
1 m1 1 ••••••••••••••• 

utshi ............ . 

mubal a ............. . 

l ibwe .............. . 

l ivi ............... . 

ligati ............. . 

indlebe/ingrebe .... . 



ENGLISH 

42. tooth ............. .. 

43. grand-mother ....... . 

44. baby .•.............. 

45. country/land ....... . 

46. lion ............... . 

47. horse .............. . 
48. crocodile .......... . 

49. leopard ............ . 

50. leaf .............. .. 

51 . body ............... . 

52. cannibal ........... . 

53. water ......•........ 

54. sun ................ . 

55. fat/oil ............ . 

56. initiated girls .... . 

57. head ............... . 
58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

nose ............... . 

lungs .............. . 

eggs ............... . 

brother ............ . 

62. knee ............... . 

ZULU 

'lzinyo ............. . 

ug6go .............. . 

umntwana ... ········· 
izwe ............... . 

ibhubesi ........... . 

'lhhashi ............ . 

ingwenya ........... . 

ingwe ............. .. 

icembe/iqabunga .... . 

umzimba ............ . 

iz'lmu ............. .. 

amanzi ............. . 

ilanga ............. . 

amafDtha ...•........ 

amatjitji ...... ···•· 
ikhanda/inhl6ko 

ikhala/impumulo .... . 

amaphaphu .......... . 

amaqanda ........... . 

umf6wethu .......... . 

idol o .............. . 

COREcVOCABULARY 

SWAT! 

l itinyo ............ . 

ug6go .............. . 

unlntfwana .......... . 

fl ive .............. . 

ingwenyama/libhubesi. 

l ihhashi ........... . 

ingwenya 

ingwe .............. . 

l i cembe ............ . 

umtimba ............ . 

l it'lmu/1 ijabhane ... . 

emanti ............. . 

lilanga ............ . 

emafDtsha .......... . 

ematjitji .......... . 

inhloko ........... .. 

imphumulo 

emaphaphu 

emacandza 

umnaketfu 

lidvolo ............ . 

BHACA 

il it'lnyo 

umakhGlu 

umntfwana .......... . 

11 i ve .............. . 

ingonyama .......... . 

'lhhashi ............ . 

ingwenya ........... . 

ingwe ............. .. 

l iggabi ............ . 

umtimba ........... .. 

itimu ............. .. 

amant i ............. . 

ilanga ............ .. 

amafGtsha 

amatjitji .......... . 

inhloko ............ . 
, , l 1mpumu o ........... . 
r , h h, amap ap u .......... . 

amaqandza 

umf6wet fu 

idvolo ............. . 
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l it 'Inyo 

ug6go .............. . 

unhana .............. . 

live ............... . 

l i bhubesi .......... . 

l ihhashi ........... . 

ingwenya 

ingwe .............. . 

likhasi ............ . 

utimba ............. . 

l ft'lmu ............. . 

amad i .............. . 

l ilanga ............ . 

amafDtsha 

amagomazi .......... . 

inhl6ko ........... .. 

1mhumDl 6 ........... . 

amaphaphu 

amaqandza 

uf6wethu 

lidz616 ............ . 

w 
~ 

"' 

I 



ENGLISH 

63. today .............. . 

64. eye ................ . 

65. to sleep ........... . 

66. time ............... . 

67. power/strength ..... . 

68. lies ............... . 

69. saliva ............. . 

70. clouds ............. . 

71. hand ............... . 

72. fool ............... . 
73. 

74. 
75. 

dumb person ........ . 

blind person ....... . 

shoe ............... . 

76. stomach ............ . 

77. chest .......... , ... . 

78. breast ............. . 

79. vessels/dishes ..... . 

80. old woman .......... . 

81. mouse .............. . 

82. 

83. 

foot ............... . 

field .............. . 

ZULU 

namuhla ............ . 

1s6/1hl6 ........... . 

ukulala ............ . 

isikhathi .......... . 

amandl a ............ . 

amanga 

amathe ............. . 

amafu .............. . 

isandla .......•..... 

isithutha .......... . 

isimungulu 

impumputhe 

isicathulo 

i Si SU •.••••..••••••• 

isifOba ............ . 

1bel e .............. . 

izitsha ............ . 

isalukazi .......... . 

imbi ba ............. . 

unyawo 

ins'imu 

CORE-VOCABULARY 
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l amuh la namuhla 

11 s6 ............... . il i s6 .............. . 
kulala ............. . ukulala ............ . 

sikhatshi .......... . i xesha ............. . 
emandla ............ . amandla 
emanga ............. . ubux5k i 
ematshe ............. . amatshe 
emafu .............. . amafu .............. . 
sandl a ............. . ,sandla ............ . 
siphukuphuku ....... . isibhanxa .......... . 
s imumu ............. . is imumu ............ . 
imphumputshe ....... . impumputshe ........ . 
sicatfulo .......... . isihlangu .......... . 

Sl SU .••.•..••••.•.•. i Si SU •••.•..•.•.•••• 

s i fGba is i fOba ............ . 
libele ............. . i bel e .............. . 

titja .............. . 't 't. l 1 Ja .........•.... 

salukati ........... . isalukati .......... . 

imbiba ............. . impuku 

lunyawo ............ . unyawo 

ins'imi ............. . ins'imu 
84. sorghum . . . . . . . . . . . . . amabe le . . . . . . . . . . . . . emabe le . . . . . . . . . . . . . amabe le ............ . 
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namOhl a ............ . 

lls6 ............... . 

kulala .............. . 

sikhathi ........... . 

amangra ............ . 

amanga ............. . 

amatshe ............ . 

amafu .............. . 

sangra ............. . 

siphukuphuku ....... . w -w 
s imumu .............• 

imhumhutshe ........ . 

sicathOba .......... . 

Si SU •..••..•.••••••• 

sifOba ............. . 

libele ............. . 

ti tj a .............. . 
salukati ........... . 

imb'iba ............. . 

l unyawo ............ . 

ins'imu ............. . 

amabel e ............ . 



ENGLISH 

85. dog ................ . 

86. marriagable girl ... . 

87. C 1 ay ............... . 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

mountain .....•...... 

grass .............. . 

obstinacy .......... . 

bovine ............. . 

bull ............... . 

ox ................. . 

94. baboons ............ . 

95. birds ............. .. 

96. sheep .............. . 

97. hearts ........•..... 

98. song ............... . 

99. feather ............ . 

100. stick .............. . 

101. nail ............... . 

102. twig/stick ......... . 

ZULU 

'inj a 
i ntombi ............ . 

tlbOmba ......•....... 

intaba 

utjani 

in kan i 

inkom6 

inkOnzi ............ . 

i nkabi ............. . 

izimfene 

izinyiini 

'imvu .....•.......... 

izinhl iziyo ........ . 

ingoma/iculo ....... . 

tlphaphe/tls'iba ...... . 

induku/int6nga ..... . 

tlzipho ............. . 

Gthi ............... . 
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'inja inja ............... . 'imbwa 

intfombi ........... . intfombi ........... . inombi ............. . 
ltlbOmba ubGmba ............. . 1 tlbGmba ............ . 

i ntsaba ............ . intsaba ............ . inaba 
tjani .............. . utj ani bwani 

inkani ............. . inkani ............. . iyani 

i nkhom6 ............ . inkom6 ............. . iyom6 

inkhOnz i ........... . inkOnt i ............ . iwOdi 

inkhabi inkabi ............. . iyabi 

t imfene ilmfene ............ . timfene ............ . 

tinyoni fints'aka ......•..•.. inyiini ............. . 

'imvtl ............... . 'imvtl ............... . 'imvu ............... . 

inhlitiyo .......... . inhl itiyo .......... . inhlitiyo .......... . 

ingoma ............. . ingoma ............. . 1 igama ............. . 

1 tlphaphe ........... . tlphaphe/us'iba ...... . ltlsi'ba ............. . 

indvuku ............ . indvuku/intfonga ... . fodz1lku ............ . 

ltlgalo ............. . ut i pho ............. . 1 tln'ipho ............ . 

1 Otshi ............. . ul utshi ............ . 1 Otshi ............. . 

103. horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uphondo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 uphondvo . . . . . . . . . . . ilphondvo . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ilphondo ........... . 

104. rib ................. ubambo .............. lilbhambo ............ ilbhambo ............. lubambo ............ . 

w -~ 

i 
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105. madman ............. . uhlanya luhlanya uhlanya luhlanya 
106. milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ub1si .............. . lub1si ............. . intusi ............. . intusi ............. . 
107. love . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uthando ............ . lutshandvo ......... . utshandvo .......... . l utshando .......... . 
108. to grind .... ........ ukugaya/ukusila .... . kusila ............. . uktisila ............ . kus'ila ............. . 
109. to see ............. . ukub6na ............ . kub6na ............. . ukub6na ............ . kub6na ............. . / 

110. to sit ............. . ukuhlala kuhlala ............ . ukuhlala .......... .. kurhala ............ . 
ll 1. speech ......•....... inkulumo i nkhul umo .......... . intetho ............ . kukhuluma .......... . 
112. to drink ........... . ukuphuza kunatsha ........... . ukunyatsha ......... . kusela ............. . 
113. laziness ........... . ubuv i 1 a ............ . buvi la ............. . ubuvila ............ . butlla ............. . 
ll4. night .............. . ubusuku .. · .......... . busuku ............. . ubusQku ............ . busuku ............. . w -
115. hair ............... . i z i nwel e ........... . t inwel e ............ . it fowel e ........... . tinwel e ............ . 

U1 

116. pain ubuhlungu .......... . buhl Qngu ........... . ubuhlungu .......... . buh 1 Qngu ........... . 
117. king ink6si ............. . inkh6si ............ . ink6si ............. . iy6si .............. . 
118. kingship ........... . ubukh6s i ........... . bukh6s i ............ . ubukh6s i ........... . buhh6si ............ . 
119. sleep .............. . ubuth6ngo .......... . butf6ngo ........... . ubutfongo .......... . buth6ngo ........... . 
120. to marry ........... . ukuthatha/ukuganwa .. kwendza/kuteka ..... . ukwendza/ukuteka ... . kwendza/kuteka ..... . 
121. to speak ........... . ukukhuluma ......... . kukhuluma .......... . ukubhobha .......... . kukhulurna .......... . 
122. to open ............ . ukuvul a ............ . kuvul a ............. . ukuvula ............ . kuvula ............. . 
123. to walk ............ . ukuhamba ........... . kuhamba ............ . ukukhamba .......... . kukharnba ........... . 
124. to roast ........... . uk6sa .............. . k6sa ............... . uk6ja .............. . k6sa ............... . 
125. to steal ........... . ukuntjontja/ukw~ba .. kweba .............. . ukweba ............. . kuntj6ntja ......... . 



ENGLISH 

126. to call 

127. to ask ............. . 

128. to be quiet ........ . 

129. to send ............ . 

130. to be drowsy ....... . 

131. clay pot ........... . 

132. to be lean ......... . 

133. to point ........... . 

134. to rest ............ . 

135. to laugh ........... . 

136. food ............... . 

137. to cook ............ . 

148. big ................ . 

139. small .............. . 

140. long ............... . 

141. short .............. . 

142. black .............. . 

143. white .............. . 

144. pretty/nice ........ . 

145. bad/ugly ........... . 

146. red ................ . 

ZULU 

ukubiza 

ukubuza 

ukuthula 

ukuthuma ........... . 

uk6zel a ............ . 

ukhamba ............ . 

ukuzaca/uk6nda ..... . 

ukukh6mba .......... . 

ukuphumula ......... . 

ukuhleka ........... . 

ukudl a ............. . 

ukiipheka ........... . 

khulu .............. . 

ncane .............. . 

de ................. . 

fi shane ............ . 

mnyama ............. . 

mh l 6phe ............ . 

h le ..............•.. 

bi ................. . 

bomvii .............. . 

CORE_,. VOCABULARY 

SWAT! 

kubita 

kubuta 

kiitful a 

kutfuma ............ . 

k6tela ............. . 

ludziwo ............ . 

k6ndza ............. . 

kiikh6mba ........... . 

kuphumula .......... . 

kuhleka ............ . 

kGdl a .............. . 

kiipheka ............ . 

khu l u .............. . 

ncane .............. . 

dze ................ . 

fi shane ............ . 

mnyama ............. . 

mhl6phe ............ . 

hl e ................ . 
bi ................. . 

bovii ............... . 

BHACA 

iikubita 

iikiibuta 

ukutfula 

ukutfuma 

ukwetela 

i ngcaza ............ . 

ukujaca ............ . 

ukukh6mba .......... . 

ukuphumula ......... . 

ukuh l eka ........... . 

ukudla ............. . 

ukiipheka ........... . 

khul u .............. . 

ncane .............. . 

dze ................ . 

futjhane ........... . 

mnyama ............. . 

mhl6phe ............ . 

hl e ................ . 
mbi ................ . 

bovii ............... . 

LALA 

kubita 

kubuta 

kuthul a 

Page 7 

kuthiima ............ . 

k6tel a ............. . 

lukhlmba ........... . 

kuzlca .•............ 

kukh6mba ........... . 

kuphumula .......... . 

kuh leka ............ . 

kGdl a .............. . 

kupheka ............ . 

khulu/hulu ......... . 

ncane ........•...... 

dze ................ . 

fushane .........••.. 

mnyama 

h l 6phe ............. . 

h le ................ . 

mbi ................ . 

b6Vll ............... . 

w 
~ 

a, 



ENGLISH 

147. green ... • • • • · · · · · · · · 

148. heavy .. • • • · · · · · · · · · · 

149. wide ... • • • • • · · · · · · · · 

150. many . • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · 

ZULU 

luhlaza 
nzima 

banzi 

ningi 

CORE-VOCABULARY 

SWATI 

luhlata 
ntima 

banti 

nengi 

BHACA 

luhlata 
ntima 

banti 

nengi 

Page 8 

LALA 

luhlata 
sindza ............. . 

bant i ............... . 

nengi 

w 
~ ._, 



ENGLISH 

1. person .............. 

2. parent .............. 

3. builder ............. 
4. woman ............... 

5. boy ................. 

6. maker ............... 

7. white person ........ 
8. father (my/our) ..... 
9. mother (my/our) ..... 

10. uncle (maternal) .... 

11. fathers (our) ....... 

12. student ............. 

13. sister (my/our) ..... 

14. man ................. 

15. goat ................ 

16. axe .........•....... 
17. house ............... 

18. elephant ............ 

19. hippopotamus ........ 

20. famine .............. 

ZULU 

umuntu 

uriizali 

umakhi 
un\faz; 

un\fana 

umenzi 

umlungu/umlumbi .... . 

ubaba .............. . 

CORE-V!l(:ABULARY 

NHLANGWINI 

umuntu 

umtali 

umakhi 

urrifat i 

urrifana 

umenti 
. , l um ungu ............ . 

ubaw6 .............. . 
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PHUTHI SU. ND EBE LE 

miltfu .............. . munru/muntru ....... . 

miltadi ............. . mutal i ............ .. 

muwakhi ............ . muyakhi ............ . 

ufatf .............. . mufat i ............. . 

linqayi/muzwali .... . mutlhangana ........ . 

muyeti ............ .. muyent i ............ . 

l i krhuwa ........... . l i krhuwa ........... . 

ntate .............. . bhabha ............. . 
, , ,, ,,. ,, • w 
umama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . umana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mma ................ . 
umalOme ............ . umal Orne ............• ma l Orne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ma l Orne ............. . "' 
6baba/ab6baba ...... . 6obaw6 ............. . b6ntate .. . . . . .. . . .. . b6bhabha .......... .. 
un\fundi ........... .. umfundi ............ . mubadi .. .. .. .. .. .. .. mubadi/mmadi ...... .. 
udadewethu ......... . udadewethu ......... . dzadzewetfu . . . . . . . . . mul amu ............. . 

i ndoda ............. . indoda Gf6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ndoda .............. . 

imbOzi ............. . imbOti mbGti . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. mbGti ............. .. 
imbazo/izembe ...... . imbazo ............. . ll1bhe ............. llembhe/lihl6ka .... . 
indl u .............. . indl u .............. . idlu . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ndlu ............... . 
fndl ovu ............ . indlovu ............ . idlovu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ndlowu ............. . 
imvubu ............. . imvubu ............. . i vubu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ngubu .............. . 
indlala ........... .. indlala ........... .. idlala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ndlala ............. . 



21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

ENGLISH 

path ............... . 

health ............. . 

bride/daughter-in-law 

river .............. . 

25. wind ............... . 

26. shade .............. . 

27. fire ............... . 

28. obstruction pole ... . 

29. mouth .............. . 

30. tail .....•.......... 

31. law ................ . 

32. maize .............. . 

33. work ............... . 

34. door-way ........... . 

35. villages ........... . 

36. tree ............... . 

37. colour ...•.•........ 

38. stone .............. . 

39. voice/word ......... . 

40. blood .............. . 

41. ear ................ . 

ZULU 

indlela 

impi lo ............. . 

umakot i ...•......... 

u11i"ful a ............. . 

umoya .............. . 

umthGnti ........... . 

umlilo 

umvalo 

umlomo 

ums'il a 

urfithetho ........... . 

ummb'il a ............ . 

umsebenz i .......... . 
, , 
umnyango ........... . 

imizi .............. . 

umuth i ............. . 

umbala ............. . 

itje 

1zwi 

igazi .............. . 

indlebe ............ . 

CORE-VOCABULARY 

NHLANGWINI 

indlela ............ . 

imp'ilo ............. . 

umakhot i .. , ........ . 

urilfu l a ............. . 

uluphephe .......... . 

umthGnt i ........... . 

um1 no 
umval o 

umlomo 

urnsn a 

umthetho ........... . 

ummbil a ............ . 

umsebtnt i .......... . 

umnyango ·········· .. 
imiti .............. . 

umuthi 

umbala 

il itje 

il ivi .............. . 

igati .............. . 

ind l ebe ............ . 

PHUTHI 

idle la 

buphilo 

ngwedzi 

mulabho 

moya ............... . 

mutfGti ............ . 

mull o .............. . 

muvall o ............ . 

mulomo 

muslla 

millawu 

ibh6ni 

ilsebet i ............ . 

unyago ... , ......... . 

mit i .......•........ 

s i phadze ........... . 

mmal a .............. . 

l i jwe .............. . 

l 1vi ............... . 

mad i ............... . 

idlebe ............. . 

SU. NDEBELE 

ndlela 

buphil o 

(mgwej i 

mulambo 
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rilmoya .............. . 

muthunt i ........... . 

mull o .............. . 

muvallo ............ . 

mul &to ............. . 

mus'il a ............. . 

mul awo .......•...... 

siphila ....•........ 

mmerengo 
,._ 

munyango ........... . 

mit i ............... . 

s i phande .•.......... 

mmal a .............. . 

l iye ............... . 

l 1 Vi ......•.•....... 

tingati ............ . 

ndlebe ............ . 

w 
~ 

"' 



ENGLISH 

42. tooth .............. . 

43. grand-mother ....... . 

44. baby ............... . 

45. country/land ....... . 

46. lion ............... . 

47. horse .............. . 

48. crocodile .......... . 

49. leopard ............ . 

50. leaf .............. .. 

51. body ............... . 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 
58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

cannibal ........... . 

water .............. . 

sun ................ . 

fat/oi 1 ............ . 

initiated girls .... . 

head ............... . 

nose 

1 ungs ..... : ........ . 

eggs ............... . 

brother ............ . 

knee ............... . 

ZULU 

12,nyo 

ugogo .............. . 

umntwana ........... . 

fzwe ............... . 

ibhubesi/ingonyama .. 

'ihhashi ............ . 

f ngwenya ........... . 

ingwe .............. . 

fqabunga/icembe .... . 

umz'imba ............ . 

'iz'imu .............. . 

amanz i ............. . 

fl anga ............. . 

amafGtha ........... . 

ama tJ(tj i .......... . 

fkhanda/fnhl6ko 

fkhala/impumulo 

amaphaphu .......... . 

amaqanda ........... . 

umf6wethu .......... . 

idolo .............. . 

CORE-VOCAB!Jll\RY 

NHLANGWINI PHUTHI 

ft'inyo ............. . li't'inyo 

ug6go .............. . cece ............... . 

umntwana ........... . utfwana ............ . 

fl fve .............. . lfphasi ............ . 

ingonyama .......... . ngwenyama .......... . 

'ihhashi ............ . ihang-hang ......... . 

ingwenya ........... . f gwenya ............ . 
ingwe .............. . igwe ............... . 

fggabi ............. . 1 fgqabi ............ . 

umt'imba ............ . ut'imba 

it'imu .............. . lfd'lmu ............. . 

amanti ............. . emat i .............. . 

f 1 anga ............. . 11 aga .............. . 

ukalakateni/amafGtha emafGtsha 
amaj6ngosi ......... . titf6jane .......... . 

inhloko ............ . ihloko ............. . 

fmpumul o ........... . iphumulo ........... . 

amaphaphu .......... . emaphaphu .......... . 

amaqanda ........... . emacayi ............ . 

u~f6wethu .......... . ufowetfu ........... . 

idolo ............. .. lfdvolo ............ . 
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SU. NDEBELE 

l i t'lnyo ............ . 

g6ngo .............. . 

mutlhangana ........ . 

1 i phasi ............ . 

ngwenyama .......... . 

mpere .............. . 

ngwenya ............ . 

nngwe .............. . 

liklarf 

mut'imba 

1 id'lmu ............. . 

mant f .............. . 

llanga ............. . 

mafGtha ............ . 

tikrharibe ......... . 

nhl6ko ............. . 

mphumpulo .......... . 

maphaphu ...........• 

maklanda ........... . 

munakethu .......... . 

lidolo ............. . 

w ..., 
0 



63. 
64. 

65. 
66. 
67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

ENGLISH 

today .............. . 

eye ................ . 

time .............. .. 

to sleep ........... . 

power/strength ..... . 

lies ............... . 

saliva 

clouds 

hand 

72. fool .............. .. 

73. dumb person ........ . 

74. blind person ....... . 

75. shoe ............... . 

76. stomach ............ . 

77. chest .............. . 

78. breast ............. . 

79. vessels/dishes ..... . 

80. old woman .......... . 

81. mouse .............. . 

82. 

83. 

foot ............... . 

field .............. . 

ZULU 

namuhla ............ . 
' '/'hl , l SO l O •••• , ••••••• 

isikhathi .......... . 

ukulala 

amandla 

amanga ............. . 

amathe ............. . 

amafu .............. . 

isandla ............ . 

is i l i ma ............ . 

isimungulu ......... . 

impumputhe ......... . 

isicathulo 

isisu .............. . 

is i fGba ............ . 

'ibel e .............. . 

izitja ............ .. 

isalukazi ......... .. 

imbiba ............. . 

unyawo 

ins 'imu 

CORE-VO!:ABULARY 

NHLANGWINI 

namuhla ............ . 

ilihl6 ............ .. 

isikhathi .......... . 

ukulala 

amandla 

amanga ............. . 

amathe ............. . 

amafu .............. . 

f'sandla ............ . 

isidenge .......... .. 

isimungulu 

impumputhe 

isixathuba 

f'sisu .............. . 

isifGba ............ . 

'i be le .............. . 
't 't. l l J a ............. . 

isalukati .......... . 

imbiba 

unyawo 

ins'imu 

PHUTHI 

l amuhl a 

l'ihl6 ............. .. 

nago ............... . 

kur6bala .......... .. 

emadl a ............. . 

emal a .............. . 

ematshe ............ . 

emafu .............. . 

sadl a .............. . 

sibhanxa/silima .... . 

s imumu ............. . 

siphophu ........... . 

siyeda ............. . 

sisu .............. .. 

s i fuba ............. . 

l ibele ............ .. 

ti j ana ............. . 

lixhegwatana ....... . 

bheba .............. . 

l inyawo ........... .. 

is'imi .............. . 
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SU. ND EBE LE 

nemuhla ............ . 

l'ihl6 ............. .. 

nango .............. . 

kuth6bala .......... . 

mandl a ............. . 

mala ............... . 

math i .............. . 

mafu ............... . 

sandl a ............. . 

sidlayela ......... .. 

s imumu ............. . 

siph6fu ........... .. 

siklabula .......... . 

sf SU ............... . 

sihuba ............ .. 

l ibele ............. . 

tiyana ............. . 

sigegulu .......... .. 

bheba .............. . 

lin~o ............ . 
,_ 

ns1mu ............. .. 

w ...., 
~ 



ENGLISH 

84. sorghum ............ . 

85. dog ................ . 

86. marriagable girl ... . 
87. clay ............... . 
88. 

89. 

90. 

mountain ........... . 
grass .............. . 

obstinacy .......... . 
91. bovine ............. . 

92. bull ............... . 

92. ox ................. . 

94. baboons ............ . 
95. birds .............. . 
96. sheep .............. . 
97. hearts ............. . 
98. song ............... . 

99. feather ............ . 

ZULU 

amabele 

lnja ............... . 

intombi ............ . 
ubumba 
intaba 
utj an i 

inkani 
inkomo 

inkGnzi ............ . 

inkabi ............. . 
izimfene 
iziny6ni 
imvu ............... . 
fzinhlizfyo ........ . 
fngoma/fculo ....... . 

tiphaphe/usiba ...... . 
100. stick .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . fnduku/int6nga ..... . 

101. nails ..... : . . . . . . . . . izfnzipho .......... . 
102. twig/stick . . . . . . . . . . Qthi ............... . 

103. horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tiphondo ............ . 
104. rib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ubambo ............. . 

CORE-vorABULARY 

NHLANGWINI 

Jmabele ............ . 
1nja ............... . 

intombi ............ . 
ubumba 
intaba 
utjani 
fnkani 

I nkomo 

inkGnti ............ . 

inkabi ............. . 
it i mfene ........... . 
itiny6ni ........... . 
imvu/igutsha ....... . 
ftinhlitfyo ........ . 

ingoma ............. . 
uluphaphe .......... . 

i nt6nga ............ . 
itintipho .......... . 

ulGthf ............. . 
tiphondo 

ubhambo ............ . 

PHUTHI 

emabele 
1 ja ................ . 

itfobhi 
lubGbha 
ftshaba 
byani .............. . 
frh~ni ............. . 
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SU. NDEBELE 

mabele ............. . 
nja ................ . 

mth i mbana .......... . 
libGmba ............ . 
ntraba/nraba ....... . 
buyani ............. . 
nkl ani ............. . 

iyomo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nkl omo ............. . 
irhGti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nklunti ............ . 

irhabi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nkl abi ............. . 

ti fene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t imfene ............ . 
tinyonyana . .. . .. .. . . tinyonywane ......... . 
'ivu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mvu ................ . 
tihlitfyo .......... . tihl itiyo .......... . 
igoma .............. . ngoma .............. . 
lis'iba ............. . l is 1 ba ............. . 
ftf6ga ............. . ntr6nga/nr6nga ..... . 
emanala ............ . mitipho ............ . 
ltitshi ............. . l uth i .............. . 
linaga ............. . lub1Jndo 
lfkrhubho .......... . klubho ............. . 

w 
N 
N 
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ENGLISH ZULU NHLANGWINI PHUTHI SU. NDEBELE 

105. madman ............ .. uhlanya uhlanya ........... .. lihlanya sirhaphi ........... . 
106. milk .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. ub1si .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . intusi .. .. . .. . . . . . . . lib'isi . .. .. . . ... . .. . libisi ............. . 
107. love .............. .. Qthando ............ . uthando l itshadzo .......... . l ithando .......... .. 
108. to grind ........... . ukugaya/ukusila .... . ukusila ............ . kusila ............. . kusila ............ .. 
109. to see ............. . ukub6na ............ . ukub6na ............ . kub6na ....•......... kub6na ............. . 
110. to sit ............. . ukuhlala .......... .. ukuhlala ........... . kuhlala ............ . kuhlala ............ . 
Ill. to drink ........... . ukuphuza ukusel a ............ . kusela ............ .. kusel a ............. . 
112. speech ............. . fnkul umo inkulumo ........... . mukhulumo .......... . musumayelo ......... . 
113. laziness ........... . ubi.lvi la ............ . ubuvila ............ . butswa ............. . tjwafa ............. . 
114. night .............. . ubusQku ............ . ubusOku ............ . busOku ............. . busuku ............. . 
115. hair izinwele ........... . itinwele ........... . tinywele ........... . muhlOthu ........... . 
116. pain i.lbuhlOngu .......... . ubuhlOngu .......... . buhlOngu .......... .. buhlGngu ........... . 
117. king ink6si ............ .. ink6si ............ .. murena/irh6si ...... . nkl6si ............. . 
118. kingship ........... . ubukh6si ........... . ubukh6s i ........... . burh6si ............ . bukl6si ........... .. 
119. sleep .............. . ubuth6ngo .......... . ubutf6ngo .......... . butf6go ............ . buth6ngo ........... . 
120. to marry a girl .... . ukuganwa/ukuthatha .. ukuteka ............ . kuteka ............. . kuteka ............. . 
121. to speak ........... . ukukhuluma ......... . ukukhuluma ......... . kukhuluma .......... . kusumayela ......... . 
122. to open ........... .. ukuvul a ............ . ukuvul a ............ . kuvul a ............. . kuvula ............. . 
123. to walk ........... .. ukuhamba ........... . ukukhamba .......... . kukhabha ........... . kukhamba ........... . 
124. to roast . . . . . . . . . . . . uk6sa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . uk6sa .............. . kuw6sa kubesa ............. . 
125. to steal . . . . . . . . . . . . ukuntjontja/ukweba . . ukuntjontja ........ . kuyeba ............. . buhodu ............. . 

w 
"' w 
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126. to call ukubiza ukukhwata/ukubita kdbita 
127. to ask . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tlkubtlza . . . . . . . . . . . . . tlktlbuta .....•....... ktlbtlta ..........•... 
128. to be quiet ......... ukuthtlla . .....•..... dkuthdla ........... . kutfula ............ . 
129. to rest ..... ...... .. ukuphumula .......... ukuphumula ......... . kuphumula .......... . 
130. to send ............ . ukuthuma ........... . tlktlthuma kutfuma ............ . 
131. to be drowsy ....... . uk6zela ............ . ukwete la . . . . . . . . . . . . kuwote la ........... . 
132. clay pot ........... . dkhamba ............ . tldiyo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nkl 6 ............... . 
133. to be lean ......... . uktlzaca/tlkonda ..... . tlkujaca . . . . . . . . . . . . . kuwodza ............ . 
134. to point ........... . dkukhomba .......... . tlkdkhomba .. . ...... .. kusubha ............ . 
135. to laugh ........... . uktlh l eka ........... . uktlh l eka . . . . . . . . . . . . ktltshega ........... . 
136. food ............... . tlkudl a ............. . tlkOdl a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bOdl a .............. . 
137. to cook............. uktlpheka ........... . uktlpheka ........... . ktlpheka ............ . 
138. big . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . khtllu .............. . khtl l u .............. . rhulu .............. . 
139. sma 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ncane .............•. ncane ......•........ ncf ................ . 
140. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . de ................. . de ................. . dze ................ . 
141. short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fi shane ............ . futjhane ........... . futjhane ........... . 
142. black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mnyama ............. . mnyama ............. . tshu ............... . 
143. white ..... :......... mhlophe ............ . mh l 6phe ............ . tshwewu ............ . 
144. pretty/nice . . . . . . . . . hle ................ . h le ................ . h 1 e ................ . 
145. bad/ugly . . . . . . . . . . . . bi ................. . mbi ................ . bi ................. . 
146. red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . bomvu .............. . bovu ............... . bovtl ............... . 
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SU. NDEBELE 

kubita ............. . 

ktlbut i sa ........... . 

kdduduka ........... . 

ktlphumtll a .......... . 

ktlthuma ............ . 

kuwote la ........... . 

nkl 6 ............... . 

ktlwonda ............ . 

kushupha ........... . 

kuhl eka ............ . 

kOdl a .............. . 

ktlpheka ............ . 

kl 01 u .............. . 

k6ku ............... . 

nde ................ . 

kltlmbane ........... . 

tshwana 

mhlophe ............ . 

h le ................ . 

bi/mbi ............. . 

bovu ............... . 
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147. green ............... luhlaza ............ 
148. heavy ............... nz i ma ...... 
149. wide ................ banz i ............. 
150. many ................ ningi 

<::QRE - VOCABULI\RY 

NHLANGWINI 

luhlata ............ . 
ntima 
banti 
ningi 

PHUTHI 

dala 
tima 
bati 
nyent i ............. . 

In this inventory, the Tekela dialects and Zulu share the common vocabulary as follows:-

(a) Swati = 147 Nhlangwini = 147 
( b) Bhaca = 145 Phuthi = 120 
(c) Lala = 149 Su. Ndebele = 121 

Out of 150 Zulu words. 
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SU. NDEBELE 

nt ima ............. . 
des i .............. . 

bant i ............. . 

nyent i ............ . 
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APPENDIX B 

MAPS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF TEKELA NGUNI PEOPLES 

Map adopted from Van Warmelo (1935) 

Showing part of Swaziland. 
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Map adopted from Van Warmelo ( 1935) 

. -- . 
-·_ -. . . 

1 

Showing certain regions where the Swati are found in South Africa from Barberton 
to Nelspruit. 
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Map adopted from Van War me lo ( 1 935) 

Showing certain regions where the Swati are found in South Africa between 
Nelspruit and Lydenburg. 
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Map adopted from Van \Varmelo ( 1935) 
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Showing Bhaca territories in Mt Frere and Phuthi and Nhlangwini in Matatiele. 
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Showing Lala territories occupied by Lala tribes including the Cele, Nyuswa, Ndelu, 
Madlala, Mkhize etc., as well as the Nhlangwini and Bhaca. 
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Map adopted from Van Warmelo ( 1935) 

Showing Lala territories occupied by the Bhengu (or Ngcolosi) around Durban and 
Kranskop. Other Lala tribes include the Nyuswa, Qadi, Khabela and 
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Map adopted from Van Warmelo (1935) 

·-...... ~ .. ----. 

C 

Showing Phuthi territory in Quthing and Qacha's Nek. Included is also the 
Nhlangwini territory east of Qacha's Nek. 
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Map adopted from Van Warmelo ( 1935) 

-~TCilf.TUSRUST 

SU. NDEBELE 

SU. NDEBELE 

Showing Su. Ndebele territory from Nylstroom to Potgietersrust. 
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Showing Su. Ndebele territory around Potgietersrust and Pietersburg. 
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approach in its latest modification of autosegmental and lexical phonology. 

Secondly, Khumalo pays attention to the tonology of the Natal South Coast 

dialects of Zulu, and that is exactly the area where Nhlangwini, Lala and 

Bhaca are also found. 

There are other tonological studies also worth considering although they are 

just short articles. I must make mention of (a) Rycroft (1980) firstly because 

of his insights into the effect of depressor consonants on Nguni tonology and 

secondly because he too has taken Swati in this article as the point of 

departure; and (b) Louw (1968 and 1979). The first-cited publication is 

important from the point of view that it compares intonation between Xhosa 

(a Nguni language) and Tsonga. It will be recalled that in Chapter 2 an 

attempt was made at showing that Lala and Tsonga shared a common 

history of quite a long duration. It would be quite interesting to see whether 

Tsonga tonology left any traces on Lala. 

I am not unmindful of the pioneering tonological studies on Nguni such as 

Tucker (1949), Doke (1926), Cope (1960 and 1966) and Lanham (1960). It is 

just that I do not consider them to be strictly relevant to this study since the 

theories applied in them have - to an extent - been either superseded by the 

emergence of generative phonology or adopted in the above-mentioned 

relevant studies. 

6.2 THEORETICAL BASIS 

The theoretical approach to be adopted in this discussion is that of lexical 

phonology within the autosegmental framework. Lexical phonology posits 

two sets of phonological rules which are based on two levels: the lexicon and 

syntax respectively. The rules which apply to the former level are lexical 

rules while those which apply to the latter are post-lexical rules. In the third 

place phonetic rules may be employed. 

Of great significance is the fact that lexical rules interact with morphological 

rules as Booij and Rubach (1984:1) observe: 

The theory of Lexical Phonology proposed in Kiparsky (1982a) 
is a major step forward in generative phonology with respect to 
the problem of the interaction of phonology and morphology. 
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Its basic claim is that morphological rules and wordlcvel 
phonological rules are interspersed. A rnle of word phonology 
(i.e. a lexica.l phonological rule, which exclusively applies to 
words) may apply as soon as the required environment for its 
application has been created by some rnorpholo9ical rule. That 
is: 'morphology and phonology go hand in hand . 

Khumalo (1987:186-187) believes that it is the autosegmental framework 

which facilitates the incorporation of lexical mies. The autosegmental 

framework employs three tiers for the description of tone: the tonal tier; the 

segmental tier; and the tone-bearing unit tier the members of which are the 

V's of the CV tier. 

The next important aspect of the tier phonology is association, i.e. a 

mapping procedure which maps a sequence of tones to a sequence of syllables. 

Pulleyblank (1986:9) emphasizes the significance of association conventions 

where he argues that: 

Even though such tiers exhibit considerable independence ... 
one can nevertheless only obtain a well-formed phonological 
representation once the various tiers are connected up. 

In a number of Nguni tonal analyses the tradition has been to claim that the 

Nguni tonemic system comprises two phonological tones, viz. high and low 

( cf. Khumalo 1987:187 and the sources cited there). While this tradition is 

not disputed it must be pointed out that the latest trend in autosegmenta.1 

phonology is to posit only one underlying tone, viz. the high tone (see 

Khuma.!o, ibid). It is this high tone which is prelinked to the designated 

vowels. The low tones are supplied by a Low Tone Default Rule ( cf. 

Pulleyblank, 1986:104). This principle will be adopted in this discussion, but 

in distinguishing tonal patterns recourse will be had to the traditional 

dichotomy of high and low tones. The following diagram, adopted from Booij 

et a.I (1984:1) clearly demonstrates the interaction between the linguistic 

levels, viz. morphology, phonology and syntax. 
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Model of Lexical Phonology 

underived lexical items, roots 

r I 
; morphological 1 ~ 1 lexical phono-

1 rules 1 ~ 1 
lo ical rules 

I syntax 

"" postlexical phonology 

6.3 APPROACH 

As pointed out above, only the verb and noun will be considered here. For 

convenience verbal and nominal stems will be combined in the discussion, 

because the majority of tone rules apply in the same manner to both nouns 

and verbs. However, a distinction will be made between low and high toned 

stems. An attempt will be made at relating synchronic tone patterns to their 

Common-Bantu counterparts. 

Low tone Swati verbaJ stems include the following patterns: L, LL, LLL and 

LLLL (Davey, 1981:23). However, for nominal stems one may add also LH " 

stems. Regarding high toned stems Davey (1981:26-29) identifies the 

following patterns: H, HL and HLL. It would appear that he excludes the 

HH stems. Khumalo (1987:198 et seq.) acknowledges HH stems for Zulu but 

explains that these are realised as FL in certain constructions in the surface 

structure. Khumalo's claim in this regard will be adopted in thls discussion. 

Verbal stems will be presented either with an infinitive prefix or a concord. 

In such a set-up, disyllabic and trisyllabic vowel commencing stems will be 

considered as mono- and disyllabic stems respectively. This will be due to 

segmental phonological conditioning whereby the initial vowel is linked to 

the prefixal syllable and consequently carries the tone of such syllable, e.g. 

uku + ona > iTh:ona (to sin/spoil) 

uku + embatsha > ukwe mbatsha (to dress) 

(N.B. The underlining marks the syllables of the stem.) 
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Again for convenience, most examples will include mono- and disyllabic 

stems. Trisyllabic sterns may be used where necessary otherwise the shorter 

stems will be extended by means of inllectional suffixes. 

Bearing in mind the fart that the domain for tone is the V of the CV tier, 

the structure of verbal radicals and stems calls for closer scrutiny. A verbal 

stem comprises a radical plus a terminative vowel; i.e. a suffix which 

denotes tense and positive or negative conjugation. The result is that the 

radical itself does not end in a vowel. To satisfy the requirements of the open 

syllable structure in Nguni, however, linguists usually use a dash or hyphen 

to indicate that underlyingly the radical should end in a vowel, e.g. -fun

( want). This is in line with the cla.im made by Clements and Keyser ( cited 

by Khumalo, 1987:189) that morphemes are fully syllabified in the 

underlying representation. Khumalo accordingly concludes that: 

In the case of Zulu, this means that all the syllables of the 
morpheme must conform to the structure of its core syllables, 
viz. CV and V. The final syllable of every morpheme, 
therefore, and that includes verbal radicals, must incorporate a 
vowel in the case of Zulu. The terminating vowel of a verbal 
radical, we claim is unspecified for place of articulation 
features, and it acquires these ( when the verbal radical and a 
verbal suffix come together) by a spread rule we term 
suffixation. 

(Khumalo, 1987:190) 

Khumalo then uses the letter "V" to represent this terminating vowel. The 

same approach will be adopted in this analysis. 

6.4 TONAL PATTERNS AND RULES 

6.4.1 Low Tones Stems 
6.4.1.1 Low toned stems in Swati 
Let us consider the following examples: 

1. (a) fngatf (blood) 

(b) 1mbiba (kind of 

( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

mouse) 

lllil UII t fu 

kulwa ( to fight) 

kuvala ( to shut) 

< CS 766 *-gadf (blood) 

< CS 65 *-beba (kind of rat) 

< cs 1768 *-ntu (person) 

< CS 675 *--dii (fight) 

< CS 736a *--di;igad (shut) 



( f) 

(g) 

(h) 

kuvimba ( to block) 

kwcndza ( to marry) 

kuhlakula (to weed) 
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< CS 143 *--blmb (thatch) 

< CS 807 *-gcnd (travel) 

< CS 263 *----ca.kud (weed) 

With the examples (a), (b) and (d)-(g) in (1) above, we do not seem to have 

any problem with the location of high tone. It is always located on the V of 

the prefix. In ( c) however, the [ + H] is not on the pre-vowel but the V of the 

basic prefix and in (h) it is located on the V of the root syllable. The 

question is: with which of the three different vowels should [+H] be 

associated. It was Rycroft (1963) who was the first to postulate that in Zulu 

nouns the [+H] is underlyingly associated with the pre-vowel of the prefix. 

Later (1979) he elaborated on this view and extended it to cover Nguni 

languages in general. This view also finds support in Khumalo (1987:191 ). 

With regard to Tekela., however, a few questions must be answered before 

Rycroft's claim is fully accepted. The first question is with what segment is 

this [+H] associated in the Tekela prefixes which lack a pre-vowel. It has 

been demonstrated in Chapter 2 and Appendix A that in Phuthi and Su.Nde 

for instance, pre-vowels have been virtually eliminated. Even in Swati we 

get them only in nasal classes. Rycroft (1979:13) answers this question where 

he states: 

Compared with other Nguni languages, siSwati of course 
provides the interesting case of having actually dropped the 
initial vowel permanently from all noun prefixes except those 
containing a nasal consonant; yet the High tone attributable 
to the missing initial vowel has still been retained, in 
substantival usage. \Vhile in Zulu, the substantival form 
aba'ntu (people) contrasts with the vocative form, bantu ('0 
people') by reason both of the initial vowel and the presence or 
absence of its displaced High tone, in Swati the substantival 
morpheme (if we may call it that) now employs the displaced 
High tone, as its sole exponent, when distinguishing between 
bantfu ('people'), and bantfu ('0 people'). 

In essence, Rycroft is claiming that from a diachronic point of view Swati 

had disyllabic prefixes with the form VCV. In the course of derivation the 

pre-vowel was dropped. The [+HJ prelinked to it was then delinked and 

associated with the V of the class prefix. This is captured in the following 

lexical rule. 
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T-Rule l: The Pre-vowel High-Del ink Rule (T = Tone) 

H 

f ',,, Stem 

Condition: Only in non-nasa.l classes of 

Swati and Lala. 

It must be borne in mind that this rule does not apply to Bhaca and 

Nhlangwini since these dialects still retain the pre-vowel. Further, the 

condition of this rule does not apply to Phuthi because this dialect has no 

nasal prefixes to be distinguished from non-nasal ones. Finally, the condition 

does not apply to Su.Nde as well because owing to Sotho influence the 

pre-vowel has been dropped also in the nasal classes. Consequently, the rule 

applies fully only to Swati and Lala (particularly Northern Lala). 

Rycroft's claim has far-reaching consequences for Tekela. In fact, it draws 

Tekela closer to Zunda Nguni. It implies that historically (i.e. in 

Proto-Nguni) Tekela and Zunda shared a common prefixal system. It will be 

recalled that in Chapter 2 it was postulated that Bhaca and Nhlangwini 

borrowed the pre-vowel from Zunda Nguni. Rycroft's claim is to the 

contrary for he in fact argues that Tekela initially had the pre-vowel but 

only dropped it in the course of its evolution. No doubt this assumption will 

prove valuable in reconstructing Proto-Nguni. 

But this leads to yet another question: what is the position regarding Sotho 

languages which also lack a pre-vowel in their prefixal system. Did they also 

initially have it and then drop it? Again we must have recourse to Rycroft 

for an answer: 

The Sotho-Tswana languages lack both the initial vowel, and 
its associated High tone and appear never to have employed 
them. 

(Rycroft: 1979:13) 

To prove that the high tone which spreads or shifts to the class prefix or 

stem in such examples as l(c) or (h) is actually associated with the 

pre-vowel, the test which is often used is to cite examples without a 
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preprefix (even in the underlying structure). The result is that the 

unassociated vowels remain toneless as is evident from the following 

examples: 

2. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

akukho ngati 
akukho mbiba 
akukho muntfu 
angifuni kulwa 
angifuni kuvala 
angifuni kuvimba 
angifuni kwendza 
angifuni kuhlakula 

( there is no blood) 

( there is no mouse) 

( there is nobody) 

(I don't want any fighting) 

(I don't want any closing) 

(I don't want any preventing) 

(I don't want to marry) 

(I don't want to weed) 

The problem then is to explain how the tone shifts or spreads in such 

examples as l(c) and (h). But before that, let me extend some of the 

examples in (1) above, with toneless inflectional suffixes: 

3. (a) 
., , 
mgatana (little blood) 

(b) imbibana ( a small mouse) 

( c) 
/ , 
umntfwana (a baby) 

(d) 
/ 

ki.tlwela ( to fight for) 

(e) kulwelana (to fight for one another) 

(f) 
., 

kuvalela (to shut for) 

(g) 
/ 

kuvalelana ( to shut for one another) 

(h) kuvi'mbela ( to prevent from) 

(i) kuvimbelana ( to prevent one another) 

(j) kwendzela ( to marry at) 

(k) kuhlakulela ( to weed for) 

(1) kuhlakulelana ( to weed for one another) 

What transpires from the above inflected stems that is the high tone shifts to 

the antepenultimate syllable with the exception of (a) where it does not shift 

at all; and (b), (f) and (i) where it shifts to the penultimate syllable. We 

note that (b), (f) and (i) have a feature in common in that in each case the 

antepenultimate syllable has a depressor consonant. It may be argued that in 

(h) we get a depressor consonant in the antepenult as well. The difference 

here, however, is that the pen ult also has a depressor consonant. 
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Before formalising the relevant tone shift rule let me adopt the approach in 

Khumalo (1987:194-195) and appeal to the notion of extratonality. This is 

what Pulleyblank (1986:172) has to say about extratonaJity: 

As in stress systems where certain peripheral constituents can 
be marked 'extramet.rical' - and can therefore be excluded 
from consideration by the stress nJes - in tone systems, 
certain peripheral constituents can be marked 'extra.tonal' -
and can therefore be excluded from consideration by the tone 
rules. 

Khumalo (ibid) employs this rule in order to avoid forming an extra rule to 

explain a high tone on the ante-penult. He argues that in Zulu the radicals 

which undergo extra.tonality marking are disyllabic consonant-aJmmencing 

and all polysyllabic stems. Applying this rule to the Swati stems in (3) above 

we get the following underlying representations: 

4. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 
(d) 

(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( i) 

(j) 
(k) 

(1) 

*fogata(na) 
U'mntfwa(na) 
*fmbita(na) 
*kulwe(la) 
*kfilwela(na) 
*kuvale(la) 

/ 
*kuvalela( na) 
*klivimbe(la) 
*kuvimbela(na) 
*kwendze(la) 
*kuhlakule(la) 
*kuhJakulela(na) 

From the examples in 3 and 4 we note that an associated high tone shifts 

rightward to the unassociated vowel on condition that, that vowel is also 

unassociated. Khumalo (1987:193) captures this in a lexical rule which is 

adopted here as: 
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Iterative if no other H occurs to the right. 

(V1 = unassociated vowel.) 

This rule states that the High tone delinks from the prefix vowel and shifts 

to the unassociated vowel on its right if the next syllable also has an 

unassociated vowel. 

This rule enables us to explain the shift to the antepenult in the examples in 

(3) above. Let us consider a few derivations: 

5. (a) C I 
l1we1vb 
H 

I 
kulwelana 
kulwela(na) 
kulwe'Ia(na) 
kulwelana 

(bl I 1~rnvl 
H 

I 
kuhlakulela 
khhlakule(la) 
kuhlhl:ule(la) 

/_ 

kuhlakule(la) ,, 
kuhlakulela 

Suffixation 

Extratonality Marking 

Right ward shift 

Removal of Extratonality 

Suffixation 

Extratonality Marking 

Rightward Shift 

Rightward Shift 

Removal of Extratonality 

Note that example (b) shows that the rule applies iteratively. We note 

further that in (3)(a) 1ngati', the Rightward Shift rule cannot apply because 
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on the right of nga- is the associated -ti. The problem we need to solve is 

the failure of the delinking of the high tone from the pre-vowel in (3)(c). The 

fact that the high tone spreads from the pre-vowel to the class prefix 

without delinking from the pre-vowel in those Swati prefixes which arc 

disyllabic is one of the distinguishing features between the Zululand Zulu and 

Swati. There are idiolectical differences however: 

Zululand Zulu 
amadoda (men) 

/ 

umuntu (person) 

umiw (village) 

Swati 

e"madvodza/emlWvodza 

umuntfu umunt / I I / fu 

umuti/umuti 

However, this is not peculiar to Swati. Rycroft (1979:8) noted the same 

phenomenon regarding Ndebele, and Khumalo (1987:198) with regard to 

Southern Natal Zulu. 

The last problem which we need to address is why does the high tone shift to 

the penultimate syllable in (3)(b) imbiba'(na); (3)(f) kuvale(la); and (3)(i) 

kuvimbela(na). In these cases the final syllables are invisible to tone rules 

and therefore the condition that the high tone shifts to the right tone if there 

is an unassociated tone to its right has not been satisfied. The solution to 

this problem has to be sought in the notion of depression in Nguni. 

Rycroft (1975 and 1980) has written a very insightful description of the 

depression feature in Nguni, taking Swati as his point of departure. Traill et 

al (1987) give a survey of phonologists who have expressed themselves on this 

feature and they conclude that these phonologists although showing a 

surprising lack of agreement on the precise nature of the depression are 

however unanimous in that depressor consonants are inherently associated 

with low tone and that they have a lowering effect on the tautosyllabic 

vowel. However, the conclusion which is relevant to the displacement of tone 

in certain examples in (3) above, is that a depressor consonant displaces a 

high tone and shifts it to the next syllable provided that such a syllable is 

neither a final syllable in the stem nor contains a depressor consonant. 

Khumalo (1987:238) maintains that the reason why a high tone .will not shift 

from one depressed syllable to the next is that since the next is marked for 

low tone, such shift would contravene a very important constraint that 
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association lines should not cross. This then explains why in (3)(a) we get 

imbib1na because the implosive /6/ of ba- is not a depressor and can 

consequently tolerate the high tone displaced by the antepcnuitimate mbi 

which has a depressor consonant. However in (3)(h) kuvimbela the syllable 

-vi- with a depressor had to tolerate the high tone since it could not displace 

it to -mbc- another syllable with a depressor consonant. 

Khumalo (1987:237-239) deals with the depression feature in Zulu and 

summarises its relevant facts in two rules: Depressor Assimilation and 

Depressor Shift. Since these rules apply with full force also to Swati they are 

reproduced here as: 

T-Rule 3: Depressor Assimilation 

Tonal Tier 

CV Tier 

Laryngeal Tier 

Feature Tier 

. 
I 

[+dep] 

This is a phonetic rule which states that the low tone which is associated 

with the depressor consonant is co-articulated with the tone associated with 

the tautosyllabic vowel. 

T-Rule 4: Depressor Displacement 

Tonal Tier 

CV Tier 

[-stress] stem 

This is another phonetic rule which states that the high tone which shifts to 

an unstressed depressor syllable will be displaced to the next syllable if that 

syllable is not word-final. 

It was pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that in lexical phonology 

we deal with three sets of rules: lexical, post-lexical and phonetic rules. So 
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far only lexical and phonetic rules have been dealt with. Now it is the time to 

turn to post-lexical rules. \Ve will refer once again to the examples in (1) 

above and point out that there is a difference in their phonetic realisation 

depending on whether they occur phrase medially or phrase finally. Should 

they appear phrase finally they will be a lengthening or doubling of the 

penultimate syllable. Khumalo (1987:196) captures the details of such 

lengthening in the following post-lexical rule: 

T-Rule 5: Prepausa1 Lengthening 

0~v/ix0 ,c~v I 
/ 

Stem phrase 
~/ 

[fl 
[T] 

Condition: All syllables are [-stress] 

This rule states that a vowel is epenthesised to the penultimate phrase-final 

syllable, and such vowel gets linked to all segmental [F] and tonal [T] 

features of the taut.osyllabic vowel to its left, provided that the word does 

not incorporate a stressed syllable. Let us consider a few derivations: 

6

. (a) a b V G-J 
.li~akula 

kiihla.ku (Ia) 
kuhlaku(la) 
kuhlakula 

kuhlakuula 

kuh1a1cuu1a 

Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Extratonality Marking 

Rightward Shift 

Removal of Extratonality 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Phonetic Component 
Low Tone Default 



(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

H 

I 
n 

fnga(t[) 
I ✓ 
mgat1 

✓ ✓ 

mgaati 

✓ '\.'\. ✓ mgaat1 

H 

l vale! V 

kuvale(la) 
Jruvale(la) 
Jruvalela 

Jruvaleela 

lruvaleela 

kuvimbe(la) 
Iruvfmbe(la) 
Jruvfmbela 

H 

I 
~ 

phrase 
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Lexical Component 

Extratonality Marking 

Removal of Extra.tonality 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Phonetic component 

Low Tone Default 

;hra1 
Lexical Component 

Extratonality Marking 

Depressor Displacement 

Removal of Extratonality 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Phonetic Component 

Low Tone Default 

Lexical Component 

Extratonality Marking 

Right ward Shift 

Removal of Extra.tonality 



✓ kuv1mbccla 

k\ , '-'--"-1' UVImuu: a 

kuvYmbrela 
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Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Phonetic Component 

Low Tone Default 

Depressor Assimilation 

6.4.1.2 Low toned stems in the other dialects 

There are quite a number of similarities between Swati and the other Tekela 

dialects with regard to low toned stems and the relevant rules. However, a 

few striking dissimilarities are also identifiable. 

In the first place, Bhaca and Nhlangwini differ from Swati in that they have 

a more complete disyllabic prefixal system. Thus in these dialects the 

underlying high tone of the prefix is located in the pre-vowel. As Khumalo 

(1987) has observed that in the Natal South Coast dialects of Zulu this high 

tone does not get delinked from the pre-vowel as it spreads to the basic 

prefix, the same was found to be true also of Bhaca and Nhlangwini. But as 

was pointed out in the case of Swati, here too the question of delinking is 

idiolectical and both the following variants are prevalent: 

Bha.ca/Nhlangwini 
7. (a) ukuhlala/ukuhlala (to sit) 

(b) lllilu.ti/umifti (village) 

In all the other dialects namely: (BHA), (LA), (NHLA), (PHU) and 

(SU.NDE) the Rightward Shift Rule and Extratonality Marking apply in 

exactly the same way as in Swati. There are differences however when it 

comes to the application of the Depressor Shift. This rule does not seem to 

apply to any of the five Tekela dialects that we are comparing with Swati. 

Thus, on depressor consonants and tone shift, these dialects compare as 

follows: 

8 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Swati 

endvodzaneni (at the son's) 

kuvalela (to shut for) 

kuvulela ( to open for) 

Other Tekela Dialects 

(BHA) 

(LA) 

(NHLA) 

endvodzaneni 
/, 

kuvalela ., 
kuvulela 



(d) 

(e) 
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engwaneni ( at the leopard) 

endza.beni (in the affair) 

(PHU) 

(SU.NOE) 

egwaneni 

cndabeni 

An interesting case is that of Lala counterparts of Swati disyllabic LL stems. 

Lala appears to reject LL and replace it with RH in depressor consonants a.nd 

FH in ordinary consonants. Let us consider the following exampfles: 

Swa.ti Lala 
9. ( a.) fndzaba ( a.ffa.i r) fndzl(ba 

(b) tndvodza. ( ma.n) fodz&:17l 
( c) sfhlabla (tree) s1hla.hla 
( d) luva.lo (fright) luvruo 

(e) kulima (to plough) kulima 
( f) lrupheka ( to cook) kupheka 

If a monosyllabic stem is so inflected that the penult a.nd the final syllables 

are both low La.la. will again replace LL with FH. However if the affixes a.re 

grammatical, LL occurs in La.la just as it occurs with nouns in the vocative 

case. Consider the following examples: 

Swati Lala 
10. (a) i'ngwana (small leopard) 

✓ ✓ I mgwana 
(b) siyalwa ( we are fighting) siyalwa 
(c) rnadvodza! (0 men!) rnadzodza! 

In a wa.y Phuthi also comes closer to Lala in this tendency of a.voiding LL 

stems. It would be interesting to compare Lala tone with that of Tsonga. 

Unfortunately that is outside the scope of this study. Louw (1968) compares 

Tsonga tonology with that of Xhosa. Some of the Tsonga tonal patterns he 

cites have parallels in Lala. Tsonga too has a tendency for high tone 

repetition. Consider for instance the Swati word for river, umfula, which ha.s 

HHLL tonal pattern if the prefix is also taken into account. In the Tsonga 

and Lala equivalents however this stem does not have low tones. In Tsonga 

we get mpfula (Louw, 1968:98), and in Lala: umfftla. Regarding HLL stems 

generally, Louw makes the following observation: 

HLL cannot occur, because at least a single repetition of 
a high tone will have then to occur to make the 
sequence, HHL. In other words there cannot be more 
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than one low tone after a high tone in the last syllable 
of the noun. 

(Louw, 196810'.3) 

Is this perhaps the reason why of the two Swati constructions: siyawa (we 

fall) and ingwana (a little leopard) Lala will accept the former and not the 

latter? Is it because like Tsonga too it also rejects HLL? Consider also the 

Lala counterparts of these Swati constructions: 

Swa.ti 

11. (a) siyacolisa. (we grind finely) 

(b) kuc61isa. ( to grind finely) 

La.la. 
siya.colisa 

kucolisa.' 

As pointed out above, more insights into Lala tonology could be gained by 

comparing it with that of Tsonga. 

Already with the low toned stems only one can already appreciate the 

division of the Nguni speech community into two groups, or two tonal 

dialects. \Vhat is interesting is that this division transcends the 

Tekela/Zunda classification. I say this because in Swati just like in Zulu the 

depressor consonants have the same effect of displacing high tone to the next 

syllable on the right provided it is not word final. On the other hand we 

notice that in the Tekela dialects in the South and also in Xhosa, depressors 

do not have this effect. That Phuthi also behaves in the like manner is no 

surprise since it was shown in Chapter 2 that Phuthi history is bound up 

with that of the Natal South Coast Tekela dialects as well as Xhosa. What is 

a bit peculiar is that Su.Nde which is in the north aligns itself with the South 

rather than Zulu or Swati, since we also do not find the High tone 

displacement in this dialect. Let me cite a few examples to show the 

application and non-application of the tone displacement in Zulu and Xhosa: 

Zulu Xhosa 

amadodakazi (daughters) amadodikazi (daughters-in-law) 

izihlahla (trees) iz1hlahla (bushes) 

Besides displacing high tone the depressors also lower the high tone to 

mid-high and the low-tone to extra-low. In Nguni we also get depression 

even without depressor consonants. However, I will not go into that here 

since I fully agree with Louw (1979:47) that: 
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The action of depressors on tone is more of a speech habit 
which can be utilised in different ways in certain languages. 

6.4.2 High Toned Stems 

6.4.2.l High Toned Stems in Swati 

Again a few examples of the type HL and HH will be cited. According to 

Rycroft (1980a:47-48) the HL are reflexes of Guthrie's Common-Bantu 

forms of the type *CVVC or CVVCV. They differ from the HH stems in that 

they have a long vowel in Proto-Bantu. The HH stems on the other hand 

derive from starred radicals with a short vowel. In Nguni, these are realised 

as having a FL tonal pattern. I<humalo (1987:200) observes that in KwaZulu 

Zulu the FL occurs only in the infinitive and the indicative participial 

submood. Elsewhere the two classes collapse into one. Even in the infinitive, 

however, there are certain Zulu dialects in KwaZulu which replace the 

falling tone with a high one. However, this falling tone must be 

distinguished from that which results from a derivation involving a tonal 

cluster of High + Low as in the long vowel of the remote past or in the 

penultimate syllable of a phrase final word. 

Swati Common-Bantu 
12. (a) (uma)ngitfiinga (If I sew) < cs 1847 *-tung 

(b) (uma)ngibumba (If I mould) < cs 199 *-bumb 
(c) (uma)behlola (If they spy) < ps 118 *---m<i 
(d) kubuta (to ask) < cs 196 

,, "-
*-buud1-

(e) khlAla ( to sleep) < cs 454 *-<laM 
(f) umtfwalo (load) < cs 1806 *-tuaa-

(g) irnbila ( rockrab bit) < cs 109 *-bid°a 
(h) irnviila (rain) < ps 40 *-buda. 
(i) inkhosi ( chief/king) < cs 1101 *-k' ~ oq 
(j) irnbuti (goat) < cs 186 *-bud) 

(k) lubfunba (clay) < cs 200 * -bumb'a. 
(1) kudla (food) < cs 554 *-<lio 

(m) inja (dog) < cs 174 *-b" ua 

Again I have cited as examples only disyllabic stems. However, in this 

category the following patterns are distinguishable: H, HL, I-ILL, HH, HHl, 
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HHLL, etc. Consider, for instance, ku'phblcketela (to accompany). Longer 

stems will be cited when and where necessary. 

I mentioned above that Davey (1981) does not list any HI-I verbal stems or 

their FL derivatives. lt could well be that in the speech of his informants the 

HI-! has collapsed into the HL pattern in verbs although one still gets FL 

nominal stems as cited by Dav,,y (1981:33). In the speech form of my 

informants too the FL pattern could not be clearly perceived except in the 

participial (cf. Davey, 1981:101 et seq ). 

Since I am inclined to conclude that in Swati the two high toned verbal 

patterns have actually merged, I need a rule which will collapse HH to HL. 

According to Khumalo (1987:200) a similar phenomenon is taking place in 

Zulu. He ascribes it to the fact that the two radical vowels are co-linked to 

the same High node. To dissolve the high tone on the right he postulates a 

Right Branch Delink rule (ibid). This rule is also applicable to Swati and I 

reproduce it here although its condition is slightly modified. 

T-Rule 6: Right Branch Delink 

V ~ 
Verb radical 

Condition: This rule applies in all environments excepting the 

participial. 

Let us consider a few derivations: 

13. 

1•1 [1 [d [_ 
kl fu' / ut nga 
kutftfuga 

Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Right Branch Delink 
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kuhlola 
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Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Right Branch Delink 

Nominal stems, like the participial, are unaffected by this rule and 

accordingly in the lexical component no further rules are required. However, 

in the post-lexical component, a few rules may be necessary especially where 

the stem or word is phrase final. Let us consider examples 12(1) and (m). It 

will be borne in mind that Rycroft 's claim has been adopted, that the prefix 

has a high tone. It becomes necessary therefore to explain the falling tone in 

the prefix of (12)(1) kiidla and (123)(m) inja. In the underlying structure 

these words consequently have the following representations: 

14. (a) foja 14. (b) kudl{ 

U[ [ [ [l 
H 

G. 
I I 

1 ?. 

H 

.1 
IlJa 

3 1 

H 

Prepausal lengthening 
2 3 

Khumalo (1987:201-202) deals with this problem in Zulu tonology and posits 

what he calls the High Dissimilation Rule: 

T-Rule 7: High Dissimilation 

V 1 2 
phrase 

Condition: Vowel 3 must also be associated with a high tone. 

This rule states that should a sequence of three high tones occur in a word, 

phrase finally, the middle syllable will dissimilate from the other two by 
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delinking from the high tone node (Khumalo, 1987:201 ). Consider the 

following derivations: 

15. ( a) 
l~ I 
' ~inja 

H H 
r--#-- .. I 
I IIlJa 

I •• / 
1 mJa 

'· . , 
IIlJa 

i:nja (dog) 

(b) ~dr Prepausal 

Lengthening 

~udlr High 

Dissimilation 

ku udla High 

Dissimilation 

ku 'dl / u a Low Tone 

Default 

ku:dla (food) 

I feel that this rule is quite descriptive in comparison with Davey's claim 

(1981:46) where he explains the occurrence of the rising tone in kiidla in 

simple terms stating that.: 

The falling tone in the above (example) is a realization of the 
penult [+H] before a phrase final [+H]. 

However, the final high tone is normally lowered if it occurs phrase finally. 

This is due to the requirement that in N guni the final vowel should share the 

same high tone with the vowels of the penultimate syllable if linked to the 

same node (cf. Khumalo. 1987:202). It becomes necessary therefore to posit a 

Phrase Final Lowering rule (see Davey, 1981:165 and Khumalo (ibid)). 

However, because of the approach in this study, Khumalo's rule is adopted: 

T-R.ule 8: Phrase Final Lowering 

V-...._ /V y 
"tr O' ______ _J 

phrase 

This rule delinks the right branch of a high tone colinked to a vowel of the 

penultimate syllable and that of a final syllable in phrase final position. From 
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my list, the words which are susceptible to this rule are examples (12)(a)-(c) 

and (g)-(k). Let us consider a few derivations: 

16. (a.) hfburnb{ (b) (urna)ngitfunga 

H H hl Lexical Component 

ilb~a (tlma)ngit~ Prepausal 

\)\ 
lubulrnba 

H H 

ilbu6a 
11b" b' u uum a 

lubfunba (clay) 

A 
ngitfuunga 

Lengthening 

High Dissirnilation 

Phrase 

Lowering 

Final 

ngitfuunga Low Tone Default 

(uma)ngitfunga (If I sew) 

However, even with 12(1)-(m) examples we still get the word final lowering 

especially where they occur phrase medially. Consider the following 

examples: ngidla foyama (I eat meat) and foja yami (my dog). 

Khurnalo (1987) ascribes this to the notion of syllable prominence which he 

discusses in another work (1981:59--61). He claims that the feature 

[+prominence] is manifested through stress, high tone, duration and 

penultimate syllable position. Further, he maintains that there are 

restrictions on the co-occurrence of the features that induce prominence. For 

instance a high tone on a final syllable would be acceptable phrase finally, 

e.g. Ngifuna inja (I am looking for a dog), but phrase medially it would 

create an imbalance because the penultimate syllable is short here and 

consequently less prominent. Hence the high tone must be delinked from the 

final syllable by the Phrase Medial Lowering rule. Khumalo (1987:205) 

formalises this rule and states that it will apply if the final syllable is not 

stressed. 
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T Rule 9: Phrase Medial Lowering 

X 
t ~ 

word 

[-stress] 

Let us consider the following derivations from examples in (12) above: 

17. (a) i:nja ## (b) kfi:dla ## phrase finally 

i'nja # kudla # phrase medially 

Note that the phrase final derivations have been done and the focus is now 

on the phrase medial derivations: 

rH .. I 
IIlJa 

f :Y mjI 
' ·' IIlJa 

lJa 
1 ~ 
kudla 
~dla 

Phrase Medial Lowering 

Low Tone Default 

6.4.2.2 High toned Stems in the other Dialects 

Khumalo (1987:204) observes the tonal differences between the KwaZulu and 

the Natal Coast dialects of Zulu with regard to the verbal stems which are 

underlyingly HH. He cites (ibid) the following examples: 

KwaZulu Dialects Na.ta! Coast Dialects Gloss 
iluoo:na ' .,. iikubo:na. "to see" 

ukufft:na ukufu:na "to want" 

likutha:nda 
/. ,. 
iikutha:nda "to like" 

\Vhat Khumalo says of the Zulu dialects in the Natal South Coast is also 

true of the Tekela dialects in that area, viz. Bhaca, Lala and Nhlangwini. 

Incidentally this is also true of Phuthi and Su.Nde. Thus one can safely 

conclude that all the Tekela dialects under discussion behave. in a similar 

manner in as far as the high toned stems are concerned. Further they are also 
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susceptible to the same tona.l rules. A few examples are cited to illustrate 

this fact. 

18. (a) FL stems in the other Tekela dialects: 

(BHA) frnpf1ku (mouse) < cs 1597 *-puku 

urnsila (tail) < CS 1053 *---kuia 

(LA) uthunt1 (shade) < CS 1842 *-tund1 

usitf (soot_ < CS 1077 *-kf dt 

(NHLA) umsit1 (soot) < CS 1077 *-kf d) 

funhla.ne (back) < cs 213 *----cana 

(PHU) busika (winter) < CS 1748 *-tfka. 

fvula (rain) < CS 225 *-buda. 

(SU.NDE) lidimu (cannibal) < cs 619 *--{f(rnb 

nsirnhi(iron) < CS 339 *---cfmbf 

(b) H & HL stems in the other Tekela dialects: 

(BHA) i'Iifa (inheritence) < CS 1253 *-kua 
/ I ' -tsatfu (three) < CS 1689 *-tatu 

(LA) -hlanu (five) < CS 276 *-cM!lu 

Ifbele (breast) < CS 5 71 *-beede 
I I I 

(NHLA) urnusa (forebearance) < CS 238 *--ca 

limuth[ (tree) < CS 1730 *-t[ 

(PHU) ivu (sheep) < ps 246 *---gv 
fhloko (head) < ps 119 *-cooko 

(SU.NDE) liv( (voice) < CS 9054 *-jh1 
kutfula (to be silent)< CS 1819 *-tuud 

Let us illustrate the sensitivity of a few of these examples to the phonological 

rules which we applied to Swati. The first of such rules is T-Rule 6, i.e. the 

rule which deletes the final [+ HJ tone in the underlyingly HH verbal radicals. 

This rule has been dealt with in the preceding paragraph. The conclusion is 

that we do not find verbal stems with the FL pattern in these Tekela 

dialects. I therefore align myself fully with Khumalo's observation that: 

The Natal Coast dialects tend to dissolve high-low clusters 
wherever possible ... 

(Khumalo, 1987:209) 
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Lala is proba.bly an exception here and in the participial FH instead of FL as 

in Zulu is easily perceived. Consider the following examples: 

uffma (you want) 

utfula (you are quiet) (and the examples in 18(a)) 

The next rule is T-Rule 7, i.e. the High Oissimilation which changes the 

Swati: ffoja to f:nja. This rule works with the same effect in the other 

dialects as is evident from (18)(b) examples such as (PHU) f:vu (sheep) and 

(SU.NOE) li:vi. 

Next in line is T-Rule 8, the Phrase Final Lowering rule which changes such 

underlying structures as: 

lbuda to lubfunba (clay) in Swati. 

That it applies with the same force also to the other dialects is evident from 

examples such as: impfiku (mouse) in Bhaca; lidlmu ( cannibal) in SU.NOE 

et cetera. More examples are in (18)(a). 

Finally, we employed T-Rule 9, the Phrase Medial Lowering Rule which 

delinks a word-final syllable from a [+HJ node if it occurs phrase medially. 

This is a post-lexical rule which applies to the other Tekela dialects exactly 

as in Swati, so that in Phuthi for instance: ivu yami > fvu yami (my 

sheep). 

6.4.3 Low Toned Stems in the Indicative 

6.4.3.1 Low Toned Stems in Swati - Indicative Positive 

The Swati sentence in the present indicative can have two forms: the long 

and the short. The former occurs phrase finally and the latter in phrase 

medial position. The verb stern is not affected by this and the change in tone 

can only occur if the prefix or aspectual morpheme used has an underlying 

[+HJ tone. For the purposes of this discussion the following morphemes will 

be used viz. aspectual -~- and the first or second person subject concord 

both of which are unassociated with tone, and the aspectual ,a- and the 

third person subject/object concord - all of which have an underlying [+HJ 

tone. For convenience, I shall use the examples listed in (1) above. 
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19. (a) Ngiyava:la ## (I am shutting) 

(b) Ngivala umnya.:ngo ## (I shut the door) 

( c) Baya:lwa ## (They are fighting) 

(d) Balwa bo:dvwa ## (They fight by themselves) 

(e) Sisavfmbc:la ## (We are still preventing) 

( f) Sisavimbcla to:na ## (We still prevent them) 

(g) Ngiyay{:Jwa ## (I am fighting it) 

(h) Ngiyayi,{mbc:la ## (I am preventing it) 

(i) Ngisahlaku:la ## (I am still weeding) 

(j) Sisa'.bahlaktilc:la ## (Vie still weed for them) 

In (19)(a), (b) only toneless prefixes have been used and accordingly no 

realisation rules are necessary, since the surface forms are not different from 

the underlying forms. But from (19)(c)-(j) prefixes which are underlyingly 

associated with high tone have been used and in (c), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) 

we notice a shift of the high tone from the inherently high toned prefix to the 

right. Davey (1981:38) described the manner in which the shift takes place, 

and says that: 

The [+HJ shifts to the antepenult before a phrase boundary 
and to the penult when merely before a word boundary. 

He then posits two rules (op cit pp 40--41) to capture this phenomenon. 

Khumalo (1987:199) on the other hand employs only one rule, viz. the 

Rightward Shift (see T-Rule 2 above) plus Extratonality Marking. He then 

claims: 

The advantage of the incorporation of extratonality to the 
analysis is that it generalises the application of the Rightward 
Shift and rules out the necessity for an extra tonal rule. 

(Khumalo, 1987:195) 

However, in the indicative sentences we seem to be experiencing some 

problems with the Extratonality Notion. Let us take sisavimbela ... for 

instance. By Extratonality Marking the (la) in sisavimbe(la) is not visible to 

rule application, and the Rightward Shift states that the [+HJ can shift to 

-mbe- only if there is yet another unassociated syllable to its right. 

Consequently [+HJ should not shift to -mbe- as it has in example (f). 
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Khumalo (1987) also experiences problems with the application of 

extratonality. For instance on p. 217 (op cit) he cites the phrase 

/ukubahlc:ka/ and argues: 

In this example, it would seem that the high tone associated 
with the object prefix /ba/ has shifted onto the verbal radical, 
which has triggered Rightward Shift. Extratonality marking 
applies rendering the final syllable /ka/ 'invisible', thus not 
providing the correct environment for the application of 
Rightward Shift ... 

This is not the only area where tonally unassociated CVCV 
verbal radicals behave exceptionally. In the negative of the 
infinitive, for example, these radicals behave exceptionally in 
blocking the application of Leftward Spread ... 

(Khumalo, 1987:217-218) 

Khumalo (op cit p. 220) finally solves this problem by an ad hoc condition 

modifying the provisions of Extratonality: 

This statement has now to be modified as follows: 'Mark the 
final syllable of a multi-syllabic stem ( excepting a tonally 
unassociated CVCV stem immediately preceded by SP or OP) 
as extratonal'. 

Again he experiences other problems with the application of the Rightward 

Shift (op cit p. 281) which necessitates the inclusion of yet another condition: 

The rule does not apply in a verbal complex incorporating a 
[+LSp] or [+LSh] suffix. 

Such shortcomings militate against the adequacy of the lexical approach but 

they are to be expected in an exploratory work that Khumalo embarked 

upon. 

In actual fact, it would appear that even he himself is not quite satisfied with 

the applicability of the Rightward Shift and Extratonality, for he concludes: 

We could not explain why the high tone should be located on 
this, (i.e. antepenult) of all syllables. Not until Pulleyblank 
(1983) suggested that extrametricality has its tonal 
counterpart in extratonality, i.e. that the syllable on the 
periphery of certain roots is 'invisible' to specified tonal rules 
... But there are a number of artificial situations that arise 
which further research may clarify. · 

(Khumalo, 1987:291) 
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To get back to our subject then, to explain the tone shifting in examples in 

(19) above, we only need the Rightward Shift and Extratonality Marking (as 

amended). 

Let us now compare the situation in Swati with that which obtains in the 

other Tekela dialects. 

6.4.3.2 Low Toned Sterns in the other Dialects - Positive Indicative 

As we observed with the infinitive, there are virtually no differences between 

Swati and the other Tekela dialects with the indicative as well. Where the 

indicative sentence employs toneless prefixes no tonal changes take place. 

Accordingly, we get sentences like: 

(BHA) Ndiyavimbe:la ## (I prevent) 

(PHU) Giyavale:la ## (I shut in) 

Also with regard to 'toned' prefixes we get similar tone shift. The only 

difference there is, is consequent to the fa.ct that these other dialects are not 

susceptible to the depressor tone displacement. Thus we get sentences like 

the following: 

(SW A) Ngiyativale:la ## (I shut them in) 

but (NHLA) Ngiyativale:la ## (I shut them in) 

6.4.3.3 Low Toned Stems in Swati - Negative Indicative 

What is worth bearing in mind is that the negative suffix has an underlying 

[+HJ tone. This becomes evident in toneless verb radicals which suddenly 

acquire tone once the negative morpheme has been suffixed. Consider the 

following examples: 

20. (a) Angi:lwi ## 
(b) Abavalc:li ## 
(c) Aba.hlaku°li nja:lo ## 
( d) Abasihlakule:li ## 
(e) Anfzfvimbeli ka:hle ## 

(I am not fighting) 

(They do not shut in) 

(They don't always weed) 

(They do not weed for us) 

(You don't block them well) 

What we observe from these example is that the negative ~uffix has an 

underlying high tone and that this high tone spreads leftward to the penult, 

as in (20)(a) or it shifts leftward as in (20)(b)-(e). The pattern is that in 
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monosyllabic radicals the high tone is located on the penult-final but m 

polysyllabics it is on the penult only (see Davey, 1981:52). 

The leftward shifting of tone has posed serious problems for phonologists who 

are inclined to the rules which operate from left to right. This is why they 

eventually account for it by means of replacement rules (cf. Davey, ibid). 

Khumalo's approach (1987:221 et seq) to account for leftward spread by 

leftward rules is quite logical and should be welcomed as a breakthrough. 

To capture the tonal changes in the examples in (20) we need two rules 

which Khumalo terms: Leftward Spread and Leftward Shift (1987:225 and 

280). The difference between the two rules is that in the former the high tone 

is repeated on the penult without delinking from the final syllable whereas in 

the latter the high tone does delink from the final syllable. Let us reproduce 

the rules: 

T-Rule 11: Leftward Spread 

1-----i, 
V ~ 

Verb 

1 2 

Condition: If 1 = SP /OP vowel then 2 = monosyllabic verb vowel. 

If 1 = polysyllabic verb vowel then 2 = [+LSp] suffix. 

T-Rule 12: Leftward Shift 

XV V,,,,.J ..... __ 
Verb Radical Suffix [+LSh] 

Let us apply these rules to a few derivations: 

(,) [ C CV IT[+LSp 
H 

angilwi 
Lexical Component 

Suffixation 



,1}1 
angilwi 

H 

ang!ij 

~,1.1 
' "I , angn w1 
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angilwf (I don't fight) 

Leftward Spread 

Postc-Lcxical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

High Dissimilation 

Phonetic Component 

Low Tone Default 

(b) [ [ L Q [+LSp] 

r \ 
abavaleli 

r ~\ 
abavaleli 

alvallli 
aha va.I/)eii 

abavaleli (They don't shut for) 

Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Leftward Shift 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Low Tone Default 

6.4.3.4 Negative of high toned Swati stems - Indicative 

The high toned stems require just as few rules as the low toned ones in the 

indicative negative conjugation. It might be ideal therefore to deal with them 

here before turning to the other Tekela dialects. First, let us cite a few 

examples from the list in (12) above: 

(21) (a) asfdli (\Vedonoteat) 

(b) abavali (They do not shut) 
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(d) 

a.ngilali 
abatfangi 
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(I do not sleep 

(They do not sew) 

Here we notice that the underlying high tone of the negative suffix -i does 

not surface. There are two rules which are at work here. The first one 

operates on monosyllabic stems with a high tone. It delinks the syllable from 

the high tone node. The rule is accordingly called: Monosyllabic High Stem 

Lowering (see Davey, 1981:62 and Khumalo 1987:258). Khumalo (ibid) states 

that this rule has a very limited application and it is triggered by an 

object/subject concord. He formalises it as follows (ibid): 

T-Rule 13: Monosyllabic Lowering 

__L J_ 
Prefix Verb root, Indicative Principal, 

Subjunctive 

Condition: The rule does not apply when the prefix is the object prefix in 

the subjunctive. 

This rule lowers a high toned monosyllabic verb in the indicative or 

subjunctive mood if the latter is immediately preceded by a high toned 

SP /OP. Consider the following derivation: 

[ l b~[+LSp] 
H 

I 
angidli 

H ,i 
'dli a.ngi 

A 
a.ngidli 

Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Left ward Spread 

Monosyllabic Lowering 
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' ,.,, ' ang1:dh 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal Lengthening 

Phonetic Component 

Low Tone Default 

The second rule is the Phrase Final Lowering (i.e. T-Rule 8 above), which 

delinks the final syllable from the high node if it is co-linked to the vowel of 

the penultimate at the phrase final position. Consider the following 

derivation: 

.llJ 

!~ 
abava.a.li 

H~ t I\ . 
abavaa.li 

a.bavaal.1 
abavm.i 

phrase 

Lexical Component 

Suffixation 

Post-Lexical Component 

Prepausal lengthening 

Phrase Final Lowering 

SP-Lowering 

Phonetic Component 

Low Tone Default 

6.4.3.5 Negative of the High/Low Toned Stems in the other Dialects 

The position in (BHA), (LA), (NHLA), (PHU) and (SU.NDE) is the same as 

that described above and it would amount to undue repetition to cite 

examples here. 

At this juncture it is felt that the objective of highlighting the tonal 

similarities and dissimilarities between the Tekela dialects has been achieved. 

However, it will still be necessary to undertake a tonal study of each dialect 

for better insights. 
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6.5 RECAPITULATION 

In this discussion, as pointed out in the introduction I adopted the approach 

in Davey (1981) and Khumalo (1987) on grounds of relevance. However, in 

the course of the discussion I found myself leaning more and more heavily on 

Khumalo than Davey. The reasons for this were firstly because I adopted the 

same lexical approach as Khumalo, and secondly because I found Khumalo's 

phonological rules to be more descriptive than the segmental rules used by 

Davey. By this observation, however, I am not claiming that the lexical 

phonology approach was being compared with the segmental approach or 

that the former is a better theory. I am merely saying that I found it more 

adequate in solving the problems at hand. It is somewhat regrettable that 

owing to the limited scope of this study I could not go deeply into the tenets 

of this theory. 

Another limiting factor is that in my research and interpretation of tonal 

patterns I relied solely on audial impressions since no instruments excepting 

the cassette recorder were used. This is why I could not go deeply into the 

question of depressor consonants and their effect on tone. When one considers 

the array of instruments used by phonologists in trying to describe the 

depression feature in Nguni one would realise that it would be unwise to 

describe it without the aid of instruments. Some of these instruments are 

listed by Traill et al (1987:256) and include a finely attuned apparatus used 

by Beach, calibrated kymographic tracings used by Doke, produced against a 

100 Hz tuning fork, an electronic pitch meter used by Louw, a mingograph 

and spectograph used by Davey, and a laryngograph used by Rycroft. 

Despite these shortcomings it is hoped that the discussion in this chapter 

succeeded in revealing that there are common tonal patterns in the Tekela 

Nguni dialects and that they are susceptible to the same tonal rules. 

The discussion showed that, as was pointed out in Chapter two that due to 

historical circumstances the Natal South Coast became a melting pot for a 

number of Nguni dialects, a speech community has evolved with its own 

tonal idiosyncracies. Some of these transcend Zunda/Tekela. divisions to 

produce a peculiar community referred to as Isizansi (the South) (see 
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Mzamane, 1962:75). Reference was often made to Khumalo (1987) who shows 

how their tonal patterns differ from Zululand Zulu e.g. by spreading the high 

tone from the pre-vowel to the basic prefix without delinking it from the 

pre-vowel which I also established for the Tekela dialects in that area. I 

established too that these dialects are not susceptible to the Depressor Tone 

Displacement, a feature shared with the Zunda groups in that region as well. 

I may digress a little to point out a few other phonemic and morphological 

features which are peculiar to Isizansi, viz. the stem --mbi (bad) instead of 

-bi. Hence they say: umuntfu lomumb( (a bad person) instead of umuntfu 
lomub[ 

They use the affricate /tJh/ instead of the fricative / J / used in Northern 

Lala, Zulu and Swati. They also use the velar fricative /x/ instead of the 

glottal fricative /h/ used in Northern Lala, Zulu and Swati. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

7.1 INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVE 

Now that I have come to the end of this comparative study, it becomes 

necessary to look back and take stock of the observations and findings which 

have been made. For convenience, these may be grouped into three 

categories. In the first place, certain characteristics were observed which 

characterise each dialect as a member of the Nguni group of dialects. 

Secondly, each dialect was found to have certain features which are peculiar 

to Tekela. Finally each dialect had its own peculiar idiosyncracies. Such 

observations and findings make it desirable to review various classifications 

of these dialects by a number of scholars. However, before such review is 

embarked upon, let us have a closer look at the above-mentioned 

observations and findings. 

7.2 TEKELA DIALECTS WITHIN THE NGUNI GROUP 

Although this study was basically a phonological one, certain phonetic, 

lexical and morphological features were commented upon with the purpose of 

putting these dialects in their proper perspective. Such an approach is 

relevant also for drawing our conclusions. 

7.2.1 Lexical Correspondencies 

From Appendix A it became clear that there are many Zunda Nguni words 

which are shared also by Tekela Nguni. In fact, all Tekela dialects had 80% 

or more lexical items which appear also in Zulu. Interesting cases were where 

only a synonym of Zulu word appears in Tekela, e.g. fhl6ko is the only word 

for hare in Phuti whereas in Zulu we have both inhl6ko and ikha.nda. 

However, only the latter has been cited in the Appendix. Also of great 

interest is the fact that the Tekela word is adopted as a Hlonipha term in '> 

Zulu. Consider fotusi for instance, which is an everyday word for milk in 

Bhaca, Lala and Nhlangwini but used as a Hlonipha equivalent of fitirsi in 

Zulu. 
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7.2.2 Phonetic correspondencies 

It is mainly in phonetics where we notice striking differences between Zunda 

and Tekela. Despite this, however, a number of phonetic resemblances were 

observed between the two sub-groups of Nguni. Firstly, although [z] is 

strictly a Zunda sound a number of Tekela dialects share this phone although 

to a limited extent. Examples were cited in Chapters 2 and 3 but a few of 

them are repeated here for easy reference: 

SWA urnza.la (cousin) 

BHA --cliaza ( explain) 

NHLA 

PHU 

SU.NDE 

faulu (heaven) 

= urnzwali (boy-initiate) 

m11zenda (messenger) 

Another common speech sound is a click. Click sounds which were borrowed 

from the Khoisan are predominantly a Nguni phonetic feature. Southern 

Sotho also adopted clicks but to a very limited extent. Again a few examples 

rn Tekela are cited to show the correspondencies between the two 
sub-groups: 

S\VA = sfcoco (frog) 

BHA = --ncedza (help) 

NHLA - ingca (grass) 

LA = kuchasisa (to explain) 

PHU - Hcwabi (cream) 

The only exception is Sumayela N debele where clicks are replaced by the 

velar affricate [kx?J which itself is a loan from Khoisan as well. Compare the 

following: 

BHA = iqandza; SW A = Ifoandza; Su.Nde = Hklanda ( egg) 

Finally, another phonemic feature which is characteristic of Nguni is a 

breathy voiced prenasalised plosive. It must be borne in mind that this is 

very significant with Su.Ndebele which is in the heart of a Sotho-speaking 

community in which voiced plosives do not occur in nasal compounds. Only a 

few examples are cited to illustrate this point: 

SW A - imbita (pot) 

BHA = ngena (enter) 



LA 

NHLA 

SU.NDE 
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= k(1khamba. ( to go) 

- isicamba. (rush mat) 

= indoda (man) 

Phuthi is the only exception in that in this dialect, prenasalisation does not 

occur. 

7.2.3 Morphological features 

Here we refer only to nominal prefixes. Of the Southern Bantu languages 

Nguni is the only one where we get disyllabic noun prefixes. This occms 

consistently in Zunda Nguni but we also find it in Tekela although to a 

limited extent. In Nhlangwini and Bhaca we get disyllabic noun prefixes in 

all classes. In Swati and Lala, we get them only in nasal classes. In Phuthi 

we get them in class 2 e.g. ebatfu (people) and class 5 e.g. e'madf (water). In 

class 9 we do get a pre-vowel but we may not call this a disyllabic prefix 

since the basic prefix /n/ is eliminated in Phuthi e.g. (yomo as against 

!nkhomo' (cow) in Swati. It is only in Sumayela Ndebele where we do not get 

disyllabic prefixes owing to Sotho influence. 

7.2.4 Phonological correspondencies 

In dealing with various phonological processes it came to light that a number 

of them occur in Zunda just as in Tekela Nguni. These include vowel raising, 

vowel elision, complete and partial assimilation, and vowel coalescence. 

7.2.5 Concluding Remarks 

All the aforegoing observations go to show that there are more 

correspondencies between Zunda and Tekela than there are differences. 

7.3 TEKELA IDIOSYNCRACIES 

Besides the characteristics which are common to Nguni in general, we 

observed in this study certain features which are peculiar to Tekela. These 

observations will now be summarised also according to various linguistic 

levels. 
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7.3.1 Phonetic correspondcncies 

In our definitions section in Chapter 1 (par. 1.4.6) it was observed that many 

scholars use the replacement of the Zunda /z/ with the Tekela /t/ to be the 

characteristic distinction between the two Nguni sub-groups. However /t/ is 

not the only distinguishing feature. Others include the substitution of the 

alveolar plosive /th/ with the alveolar affricate /tsh/ or /t<P / e.g. 

Zunda: -thatha > Tekela: -tsha.tsha (take) 

-th61a > tf61a (find) 

Likewise the breathy-voiced alveolar plosive NJ is substituted by the 

breathy voiced alveolar affricate /93/ or /<JS/ e.g. 

Zunda: arna.doda > Tekela: ema.dvodza 

However this substitution of plosives with affricates is common not to all 

Tekela dialects. For instance we do not find this in Sumayela Ndebele and 

Nhlangwini. 

Finally, we observed that relative constructions from verbal stems end in -ko 

instead of the Zunda -.YQ e.g. 16kha.mbak6 as against the Zunda 6ha.mbay6 

(he who is travelling). 

7.3.2 Lexical correspondencies 

A common Tekela vocabulary was observed throughout this discussion. For 

instance in all the Tekela dialects the term for woman is either iimfati (as in 

Swa, Su.Nde, Bha, and Nhla) or ufati as in Lala and Phuthi. Again in all 

these dialects the term for village is either umuti or simply mu.ti. A number 

of examples of common vocabulary are to be gleaned from Appendix A. 

7.3.3 Morphological correspondencies 

In this section I shall isolate only three features which transpired from this 

discussion. The first is the use of la- as a relative prefix e.g. lomkhftlu ( the 

big one); logulako (the sick one). Secondly it was observed that the Tekela 

noun prefixes are normally monosyllabic especially in non-nasal classes. 

Thirdly the Zunda locative prefix kwa- is substituted by ka- in Tekela, e.g. 

KaNgwane, KaBhaca and KaNdebele. 
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7 .3.4 Phonological correspondcncics 

In Chapter 5 we observed that there are a number of processes which are 

peculiar only to Tekela. These include nasalisation of vowels, vowel 

replacement, consonant insertion (which occur in all the Tekela dialects) and 

labialisation which occurs only in Swati, Bhaca and Phuthi. 

7.3.5 Concluding remarks 

Aga.in it transpired from the aforegoing that there are enough 

correspondencies between the Tekela dialects for one to draw the conclusion 

that the Tekela dialects can be regarded as members of a common 

sub-group. However if they are different dialects there must be certain 

features peculiar to each dialect to distinguish it from others; as we shall see. 

7.4 PECULIAR FEATURES OF EACH DIALECT 

7.4.1 Peculiar features of Swati 

Swati has all the characteristics which are typical of Tekela. However, 

besides those elements which are adopted from Zulu there are no 

idiosyncracies which are peculiar to Swati. 

7.4.2 Peculiar features of Bhaca 

Bhaca shares all the typically Tekela phenomena just like Swati. Perhaps the 

only glaring difference is in the disyllabic nominal prefixes which resemble 

Xhosa especially in the long vowel in the plural of class 9 e.g. Hnkomo' 

(cattle). However there are two features which are peculiar to Bhaca and 

Nhlangwini only. Firstly, there is the /R/ formative which is a copulative 

prefix e.g. hhuye (it's him); hhubii.wo (it is my father). Secondly, it is the 

negative auxiliary ave, e.g. ave ndila.ml:ffle (I am not hungry). 

7.4.3 Peculiar features of Lala 

To a large extent Lala resembles Swati especially with regard to nominal 

prefixes. It is also very close to Zulu. For instance, even the South Coast 

dialects of Lala have / J / like Swati and Zulu as against /tjh/ which is a 

dominant feature of the South Coast dialects. 

But Lala is peculiar in eliminating the nasal in class 9 nouns, e.g. 
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iyom6/ihhom6 (bovine) iyabi (ox); ihhosi (king). I tried to demonstrate that 

this is due to Thonga ( or Tsonga in Tekela) influence. 

Over and above these however, Lala has two idiosyncracies. In the first 

place, Lala is the only Southern Bantu language which tolerates a 

juxtaposition of labials. The result is that palatalisation in this dialect 

simply does not occur. However in discussing Lala, one should be careful not 

to generalise. There are quite a number of phonemic differences between 

Northern Lala, found especially in the Kranskop district and Southern Lala 

found especially among the Cele of Ezingolweni. In Chapter 2 referrece was 

made to an article by Wilkes (1981) which deals with these differences on the 

phonological, morphological and semantic level. Let me cite a few examples 

of the phonemic differences: 

Northern Lala 

kh/ 

e.g. likhaya [likhaja] (home) 

n6khii.mbak6 [nJkhambalsJ] .... 

(the one who is going) 

/x/ 
e.g. -rha.nu [xanu] (five) 

/-d 
e.g. -grula [wla] (pass) 

ing~&la. [im1~la] (path) 
" 

/tsh/ 

Southern Lala 

> /'h/ or /j/ 
> lihaya [li'haja] 

> 16yii.mbak6 

[!J jam~i~}ii] 

> /f/ 
> B-hlanu [fanu] 

I lb! 
> -dh'.ila [~_1;1la] 

> indlela [ind~~la] 

/th/ 
e.g. -tsha.tshu [tshatshu] (they) > -tha.thu [thathu] 

(cf. Wilkes, 1981:92-102) 

From the foregoing examples it is very clear that Northern Lala is very 

conservative in comparison with Southern Lala. As a matter of fact, in 

Southern Lala even palatalisation is being adopted even though very 

gradually. For instance from my informants I detected inja (dog) instead of 

1.mbwa. Some of them avoid words with palatal sounds, e.g. they say Ifjikf 

(indigenous beer) instead of bwalwa.. 
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7.4.4 Peculiar features of Nhlangwini 

It was shown in this discussion that Nhlangwini has strongly been influenced 

by Zulu and Xhosa. On the other hand it still resembles Swati especially by 

replacing the Zunda /z/ with /t/. In par. 7.4.2 two of its peculiarities which 

it shares with Bhaca were cited, namely the copulative prefix hh- and the 

negative auxiliary ave. 

7.4.5 Peculiar features of Phuthi 

It transpired from this investigation that to a large extent, Phuthi comes 

much closer to Lala. However, it too is distinguished from other Tekela 

dialects by two peculiar features. In the first place prenasalisation simply 

does not occur in this dialect. Prima facie this could be ascribed to Sotho 

influence for in this language group too prenasalisation is not a common 

feature. Consider the following examples: 

Sotho Tekela 

kgom6 (SWA) inkhom6 (bovine) 

theko (SWA) intengo (price) 

taba (S\VA) indaba (affair) 

kolobe (SWA) inguh1be (pig) 

However, Phuthi goes much further than Sotho in eliminating prenasalisation 

everywhere whereas Sotho retains it in monosyllabic stems, e.g. 

ntja (dog); nta (louse); ntwa (war); mpa (stomach); ntlo (house) 

etc. 

Another peculiarity of Phuthi is the prevalence of mid-high vowels [e] and 

[o] even in instances where its trigger cannot be ascertained. In par. 5 we 

referred specifically to words such as iny6ka (snake), kona (present); et 

cetera. 

7.4.6 Peculiar features of Sumayela Ndebele 

Despite many resemblances, Su.Nde differs from other Tekela dialects also in 

two idiosyncracies. Firstly, the preprefix has been eliminated from all 

nominal prefixes. This may well be ascribed to Sotho influence because 

languages of this group have a totally monosyllabic prefixal system. 
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Secondly, Su.Nde is the only Tekela dialect with the phoneme /kx/ to 

represent click sounds and the velar /nk/ e.g. liklanda ( egg) and nklulumo 
(talk) instead of lfqand7.i and inkhulumo respectively. 

7.4.7 Concluding Remarks 

Having highlighted certain Nguni, Tekela and peculiar features in these 

dialects it becomes imperative to consider how they have been classified by 

various scholars. 

7.5 SCHOLARS' VIEWS ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF TEKELA 

In this section the focus will be on Ziervogel's (1959) classification. However, 

other relevant classifications will also receive attention. 

7.5.l Zie.rvogel's classification 

Ziervogel (1959:13) divides Nguni into two subgroups: Zunda and Tekela. 

Under Tekela he lists Swati, Bhaca, Phuthi, Northern Transvaal Ndebele and 

Lala. From our list, only Nhlangwini has been omitted. I assume that this is 

an inadvertent omission which is therefore not very serious since he has not 

listed Nhlangwini elsewhere, like for instance under Zunda Nguni. 

What is rather confusing however is that the stand he has taken regarding 

Northern Transvaal Ndebele (i.e. Su.Nde) is in direct conflict with his views 

on their history (see par. 2.4.7.1) where he refutes any connection between 

such Ndebele and the Nguni. His classification is also a contradiction to the 

one made earlier (1955) where he divided Nguni into three sub-groups: (a) 

Zunda, (b) Tekela, and (c) Lala. In the 1955 classification he cited three Lala 

dialects. viz. Northern, Southern and Wotshe; but in the latter (i.e. 1959) 

Wotshe has been left out. I will attempt to find reasons for this change. 

The following assertion might probably be the main reason which motivated 

him to regard Su.Nde as a Nguni speech variety: 

Notwithstanding the diversity of elements which all played 
their part in the making of N debele of today, one cannot but 
regard Ndebele as basically Nguni, and as belonging to the 
Nguni group of languages. In a recent article by the ptesent 
author (i.e. Ziervogel himself) certain criteria which may serve 
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as a guide for the grouping of the Nguni languages were put 
forward. Northern Ndebele undoubtedly fits into what he calls 
the Tekela sub-group of Nguni of which it is a cluster. (my 
emphasis). 

(Ziervogel, 1959:13) 

These words are most welcome, but coming from Ziervogel they are 

somewhat strange for all along he has been arguing that: 

The Northern Ndebele proper ... are not of Natal origin. Said 
to have come from the north, i.e. Rhodesia, they were 
influenced by the Swazi and later by the Southern Ndebele, but 
are not related to the latter; 
... However, their contact with the south is not to be denied. 
Apart from Sotho influence some linguistic peculiarities are 
their own, and have, in the light of the above account, to be 
attributed to their origin in the north. 

(Ziervogel, 1959:5) 

What are these linguistic peculiarities that Ziervogel is referring to? On p. 12 

he singles out five: the loss of nasal in voiceless compounds of class 10; the 

first person singular concord n- in both subjectival and objectival positions, 

the copulative prefix, the locative prefix !J, and !J)J-, and an assimilated type 

of concord for the adjective. 

To anyone who understands Sotho these features can never be said to be 

peculiar. Even Ziervogel himself concedes as much when he adds: 

One might, of course, attribute some of these to analogy or 
some other 'psychological' influence of Sotho. 

(Ziervogel, 1959:12) 

In this study it was shown that Su.Nde resembles Phuthi m eliminating 

nasals in compounds and also in the syllabification of nasals. The conclusion 

is that Su.Nde is not that peculiar to other Tekela Nguni dialects and 

therefore I agree with Ziervogel that it should be classified as a 'Tekela Nguni 

dialect. 

The next question relates to Lala. Why do linguists sometimes want to 

categorise it on its own, distinct from Zunda or Tekela Nguni? Compare also 

the views expressed by Kubeka ( 1979:42) in this regard. Surely there must be 

certain idiosyncracies peculiar to Lala which are responsible for this view. In 
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7.4.3 only two such idiosyncracies were isolated. The question is: are they 

essential enough to warrant the exclusion of Lala from Nguni? 

The first peculiarity is that Northern Lala lacks lateral fricatives replacing 

them with pre-velar fricatives. Thus [sihlalo > sihralo] (chair). It was 

pointed out however that the Southern Lala, especially the Cele of 

Ezingolweni have outgrown this phenomenon and they now employ [-!] and 

[~] in their speech form. After all even in other Nguni dialects these fricatives 

are of recent origin, they are not typical Bantu phonemes. 

The second peculiarity is that palatalisation does not occur in Lala. But 

again this process is not essential in characterising a speech variety as 

Tekela. Even in the rest of Nguni its occurrence is somewhat sporadic. 

Normally it should occur in the formation of the passive, diminutive and 

locative constructions where the final syllable of the word is a bilabial. 

Moreover, in the diminutive construction alveolar plosives may also be 

palatalised. There is no single language however where palatalisation occurs 

regularly and uniformly. For instance in Chapter 5. it was pointed out that 

in Bhaca, non-palatalisation is more prevalent with the alveolar diminutives 

than otherwise. Louw (1975:244/5) observes: 

70% of the nouns in Xhosa have no palatalisation in the 
locative but only in the diminutive ... In about 16% of the 
words where one would expect to find palatalisation in the 
locative and/or diminutive, none occurs. 

In dealing with the history of the Lala a close bond between them and the 

Tsonga was pointed out (see Chapter 2). This finds support also in what 

Louw established much earlier, that: 

According to information obtained from an uncle of the 
Paramount Chief of the Cele, a Lala tribe at eZingolweni in 
Natal, they were originally Tsonga who lived in the days of 
Shaka in the coastal area of Zululand north of the uThukela 
River. 

(Louw, 1975:241) 

On p. 247 of the same publication, Louw observes: 

Tsonga shares many grammatical features with Nguni. !rt some 
respects it has retained older forms which are used in rather 
contracted or fossilized forms in Nguni. 
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In the light of this information it becomes necessary to ascertain the extent 

to which Lala differs from Tsonga regarding pala.talisation. Quite obviously, 

there is a difference because pa.la.ta.lisa.tion does occur in Tsonga albeit 

limited to diminutives and locatives only (see Louw, 1975:241). But even so, 

the process is not as complete as it is in Zulu. Consider, for instance, how 

this process is defined by Baumbach (1987:36) for Tsonga: 

Pa.la.talisation is the process whereby a non-pa.la.ta.I consonant 
is replaced by its (partially) palatalised counterpart. 

In actual fact what happens in Tsonga is that a labial consonant remains 

intact and only a labial glide or round vowel which follows changes to a 

palatal glide, e.g. 

*xinguvuana > xingubyana (small blanket) 

whereas in Nguni the labia.I consonant and vowel would disappear altogether, 

e.g. the Zulu-Swa.ti: 

*inguboana > ingutjffila ( small blanket) 

Notwithstanding the aforegoing, Lala is exceptional in that it is the only 

Southern Bantu speech variety that would tolerate the juxtapositioning of a 

bilabial consonant and a labial glide. As pointed out above, however, 

pa.latalisation is not an essential feature of Tekela, and the conclusion I 

arrive at is that Lala has sufficient Tekela and Nguni features to qualify as a 

Tekela Nguni dialect. By this conclusion I am concurring in the views 

expressed by Van Dyk (1960:148) in his insightful analysis of Lala, where he 

also concedes as follows: 

Ter opsomming kan dus gestel word <lat Lala fonologies tot 
Zulu ooreenstem. Van die verskille met Zulu dee! Lala 'n 
aantal met Swazi en die ander Tekela-vorms van Nguni en kan 
<lit dus ook tot die Tekela-tale a.an die Nguni-groep gereken 
word. 

This view is confirmed also by Ownby, who, using the information supplied 

by Bryant, argues that La.la is a Nguni dialect: 

Bryant, however, described the La.la. language as ... 'Zulu 
strongly Tonga.ized, with perhaps 2/3 of its pronunciation, its 
vocabulary and its grammar identical with that of Zulu and a. 
remainder composed of totally foreign sounds, roots and 
constructions ... ' This suggests two important points. First, if 
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Lala were that similar to Zulu then it must be regarded as an 
Nguni language ... 

(Ownby, 1981: ) 

7.5.2 Mzamane's classification 

Mzamane's views have a bearing on the classification of Phuthi, Bhaca and 

Nhlangwini. He maintains: 

Phuthi has a midway nature between Nguni and Sotho. 
(Mzamane, 1948: 1) 

Unfortunately, in this statement, Mzamane does not tell us the language 

group to which Phuthi belongs. Nevertheless, his statement implies that 

Phuthi is neither Nguni nor Sotho. Taking into account the Southern Bantu 

languages in Guthrie's Zone S, linguists are unanimous in isolating only the 

following language groups: Nguni, Sotho, Tsonga, Shona and Venda; and 

Phuthi must belong to one of them. An attempt was made in this study to 

adduce enough linguistic evidence to the effect that Phuthi is basically a 

Tekela Nguni dialect despite the Sotho influence. 

Turning now to Bhaca and Nhlangwini these he has classified as Tekela. But 

he often sounds unsure of his classification, especially when he starts arguing 

as follows: 

Except for the use of nd- which it shares with Xhosa, Bhaca 
does not have much in common with the former. For purposes 
of classification, the relation between these two is somewhat 
remote, this is so, despite the fact that they are both Nguni 
dialects and that they are both in the Southern part of 
Nguniland. 

Bhaca belongs to a set of dialects known as isiZantsi ( the 
South dialects). These comprise Nhlangwini, Lala and Zotsho. 
In some way they are all akin to Zulu and situated very near 
it, but they nevertheless do not conform wholly to its pattern. 
There are outstanding differences here and there, the chief 
amongst these being Tekela. 

(Mzamane, 1962:75) 

On Nhlangwini, he makes a similar statement, and says: 

Except for the first person subject and object root syllable ng
in Nhlangwini and nd- in Bhaca and also for the fact that 
Bhaca uses thsi /tsi forms where Nhlangwini uses thi- there is 
very little difference between the. two In contrast to Xhosa 
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they stand together on a major difference in that they are both 
tekeza/tekela. In addition they both belong to isiZantsi form of 
dialects. On a strict division they would be grouped with the 
Natal and other Northern Nguni dialects than with the 
Southern Nguni . 

... Nhlangwini, as we have stated before, is a tekeza/tekela 
form to which belong also Bhaca, Swati and Transvaal 
Ndebele. 

(Mzamane, 1962:116) 

The first problem that Mzamane has in trying to classify Phuthi, stems from 

the narrow conception he has of Nguni. He probably adopts Soga's definition 

of Nguni as referring to Xhosa and a few tribes in Natal as well as the Ngoni 

of Malawi and Tanzania. Viewed from this angle then Phuthi will of 

necessity be distinguishable from Nguni. It will be recalled that Soga 

excludes also the Zulu and Lala (see 1.4.6 above) from his definition of 

Nguni. However, in his later work, Mzamane (1962) appears to have adopted 

a broader view of Nguni, even distinguishing between the Eastern (which he 

calls Northern) and the Southern Nguni. 

It is also interesting to note that in the 1962 study his view of Tekela has 

changed. It will be recalled that in the 1948 study he had defined Tekela as 

the substituting of /1/ with /y / e.g. --thula > --thuya (be quiet) which we 

regard as Thefuya; and what we regard as Tekela, (i.e. the use of /t/ where 

Zunda uses /z/ he described as Thefuya (see 1.4.6). In the latter work he 

describes Bhaca and Nhlangwini as Tekela just as we do in this analysis. 

It must be pointed out, in passing, that Phuthi in fact has both Thefuya and 

Tekela features. However, their Thefuya tendency is limited only to the 

perfect formative -ile which changes to -LIT in Phuthi e.g. 

baboniye (they have seen) 

ukhabhlye (he has left) 

Despite these inconsistencies in Mzamane's classification it may be concluded 

that his views are in agreement with the views held here that Bhaca, 

Nhlangwini, Phuthi and Sumayela Ndebele are all Tekela. 
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7 .5.3 Some Concluding Remarks 

I have come to the end of the phonological analysis of these dialects, and I 

would like to think that from this analysis, it can safely be concluded that 

these six dialects namely: Swati, Bhaca, Lala, Nhlangwini, Phuthi and 

Sumayela Ndebele are indeed all Tekela Nguni dialects. 

This conclusion should be based on the Nguni and Tekela characteristic 

features which are laid down in 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. In essence these 

requirements are my definition of Tekela. As such my conception of Tekela 

differs perhaps radically from views held by some of the scholars whose 

definitions of Tekela were cited in 1.4.6 above. We saw there that Bleek for 

instance defines Tekela broadly to cover such languages as Tswana where 

tsona (they; cl. 10) is the equivalent of Zunda Nguni wna, for instance. To 

me this view is unacceptable. To me tsona of Tswana or Sotho languages in 

general is an independent natural development deriving from Proto-Bantu. 

This /ts/ does not replace /z/ because these languages do not have /z/. To 

my mind, Tekela must be narrowly defined as a phenomenon typical of 

Nguni. 

The question then arises whether Tsonga should not also be classified as 

Tekela. In as much as it shares certain Nguni features (cf. Louw, 1975:247 

and Baumbach 1987:1) I would align myself with that view provided the 

requirements set out in 7.2 and 7.3 above, are satisfied. 

However, it should be borne in mind that a dialect may, due to certain 

circumstances, shake off its Tekela idiosyncracies as Ziervogel (1959:4) 

observes with regard to the Hwaduba. A Su.Nde off-shoot, who have become 

Sotho speaking. In Natal this happened to the Hlubi. Old Hlubi is normally 

classified as Tekela (cf. Baumbach, 1987:1) but today those in Natal (i.e. the 

house. of Langalibalele) are Zulu speaking while those in the Eastern Cape 

and the Transkei have adopted Xhosa. In fact the position at present is such 

that the Tekela dialects which formed the subject of this study are probably 

the only existing Tekela sub-groups among Southern Bantu. 
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7.6 CLASSIFICATION OF NGUNI REVISITED 

Having argued that the dialects which form the subject of this study are all 

Tekela and are all Nguni, and having attempted also to prove a common 

origin between them, one wonders if it would not be most ideal if Nguni was 

divided into only two standard or written languages: one Tekela and one 

Zunda. Indeed, this would also be most pragmatic and viable if we consider 

communication and development of literature as the main purposes of a 

written language. 

As a matter of fact, many linguists share the view that Nguni should have 

only two or possibly one written language. Regarding the distinction between 

Zulu and Xhosa for instance, Louw (1977:127) has this to say: 

It is only because of a number of historical co-incidencies that 
Zulu and Xhosa obtained separate written media. There are 
greater divergencies between the different Northern Sotho 
dialects which have one written language than between Zulu 
and Xhosa. 

Finlayson (1987:54) re-affirms this when she states: 

To return to the linguistic postulations on the basis of the 
semantic clusters, i.e. the meanings of the direct cognates 
grouped and found to be in common and therefore part of the 
original source, we link ... the Zulu and Xhosa so high as to be 
considered dialects - but they have been recognised as separate 
languages for reasons other than linguistic. 

Ownby (1981:63-66) goes further than these two linguists. The effect of her 

argument is that not only are Zulu and Xhosa dialects of the same language 

but also that Swazi is a dialect of Zulu. To her the differences between Swazi 

and Zulu are more apparent than real. She deplores the fact that Ziervogel 

sees Swazi as a different language from Zulu. It might benefit the reader to 

quote her arguments at length: 

The apparent differences of Swati were deemed to be 
significant enough by D. Ziervogel to propose another 
classification of Nguni. His work in 1955, reminiscent of 
Diihne's, divides Nguni into two parts: Zunda, composed of 
Zulu and Xhosa, and Tekela, represented by Swati. His 
primary consideration is phonological, that is, it is based on 
the fact that Swati speakers consistently use a /t / where Zulu 
or Xhosa speakers use a /z/. The binary distinction has 
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remained commonly accepted ... Yet its base seems relatively 
fra.il, supported as it is largely by a single phonological rule. 
For history, such a classification is important because of what 
it suggests about speakers of proto-languages (1981 :63--64 ). 

She then formalises the 6 rules which distinguish Swazi from Zulu: 

1. /*z/ > /t/ 
2. *Nasal> 0 I [+continuant] 

3. /*t/ > /ts/ I 
V 

[-round] 

/*d/ > /dz/ 
y 

4. I [-TOund] 

5. /*t/ > /tf/ / [+rotnd] 

/*d/ > /dS/ I V 
6. [+round] 

The last four she collapses into a single rule, and we end up with only three 

rules: 

3(a) Gtrident 
-continuant 

+alveolar 

She then draws her conclusion: 

> [+strident) 

It can be suggested, therefore, that Swati has experienced a 
small burst of recent sound changes which do not necessarily 
justify its separate classification ( 1981 :64) 

Louw (1987:148) supports Ownby and points out that even the rule: /*z/ > 

/t/ is not consistently applied. He avers: 

Swati is a most difficult proposition. But again what is Swazi: 
The name of their king is given a Zunda form, cf. Sobhuza. 
One of their most prestigious clans is Mabuza. The praises of 
their chiefs are done in Zunda. A lexico-statistical comparison 
on the basis of Heine will show but little difference between 
them and Xhosa and Zulu (my underlining). 

Ownby ends up by giving us ratios of cognation between Xhosa and Zulu, 

and Zulu and Swazi. However, her ratio between Xhosa and Zulu would be 

higher were it not for incorrect deductions. For instance she argues that in 

Zulu the sound /hi/ does not change before a nasal but in Xhosa it changes 

to /ti/, cf. Zulu /hi/ in inhlabathi; inhliziyo; inhloko as against Xhosa: /ti/ 
intlabathi; intliziyo; and intloko (Ownby, 1981 :65). Unfortunately Ownby 
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